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ABSTRACT

This thesis considers the nature and form of lean production
from three angles: prevailing institutional arrangements, as a
holistic system and as a series of production techniques. In
each case, it identifies social, value, and technical
characteristics constructing a synthetic theory of lean
production from a critical review of existing literature and
from grounded theory.

From original empirical work in West Lothian's electronics
industry it interprets and analyses the extent and nature of
lean production's diffusion from inward investors into the
indigenous sector. This thesis explores the extent to which
local supply chains act as knowledge conduits, shaping and
promoting the diffusion of technological knowledge.

It identifies barriers to the diffusion of lean production
technology and considers them within the context of current
theoretical and public policy debate.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

- research questions, significance and method

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis analyses the diffusion of technology - specifically the lean

production technological system, which chapter two defines in terms

knowledge relationships and institutional arrangements. Lean production has
been transferred into West Lothian in central Scotland by inward investors,

mainly in the semiconductor and electronics industries. This research asks

how, why and in what form the lean production system has diffused from

foreign direct investors into the indigenous sector.

Drawing upon research within inward investing and indigenous companies,
this work maps the nature of lean production in West Lothian and the
institutional arrangements affecting inward investment technology transfer and
its diffusion to indigenous companies. Technology transfer and diffusion

processes are non-linear and problematic and contain qualitative and complex
issues. This work therefore, relies heavily upon grounded theory from

generated research data. Since lean production techniques, their institutional

arrangements and associated inter-organisational networks have become an

important element in competitive advantage and economic growth in recent

years, this study explores the interpretative meanings which can be given to
lean production in the setting of central Scotland.
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The thesis constructs a synthetic theory of lean production at different levels of

aggregation: plant, region and global which strives to avoid determinism in

theoretical composition. A set of conceptual instruments is used to analyse
the institutional setting of the particular form of lean production found in West

Lothian.1 An analysis of the institutional setting of lean production in central

Scotland is presented using parameters of alignment from Molina's (1988)
socio-technical constituencies approach, and synchronisation from Regulation

Theory (Boyer, 1990). In particular this thesis views economic clusters as

knowledge networks, the sustainability of which is contingent upon depth of

knowledge generation and socialisation.

Following an analysis of the empirical results of this work, a range of public

policy issues are discussed. An expectation of policy makers has been that

public subsidies to inward investors would create leverage by supply chain

industry growth and the diffusion of competitive practices. An assessment of

the results of these policies is considered and an agenda of policy changes is

suggested.

The central theme of this thesis is the power and importance of knowledge of

product and process technology. The transfer of lean production technological

knowledge and capability has transformed West Lothian's place in the world

economy. Its successful indigenous companies have a proven ability to

transfer, generate, socialise and cumulate new technological knowledge. The
future economic growth and prosperity of the area relies upon it profitably

contriving knowledge of technological products and processes.

Institutional arrangements are the broad social structures which shape and constrain
economic activity and the deployment of technology, (Streeck, 1992:Ch. 1).
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Between 1986 and 1999, the author represented the Broxburn Ward in West

Lothian as local Councillor, firstly with Lothian Regional Council and from 1996

the newly formed West Lothian Council. In both councils, the author had

political responsibility for economic development. In the case of West Lothian

Council, this responsibility entailed planning, property, transport, training,

development control and environmental matters. In addition, the author led a

range of public private partnerships in including those in major retail

development, industrial property development, housing and commercial

property development (including the Livingston Football Club). Between 1986
and 1998 the author chaired a venture capital company which made some 140

investments, over half of which were in West Lothian. In 1999, the author

retired from the Council.

This period of political responsibility coincided with a remarkable
transformation in the fortunes of West Lothian. This transition is illustrated by

a shift from mass unemployment to becoming the second-best quality of life

area in Britain and from an area of little value-adding economic activity into a

locus of high value-added export and inward investment.

Thus, the processes giving rise to the research questions featuring in this
research arose from practical strategic choices and decisions. These research

questions (shown in figure 1.1) begin by seeking an interpretation of lean

production as it existed in West Lothian. In particular, from the viewpoint of

public policy I was interested to assess the degree of fragility in the area's
economic base resulting from an arguable over-dependency upon foreign

direct investment (FDI), almost all of which in the microelectronics sector.

Having studied labour process debates for many years, I was interested to
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assess the extent to which lean production offered sustainable growth to an

area such as West Lothian. This led to question three, could the newly

created economic and social space of West Lothian, replicate the advantages
of European and US spatial clusters? In addition, to what extent did these

advantages lay in the rapid diffusion of lean production. Hence, question two

highlights one possible route for indigenous business growth - building upon

supply chain (and knowledge links) with the inward investing companies. Few

value-adding links existed. In local policy debate the inward investors drew
attention to lack of capability and capacity in the indigenous companies and

the indigenous companies argued that FDI processes acted to their

disadvantage. This led into the areas covered by question four which notes

from Regulation Theory and Storper's (1987) theory institutional thickness the

importance of institutional arrangements. It examines the precise form
institutional arrangements take in West Lothian and how they shape the

dependency-interdependency between the area and its investment providers.

How also did the shape of institutional arrangements affect the ability of

indigenous companies to undertake value-added trading with inward
investors?

1 What interpretation can be placed upon lean production as practised in West
Lothian?

2
3

4

5

Are supply chains a conduit for the diffusion of lean production within West Lothian?
What networking occurs amongst manufacturers in West Lothian and its
consequences for the diffusion of lean production?
How suitable for the diffusion of lean production are the institutional arrangements
prevailing in West Lothian?
Which variables have influenced the diffusion of lean production technology in West
Lothian, and which of these variables might be expected to influence future
technology diffusion?

Figure 1.1: Research Questions

Of course, from a public policy perspective guiding future strategic decision¬

making is crucial. Question five turns to West Lothian's future technological
base seeking to understand how the particular form and character of lean
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production is likely to influence future growth patterns in the area. In addition,
to identify opportunities for sustainable growth unlikely to me met by lean

production FDI and therefore more in need of public support. These questions

give structure to this thesis and significance to its findings.

In chapter eleven this research answers the following research questions

using an 'in-to-out' perspective, following the three angles from which lean

production in viewed in this thesis. These are as a series of production

techniques, a holistic system and as a set of institutional arrangements. Each

of these research questions requires a multi-layered answer. These answers

involve reviewing appropriate literature, referencing empirical data, and the
construction of conceptual instruments to enable a full analysis. In each case,

the answers cross-reference, each contributing towards a holistic vision of the

diffusion of lean production in West Lothian. As an example of this multi-

layering, question two on supply chains will be answered in the following
manner. Chapter five identifies the nature and form of supply chains of lean

producer. Chapters three to six construct a set of conceptual tools, which are

applied in later analyses of the empirical results. This approach results in the

grounded theory explained in chapter eleven.

1.3 THE STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS

This research traverses a wide area of theoretical and empirical ground, (see

diagram 1.2). An extensive range of tools and theoretical instruments are

employed. Literature relevant to answering the research questions is reviewed

during the presentation of lean production's operation and the construction of

conceptual instruments, rather than separately. In this sense, an instrumental

approach to reviewing literature is adopted and functional choices are made.
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Chapter two establishes a theoretical foundation for the term lean production
and chapter three uses Molina's (1997) sociotechnical constituency approach
to give an overview of the evolution of West Lothian's technological regime.

Chapter Chapter Content
Part One The operation of lean 1 Introduction, structure and

production method
2 Definitions
3 Overview of West Lothian and

sociotechnical constituency
approach

4 The value, technical and social
dimensions of lean production
at plant level

Part Two Conceptual instruments 5 Lean supply
with which to analyse the 6 The institutional setting of lean
institutional setting and production: long waves,
nature of lean production globalisation and national

innovation systems, networking
and clustering, learning
organisations and space and
regional policy

7 A holistic theory of lean
production

Part Three Empirical data 8 Inward investor case studies
9 Indigenous company data and

case studies
Part Four Analysis 10 The evolution of lean

production in West Lothian
11 Answers to Research

Questions
12 Conclusions

Diagram 1.2: Map of thesis

Chapter four focuses upon systems and processes within lean production

plants and their immediate environment critically synthesising existing theories
where possible. Using an analysis of lean supply, chapter five links the plant
and environment levels of lean production's operation to the wider institutional
level. A set of theoretical instruments is composed in chapter six, which also

highlights significant variables in lean production's institutional arrangements.

Chapter seven presents a synthetic theory of lean production containing

social, technical and value dimensions at plant, system and institutional levels.
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Chapters eight and nine present and analyse the qualitative and quantitative
data from empirical work in fifteen manufacturing companies in West Lothian.
The analytical section of the thesis begins in chapter ten, which interprets the

empirical results in terms of the synthetic theory of lean production. Chapter
eleven answers the research questions and chapter twelve gives a summary

and conclusions.

1.4 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS RESEARCH

This section outlines the significance of this research for economic

development policy, public policy and the theory of technology diffusion, the

quantitative and qualitative empirical data generated and its contribution to

existing knowledge.

1.4.1 Research significance: economic development and structural
issues2

Thirty-five years ago West Lothian was a resource-based economy serving

Edinburgh, dependent upon agriculture and mining. Chapter 2 analyses the

implications of switching from resource-based to knowledge-based economic
activities.3 With a closed labour market and small manufacturing base, it

export capability was negligible. Livingston, currently with a 58,000

population, was then a collection of six farms, and one paper processing
business (Higgs, 1977). In 1963 the West Lothian Courier commented,

Livingston holds out great promise and also great challenge to
Scottish industry and Scottish planning. Probably the planners
have never had a fairer site upon which to work. This is beautiful

This brief sketch of West Lothian shows the significance of the research questions. A
full overview of the area's technological base is given in chapter three.
Here these terms descriptively contrast a movement from activity dependent upon
natural endowment, to activity emphasising adding value by the deployment of
technological knowledge.
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rural country, a fit setting for a positive jewel of all Scotland if the
marriage between old and new can be successfully carried out.
(1 March, Page 3)

Between 1965 and 1980 the Livingston Development Corporation began a

major house building programme, and as transport links improved the

Edinburgh labour market opened up to West Lothian. A British Leyland plant

opened in 1962 employed 8,000 until closure in 1983 leaving unemployment
rates of 25% and associated social deprivation and economic exclusion.

West Lothian approaches the millennium with self-confidence. At 3.5% pa it

enjoys the fastest GDP growth rate of any local authority area in Scotland. It
has the highest labour market participation rate in Scotland, at 0.82% pa the

fastest population growth and was recently voted the second best 'quality of
life' area of the UK (West Lothian Council, 1997). Thirty per-cent of the active

population are employed in manufacturing industry. This turnaround is the
result of £9.5 billion inward investment creating a £1.4 billion annual GDP,
75% of which is exported. Indigenous firms are starting-up and growing at

historically high rates (over £1 billion foreign direct investment into West
Lothian was announced in 1997 alone). Lean production is now the dominant

industrial paradigm in West Lothian.4

The initial diffusion mechanism for lean production has been foreign

technology transfer - this research analyses the nature of the transferred

system and its adaptation during transfer. Primarily, however, the focus is

upon diffusion mechanisms from inward investors to indigenous companies.
In particular analysis here focuses upon the significance of knowledge
networks and supply chains as diffusion mechanisms for the lean production

technological system.
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The research also explores institutional arrangements and inter-organisational

networking as diffusion mechanisms. Scotland is a small open economy,

integrated into UK macro-economic structures, forming part of the European
Union (EU) trading bloc. Its microelectronic industry is significant, 79% of UK

semiconductors, and 27% of EU output, the so-called 'silicon glen' of central

Scotland, which centres upon West Lothian. Little of this industry is Scottish or

British owned, most originating from foreign direct investment (FDI) into

greenfield sites (Lee, 1995). This research analyses the ability of institutional

arrangements to attract, retain and provide 'after-care' for inward investors,

and, their impact upon indigenous manufacturers. Examples of these issues

are the extent to which indigenous companies are 'crowded out' from receiving
institutional support, and, able to benefit by trading with, or learning from,
inward investors.

A range of formal and informal inter-organisational networks (industrial and

knowledge) exists around central Scotland's electronics industry. This
electronics industrial sector encompasses the design, manufacture and

distribution of microprocessors and associated artefacts, in particular
information and communication technology (ICT) products. The sector is part

of engineering in general and includes instrumentation, PCs and television-
VCR but excludes domestic and industrial electrical equipment. This study

explores the nature, purpose, composition, governance and outputs of

networking in this sector.

1.4.2 Research significance: public policies
Scotland is a major recipient of inward investment. Tensions reportedly exist
between the appropriateness of the Scottish national system of innovation

4 Paradigm is used in a Kuhnian sense: a shared approach and knowledge base for
problem solving within a scientific community (Kuhn, 1962:176; Fisher, 1988:120).
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(NSI), as an influence upon inward investors and the perceived needs of

indigenous companies.5 Chapter eleven explores some of these tensions.
Debate around these issues is topical in Scotland since EU Structural Funds

are to be re-designed in 1999.

Scottish Enterprise (SE) has re-positioned its strategy from programmatic

initiatives to clustering. SE is the principal economic development agency in

Scotland, with a budget of £500m pa. It has a stated policy of creating in
Scotland clusters in electronics, multimedia, software and biotechnology.

Clustering is an interactivity between associated companies and support

institutions, aiming to create outputs (both physical and knowledge) greater

than the sum of the parts. Chapter six of this work considers knowledge

networking and clustering theory and practice. This work evaluates the

practicality of this policy goal and assesses its implementation.

Both formal and informal arrangements exist to implement public economic

development policies in West Lothian. The formal arrangements include the
SE local enterprise company (LEC) network, and local authorities; these co¬

exist with informal industrial and knowledge networks. SE centrally makes

policy and negotiates with potential inward investors. Policies and negotiated

packages of support are then implemented by one of eleven local enterprise

companies (LECs). In West Lothian's case, the LEC is Lothian and Edinburgh

Enterprise Ltd (LEEL). This research analyses the impact upon the diffusion
of lean production of these networks.

Each industrial cluster and NSI has a governance structure in which non-

market and market influences, actors and resources are important.

Problematic inter-organisational and inter-institutional issues and tensions

5 NSI is used here to mean a national set of institutional arrangements, which constrain
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arise within these inter-relationships. This research analyses the symbiosis
between the forms and goals of these governances in West Lothian.

EU policies and institutions significantly influence West Lothian's relation to the

globalising economy. This dissertation investigates the effects of these
effects. It analyses the extent to which West Lothian's re-shaping has enabled
the area to synchronise with a globalising economy, and/or re-aligned internal
institutional and social structures to a particular path of economic growth.

An historical theme of British regional policy has been to reduce the

divergence of regional economic growth rates. This research analyses the

degree to which Scotland, as a regional economy, is converging with other
British and EU regions. In addition, whether such trends are the result of

diversity from, or conformity with, change patterns in other regions.

Numerous bodies in Scotland advocate a policy of upgrading the skill base.
This study analyses, from grounded research, the effect of this policy and its

implementation. In particular, this research comments upon interfaces
between public institutions providing training and the needs of companies

adopting lean production methods. This research analyses the extent to which
a re-shaped skill base is meeting a general economic development need, in
addition to the specific needs of inward investors.

1.4.3 The theoretical significance of this research
Lean production has social, value and technical dimensions which this
research explores using an institutional approach (Appendix A3.2 indicates the

precise meaning of this approach). Although drawing upon Regulation Theory,
it argues that lean production is a superior conceptual formulation than post-

or facilitate the deployment of technology.
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Fordism.6 Theory of learning organisations and supplier relations are

problematic subjects.7 Here current theory is integrated with grounded theory,

arguing that a form of lean production can operate without the spatial

contiguity or tiered architecture of Japanese supplier models. Grounded

theory being simply the "the discovery of theory from data" (Glaser and

Strauss, 1967:1). Taking up the central theme of this thesis - transfer and
diffusion of technological knowledge - it is argued that depth of knowledge
relations (particularly knowledge transfer and generation) usefully
characterises lean production supply chains. A model is constructed showing

how knowledge transfer, generation, socialisation and cumulation characterise
all sizes of organisation.

This thesis draws from neo-liberal, neo-classical, evolutionary and institutional

theory (see Appendix A3.2). Austrian (neo-liberal theory) is criticised for

marginalising technology. However, since this work adopts an institutional

perspective, it is able to identify positive features of neo-liberalism, including
the view that historically patterned behaviour is an important influence upon

structures.8

Post-Fordism is an epochal characterisation of industrial paradigms, involving
systems, structures, processes and social arrangements. Post-Fordism is argued to
be a successor to Fordism, commencing c1964. Chapter 5 explains these terms, see
also Appendix Three (A3.3).
Chapter 3 demonstrates this point. Each is problematic since it can be approached
using a variety of methodologies, with a range of empirical and theoretical outcomes
and meanings.
Popper's contention that neo-liberalism is differentiated from evolutionary theory by its
epistemic base in methodological individualism is disputed (Popper 1989, Elster
1979). This work argues that evolutionary economics in general, and institutional
economics in particular, (including rational choice Marxian theories and those versions
of Regulation Theory which are Marxist), may also employ methodological
individualism. I use Elster's (1985:5) definition of methodological individualism:
" the doctrine that all social phenomena - their structure and their change - are in
principle explicable in ways that only involve subjects - their properties, their goals,
their beliefs and their actions." These conclusions are significant for the discipline of
economics in which the dominant theory (neo-classicism) is increasingly challenged
(Ormerod, 1994:29). Many authors have challenged the theoretical basis of neo¬
classical economics, and these criticisms are briefly reviewed in this work.
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Whilst authors such as Freeman (1992) recommend the use of Regulation

Theory for analysing technological change, and some of its concepts have
been employed in labour process debates, the approach is rarely used in

empirical studies.9 One of the exceptions to this, Marshall's (1987) study of

regional policy, influences the approach adopted in this research. However,

my work aims to synthesise the Regulation Theory framework with Molina's

(1996) socio-technical constituency approach. This synthesis will be shown to

enrich both frameworks when analysing the dynamics of technology diffusion
at a sub-national level.

Inter-organisational relations using network theory and Nohria and Goshal's

(1997) view of trans-national enterprises transnational enterprises (TNEs) as

'differentiated' networks features prominently in this research. The thesis

argues that during and since transfer into West Lothian lean production has

adapted processes but not products. The nature of lean production
transferred to West Lothian, by inward investors has been limited by 'lock-in' to

foreign supply chains during product design stage. Alternatively put, the
absence of research, design and development (RD&D) amongst the inward
investors plants in West Lothian limits knowledge networking in inter-

organisational relations, the reasons for which and implications of, are fully
explored in this thesis. Networking relations between inward investors and

indigenous companies are examined employing the socio-technical
constituencies approach. Chapter six links this analysis to public policy on

cluster-building, arguing that indigenous manufacturers and inward investors

occupy different networks. This thesis introduces 'depth' of knowledge

networking as pivotal to understanding sustainable economic clustering. The
thesis shows that whilst electronics in Scotland is spatially concentrated, it is
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not a 'deep' cluster: relations with, and knowledge transfer to, the indigenous
sector is limited.

Four areas of institutional theory relating to technology diffusion are used as

conceptual instruments in this research. These four are globalisation,

spatiality and regional analyses, national systems of innovation and

networking and clusters. These instruments are used to contextualise lean

production in West Lothian.

1.4.4 The empirical significance of this research
Quantitative and qualitative empirical data generated by this research includes
the following.

Qualitative data

• Notes from eleven one or two-day observations in indigenous
companies.

• Notes from an average of four days observation in four inward investor
companies.

• Transcripts of interviews with Production, Procurement and FIR Manager
in each of four inward investing companies (Jabil, Mitsubishi, NEC and
Seagate).

• Transcripts of interviews with owner/managers from eleven indigenous
manufacturing companies.

Quantitative data

• Questionnaire covering 85 indigenous companies.
• Economic data from West Lothian Council and Scottish Enterprise.
• A survey of literature on Scottish economy and relevant policies.

This research views lean production as a holistic system - an amalgam of

production techniques, and a specific configuration of institutional

arrangements. The thesis maps lean production diffusion in West Lothian,

This research endorses Thompson's (1989), conclusion that this debate is now
exhausted.
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identifying constraints upon diffusion. Additionally, this research indicates

actual levels of knowledge generation by lean producers in West Lothian (both
inward investors and indigenous SMEs10), its form, nature and sources. The
thesis analyses the nature and form of lean production transferring to West
Lothian from Japan and the US, the particular organisational form it takes

here, and the extent of adaptation during transfer from abroad.

The empirical data informs analysis of the extent to which lean production has
been adopted in the indigenous sector, and the degree to which this arises
from networking with inward investors. In doing so this research is able to

critically assess as linear the economic development policy expectation that

supply chain enhancement will level economic activity, and that this activity will
itself tends towards becoming globally competitive.

A third significant area of empirical study is the nature and extent of supply
chains between indigenous companies and inward investors. Here empirical
data helps elucidate the extent of partnering, relationship-supplier linkages,
and the extent of knowledge flows and networking in the supply chains of West
Lothian companies.

1.5 RELATION TO EXISTING LITERATURE

The academic community to which this research relates is technology studies -

a multi-disciplinary school drawing upon all branches of social and physical
sciences concerned with the management of technological innovation and

change. Technology studies relate to changes in technological systems or

technological artefacts whether product or process. It often focuses upon

aspects of innovation including the generation of technological knowledge, its

10 Small to medium size enterprise (SME) - firms employing under 250 people.
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transfer, implementation and shaping. Central to technology studies are the
use of imperfect rationality, the repudiation of both deterministic and functional

explanations and an absence of economism.11 These themes have been

established by principal authors in the school over the last twenty years,

drawing upon earlier works including Marx (1970), Marshall (1965), von Mises

(1960), Schumpeter (1931) and Kuznets (1966).

One centre of technology studies is the 'social shaping of technology' school at

Edinburgh University. MacKenzie and Wajcman (1985) argue that technology
is not a 'given' non-variant, a la neo-classical economist's models.12 Rather,

the technical is the result of complex social shaping; the nature of technology
itself and its impact upon society are fruitful areas of social science study.

Important theories developing from the 'social shaping of technology' thesis
include Fleck's (1988) work on user-producer interfaces shaping technological
artefacts (innofusion). In addition, emerging from this school is Molina's (1998
and 1999) theory of socio-technical constituencies - an inter-organisational tool
of analysis applicable to varying levels of analytical aggregation. The social

shaping approach sits easily with network analysis in explorations of both

Determinism is the view that actors' conscious intent is unimportant, but that actions
and outcomes are the effects of unconscious forces, such as social structures, social
laws, or social theories or trajectories (Weatherford 1991, Giddens 1979:49).
Functional explanations cite the consequences of a phenomenon to explain or justify
the existence of the phenomenon (Cohen 1978:160). Giddens (1982:529), argues
that functional explanations become problematic when purpose is attributed to
structures without explaining action by reference to social groups or individuals.
Functionalism attempts to overcome the behavioural dilemma of quaila (that is,
feelings resulting from a mental state) by attributing actor's states to the role they
occupy.
Neo-classical economics approaches issues of resource allocation presuming a
maximisation of hedonistic behaviour, that price signals are the dominant information,
and that markets clear thereby creating equilibrium. Classical economics,
alternatively presumes flexibility of wages, prices and interest rates, all factors of
production become fully employed, the variables between economies being factor
supply. In its original form, in Britain, classical economics accepted variants of a
labour theory of value.
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individual product shaping and technology diffusion (Faulkner et al. 1985,
Fransman 1986 and Flowells 1990).

The outstanding author within innovation studies in Britain has been

Christopher Freeman, who has consistently emphasised the non-linearity of

technological change, the importance of innovation clustering: all within non-

deterministic analyses. Freeman's work (1982; 1988; 1992) is drawn upon in

this thesis, in particular his interpretation of Schumpeter, where he argues that
it is the diffusion of innovations, rather than the initial innovation, which

explains economic growth.

From the US, the work of Nelson and Winter's (1982) theory of evolutionary
economics and technological change is influential in technology studies. Later
work by Rosenberg (1982 and 1986), Dosi et al. (1988), Soete (1987), and
Coombs et al. (1987) argues for the redundancy of neo-classical theory as an

explanation of technological change at national and international levels. They
also stress the endogeneity of technology decision making in understanding
business growth. The present work argues that institutional economics is the
most appropriate theoretical foundation for understanding and analysing

technological change processes (Andersen 1996, Hodgson 1993 and Lundvall

1992). In particular, this thesis uses Regulation Theory to explain the
institutional arrangements in which lean production flourishes.13

Lundvall (1982, 1988 and 1992) contributes national systems of innovation
and network theory as explanations of technological change and diffusion

processes. The national systems of innovation approach is used in this work,

along with Regulation Theory to analyse the institutional setting of lean

Including Aglietta, 1979; Lipietz, 1992; Mistral, 1982; Latouche, 1993; Jessop, 1986;
and Boyer, 1988.
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production in Scotland, and the nature and dynamics of institution

arrangements suiting lean production and its diffusion.

Modern analyses of the spatial distribution of industry at a global, regional,
national and sub-national levels by Massey (1984 and 1988), Cooke (1989,
1990 and 1995), Aydalot and Keeble (1988), Contractor and Lorange, (1988),

Krugman (1998) and Castells (1997) feature frequently in this analysis.

Emphasis is given to social relations, depth of knowledge networking and
industrial clustering in analysing spatial changes. Storper's (1987) theory of
institutional thickness synthesises spatial and network approaches to local
economic development.

Both the breadth and depth of networking, particularly within supply chain

relations, are used to construct a theory of clusters. Network theory, as a form
of inter-organisational analysis is centrally employed in this research. As
section 1.5.3 above implies, this research draws upon the work of Molina

(1988), Lundvall (1992), Camagni (1991) and recent empirical work on

industrial and knowledge networking (Curran and Blackburn 1994, Grabher

1993, Hakansson 1989 and Killing 1988). Work on tiered supply-chain
relations by McBeth (1992) and Nishiguchi (1994) are used to analyse the
nature of trading networks between inward investors and indigenous

companies, mapping these and to analyse relations between learning

organisations. A theory of clustering based upon both breadths of inter-

trading, and depth of knowledge networking is constructed, drawing upon the
work of Castells (1997) and Aydalot and Keeble (1988). This new theory of

clustering criticises factor endowment based theory (for example Porter 1990)
and over- emphasis on spatial contiguity (for example Cooke, 1983 and 1995).
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Molina (1995) and Nohria and Ghoshal (1997) have developed technology
network analyses. User/producer interfaces shaping technology and
'innofusion' has been an important theme in the work of von Hippel (1988) and
Fleck (1988). Jessop (1991), Marshall (1987), Boyer (1996) and Mandel

(1990 and 1992) have contributed to the general theory of long-wave

technological change. These theories are synthesised with those of learning

organisations to build up a theory of knowledge networking.

This broadly scoped research utilises Perez and Freeman's (1988) wider

technological framework and the regime of accumulation concept from

Regulation Theory. Each of these suits an institutional economics approach to

analysing the diffusion of a technological system (see section 1.4 above).

This thesis draws upon the work of Polanyi (1957 and 1958), Douglas (1987),

autopoietic theory (Varela et al., 1992; and Maturana and Varela 1987) and
the study by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). These works help relate the

internal structures and systems of learning organisations to the external

networking inter-organisational relations of learning organisations. Such a wide

view of organisational learning harmonises easily with analyses of supply

chains as conduits for the diffusion of technological knowledge, partnering and

networking.

1.6 RESEARCH METHOD - AN INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH

This section begins with a brief resume of the grounded theory method used in

this research, a more detailed justification of which is given in Appendix Three.
A second section outlines the evolving nature of the institutional research

programme. Institutional approach are examined more closely in section

three, which summarises the strengths and weakness, from the point of view

of the current research of the neo-liberal, neo-classical and evolutionary
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approaches to researching technological change. It is argued that aspects of
each of these approaches are relevant to this research and that a clear

distinction exists between the institutional and evolutionary approaches. The

section concludes with an outline of Molina's (1997) sociotechnical

constituency approach. The following section (1.7) gives an overview of the

research practices employed and evaluates the choices made and Chapter
Three use the sociotechnical approach to give an overview of West Lothian's

changing technological base.

1.6.1 Research method14

This research employs a realistic and grounded method: one that is

repeatable, consistent, fair and open minded, and generates theory from

empirical data (Easterby-Smith et al, 1991; Glaser and Strauss, 1967; and

Gummesson, 1991). Researching a broad topic entails reference to wide
'communities of assumptions' (Etzioni, 1968:173). A broad array of social

groups affect and are affected by the technological change entailed in the
diffusion of lean production. Theoretical knowledge is significant where it is

coherent and useful (Douglas, 1987:76). Yet coherence is problematic in

broadly scoped research. Avoiding the twin dangers of rigidity in method, and

'pick-n-mix' eclecticism, requires a careful deployment of method. This section

argues for a critical realism in method, drawing upon the work of Bhaskar

(1977 and 1986). The method employed here is eclectic, in the sense of

choosing appropriate approaches from the diversity of options and seeking to

justify an absence of mutual exclusivity.

Appendix 3 argues that an eclectic method, avoiding the rigidity of
falsificationism is desirable in researching the dynamic inter-organisational

relationships and processes characterising lean production. My research

Material in this section is drawn from Kinder (2001b)
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employs both qualitative and quantitative approaches to generate grounded

theory Glaser and Strauss, (1967) to construct a synthetic theory of lean

production and which is used to analyse technological change and lean

production in West Lothian. This research employs 'action theory' in the sense

that role, relationship, structure and process assist understanding (Bowey,

1976:66), but without the implied lack of generalisability in action theory.
Callon (1980) is an example of an absence of generalisability from a social

action approach insisting that only a posteriori 'interpretative flexibility' is

possible. Context specific methodology or 'situational logic' are methods used

by de-constructivists (Best, 1994). This thesis seeks to introduce a quality of

reflexivity from grounded research, which can make generalisation significant
and relevant (Beck, 1992). Such reflexivity makes necessary an admission

(and justification) of values, rather than the denial of their existence (Capra,
1983:197). Making values explicit is central in the work of John Rawls,

(1971:4) and his later outline of contractarian theory (1990). Reflexivity is
used here in Gidden's sense (1994) meaning avoiding presumption of

preferences in agencies of, and direction of change. Reflexivity can overcome

agent-structure problems as Hodgson (1993) and rational choice theorists

(Elster, 1979) demonstrate. Habermas (1984:63) uses the term

'communicative action' to describe reflexivity oriented towards action (White,
1994:25). Trigg (1993), however, points to the danger of reflexivity itself

becoming an ideology and therefore a bias. Chapter eleven seeks to

overcome this objection by triangulating between empirical results, grounded

theory and general theory. Triangulation is a term borrowed from cartography
in which three points of reference are the minimum needed to ensure spatial

accuracy. Campbell (1973:51) suggests that grounded theory always needs

referencing to both empirical results and general theory. Alternatively,
Gummesson (1991:30) envisages triangularity between time periods or

organisations.
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This research is trans-disciplinary and stresses triangulation and reflexivity.
For example, it draws upon the findings of a range of theoretical contributions
without necessarily denying their methodological validity, (though validity may

be denied when conflict between grounded theory and empirical results

occurs). The epistemological basis of this thesis draws from both Popperian
and Kuhnian method - a realist method.

The term realist is used here to mean theory supported by triangulation,

reflexivity and 'groundedness.' Realism in research method does not stand

counter-posed to un-realism but to an absence of triangulation, reflexivity and

grounding, which as Appendix 3 shows, has its origins in the work of Michael

Polanyi. Within an overall realist and grounded research method, this
research also features some action research (chapter three being the principal

example). I do not regard this as contradictory since the overall approach is

one which 'grounds' conclusions in evidence.

From both qualitative and quantitative data this work has generated

conceptual categories which are outlined in chapters five and six. These

concepts look back to the information from which they were generated and
look forward to re-integration with general theory (Dretske, 1981:214). This is
a process of familiarisation, reflection, re-conceptualising, cataloguing, re-

coding and re-evaluation in the light of general theory (Easterby-Smith et al,

1991). This process includes referencing culture and habitus: an attempt to

avoid what Drummond (1993:Ch. 3) calls a 'cathartic evaluation' of actor to

object: the derivation of meaning only from structures rather than also from the

intentionality of subjects.
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1.6.2 The institutional approach adopted in this research
This research uses an institutional perspective to analyse several important

processes. The process include those which create and sustain industrial
clusters and supply networks, and the processes constituting technology
transfer and diffusion. Appendix 3.2 clarifies and justifies this institutional

approach. It details the strengths and weakness of neo-liberal, neo-classical
and evolutionary approaches as instruments with which to analyse

technological change from an institutional perspective. A final section of this

appendix differentiates institutional theory from evolutionary theory. This
detailed justification of an institutional approach, aims in part as a response to

Amin's call (1999) for a re-evaluation of existing institutional theory and tools in
order to inform policy agendas at the level of the region. Regional level policy

agendas on technology and employment in particular, necessarily
accommodate regional competitiveness with social solidarity and coherence.

Thus, whilst a strength of the institutionalist perspective is to avoid a false

dichotomy between 'market' and 'society,' it is important to precisely clarify
what constitutes an institutional perspective at regional level.

Since issues such as cluster creation, spatially-based supply and knowledge

networking and technology transfer and diffusion closely inter-relate with
current debates on learning regions (Amin and Cohendet, 1999), the
institutional perspective is most usefully expounded with particular target

regions and technologies in mind. Thus, whilst one aim of this section is to
summarise the main points made in Appendix 3.2, another aim is to show how
and when particular aspects of the institutional approach are used in this
research. This section naturally links to chapters three, five and six which
further explore the institutional approach to lean supply and the main

conceptual instruments. Chapter three elucidates one of the main conceptual
instruments used in this research, Molina's (1997) sociotechnical constituency
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approach and applies it to an overview of West Lothian's evolving

technological base. Lean supply networks, their creation and management

are the subject of chapter five drawing upon the institutional approaches in

Lamming (1993) and Nishiguchi's (1994) work. Chapter six explains and

justifies the relevance of an array of institutional approach conceptual
instruments and tools to the research questions.

Figure 1.3 conveys the many layers of analysis employed in this study.
Column one indicates terms employed using an institutional approach and

column two describes the meaning of the terms, at the levels of aggregation

set out in column three (the applicable level of aggregation for each term).

Reading across, column four gives a thumbnail description of the layer
associated with each level of aggregation, and column five shows what might

be the dominant institutional formation. Column six suggests major players at

each level of aggregation.

The institutional approach gives the further advantage of allowing the
scholastic distinction between the technical, social and value dimensions of

lean production. The following will demonstrate the value of this approach - it
allows the decomposing of lean production for analytical purposes whilst

maintaining the holistic view of the technology which an overall analysis

requires.

Neo-Liberal (Austrian) theory and technological change

Neo-liberal theory (von Mises, 1949 and 1969; Machulp (1977), Moss (1981)

rejects marginalism and the efficient market hypothesis in favour of the value-
free identification of cumulatively reinforced behaviour patterns. Hodgson

(1993) and Andersen (1996) regard a search for social patterning as a
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strength of neo-liberalism. Unfortunately, many of its proponents employ an

atomistic methodological individualism which avoids aggregation to a level of
social forces and movements. The main exception to this latter trend amongst

neo-liberalism is Schumpeter (1942) who uses collective social patterning and
who views technology as an endogenous variable (1939), (see Quinn, 1988).
Since many neo-liberals reject the idea of state intervention in the operation of

markets and give technology an exogenous role, their ability to arrive at policy

prescriptions is curtailed (Reid, 1987 and Chang, 1994). Nevertheless, in

particular the Schumpeterian tradition of neo-liberal ideas usefully

conceptualises technological change in terms of evolutionary processes and

gives prominence to social structures, behaviour patterns and mores

embedded over time. These aspects of the neo-liberal are highly significant in

analysis of clusters and supply networks, as will be shown in chapters five, six
and eleven.

Neo-classical theory and technological change
Neo-classical economics includes Jevon's argument that price and value do

not equate (Roll, 1962:318), Walras' hedonistic behavioural assumptions
which support quantification and marginalism and the aggregation of these

premises in Paretian and Keynesian equilibria. The system is strongly
criticised as uni-dimensional (Sen, 1979 and Marsden, 1986) and of being a

closed system (Colander, 1992). Its redundancy in technology studies is
based for Freeman (1982) and Coombs et al. (1987) on it ascribing an

exogenous role to technology (especially in factor substitution theory),

inadequately moving between levels of aggregation, and its use of perfect

competition modelling. However, price and cost remain important allocative
mechanisms. Further, as the work of Kuznets (1966), Machulp (1967) and

Heertje (1977) assuming non-proportionality effects of technology and

knowledge, is quite different from being able to model these effects. The costs
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of RD&D and global supply chains and location decisions by inward investors

(for example) cannot readily be analyses without reference to issues of price,

supply and demand. In this sense, aspects of neo-classical approach will be
found in the later chapters of this work.

Evolutionary theory and technological change

Appendix 3.2 outlines the strengths of evolutionary economics in the broad
tradition of Schumpeter (1939 and 1987). His important insights are that it is
the diffusion of technology rather than its original innovation which creates

economic growth. Growth is 'jerky,' partly because of the propensity to invest
and partly since the swarming of innovations constituting a technological

discontinuity are insufficient without diffusion to stimulate an upturn in
economic activity. The evolutionary approach in economics has since come to

represent a biological analogy (transmission, variation, selection, success and

segregation (see Witt, 1993; Hodgson, 1993 and Andersen, 1996) thanks to

the work of Alchian (1950) and later Nelson and Winters (1982).

The strengths of evolutionary economics are the replacement of the hedonistic

assumptions of neo-classicism by bounded rationality and imperfect
information and non-deterministic conclusions which arise from variation

resulting from cumulative learning and the assumption of endogenous

technology with 'natural trajectory' selection mechanisms. It is the openness

of evolutionary economics which attracts theorists as apart as Capra(1983) or

Bijker (1992) and Williamson (1975) who each identify with its approach. This

openness arises from an absence of a predicated policy programme,

evolutionary economics focuses upon process not (policy) input nor normative

(output).
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The appendix goes on to detail criticisms of the biological metaphor in

evolutionary economics arguing that the theory is more appropriate for
research into innovation rather than diffusion, and for analysing 'economic

space' which is insensitive to actors' conscious intent. Freeman (1992:123), is

quoted, warning against economics leaping from a 'physics' metaphoric base
into the biological metaphor. The appendix reviews Dawkin's (1986) criticisms
of the biological metaphor (lack of purposiveness attributed to humans, and its

irreversibility as a change mechanism) and challenges Hodgson's (1993)
defence of the Lamarckian perspective in social science. The argument is that
unconscious learning by cells (resulting from ontogenic environmental change
or phylogenic population change) are unconscious processes. Human

learning (including forgetting) are processes requiring some degree of
consciousness. At the least level of consciousness, human and organisational

learning self-referentially filtrate knowledge from received information. At

higher levels of consciousness, as Elster (1979:18) argues, the absence of

strategic interaction with the environment defines animals and the presence of
this strategic interaction is a defining characteristic of humans.

Hence the focus of evolutionary economists on product 'evolution' (variation)
rather than 'ecology' (diffusion) of technology, the former of which as Witt

(1993) points out requires pre-revelation (often a-social) analysis as opposed
to the post-revelation social analyses necessary for diffusion processes.

Indeed, these are the very difficulties which Goodwin (1951) encountered in
his 'railroadisation' study and which epidemiologists find in modelling contact

dependency, time-lags and density dependency diseases. Clearly important

insights of evolutionary economics remain of practical use. Within a bounded
area of study the shape and pace of a particular technological innovation may

helpfully be explained in terms of transmission, variation, selection and
success. In diffusion studies, the dynamism (Snooks, 1993) and social
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groundedness of the evolutionary approach remain important. However,

appendix 3.2 concludes that evolutionary economics per se is not a suitable

conceptual instrument for the study of technology diffusion. This conclusion is

strengthened by criticism in appendix 3.2 of the lack of a policy framework in

evolutionary economics and the difficulties of accounting for learning and

knowledge in the model suggested by Nelson and Winter and subsequent

endogenous growth models (see Mirowski 1983, Aghion and Howitt 1998 and
Button 1998).

Institutional economics and technology change

Appendix 3.2 then argues that institutional economics is a distinctive research

programme from evolutionary economics for analysing the diffusion of

technology (and perhaps in other areas of technology and economic

development policy). In this it dispute the view of Hodgson (1993) that there,

.. is no dear frontier between evolutionary economics and
institutional economics.

Institutional economics is traced (via Veblen, 1953, Selznick, 1948; Commons

1961 and Elster, 1989) to the proposition that self-actuating dispositions result
from normed behaviour, which itself is the result of patterns of conscious

actions. The appendix argues that the frontier between evolutionary and
institutional economics is intention and purposiveness. Human intervention
can alter behaviour patterns. For modern institutionalists such as Streeck

(1992) and Castells (1997a) this conclusion inextricably links to the ability of
discourse and engagement to modify structures and (for example) create

learning regions. The appendix then uses a discuss on governance, to

illustrate the distinctiveness and superiority of the institutional economics to

the evolutionary approach. It argues (as chapters three and eleven will

demonstrate) that important elements of the institutional approach, such as
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sociotechnical constituencies and national (and regional) innovation systems

are easily synthesised.

The institutional approach and learning regions

By way of summary and conclusion, this section returns to Amin' (1999) call
for a re-evaluation of institutional theory and tools in view of the need to

reassess policy perspectives on creating learning regions.

Other sections of the thesis refer to dimensions of institutional theory. For

example, chapter six reviews literature on learning regions and selects a range

of conceptual instruments which are employed in later analysis. The same

chapter considers the particular tools appropriate to analysing the diffusion of
lean production into and within West Lothian. In mapping the changing

technological base of West Lothian, chapter three outlines the diamond of

alignment sociotechnical constituency tool.

Storper (1997) argues that de-terrirorialisation, a result of a globalising

economy, is in effect a re-terrirorialisation, a re-negotiation of occupancy of
economic and social space - so-called (by Krugman, 1998) 'action-centred

geography.' Since, as Dekker (1989) points out by definition each advanced

economy has the infrastructural capability to support emerging technologies.15
These are currently advanced ICTs, biotechnology, opto-technology and nano-

technology and their associated 'content' from creative industries and value-

adding services, and for shorthand may be termed knowledge-based

production (KBP).

Such pre-conditions include political stability, appropriate intellectual property (IPR)
regime, and suitable labour markets and fiscal regimes. Amenity-led inducements
include low power-outs, reliable telephone and IT infrastructure, a desirable
environment, schooling and housing (Garreau 1991).
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Storper's approach signals a shift of emphasis from Porter (1990) who,

highlights factor endowment as an explanation of industrial clustering (see
Amin and Thrift 1995). Inherited resources and competences are of course

important; however, particularly for knowledge-based industries, Porter's

analysis explains the existence of clusters rather than their creation. From

Storper's approach, regions are not defined by spatial contiguity, rather they
are sets of interactions generating technologically deployable knowledge in
industrial clusters. Understandably, policy makers rooted in a particular
location remain drawn to the notion of spatial contiguity and its associated

welfare benefits.

Important contributions to analysing region-level innovation systems have

been made by Storper (1992), Streeck (1992), Pavitt (1992), Saxenian (1994),

Florida and Kenney (1996), Chang (1994), Edquist (1997), Cooke and Morgan

(1998), Amin (1999) and Andersen and Teubal (1999). This work aligns

closely with work on spatial clustering by Perrin (1988), Aydalot and Keeble

(1988), Leborgne and Lipietz (1988), Camagni (1991), Quevit (1991), Cooke

(1992), Pyke and Sengenberger (1992), Massey (1992), Moulaert and

Swyngedouw (1992) and Fuchs and Wolf (1999). Early work examining
collective social learning (Crane 1972) and Best's (1990) notion of collective

entrepreneurship, is currently being aligned with these spatial and clustering
themes in the growing body of literature exploring the nature of learning

regions. Storper (1992, 1995 and 1997) has developed Amin and Thrift's

(1995) important concept of 'institutional thickness,' to mean 'untraded

interdependences' and a 'supply architecture' characterised by a rapid
diffusion of innovations. Lundvall (1994) interprets these characteristics as

meaning the identification and generalising of best practices. Boyer and
Drache (1995) emphasise that tacit knowledge is important in such processes.

Acknowledging this, Cooke and Morgan (1998) urge that regional learning
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policy is incorporated into regional innovation systems agendas. Nooteboom
(1999) offers an integration of regional learning into evolutionary economics
models. Recently, Hudson (1999) has highlighted the danger of technological
lock-in the necessity of egalitarianism in learning if learning regions are to

sustainably empower their populations. Amin and Cohendet (1999) point out

that both tacit and codified knowledge and learning are important for

regionally-based innovation.

Kinder and Molina's (1999) work in West Lothian shows the importance of

social interactivity and depth of knowledge networking in successful and

sustainable cluster-building. Kinder and Lancaster (2000) analyse the

meaning of absorptive capacity when applied to regional learning. In Kinder
and Molina (2000), SMEs are shown to use tacit knowledge flows to a greater

extent than the codification processes outlined by Nonaka and Takeuchi

(1995) predict. The implications of changing labour markets and knowledge

spillovers in a learning region are analysed in Kinder (2000) and Kinder,
Winskell and Molina (2000) analyse the building of an innovative SME cluster

in West Lothian. This work shows governance systems to be dynamic and

holistic and the importance of grounded considerations of power,

consciousness and habitus in such analyses.

From this work in West Lothian, I draw three conclusions illustrating the power

of the institutional approach relative to that of evolutionary economics.

• Continuities are important at times of deep social and technological change.
Social institutions and people do not simply change over-night. However,

discontinuities are also important. In the case of West Lothian these have

been the endogenous 'shock' of deprivation followed by the exogenous

'shocks' of new technologies, massive inward investment and alignment to
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global markets. In short, the learning region will experience both

evolutionary and punctuationist change.
• Learning, in a commercial setting is purposive to its exploitation for profit.

Thus, learning is directed towards particular targets: - the 'absorptive

capacity' to understand this, the skills to be employed making these etc.

Institutions supporting learning regions must appreciate and act upon the

technologies targeted by the region. This will be reflected (for example) in
courses offered, types of finance and property available, shapes of local
labour markets etc. In short, learning at the levels of individuals, institutions

and policy-makers is contextually specific towards particular target

technologies and markets.
• As chapter three illustrates, the learning region pays attention to 'evidence-

based policy making.' Thus, if schools under-perform or women's labour
market participation rates are low, policy-makers will respond with policy
initiatives. However, the vision necessary to create a learning region is not

simply deducible from 'evidence' or benchmarking exercises. Creating,

communicating and implementing a vision of change in a region are

processes of creative tension. Creative, in the sense of the lateral and

ambitious visions recently seen in Cambridge, Grenoble and Barcelona.

Implementing a vision of change also involves tension. Often this begins
with the modernisation and radical restructuring internally of organisations

promoting change (councils, development agencies and partners). It
includes the slow processes of building new constituencies advocating and

resourcing change and overcoming objections to sensitive matters such as

labour market restructuring, bias in infrastructural capital spending and

taking risks in supporting emerging technologies.
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These issues are part of the life-blood of technological change and need to

feature in institutional analyses and return in chapters ten, eleven and twelve
of this thesis.

This section has illustrated in practical terms how this research conceives and

employs an institutional approach to analysing technological change. The

following section reveals how in pragmatic terms this approach translates into

practice.

1.7 A METAPHORIC FRAMEWORK WITH WHICH TO
ANALYSE LEAN PRODUCTION

Lean production is characterised by multiple dimensions and its multi-layered

operation. It is a holistic and integrated system. An advantage of the
institutional approach in this analysis, is its inherently multi-disciplinary nature.

A difficulty of analysing a multi-layered and multi-dimensional system using a

multi-disciplinary method is identifying a structure sufficiently meaningful to

guide the analysis yet sufficient flexible so as not to privilege one conclusion or

another (see McMillan, 1989:307). This research resolves these competing

pressures by adopting the metaphor. Using a metaphor to describe an

intellectual framework is an increasingly acceptable technique, perhaps the
foremost example being Nonaka and Takeuchi's (1996) work. Of course, the

strength of any metaphor is how effectively it communicates an intention. This

metaphor relates to the commonplace experience of the hill walker.

The walker stands at the top of the mountain and scans the
foothills and valley below. Whilst all are part of the same
topography, it is possible to focus one's gaze more widely or more
narrowly. Simultaneously attention is paid to different
characteristics of the vista. Some walker's refer to this as using
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different "sets of eyes:" here there is a geological interest, beyond
it an animal, over there a plant. Thus, within the same terrain, the
descending walker is appreciative of changing dimensions
(mountain, foothill and valley) and in each case their different
characteristics (geology, horticulture and biology).

It would be possible to decompose many other dimensions and characteristics

by (for example) decomposing the descent through the topography into more

than three dimensions, or taking out other 'sets of eyes.'

In figure 1.4, the above metaphor is used to show how this research adopts
three dimensions from which to view lean production and in each case takes

our three sets of analytical "eyes."

Figure 1.4 illustrating the 'walkers metaphor for viewing lean production as
(left) from three dimensions and (right) with three "sets of eyes"

Lean production is a holistic process reaching from the plant (and for example
particular techniques), through the ambient environment of the plant (with
particular labour markets, infrastructures, physical supply satellites etc), into
the institutional arrangements constituting global product and capital markets
and flows of knowledge. These three dimensions are the broad layers or

levels at which lean production operates. Plant, environment and institutional
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dimensions to lean production are not intended to be precise or mutually
exclusive categories. These are analytical distinctions providing a structure for
useful analysis and reflection on the holistic system of lean production. In

reality, as figure 1.4 suggests, these dimensions interact and become part of
one another. For the purpose of this research, these provide a useful

analytical framework, which Chapter 7 uses to present a theory of how lean

production works as a holistic and integrated system.

Three sets of analytical "eyes" are suggested in figure 1.4 using which
attention is drawn to the value, social and technical characteristics of lean

production. Just as in the walker metaphor these sets of characteristics

closely interplay, are inter-dependent and (where the lean production system

functions effectively) are mutually reinforcing.

• Value characteristics relate to the growth strategy and configuration of value
chains in the holistic lean production system. Chapter 4 considers the value
characteristics of lean production at plant and environment level including it
growth and competitive strategies, governance, power, and time cycles.

® The technical characteristics of the system of lean production draw attention
to the actual production processes and systems it uses in plants and
incorporates in products. Important technical characteristics, which Chapter
4 will consider, include value engineering, information systems and human
resource systems.

• Social characteristics centre on organisational structures, corporate culture
and linkages to the wider social modes of regulation. Chapter 4 analyses
these social characteristics by examining lean production's industrial
organisation, its support for learning organisations, the relation between
lean production and lean consumption and the cultural 'glue' binding the
system together - it habituses.

The analytical framework which this research uses to structure an analysis of
lean production thus conceptualises the system from three dimension (plant,
environment and institutional) with each having three sets of characteristics

(value, technical and social). The following chapter will show how this
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framework easily aligns with a robust definition of lean production and (in
section 2.5) with general theory (in this case Regulation Theory).

1.8 OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH PRACTICE

This research began by collecting and analysing public policy statements and

facts on economic development in Scotland from Scottish Enterprise, the

Scottish Electronics Forum, WL Council and the EU.

During the final stage (re-integrating grounded findings with general theory),
areas requiring further theoretical study were identified, some from several
unrecorded discussions providing invaluable background insights.16

Marbled throughout this work are comments upon the history and development
of the WL economy aiding understanding of its current structure and
institutional arrangements. Following a search of public materials on the

structure of indigenous industries, 203 companies were identified as forming

West Lothian's indigenous manufacturing sector. Appendix Two gives details
research sample and data analysis. A postal questionnaire resulted in a 41%
return of 84 companies. From these respondents eleven were selected for

qualitative interview, six of whom trade with local inward investors, and five
that did not.17

Including Crawford Beveridge, Scottish Enterprise Chief Executive; Gerard O'Brien,
Strategic Director of Scottish Enterprise; Martin Tognneri, Director of Locate in
Scotland; Craig Patterson Chairman and Chief Executive of Patterson Craig the
largest Scottish employment agency, which specialises in recruitment for inward
investors; and Gordon McAndrew, who is a management consultant, employed in
'turnaround' situations by various companies and agencies in Scotland. No formal
attribution is made in this work to these people, or the discussions (since they were
unrecorded), however, I am indebted for their time and guidance.
BCF Technology Ltd., Computer Investments Ltd., Deans Engineering Ltd.,
Diagnostic Instruments Ltd., Glossbrook Engineering Ltd., Hunting Park Engineering
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From the 84 companies returning postal questionnaires, eleven were selected
for qualitative study based on capability, competency, capacity, continuous

improvement and customers.18 A company search, study of annual returns,

and study of Business Centre files was undertaken for each of these

companies. A day was spent in each company talking to all levels of

employee.19 Following observation a semi-structured recorded interview was

conducted with the Managing Director, agreed transcripts of which are

reproduced in Appendix Two. Analysis of empirical results is given in Chapter
eleven using grounded research conventions, (see Glaser and Strauss 1967,

Easterby-Smith etal. 1991 and Gummesson 1991).20

Chapter eight records the sample profile and choice criteria for the qualitative

empirical work with inward investing companies.21 A sample size of four
inward investing companies was considered manageable. The four inward
investor firms agreeing to participate in this research are NEC Semiconductor

(UK), Mitsubishi Electric, Jabil Circuit Ltd and Seagate Electronics. Of those
chosen one is an OEM (Mitsubishi), two are Japanese (Mitsubishi and NEC).
The Japanese companies are larger than the two US in origin (Jabil and

Seagate), one of which is a take-over (Seagate). All four companies
manufacture electronics products in West Lothian.

These companies are located in Livingston. Their joint turnover is

£650,000,000 and total employment 3,412. In each case, the company

Ltd., MGK (Scotland) Ltd., Scotforms Computer Stationery Ltd., Trivet Sheet Metal
Ltd., and Wilson Byard pic.
See Appendix Two for details of these and other selection criteria and of data
analysis.
These notes are referred to but not reproduced in this thesis.
Grounded research is the generation of new theory from reflection upon empirical
work, and its re-integration into general theory.
Further details of sample choice and data analysis are given in Appendix One.
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agreed to provide escorted access for one week. During this time opportunity
was taken to discuss a range of matters with all levels of employee (copious
notes were taken). Familiarisation also included: a company search and

inspection of annual returns, studying company documentation and files kept

by West Lothian Council Business Centre. Following familiarisation, a taped

interview was conducted with the senior manager responsible for each of three
functional areas: human resources, production and procurement. These

interviews were semi-structured. Transcripts of these interviews have been

endorsed by interviewees as an accurate record (Appendix One). Data

analysis, which follows the conventions of grounded research, is presented in

chapter eleven .

Comparison between the practical methods outlined above and those in
similar studies show that this research has generated a comparable wealth of

empirical material. McLoughlin and Clark, (1994) have recently commented

upon technological change at work, each has previously published empirical

work, and both participate in the Southampton University New Technology.
Their recent book is confined to reviewing existing literature, and contains no

new empirical work. Gary Pisano's recent work (1997) indicates that it has
resulted from discussions with 200 pharmaceutical industry executives, while
direct attribution (perhaps necessarily) is made to few. Oliver and Wilkinson's

(1992) new empirical work for their study on 'Japanisation' involved five case

studies, and an 18% and 14% return of postal structured questionnaires.
Leonard-Barton's (1995) work on learning organisation refers to 'dozens' of

company case studies, some longitudinal. This thesis surveys fifteen

companies in depth (26 taped interviews) and 84 by postal questionnaire.
Bratton's (1992) work on Japanisation draws upon numerous informal

conversations and site visits, followed by a postal survey and 30 on-site taped
interviews. Garrahan and Stewart's (1992) study contain reference to 58
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different Nissan employees whom they interviewed. Womack et al.'s (1990)

empirical base was a five-year international ($5 million) exploration of

processes and system in 37 car plants, drawing upon 116 research papers.

Fucini and Fuchi's (1990) study of Mazda's US auto plant involved 150
interviews and five plant visits. From this brief survey of the quantity of new

empirical data other studies have used, it seems fair to conclude, that this

study has generated a similar quantity of academically verifiable new empirical
data compared with studies operating over a similar time scale, with similar
resources.

Criticism and counter-criticism of method used

Eight important choices associated with research method are considered
below. In each case the choice is justified by appropriateness to research
outcomes.

This research makes only limited use of hypothesis testing. Complex subjects
such as technological diffusion, inter-organisational linkages, knowledge

networking, and learning organisations involves contrived and difficult to test

hypotheses, which can be inadequately constructed before the on-set of

empirical research. In this sense, hypothesis testing may limit the potential

meaning from such research results. It could be suggested, countering this

argument, that more precise data would flow from hypothesis testing. This

may have been the case if (for example) the research aimed to assess

amounts of information flow. However, in this case more qualitative questions
of knowledge flow and relationality were posed.

Mainly qualitative rather than quantitative data was sought from interviewee

companies to answer the wide-ranging research questions. A great deal of

quantitative data was also obtained from each company, and is referred to.
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Qualitative data capture relies upon access to knowledgeable people who trust

the interviewer to have pre-understanding of the nature of the data, and as

capable of interpreting the data and using non-verbalised, but relevant
information. Triangulation, reflexivity and careful use of grounded method in
data analysis reduce dangers of misinterpretation. Appendix Three A3.1
further considers the balance between qualitative and quantitative method,

hypothesis testing and grounded research and the use of triangulation and

grounding to guide reflexivity and re-integration with general theory.22

A broad research frame was chosen involving relations within West Lothian
and from West Lothian companies to global networks. A narrower scope

might have produced richer data and deeper analysis. The wide research
frame was chosen to avoid aggregation problems: Chapter ten illustrates how
the research approach adopted allows easy movement between habitus at a

sub-national region, national and international levels.23 This approach is
considered later in the present chapter. The disadvantages of such a broad
frame for research and multi-levels of scoping are the range of the relevant

literature, and preparedness of companies to relate to both macro and micro
sets of issues. However, a narrower research frame may have restrained the

generalisability of results.

Examining the diffusion of a technological system, rather than essential

aspects of it (such as production techniques employed) sacrifices some 'depth'
of analysis for 'breadth.' All research projects balance the desire for 'depth' of

Reflexivity is the careful counterposing of new and existing facts and theories to the
extent that underlying assumptions are scrutinised. Triangulation is the cross-
referencing of multiple sources of data aiming (as in map construction) to thereby
obtain a clearer fix or interpretation of an issue.

23 Habitus, for Bourdieu (1971) is a 'durably installed generative principle of regulated
improvisations.' Bourdieu's concept of habitus is a tool used in institutional theory to
explore linkages between macro and micro levels of aggregation and different levels
of abstraction.
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analysis, with enough 'breadth' to make sense of the subject matter. This
research has opted for breadth, because of the focus on the holistic nature of
the system and its multi-faceted character. Many studies of lean production

simply map the relation of one technique to another, and underplay the

relationships between internal systems and process and external relations and
networks. Numerous surveys chart the diffusion of lean production

techniques, but few explain why the diffusion takes a particular shape. A

lengthy case study in fewer firms may have produced richer results. However,
such an approach has the difficulty of choosing typical cases.

Only senior managers feature in the recorded interviews. It may be argued
that this introduces the bias of a managerialist perspective. Management, as

Gummesson (1991:36) points out, has the information and takes decisions on

inter-firm relations and alliances. During observation in each of these firms,

discussions were held with many other categories of employee, and notes

taken. Key points from these discussions were introduced in the formal

interviews, testing answers given by management respondents. On two

occasions, the managers of an inward investor and indigenous company refer
to the same case study, and interpret it differently. This is referred to in the
text. It may be argued that it is at the point of internal or external interface

(over design or supplier choices) that this research should have focused. The

difficulty here (leaving aside issues of technical knowledge and commercial

confidentiality) is one of access.

Data analysis in this research triangulates between grounded theory, general

theory and empirical findings; it may be argued that alternative methods of

triangulation may have produced richer results. In particular, triangulation
within a longitudinal study, or study within a different 'national system of
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innovation' (NSI) may have enriched the results.24 The time dimension in

which this is relevant goes beyond the allotted period for this research.

Comparative study with another NSI may become a future project. However,

triangulation between empirical findings, general theory and grounded theory
is an accepted academic technique balancing practical research boundaries
with the need to seek verification and cross-references.

Structured and semi-structured data gathering techniques are used in this

research. However, recorded interviews testify that in most cases radical

departures from the prepared interview structure were made, based upon

issues arising during observation and from previous interviews, introducing an

unstructured dimension.25 Less structure in data collection would have made

comparison difficult, whereas the semi-structured approach adequately
balances depth of data capture with the need for cross-referencing between

organisations.

Russell (1948:59) refers to the problem of data analysis, to which one would

go with a religious problem - a saint or a theologian? Data analysis in action
research must achieve credible results (with the feedback constituency) and

academic rigour. Action research, means participant rather than observer
based empirical study which explicitly 'holds' some social variables,
undertaken with the intention of intervention in social practices (see Bowey

1976). It is not possible as a practitioner to approach a relevant research

subject without pre-understanding. Gummesson (1991:53) warns that pre-

understanding can be blocked or become a pre-disposition to particular

findings, meaning the inability to apply sufficient reflexivity to challenge pre-

24 The NSI approach developed by Freeman (1987), Lundvall (1992), Streeck (1992)
and Nelson (1993) identifies, within sets of national social institutions, those elements,
which impede or facilitate the generation, transfer and diffusion of technology.
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judgements and assumptions. This research aims to balance the gaining of

prior trust, with the need for academic work to be repeatable, consistent, fair
and open minded.

Limitations of methods used

Every research project has limitations imposed by choice of method and

subject. This section briefly indicates the consciously imposed limitations on

this research. The diffusion of a technological system is a complex matter.

This research has complex findings that are a limitation when contrasted with

the results of hypothesis testing. The central research aim of contributing
towards public policy guides this work towards developing theory from

grounded results. Re-integration of grounded theory with existing literature
has been more important in this work than simply a critical review of existing
literature. A balance has been struck between analysis generating grounded

theory, its triangulation with general theory, and commenting upon public

policy; this is both a limitation, and a necessity to achieve the research aims.

Having outlined research questions, structure, method and relation to existing

literature, this thesis now turns defining some of the key concepts used.

Qualitative research may benefit from minimising interviewer directiveness, Bowey
(1976) shows that any problems of data analysis can be overcome.
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Chapter Two

Towards the end of the nineteenth century the US overtook Britain as the
most productive economy, using the industrial application of science in

process and products - a system later termed as Fordism (see Marglin
and Schor 1991). Currently, De Soto (1993:8) argues, US dominance of

manufacturing is being superseded by a recently industrialised country

with almost no natural resources, the first non-Christian capitalist

economy - Japan. The lean production system has played a significant

part in Japan's success and it is the diffusion of this system into and within
West Lothian, which forms the subject of this research. This subject holds
enormous theoretical significance and has important consequences for

public policy.

This chapter defines lean production. It does so using the framework set

CHARACTERISTICS OF LEAN PRODUCTION

Social Value Technical

DIMENSIONS
FROM
WHICH
TO
VIEW
LEAN
PRODUCTION

Institutional

arrangements

Holistic

system

Production
techniques

out in section 1.7 of the previous chapter. Lean production is conceived
here from three dimensions (plant, environment or local system and

institutional), from each of which it is useful to identify three sets of
characteristics (value, technical and social).
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2.1 The origin and evolution of the term lean production

It is a mistake when tracing the history of any idea to impute a

deterministic outcome (from today's vantage point) to contributions, which
at the time may have had a different purpose. Each generation of
researchers and each set of intellectual paradigms recombines old ideas
with new ones in the light of necessity and experience. In short, today's
ideas (such as lean production) are social constructions, in part
constructed using the ideas of earlier researchers, who cannot have
forecast the use to which their ideas would be put. Today's concepts in
this sense are an effect of yesterday's theoretical work. However, today's

concepts are not simply determined by yesterday's theoretical work, since
new formulations are the result of choices and not an idealist dialectic.

Migrating yesterday's ideas into today's concepts is justified only where
earlier theory helps explain current events and relationships. In addition,

acknowledgement must be given to the evolution of ideas and their use

outside of the context in which they were developed and (often) for a

different purpose. Thus, earlier theory becomes re-grounded from
yesterday's experiences into today's experiences.

The International Motor Vehicle Programme (IMVP) study began in 1986,

aiming, as the author's state to "... contrast lean production with mass

production ", (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990:75). They state
(1990:13) that lean production is ".. a term coined by IMVP researcher
John Krafcik." Krafcik's (1988) paper in the Fall of 1988 features the term
in its title, "Triumph of the Lean Production System." Womack et al
(1990:82), apply the term to an earlier period arguing in a reference to

Toyota that, "By 1984 General Motors had decided that it needed to learn
about lean production from the master." At another point (1990:68) they
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state that, "Toyota had fully worked out the principles of lean production

by the early 1960s."

For the purpose of this research, Krafcik's contribution in 1988 is taken as

the origin of the term lean production. Resulting from IMVP empirical work
in fifty car plant worldwide and taking care to avoid debates on post-

Fordism, Japanisation and labour process, Krafcik defines lean

production in terms of lean techniques employed within production plants.

Rather than continuing to refer to the different paradigms as
recent Fordism and TPS (Toyota Production System), I
would like to introduce two new terms here - buffered and
lean production systems. (1998:44)

He goes on to define leanness in terms of plant-level performance in
which he shows that Japanese or Japanese-parented plants, make

greater use of lean techniques and enjoy higher performance levels than
their European or US competitors in the auto industry.

.. the degree to which teamwork is employed in the plant;
the level of 'visual control,' a proxy for worker span of
control, employed in the plant; the level of unscheduled
absenteeism, an indicator of worker participation and
management expectations; and the percentage of
floorspace dedicated to repair facilities, an indicator of
management expectations about process capabilities.
(1988, footnote 8, formatting in original)

Krafcik's paper contains an important insight into the operation of lean

production. Taking robotic automation as an example, he argues that
leanness could lead to inflexible process, unresponsive to market change
unless:

neutralised by developing a well-trained, flexible
workforce, product designs that are easy to build with high
quality, and a supportive, high-performance supplier
network. (1998:51)
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Thus, whilst Krafcik defines and discusses lean production at plant level.
He readily recognises that its sustainability rests upon supportive external
networks.

The chapter on lean supply in Womack et al's book (1990), (which draws

upon Nishiguchi's PhD research, later Nishiguchi, 1994), stresses the

significance of lean supply, suggesting (1990:240) that learning from
demonstration examples by Japanese inward investors, will be necessary

in order to generalise lean supply networks in the US and Europe.
Womack and Jones (1994) return to the issue of lean supply and are able
to use best practices (Unipart Ltd. and Nissan UK feature prominently) to

illustrate the benefits of lean supply. In addition, in 1994 they are able to

defend lean production against charges of job-destructive growth, by

referencing lean production's growth strategy of increased market

penetration and growth of markets.

General references to Japanese supply chain practices were made in

Schonberger's (1987) discussion on world class manufacturing. Without

explicit references to lean production, Steven's (1989) work on integrated

supply chains using a four stage business systems engineering model is
an important landmark in the development of lean supply ideas. His
model features baseline, inflow functional integration, downstream
internal integration and upstream and downstream external and internal

integration. Clark and Fujimoto, (1991) gave details case studies of

Japanese structures and relationships. Lamming's (1993) work and

Nishiguchi (1994) began the processes of theoretically decomposing lean

supply networks (see chapter five).

This research is focuses upon economic development in West Lothian
and the role of lean production: its transfer into the region, subsequent
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diffusion and importance for the area's economic development. Lean

supply, its shape and network arrangements are crucial to understanding
the opportunities and constraints upon the diffusion of lean production in
West Lothian. Since the technology transferred into the area as a result of

foreign direct investment, understanding the extent to which supply chains
within the area are conduits for the diffusion of lean production, requires
an analysis of the global supply arrangements of these lean producers,
the competences and capabilities of indigenous companies and the

networking arrangements between these two sets of manufacturers. In

doing so, it is important to understand the institutional arrangements
within and beyond plant level which support lean production.

2.2 Differentiating the term lean production

To ensure clarity in the meaning of terminology, this section distinguishes
lean production from other related terms.

Knowledge-based production, Nobel (1984) suggests, contrasts with
earlier resource-based industrial processes, locations and organisational
forms. He emphasises the narrowing of the gap between technology and

science, whilst scrutinising technological 'progress' without social control
of its pace and direction. Rosenberg (1992:63) additionally includes in
the term a shift towards knowledge-based production. Teece (1988:256)
uses a similar formulation, but suggests that vertically integrated
structures remain necessary, offering control over 'core competencies.'

Knowledge based production, Weinstein (1992:31) argues, is a narrow

term referring to production processes, organisation and systems,

excluding their market or social context. Toffler (1990) uses the term in
distinction to neo-classical 'factor-substitution' theories, which he argues,

theorise an 'elasticity of technical substitution' in which factors of
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production can substitute for each other. The assumed variables in such
are cost, price and output quantity. Toffler's emphasis is the non-

proportional contribution knowledge adds to industrial processes, (the
additional performance which superior technology adds to industrial

processes). Economists often differentiate between 'embodied' technical

progress (investing in new capital equipment), and 'disembodied'
technical progress (applying the same equipment in a different manner to

achieve increased performance). Maruyama (1963) uses the term

knowledge based production to contrast integrated systems of knowledge
and information flow, with top-down communications in tall hierarchies,
which he argues, suppress innovation. Implied in the term is the gaining
of competitive advantage from incorporating scientific research into

product and process technology. This concept is further discussed in

chapter three).

Schonberger (1986) differentiates world class manufacturing from

Taylorist task fragmentation, which, he argues, rests upon a task

conception-execution dichotomy. Schonberger stresses the adoption of

production processes and systems from Japan, such as just-in-time, total

quality management, value-engineering and design-for-manufacture.

Implied in this term are process capabilities able to create product that
succeeds in highly competitive global markets. A variant term is

globalised production. This adds trans-national enterprise strategic

alliances, which aim to achieve market penetration or product

development (see Badaracco, 1991:10). World class manufacturing is an

'inspirational' term suiting mission statements rather than academic work.

This work will not use the term Japanisation since unlike lean production,
its meaning is unclear and potentially pejorative. Harrison (1992:6) uses

the term to mean the adoption of Toyota JIT production processes and
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continuous improvement. Ackroyd (1988:11) adds to these meanings a

domination of social institutions by business exigencies, which they argue

are culturally specific and non-transferable. Oliver and Wilkinson (1992)

suggest that Japanisation is a set of production techniques, which are

rapidly diffusing within British industry. The term is criticised as

'ungrounded' and universalistic by Williams et al. (1992). Japanisation,
McMillan (1989:333) argues, stresses ethnicity and is capable of

misinterpretation since it suggests an unfounded cultural particularism,
which ignores adaptations of the system in other countries.

Vaill (1990) proposes the term Toyotism to mean a transitional stage

between Fordism and flexible-customisation of production. Dohse (1985)
and Woods (1991) recommend the term partly because it focuses upon

production techniques and relations within and between firms, rather than

ethnicity of cultural specificity. Toyotism narrowly conceptualises

production relations within plants and between firms and arguably
understates the importance of systemic environment and institutional

arrangements.

Kenny and Florida (1988) speak of innovation mediated production to

describe a new industrial paradigm. This usefully avoids the dangers of
cultural specificity inherent in some of the terms mentioned above, and

captures the flexibility, innovational intent and integrated nature of

production systems superseding Fordism. However, Kenny and Florida's

theory is offered as a universal model replacing a monolithic Fordism. It is

theoretically inflated and static, and contains the same potential

oversimplifications and lack of grounding as the terms Fordism and post-

Fordism.
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In this research, Fordism is used only as a general epochal description,
without specific periodisation or universal application (see Williams, 1992
and 1993). However, Braverman (1974) and the early Regulation
theorists gave the term much greater content, to mean:

• Mass production of undifferentiated commodities using Taylorist
processes encouraging adversarial industrial relations.

• Labour processes reliant upon control and compliance - rule-bound
rather than 'role-bound' capital-labour relations.

• Mass consumption of undifferentiated commodities with lengthy life
cycles - competing on cost rather than quality, or originality.

• Modernist cultural forms dominate: 'scientism' and structural
'certainties.'

• State policies nationally and internationally contrive to maintain this
order by full-employment and the welfare state achieved by Keynesian
demand-management.

Post-Fordism retains continuity with Fordism, but in qualitative sense is a

discontinuity from Fordism (Amin 1994; Benefeld and Holloway 1991;
Burrows and Loader, 1994), in the sense used by Regulation theorists.

• Highly differentiated, short cycle products requiring adaptive
organisational forms and flexible labour processes. Management
strategies since c1970 which are customer focused and strategy and
flexibility rather than structure-led. Technological choices are based
upon exigencies of volume and variety, quality and quantity of
production.

• De-collectivised labour processes reflect the 'role-bound' nature of
constant change and technological innovation.

• Consumption patterns which are based upon choice, quality, and
innovative products. Declining demand amongst detached sections of
consumers, is (at times) off-set by rising demand from those (nationally
and internationally) enjoying rising living standards and credit facilities.

• Cultural and structural certainties are abandoned in favour of post¬
modernist 'relativism' in art and politics.

• International, national and local state formations promoting competition
and enterprise; a re-configuring from socially distributive agendas to
policies emphasising value production.
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The Fordist/post-Fordist approach is often Marxist: it predicts economic
crisis. Neo-Fordism is Piore and Sable's (1984) theory of a 'second
industrial divide,' which argues that 'flexible specialisation' offers the

possibility of sustained economic growth (Strange 1988). In this thesis
neo-Fordism conveys:

• A critique of Taylorism and Fordism similar to those presented by
Regulation theorists.

• A new industrial paradigm focusing upon exchange rather than
production relationships.

• A greater emphasis upon spatial contiguity and social 'thickness' than
the post-Fordist analyses.

• An analysis stressing the growth potential contained within the second
industrial divide, as opposed to the contradictions which the post-
Fordists emphasise.

Mass consumption of undifferentiated products over an internationally

extending market range typifies a Fordist regulation mode. Fordism
includes high welfare state expenditure in a political settlement favouring
a mixed economy. It is culturally collectivist (Albert, 1993:64), stressing
the importance of cities as manufacturing locations (Ewers, 1989),
intensive capital accumulation, and governance by private and public

monopolies mediated through the state (Boyer, 1988:67-94). Castells
and Flail, (1994) suggest that whilst 'new' economic space is important in

creating innovative milieus, 'old' space remains the 'command centres' for
industrial production.

'Internal' problems which led Fordism to exhaust its growth potential
include conflictual industrial relations and an inability to create

differentiated 'quality' products. Internationally (i.e. 'externally') Fordism's

monopolistic regime of accumulation was destabilised (Nielsen, 1991:24)

by globalised production, expansion of credit, and a 'culture of
contentment.' The latter term is used by Galbraith (1992) to mean an

unpreparedness of taxpayers to fund the welfare state and full-
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employment policy, coupled with the individuation of effective demand

away from collective towards private provision.

Perhaps the obvious epithet for the technological system this work
researches is post-Fordism. Czarniawska-Joerges (1992) uses the term

synonymously with lean production.1 However, its use is value-laden and

complex - as befits a term beginning with 'post' and ending with 'ism.'
The term is totalising, since (as Best [1994] argues), it de-centres its

subject, where the subject is technological in time scales and concrete

social space inside of epochal generalisations. In short, the terms can

become so all embracing as to be meaningless. When a term requires

explanation with each use, Manwaring and Wood (1985) argue, it ceases

to convey clarity of meaning. Clark (1988) criticises the use of the terms

Fordism and post-Fordism, (from a definitional rather than descriptive

viewpoint), as underestimating contradictory trends and telescoping
historical periods. Williams (1992 and 1993) stresses the uneven and

evolutionary character of Fordism and disputes its use as a universal

characterisation. This work avoids the use of Fordism and post-Fordism,

agreeing with Tolliday and Zeitlin (1986) that generic terminology should

clearly indicate areas of contradiction and change. In the case of

production relations, lean production is superior to post-Fordism, since as

Thompson (1990) argues, it stresses subjectivity in labour-capital
relations and invites deeper and deeper analysis.

2.3 The nature and definition of lean production

'The Machine That Changed the World' is the popular term Womack et al.

(1990) give lean production - a 'minimum input - maximum output'

1 Fordism is used here as an epochal description (without specific periodisation or
rigid definition) of the dominant industrial system c1910-65 creating
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perspective of lean production. As we shall see, they adopted the term
from the 1986 International Motor Vehicle Programme (IMVP).

The truly lean plant has two key organisational features: It
transfers the maximum number of tasks and responsibilities
to those workers actually adding value to the car on the line,
and has in place a system for detecting defects that quickly
traces every problem once discovered, to its ultimate cause.
(Womack et al. 1990:99)

Since 1990, the concept has been developed to have four defining
characteristics. Firstly, confrontational competition: shortened product life

cycles make sustainable competitive advantage unachievable (Cooper,
1995:5). Secondly, a consumption mode synchronised with its production

regime, a propensity to push value creation down the supply chain, and
an application of production techniques reliant upon employee

participation and consent (see Harrison, 1992:80). A third characteristic
of lean production, is its rapid diffusion (Freeman, 1987:31). It is argued
that those failing to adopt the approach may become uncompetitive.

Finally, lean producers reconcile rather than maximise between cost,

functionality and quality, creating short life cycle products focused on

particular customer segments.

I define lean production as:

flexible manufacturing with maximised output from
minimised process input, of products not expected to retain
sustainable competitive advantage, in a context - of social,
value, and technical characteristics within institutional and
plant arrangements - suitable to this form of production,
providing competitive advantage to its users, who compete
for customers by trading-off cost, quality, and functionality.

undifferentiated mass produced goods having sustainable competitive advantage
for undifferentiated mass markets using Taylorist techniques.
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This definition is not merely relational to past practices - it is not simply

'post-something.' It encapsulates lean production's continuity and

discontinuity with predecessor technological paradigms.

Tickell and Peck (1992) criticise the above approach to defining lean

production as 'productionist,' arguing that it extends outwards from

production relations to social relations. This thesis aim to overcome such
criticism by locating the above definition of lean production within the
framework of Regulation theory. This is a theory which views a regime of
accumulation as 'resting upon' a technological paradigm creating macro-

economic regularities. Accumulation regimes symbiotically shape and
are re-shaped by a mode of institutional regulation mediated through a

habitus. Lipietz (1985:Ch. 1), for example, avoids economic determinism

by speaking of social factors 'resting upon' the economic base - the

regime of accumulation. The above definition can therefore adopt both an

'in-to-out' and an 'out-to-in' perspective, circumventing Tickell and Peck's

objections.

Castell's definition of lean production minimises the importance of

networking relations. He suggests that lean producers are cost reducers

retaining Fordist organisational structures (Castells 1997a:164). This
research will illustrate that lean producers employ sophisticated

knowledge networking. Networking, and in particular knowledge

networking, is central to lean production as envisaged in this thesis,

giving a broader perspective on lean production than Castells proposes.

Williams (1992) claims that lean production as used by Womack et at. is
intended to be a universal description. Alternatively, she argues that it
describes only relations of production found in a few firms in one sector of
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Japanese industry. This research will show that the term lean production
has a wider application than Williams suggests.

The term institutional arrangement in this thesis has the same meaning as

alternative phrases such as, 'institutional infrastructure,' or 'institutional

set-up' (Lundvall 1992:10).2 Carlsson and Stankiewicz (1995:49)

suggest that institutions can be categorised as industrial RD&D, academic
infrastructure, other institutions and state policy. For the purpose of this

research, Carlsson and Stankiewicz's approach appears too narrow.

Institutional arrangements is taken here, as Scott (1995:33) argues to

mean a wider array of cultures, structures and routines which embed and

migrate predispositions within and between social groups. Thus,
institutional arrangements include patterns and structures of social
interaction and their formalised representation in organisations, giving

organisations purpose and focus. Lukes (1974:71) quoting
Schattschneider suggests that organisations are 'the mobilisation of bias.'

Man's power over Nature often turns out to be a power
exerted by some men over other men with Nature as its
instrument. (Pacey 1986)

Organisations may be, as Morton (1971) suggests, 'people-processes
with purpose' repositories of 'knowledge to a purpose,' not reducible to

culture or cashflows and distinct from institutional patterning. They deploy
resources to fulfil a specific purpose or set of goals for their stakeholders.
Institutions are perceived by a wider stakeholder base to have legitimacy,
to fulfil a wider set of goals or purposes (see Castells, 1997a:152).3

Institutions consist of cognitive, normative and regulative structures and activities
that provide stability and meaning to social behaviour. Scott and Storper (1992)
use the term 'institutional thickness' to describe the richness of institutional

support for a technological regime at a local level.
This thesis uses the term 'organisation' to mean particular structures, or sets of
actors consciously combining to achieve 'purposive intent' or particular
organisational form.
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Lean production is a theory potentially grounded in reality needing

development, to use Lakatos' (1974:133) formulation. It is part of the
wider general institutional approach to explaining technological change,
itself a vibrant research programme (Appendix A3.2). The institutional
research programme, Chalmers (1994:83) argues, is sufficiently robust
that its 'hard core' and theoretical constructions - such as lean production
- are verifiable by confirmatory-grounded observations.

2.4 Lean production and the institutional perspective

The above definition of lean production is rooted in the institutional
tradition of theoretical work outlined in chapter one.

Avoiding the universalistic simplicity of neo-classical economics,
institutional economics is part of the evolutionary economics tradition. It is

dynamic, avoids determinism, centrally features endogeneity of

technological choice, avoids predicated outcomes and features bounded

rationality. Institutional economics avoids using biological or other

metaphors, stressing a grounded approach, in which structures and

power relations are important.

The above definition of lean production derives from an institutional
tradition in the following sense. It is dynamic, socially rooted, and
therefore not intended to be 'epochal' or prescriptive; rather it is intended
to form a framework for enquiry. The definition lays emphasis upon social
and industrial structures resulting from behaviour patterns, and in turn

creating such patterning. Finally, the definition encourages movement

between levels of aggregation in both analysis and empirical observation.
This definition lays equal emphasis upon the supply and demand side of
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re-shaped in turn by socio-political events and trends. In doing so, it
draws upon the work of Sorge and Streeck (1988), Bowles and Edwards

(1993) and Freeman et al. (1982).

2.5 Lean production: technical, value and social
dimensions

Parts of the above definition of lean production relate to an accumulation

regime.4

Hence, a regime of accumulation is defined by the whole
set of regularities, which allow a general and more or less
consistent evolution for capital formation (Boyer
1988:71)

Each regime of accumulation includes: patterns of productive

organisation in firms defining perspective of employees, a time horizon for

capital formation decisions; an income distribution between classes, a

volume and composition of effective demand and a set of relations
between capitalist and non-capitalist modes of production. For lean

producers this regime of accumulation comprises flexible manufacturing,
maximised output from minimised input, and product flexibility (trading off

cost, quality and functionality). The definition also relates to a system

whose users gain competitive advantage without sustainable competitive

advantage. Lean production's mode of regulation reinforces and is

reinforced, by social, value and technological characteristics. The mode
of regulation is a set of institutional arrangements at international, national
and regional level, comprising social structures and cultural values

including consumption and skill patterns, which sustain or contradict the

A regime of accumulation is a technological paradigm in its wider sense: the
parameters of governance, technological knowledge and its application in process
and products, like a mode of regulation it has social, value and technical
dimensions (see Robels, 1994:42).
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needs of a regime of accumulation. A paradigmatic shift from Fordism to

post-Fordism (c1965-70) is a central feature of Regulation Theory. The
more general the theory the more difficult it is to verify. Regulation Theory
shares the same danger as other 'meta' theories of becoming, in
Fukuyama's (1992) term, 'directional history.' Regulation Theory can be
differentiated from most Marxist analyses by its inclusion of subjective
factors rooting the analysis in concrete social circumstances by its use of
'habitus.' Boyer (1988:72) suggests each mode of regulation includes
properties which: make decentralised decisions possible without actors

comprehending whole system, control and regulate the accumulation

mode, and reproduce basic social relationships through institutions.

As a system, lean production is dynamic and its participants interactive.
McMillan (1989:307) has pointed out the difficulty of both inter-relating
and describing the characteristics of an industrial system. This research
focuses upon the technological aspects of lean production. The industrial

production systems at plant level, from which connections to wider

aspects of the system flow form the core of chapter four. Chapter four
concentrates upon conceptual instruments with which to analyses the
wider institutional arrangements of lean production.

Social, value and technical characteristics of lean production are heuristic

distinctions, giving structure to the following literature review - these are

inter-related conceptual categories. The technical part of the system of
lean production draws attention to the actual production processes and

systems it uses in plants, and incorporates in products. Social
characteristics centre on organisational structures, corporate culture and

linkages to the wider social modes of regulation. Value characteristics
relate to the growth strategy and configuration of value chains by the
system.
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Chapter Three

WEST LOTHIAN'S TECHNOLOGICAL BASE
- AN OVERVIEW OF ITS EVOLUTION1

3.1 INTRODUCTION AND STRUCTURE

The purpose of this chapter is three-fold. Firstly, the chapter builds upon the
institutional framework outlined in section 1.6 and outlines an important

conceptual tool employed in this research - Molina's (1997) diamond of
sociotechnical alignment. Secondly, the chapter uses the diamond of

alignment tool to map the evolution of West Lothian's technological base
from 1982 to the present.

Thirdly, the chapter illustrates the importance of conscious activity by public

agencies and significant firms. In particular, two aspects of synchronisation
are highlighted. Firstly, synchronisation with evolving global markets is
critical for a small open regional economy. This synchronisation takes the
form of institutional arrangements (including absorptive capacity) capable of

supporting foreign direct investment, its associated knowledge flows and its

ability to physically export and support appropriate supply chains. Secondly,
the case study highlights the importance of policy-makers and public

agencies having a clear perspective on its target technologies. Only with
such a clear perspective, can the financial, property, training and other social

arrangements necessary to support the target technologies.

This chapter contains material from a TechMaPP Working Paper, (Kinder T, 2000),
"Realigning the West Lothian lean production cluster towards becoming a knowledge-
based cluster - a sociotechnical model," which is being re-worked to take account of
reviewer's comments following submission to Research Policy.
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This chapter presents in a case study the evolution of West Lothian's
industrial base since 1982, using the author's experiences. From 1985 until

May 1999, the author was a Councillor with West Lothian Council (previously
Lothian Regional Council), chairing the committee responsible for economic

development and Administration Group Secretary.2 Unlike chapter ten,

which distils an analysis from empirical studies of West Lothian firms, the
current chapter adopts the wider perspective of strategy makers at the sub-

regional institutional level. Following a long-wave overview, a series of

'snap-shots' show how a lean production constituency emerged in the early

1980s, re-constructed itself in 1987, and since 1995 has faced radical

realignment as it attempts to shift up the international value chain as a

knowledge-based cluster. Before outlining Molina's diamond of alignment,
which is used to structure the chapter, important concepts are defined and
are related to the diamond of alignment tool.

3.2 KEY CONCEPTS

An overview of West Lothian's evolving technological base necessitates

clarifying some important concepts. Some of these ideas are discussed
more fully later in the thesis within the flow of ideas. This section clarifies
three important concepts: institutional thickness, the nature of a region in the
case of West Lothian and the nature of knowledge-based production. This
clarification at this point in the thesis is necessary to the relevance of the case

study and helps elucidate the sociotechnical constituency method that is
used to structure the case study.

In this sense this is action research. The author is an actor in the proceedings, in
addition to being a commentator upon them. The advantages of action research
(Bowey 1976) are the quality of data generated and the contextually-specific meaning
which can be attached to the data. The potential disadvantages of action research are
selectivity (of events and actions) and absence of objectivity in analysis. In this case,
the potential selectivity disadvantage has been addressed by conducting academically
rigorous interviews with participants other than the author. Objectivity is sought by
reflection and discussion of alternative interpretations.
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Institutional thickness

In the mid-1980s, as the discussion in chapter one on the institutional

approach has shown, researchers grappling with the emergence of

globalisation and local economic restructuring, began to recombine ideas on

the processes of change from geography, labour processes and economic

development (see Amin and Goddard, 1986). Chapter six considers one

important set of such ideas, Piore and Sable's (1984) notion of flexible

specialisation. Scott (1983) and Amin and Robins (1990) focused upon

spatially concentrated economic activity and Harvey (1989) (and later

Jessop, 1991) on the 'entrepreneurial state.' Interest in local economic

development (Stoker, 1990; Harrison and Hart, 1993) knitted closely with
interest in emerging regulatory regimes at national (North, 1990; Massey,
1984) and international levels (Tickell and Peck, 1992; Storper and Scott,
1992 and the later regulation theorists (see chapter six). Amin's (1994)
volume usefully drew together much of this debate. In a seminal paper, Amin
and Thrift (1995) introduced the concept of institutional thickness meaning
localised social, cultural and organisational ties giving rise in face-to-face

exchanges, routines and behaviour patterns to reciprocity, trust and a shared
vision supporting economic activity. Within a region, institutional thickness is
a similar concept to that of habitus in Regulation theory.

The idea of institutional thickness is an important concept supporting the
notion of regional systems of innovation (Edquist, 1997). Storper (1997)
decomposes the concept to explain the why the local grows in importance
and globalising tendencies strengthen. He does this by conceptualising
'relational assets' and 'untraded interdependences' rooted in regional and
localised social networks containing spiiling-over tacit knowledge and based

upon trust cumulated over time. These ideas are an important part of

Lamming's (1993) notion of post-partnership supply networking (see chapter
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five), Morgan's (1997) idea of learning regions and of learning organisations
(see chapter six).

A problem is some of the flexible specialisation school, particularly relating to

Italian craft districts, can be their slow moving nature of knowledge accrual.
The essential tacit capabilities in a region, for Amin and Hausner (1997) are

those supporting the rapid internalisation and adaptation of knowledge - the

ability to realign quickly local capabilities with emerging technologies and
markets. Thus, Amin and Cohendet (1999) stress the importance of local

learning networks aligning and realigning with global firms and how such

alignments require re-negotiated governances between the local and the

global.

For analyses of economic clustering (also considered in chapter six) the

concept of institutional thickness typifies distinctive approaches between

European perspectives and (mainly) US perspectives which have become
known as new economic geography. Porter (1990 and 1995) and Krugman

(1991, 1998 and 1999) each highlight the importance of regional clustering
to economic performance. Porter maps clusters explaining sustainability in
terms of his diamond model. Krugman (1998), who justifies the term 'new
economic geography,' argues that reconciliation between centripetal and

centrifugal economic forces determine the location and success of clusters.
Closer examination is given alternative theories of clustering in chapter six.
Here is worth noting the criticisms of the new economic geography from

(European) institutionalists (Amin, 1999, Martin, 2000) often based on the

early work of Stohr (1987) who criticised resource-based spatial

development theory as treating technology as exogenous and Amin's

concept of institutional thickness. Stated sharply, the US approaches appear

to emphasise endowment and physical infrastructure contrasted with the
more holistic European approach to stressing social interactions and
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knowledge milieux. In short, as Amin (1999) states, new economic

geography identifies clusters and regional advantages without explaining the
processes creating them in social networking. Following Amin's (1999) call
for new theory and tools capable of unpacking the institutionalist approach to

regional development, this chapter suggests that Molina's sociotechnical

constituency approach is a tool which interrogates 'causes,' naturally shifts
between layers of analysis and combines both the social and technical

aspects of technology innovation in a regional setting.

What constitutes a region?
In 1999, the European Commission launched its local action on employment

campaign inviting regional and local actors to draw up and implement

employment generative strategies at a local level. One aspect of this action
is to allow structural diversity on what constitutes 'local.' A traditional

perspective may view a hierarchy from community to local, regional, national,
EU and international (see Temple, 1994). From a perspective of size (e.g. of
GDP) Scotland is one of 131 EU regions. Marshall (1987) argues that a

region is a level of activity capable deviating from national trends. What
constitutes a region and whether is West Lothian is one are problematic

questions and the answer, to some extent depend upon the strategic
intention behind the question. Taxonomising the region is invariably

subjective and problem-specific.

Economic variables (for example Krugman, 1991) can under-emphasise
social factors or may simply mirror the wishes of those with the power to

collect statistics, such as labour market statistics (see Scott, 1986). Rauch

(1993) shows that history and cumulative causations are important factors in

determining what constitutes a region or city. Storper (1992), Harrison

(1992), Cooke (1997) and Crevoisier and Maillat's (1991) innovative milieu

show that self-perception of what constitutes a region matter. Regions may
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then be designated not simply by spatial relations and economic criteria but

by social factors. For a historical perspective of this view, see Westlund
(1999). As Moser (1999) shows, the boundaries of public authorities are

important in regional strategy making, not least because these boundaries
contain an electorate and set of taxpayers to whom the public authority is

responsible. Endogenous growth models are now configurable at varying
levels of aggregation (see for example Nijkamp and Poot, 1998).

West Lothian is a region in the following sense. Its cultural identity as a

manufacturing and industrial area is distinct from the adjacent service-based
economies of Edinburgh and Glasgow. It has its own Council, Chamber of

Commerce, hospital trust and college; in short, the people and (especially

indigenous) businesses in the area feel themselves to be a distinctive region
of Scotland. Significant players, as the case study shows, in supporting
visions of change for West Lothian, act as if it is a region with a distinctive
local milieu (Camagni's 1991 term) supporting inward investment. Of course,

like other successful regions, West Lothian's labour and product markets are

open. What militates against West Lothian meriting the description of a

region is the absence of a major city and university within its boundaries.
These factors are often found in 'new' industrial space or 'old' craft-based
industrial districts. West Lothian is not a region, compared to the physical
size and population of (say) the German Lander. However, since it feels itself
to be a distinctive regions, acts accordingly and has an array of the

organisations necessary to be a region, I conclude it is reasonable to apply
the term to West Lothian. To be precise, West Lothian is a micro-region
within the Scottish region. In the case study, the sociotechnical constituency

pictured is of West Lothian as a region marshalling resources behind a vision
of change.
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Knowledge-based production as a technology regime
The case study analyses the evolution of West Lothian's technological base
from Fordist manufacturing to lean production and its current target of more

knowledge-based production (KBP). In doing so, it introduces the idea that
the nature and shape of lean production in West Lothian is a limited edition of
a richer system (see Kinder and Molina, 1999 and chapter eleven).

Since all technological regimes are knowledge-based, more knowledge-
intensive may be a better term than KBP. Malerba and Orsenigo's (1994)

concept of technological regimes, the transition between two regimes is
discussed in this paper: LP and KBP. Technological regimes contain

vestiges of earlier social systems, but are best defined without value-laden

baggage (such as post-Fordism). A holistic perspective avoids charges of

reducing technological regimes merely to relations of production (see Tickell
and Peck 1992). Technological regimes are characterised by their dominant

technologies (and associate types of knowledge), organisational form

adopted, processes of value creation and distribution and typical relations

amongst producers and with consumers. Since, in practice each regime
contains elements of its past and future, each technological regimes is a

stylisation. Nobel (1984), who contrasts knowledge-based with resource-

based regimes, defines the former as a closer relationship between science
and technology. Teece (1988:256), Toffler (1990:256) and Rosenberg

(1992:63) take a similar approach. KBP here is characterised by a closer

(speedier, purposive and richer) integration of scientific research into
commercial products and process technology.3

Gibbons and Johnson (1982) dispute a linear relationship between technology and
science which de Solla Price (1984) suggests are different instrumentalities rather
than methodology. Technology is distinguished from science in three ways: (i) the
criteria by which successful technology is judged are more complex (socially
acceptability?) than those of science (does it work?); (ii) technology is necessarily more
heterogeneous than science, since the former is prone to re-combinations and
fusions of knowledge to create products; and (iii) technology purposively seeks
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Knowledge-based production is often referred to as the 'new economy.' The
Economist (270700:21), for example, argues that an emergent 'new

economy' is characterised by a higher return on investment from information

technology (IT), growth and stability of employment in ICT sectors and a

proliferation of ecommerce products and market channels. A new economy

in the form of an ICT-paradigm has emerged over the last fifteen years and
now features technologies intensively using ICT. Quoting Gordon (1999a),
the Economist suggests that current figures of 3.4% US non-farm multi-factor

productivity show that the Solow paradox (small return to IT investment) may

have been overcome, heralding the advent of the new economy. However,
Professor Gordon's (1999a) work draws different conclusions disputing

comparisons between the new economy and earlier growth trajectories such
as electricity, and (in 1999b) disputing that US economic growth statistics
show an end to the Solow paradox. Underlying, this development, Castells

(1997) argues, is a closer (than previous) relationship between scientific
invention in a network economy and commercially used technologies.
Network here refers to the nature of products, modes of knowledge

generation and transmission and the organisational forms employed by

producers. Associated with this are changes in the 'pecking order' of
national innovation systems and (Leadbeater 1999) an integration of

previously separated arenas of expertise and knowledge - an amalgamated
social capital often employing virtual digitally-based forms of interaction.
These are deeper interactive processes than simply ecommerce exchange or

the use of IT as the case study show. Indeed, the sociotechnical constituency

pictured in the case study highlights the difficulties in creating organisations

capable of supporting the international transfer of knowledge whilst at the

commercially deployable knowledge, whereas science seeks understanding which
may not readily migrate into profitable technology.
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same time attempting to promote the local generation of knowledge and its
commercial deployment by indigenous companies.

In summary, this section has argued that institutional thickness and its
associated emphasis upon social networks and behaviour patterns are

critical to understanding regional development and clustering. That West
Lothian is a (micro) region in the sense that its key actors feel, act and

organise from this viewpoint constituting themselves in to what the case study
refers to as a change constituency. Finally, the section argues that KBP is a

closer interaction between science and technology for commercial purposes

and that a challenge facing all regions is continued alignment with emerging
and successful markets and technologies. To begin, a long-wave overview
of West Lothian shows how the region's technological base has changed
over time.

3.3 LONG-WAVE OVERVIEW OF WEST LOTHIAN

The chapter begins with a long-term overview figure 3.1 extrapolates over

time changes of industrial paradigm in West Lothian, relating these to classic

long waves and population, GDP and employment level alterations. Arrows
indicate the significance of the years 1962 when the British Leyland plant
and the LDC were established, and 1982 the constituency aiming to transfer
lean production into West Lothian achieved its first success.

3.4 SOCIOTECHNICAL CONSTITUENCIES AND THE
DIAMOND OF ALIGNMENT

Sociotechnical constituencies (STC, Molina, 1999) are "dynamic ensembles
of technical constituents (e.g. machines, instruments) and social constituents

(e.g. habituses, interest groups) which interact and shape each other in the
course of the creation, production and diffusion of specific technologies." The
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essential aspect of constituency building is the alignment (matching) of
interests and purpose between constituents (both social and technical). The

processes of constituency building thus recognise the need to adjust mis¬

alignments across intra- and inter-organisational boundaries, creating the
networks necessary for the target technology to succeed.

Within the social shaping schools, the constituencies approach is a network

theory which unlike many social constructivist and network approaches to

technological change, centrally features interaction between the social and
technical change processes. The constituencies approach is an alternative
to actor-network theory. This latter approach is represented by Callon

(1986), Latour, (1987). Actor-network theory (ANT) differs from the

constituency approach in important respects. ANT argues that actants, who

may be people or technological artefacts, only take meaning from the
network or context in which they are located. The alternative STC approach

recognises that actors come into innovation and diffusion processes with
inherited attitudes and characteristics and that technologies are often locked-
in to particular networks and paradigms. Law and Callon (1992) and Callon
et al. (1992) recognise that "techno-economic networks" prescribe the

meanings which can be attached to technologies, however, they continue to

argue that the 'context and content' of networks is not exogenously
structured. Therefore, they argue, no innovation network can be influenced

by previous innovations. In simple terms, the constituency approach
'privileges' the outcomes desired by the constituency builders, whereas the
actor-network approach recognises no privileged outcomes.

Molina's diamond of alignment portrays the interrelated dimensions of the

process of sociotechnical alignment essential to technology innovation, in a

rich picture of competing influences and trends, across institutional settings
and governance systems. An important characteristic of the sociotechnical
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alignment approach is its social groundedness, making it an appropriate tool
for analysing innovation, diffusion and realignment. To be successful a

sociotechnical constituency aligns constituents. These are technical

constituents (for example machines, instruments) and social constituents (for

example organisations, interest groups). Constituents interact with and (re)-

shape each other in the course of the creation, production and innovation of

specific technologies.

Figure 3.2 shows a diamond of alignment with two layers, each with six

segments. At the centre of the diamond, cluster constituency signifies the

technology constituency to which the diamond refers.

Figure 3.2: Molina's Diamond of Alignment
of a sociotechnical constituency

Layer one (the inner layer) in Figure 3.2 refers to the intra-institutional

aspects of alignment within the specific constituency under study (in this case

the target lean production technology). The outer layer refers to the inter-

organisational level beyond the constituency, including the interaction with
other networks: constituencies, and the impact of the more general social and
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technological trends and developments. The shaded areas I and II represent
the sociotechnical nature and state of development of the overall

product/service constituency (intra- and inter-organisationally) at the centre of

analytical attention. In turn, the surrounding four segments (1 -1 i; 2-2i; 3-3i
and 4-4i) represent aspects of critical influence to the success or failure of

technological processes.

Each segment interacts with the others; overall, the diamond illustrates the

alignments between people-people, people-technology, technology-

technology and technology-people. A successful constituency building

process is a virtuous cycle in which all alignments reinforce and strengthen
each other. However, mis-(non)-alignments reverse this process, creating a

vicious cycle exacerbating internal and external conflicts and contradictions.

Alignments at the intra- to inter level, between segments and at the
interaction of organisation and knowledge entail knowledge socialisation,

cumulation, generation and transfer.

In Figure 3.2 segments (I) and (II) represent a sociotechnical constituency at
a moment in time, located in social and economic space and consisting of

people with dreams and (limited) resources and a technology they wish to
innovate.4

Alignment and learning (to commercial ends) are purposive activities, which

may at times take the form of aspirational intent rather than planned

expectation. These activities are non-deterministic, they occur within social
and technological boundaries in which the activities themselves are

themselves are actors.
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Figure 3.3 describes of the content of each of the diamond dimensions.

(I) Constituents' Perceptions, Goals, Actions and Resources
This dimension relates to the present state-of-the-art of organisational resources: the type of
organisation, people, material and financial resources, knowledge, expertise, experience
and reputation. It includes other elements such as current perceptions, goals, visions and
strategies. In short the capability and capacity of the constituency builders at a moment in
time.

(II) Nature and Maturity of the Technology
This dimension highlights the importance of the nature and maturity of a technology, for its
successful innovation and diffusion. Adopted strategies must align with the strategic
opportunities and constraints implicit in the particular technologies. There are no simple,
linear recipes for innovation since technologies and circumstances into which they are
introduced vary.

Alignment (1 - 1i) Governance
This dimension highlights the importance of alignment of the technology with the
governance and strategic directions of the organisational, industrial and market
environments in which it is expected to flourish: WL. This means, on the one hand, that the
market or objective addressed by the technology is perceived as highly significant to the
organisation's performance. On the other hand, it means a simultaneous perception that the
potential technical and organisational solution is promissory and viable to merit allocation of
resources.

Alignment (2 - 2i) Nature of Target Problem
This dimension highlights the importance of alignment between the capabilities of the
emergent technological constituency and the technical requirements of successfully
introducing a new technological system. This includes alignment between the technology
and widely recognised technical and market trends and standards in the target industrial area
(see alignment 4). In short, for success technology users must have the technical capacity
to deliver appealing products with available resources and in competitive time.
Alignment (3 - 3i) Target Constituents' Perceptions and Pursuits
This dimension relates to the people and organisations in t he area seeking to enrol behind
the new technology. This includes alignment of perceptions and goals between existing
indigenous companies and potential or target constituents in the organisational, industrial
and market environments of WL. It includes customers, suppliers, employees and other
relevant organisations.
Alignment (4 - 4i) Interacting Technologies/Constituencies
The 'fit' between an innovated technology and the products it supports is highlighted in this
dimension. These are dynamic and shift with market changes and environment alterations.
Within this environment are other technologies, trends and standards, which affect the
technology, being introduced.

Figure 3.3: Content of the diamond of alignment dimensions

Molina (1999) argues that no recipe for successful innovation exists. Rather
the ingredients (genotypes) contributing to alignment (and learning) can be

Roman numbers in segments (I) and (II) representing the emergent constituency
should not be confused with Arabic numbers (1), (2), (3) and (4) representing
dimensions of alignment.
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assembled and analysed. Further research may evolve taxonomies of

governance and the interaction between segments (I) and (II). At each level
of analytical aggregation, interaction between the social and the

technological will be a cause of intense debate on the pace, direction and
benefits of change and contested theoretical results (since social process

always feature choices).

Each alignment, in the diamond is affected by its sources of knowledge, the
modalities of knowledge use, its type and governances are significantly
different from affecting the creation of a less knowledge-intensive

technological constituency. A major difficulty with analysing technological

change is that aggregate levels of analysis can obfuscate direct causal

relationships. For example, the use of patent registrations and levels of R&D

spend are useful indicators of innovation. Flowever, such measures remain

surrogates for processes - innovation - that are recognised to be non-linear
in both content and outputs. Tracing connectivities between sociotechnical

alignment and knowledge spills will not provide easily represented causal

relationships.

3.4 CLUSTER CREATION AND REALIGNMENT IN WEST
LOTHIAN

To help guide readers through this case study, Figure 3.4 summarises

significant events and points in the story, showing also the evolution of
constituencies representing the dominant industrial paradigms over the last
40 years. (These are shown as interlocking since the heritage of the
redundant paradigm forms the foundations for its successor).
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Lean production
(microelectronics

products)

Resource-based
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(coal, shale,
agriculture)

Truncated
"Fordism"

(Vehicles, metal
engineering)

2000

LDC established
BL Plant opens
Last shale mine
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production
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Knowledge-based
production (chip

systems etc)

Figure 3.4: Key points/events in the evolution
of West Lothian industrial constituencies

Necessarily the target language in any translation appears sharper than the

original language, so too the terms and networks used in this analysis have
been formulated post facto, differing from the language (and perceptions) at
the time. The case study is broken down into the key stages shown at the top

of figure 3.4. Note that the future of both the production and knowledge-
based production constituencies are shown indeterminately - the

technological future remains uncertain.

The state-of-the-art in 1982

Historically West Lothian's (WL's) economy relied upon shale oil and coal

mining. The area was by-passed by the growth of the engineering, textiles
and printing industries in nearby Glasgow and Edinburgh. In 1962, the
demise of the coal industry left the area in crisis issuing a period of state-

aided development. The new town of Livingston was created to house
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sections of Glasgow's burgeoning population accompanied by a British

Leyland car plant, which at its peak employed 8,000. Few trans-national

companies located in the region in the 1960-70 period. By 1982, the

technological base of the region was again deteriorating with vehicle

manufacturing in terminal decline. Unemployment reached 29%, GDP

plummeted and emigration soared. Little value-adding supply base for the
British Leyland car and tractor plant had been generated, so the region
lacked indigenous businesses with growth potential. Under pressure from
local people and organisations, channelled into a "West Lothian economic
summit" in late 1981, economic and political agencies agreed to act take

steps to improve local employment opportunities.

Building and growing the lean production constituency 1982-95

Constituents' perceptions, goals, actions/resources (Segment I - 1982-95)
Led by the SDA,5 LDC, and including SOID, and local authorities, a

constituency was formed with the aim of attracting foreign direct investment

(FDI) into West Lothian. This constituency had at its disposal some

formidable resources of national and local government supplemented by EU

grant-aid (summarised in 3.5).

The emergent constituency, centring on Livingston new town, was led by the
unelected public sector, with the local authorities playing as supporting role.6

SDA is the Scottish Development Agency; LDC the Livingston Development
Corporation, SE is Scottish Enterprise and SOID the Scottish Office Industry
Department. (In 1987 the SDA was merged with the Training Agency to form SE which
established Locate in Scotland to attract inward investments, and formed a local
enterprise company network with Lothian and Edinburgh Enterprise (LEEL) covering
Edinburgh along with Midlothian, East Lothian and West Lothian.
Examples of these joint actions include the re-opening of the Bathgate-Edinburgh
railway in 1981; digital cabling of West Lothian; PFI funding for a new West Lothian
College building; a £1 billion upgrading of water disposal services; and a tradable
service infrastructure including 17 hotels. On the success of the unelected public
sector in Scotland see Danson and Fairley (1995) and MacLeod (1999).
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The constituency inherited a range of publicly supported resources including
water supply and disposal, an over-supplied labour market, transport

infrastructure and training facilities. To these resources were added EU aid

(E.1.5 billion over twenty years) and the advantage of discounting EU
external tariffs of 15% on imported electronics, the LDC's E.15 million annual

industrial property spend, Training Agency (later SE) training grants, and the
access of to UK financial markets.

Actors Resources

Scottish Office
SOID Capital grants & fiscal concessions
Local Government Department Specific aid for infrastructure
EU Regional Office Regional Selective Assistance

Livingston Development Corp.
Housing Homes for incoming workers
Industrial premises £10 million pa on advanced plants
Land 50,000 hectares of greenfield sites
Planning powers Unitary powers to grant planning consents

Scottish Development Agency
Training 50% of cost grant availability
Capital Grants Up to 25% of capital cost grant aid

Local Authorities

Housing Housing for incoming workers
Highways and infrastructure Customised roads, green environment
Water and Drainage Clean water supply and efficient disposal
Schools and training Further education college, schools, nurseries

The People of West Lothian
85,000 population, of which some 20,000
were available for work

3.5: Resources available to lean production
constituency builders in1982

Constituency goals were sustainable (private FDI) jobs (using public subsidy)
by transferring-in foreign knowledge sources. The absence of supply chain,
of higher education linkages by inward investors was a positive advantage
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since it speeded up job creating processes. At this time inward investors
were not expected to offer career prospects or high salary levels.

Nature and Maturity of the technology (Segment II - 1982-95)
West Lothian in c1982 was a small open economy, adjacent to a vibrant
service sector, coming out of resource dependency and suffering the
withdrawal of implanted state industry. Lean producers in Japan (and later
the US) had successfully innovated an export driven manufacturing system,

using lean production techniques. Many of these lean producers were

seeking opportunities to manufacture ICT products within the EU to service its

growing markets from within tariff barriers. Lean production was a proven

and successful system, sufficiently mature that its originators were investing
in its diffusion. Since supply chains were designed-in at RD&D stages, the
transferred product and process technology came in a 'limited-edition' of
home-base lean production with lower levels of knowledge flows and

knowledge generation.

Intra and inter-organisational governance (Alignment I to li: 1982-95)

Only in 1987 did the local authorities join the LDC and SDA in the

governance of the lean production constituency, as junior partners.7 A typical
scenario would be LDC and SDA negotiations with an inward investor,
followed by an approach to SOID, the Training Agency and local authorities
on their contribution.8 The large amount of resources going into one area

coupled with the fact that its dispersal was the result of 'quango' decisions
created some resentment in local government. The power exercised within
the constituency was manipulative since it relied upon restricting access to

Like SOID and the MSC, the role of the local authorities was partners to the lean
production constituency rather than decision takers.
Only in 1987, was a formal constituency structure established in the form of the West
Lothian Economic Development Forum under the leadership of Professor Paul Hare
of Herriot-Watt University. Even then, the forum met quarterly and acted reactively to
arrangements made by the constituency power-holders - the LDC and SDA.
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negotiations with potential inward investors. In 1982 the lean production

constituency was ahead of public opinion and public sector governance

cultures in its conduct of public private partnering which the constituency
viewed as necessary in order to deliver competitive subsidy packages. This

'target constituent' focus meant that constituency was misaligned with some

of its supporting partners, and sections of the public. This changed as people

accepted the constituency's goals, evidenced by reshaped labour markets
and re-focused training facilities.

In other significant areas of governance, the lean production constituency
was unable to adjust governance arrangements and systems during this

period, though would later be more successful. The internal networks of
inward investing TNEs remained centred upon their headquarters

(differential networks - Nohria and Goshal, 1997), excluding bi-lateral
relations with sister plants and offering little discretion over technology to

local management or reference to Scottish networks. During the early 1980s,
little networking occurred amongst the inward investors (except where

trading relations existed such as between Shin-et-su and NEC), with no

value-added sourcing (upward knowledge flows) from local companies.
Inward investors participated in the Scottish Electronics Forum as an

advocacy network of their interests, and indigenous companies (under the
umbrella of the new West Lothian Chamber of Commerce) set about lobbying

separately for support to indigenous companies.

Nature of target problem (Alignment 2 to 2i: 1982-95)
The lean production constituency's central strategy was the transfer of lean

production in West Lothian, perceived as the fastest way to increase local

employment opportunities. The constituency thus defined the problem as

one of creating a suitable systemic environment and re-shaping wider
institutional arrangements to attract inward investors. Industrial trends and
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high Yen value which encouraged FDI; a growth of the EU market for ICT

products inside a 15% external tariff and reliable supply chains from the
Pacific Rim. NEC's successful transfer provided a heritage of success for
other FDI to emulate. Figure 3.6 illustrates the success of the lean

production constituency in attracting inward investing companies.

Inward investors established the ability of Scottish plants to successfully
attain (and exceed) continuous improvement targets by successfully

transferring product knowledge and socialising process improvement

knowledge.

Company Product 1998 Date of entry
Employees to WL

Eraba Precision engineering 155 1 981
NEC VLSI circuits 1955 1982
Shin-et-su Silicon wafers 700 1 983
Mitsubishi VCRs 600 1983

Seagate ICs 268 1 987

Sky Satellite TV 2000 1989
Motorola Mobile telephones 3500 1 991
Bull IT systems 260 1991
Sun Servers 680 1992
Jabil PCBs/sub-assemblies 600 1 993

Compaq Hardware assembly 174 1 996

Quintiles Pharmaceutical testing 410 1997
Cadence Chip R&D 200 1998

Chart 3.6: Employment by largest inward investors in West Lothian
showing year of company entry to West Lothian and the large

number of microelectronics firms

Target constituents' perceptions and pursuits (Alignment 3 to 3i: 1982-95)
In 1982, the lean production constituency had three sets of target
constituents. These notably did not include indigenous manufacturers,
residents and local authorities: partners needed to attract inward investment

(local authorities and SOID); partners leveraging resources (principally the
EU) and FDI inward investors targeted to locate investment and technology in
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West Lothian. By 1987, some of the immediate aims of the original lean

production constituency had been achieved as a result of major inward
investment. The twelve largest inward investors (in 1998) employed 10,822

people in West Lothian, with a further 4,000 jobs promised. 14.7 lists some

of the advantages of West Lothian at this time.

The first period of the lean production constituency activity between c1982
and 1987 successfully transferred lean production into West Lothian using
FDI. Only in the early 1990s did the SE network begin to pay attention to

supply-chain linkages with indigenous companies, and the indigenous
business birth rate.

• The growing European market for • A clean built and unbuilt environment

products
• Being inside EU tariff barriers and • Suitable quality of skilled labour supply

the single market appropriately waged, using the English
language

Capital and start-up grants • Training facilities and training grants
• A dependable transport system to • An inexpensive, unconstrained and

markets and suppliers reliable water system

Provision of customised property Reliable electricity supply

Figure 3.7: Attractive features of West Lothian for lean producers

None of the inward investors located in West Lothian to be near value-adding

indigenous suppliers, or to create such a supply network. In the early 1990s
a second-round of inward investment located to take advantage of proximity
to earlier FDI companies. In some cases the inward investors were small

supplier companies, in other cases major users of semiconductor products,
such as Motorola and Sun Microsystems. The following are examples of the

target constituent's meeting the lean production constituency's needs.
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• West Lothian College jointly developing with SEF the award winning
Mechatronics course and opened the Scottish Advanced Manufacturing
Centre in Livingston

• The lean production constituency led a campaign lobbying the EU to
continue West Lothian's ASS for a further four years.

Interacting technologies (constituencies) (Alignment 4 to 4i: 1982-95)
West Lothian supplies 27% of semiconductors purchased within the EU,

knitting with strategic EU aims of responding to US and Japanese global
dominance by establishing indigenous (to the EU) supply bases, (albeit

foreign owned). The success of the West Lothian lean production

constituency at this point relates to, and synchronises with, successful

constituency building elsewhere in the world. The semiconductor plants form
the nucleus of the lean production cluster. Later in the 1980s, original

equipment manufacturers (OEMs) transferred into West Lothian, these
included Mitsubishi, Sun and Motorola. It is important in an industry now on

three to four year investment and renewal cycles, with fifteen month product

development cycles, that the West Lothian plants have proven capable of

meeting performance standards which justifying further rounds of
investments. Continual process technology and product upgrades mean

more sophisticated chip architecture, increased yield and capacity, shortened

product development times and continuous process improvement.

Scotland has competed over the lifetime of the lean production constituency
with countries such as Ireland for inward investment. Other countries now

are moving up the national system of innovation 'ladder' including South
American countries and India where salary levels are lower than in Europe.
OEMs are expected to explore Pacific Rim OEM locations (near supply
bases) after the EU abolishes external tariffs on electronics goods in 200I.
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The state-of-the-art in 1995

Viewed by the (sustainable employment) criteria it set itself in 1982 the West

Lothian lean production constituency has been a success ( see figure 3.8).

It has succeeded in altering the technological base of the area by transferring
lean production technology the result of which is the upturn in GDP and

employment. The success of the constituency has resulted from the single-
minded pursuit by its leadership of alignment within the constituency (with
little reference to competing networks such as that of indigenous

manufacturing companies).

In summary, the constituency appeared unsustainable. Its principal

knowledge sources lay outside the constituency's control, newer types and
modalities of knowledge usage meant the constituency was becoming

misaligned with market trends, and governance systems excluded two

principal actors: indigenous companies and commercialisable knowledge
creators.

Alignment (3 - 3i) Target Constituents' Perceptions and Pursuits
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Figure 3.8: State of Lean production constituency c1995

Significant local actors, particularly the Council and indigenous companies

regarded West Lothian's position in 1995 as fragile. The region had always
been in competition (for example with Ireland) for inward investment.

However, by the mid-1990s developing countries began moving up the
national system of innovation 'ladder' (often with lower salary costs),
including South American countries, Eastern Europe, India and to some

extent southern European states. For those employed by OEMs the

impending (2002) abolition of EU external tariffs added to the uncertainty
over future investment decisions in foreign boardrooms. Finally, unlike
earlier US models of FDI, in which RD&D followed successful branch-plants,
there appeared to be no signs of the RD&D which could design products
specifically around the capabilities of the West Lothian region.

Several indigenous WL companies had rapidly grown, but start-up rates
remained below the UK average. Few spinouts from inward investors or

spin-offs from local universities added to the indigenous company stock.
Members of the emerging KBP constituency ominously recollected the 1982
situation that left the region dependent upon a redundant technological base.
To these concerns were added pockets of socially excluded people

disengaged from local labour markets, a rapidly rising GDP not reflected in
rapidly rising average incomes and a continued low average education level.
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The emergent knowledge-based production cluster 1995-1999

In order to give the reader a sense of the dynamics of West Lothian's
industrial base, this section charts current realignment initiatives.

Constituents' perceptions, goals, actions/resources (Segment I: 1995-9)
Between 1996 and 1997, the new unitary West Lothian Council (which

replaced the LDC, Lothian Region and West Lothian District) supported the
formation of a West Lothian Chamber of Commerce. These two groups

began lobbying for a strategic change in economic development policies the
aim of which would be to shift focus towards indigenous knowledge-intensive

companies. Privately, some of the inward investors supported these moves.

All accepted that despite the achievements of the lean production

constituency West Lothian's technological base was fragile, being dependent

upon the transfer of knowledge and investment from abroad. An initial tactic
was to lobby SE and the Scottish Office for a West Lothian-based local

enterprise company, separated from LEEL as a vehicle to implement this

strategy. The Chief Executive of SE, Crawford Beveridge advised all
concerned to attempt a strategic re-orientation without organisational

restructuring, and the West Lothian Economic Development Forum (WLEDF)
was born. For the first time, a formal constituency with the task of articulating
an economic development strategy for the area existed.9 This constituency is
made up of the Council, LEEL, SE, the Chamber, SMEs, the College and
inward investing companies. A series of strategy working groups prepared

position papers, including actions and targets rolling out over for ten years in
the areas set out in 3.9.

Apart form Crawford Beveridge (SE), the crucial people in conceptualising this new
constituency were Jim Pollock (LDC), Jim Dickson (WLC), John Scott (Chamber), and
David Crichton (LEEL) along with the author.
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Mission: "a modern high performance knowledge-based
economy, with world-wide links, creating jobs and a rising

quality of life for the people of West Lothian."
• Competitive business producing knowledge-based products and services
• A labour force with the skills, knowledge and flexibility need by innovative

companies
• A high quality natural and built environment providing the infrastructure, connections and

flexibility successful companies and their employees need
• Telecommunications and transport links providing the essential infrastructure for

global business and knowledge networks
• Local knowledge networking between companies and institutions creating an

innovative culture

Economic and social inclusion and stability making West Lothian an attractive place in
which to invest, live and socialise

Figure 3.9: Sub-strategies making up the West Lothian
Economic Development Strategy for 1999 - 2008 (Source: WLC, 1999)

In November 1998 at a gathering of business, public service community

organisations the founding document was launched "West Lothian - Building
an Economy for the Knowledge Age." This constituency brings a formidable

array of experience and expertise backed up by the resources, network
connections and powers of its participants. The constituency debated the

meaning of knowledge-based production (KBP) and the changing relation
between science and technology.10 Business representatives tended to
focus on the output goals (value-adding products with higher knowledge
content), whereas the Council emphasised processes (particularly richer
cross-institutional linkages with Scottish higher education R&D).

Technology remains distinctive from science for three reasons: (1) technology uses
wider (including social) success criteria, (2) technology has a more heterogeneous
knowledge base that any particular scientific discipline since technology is prone to re¬
combinations of knowledge for commercial purpose, and (3) technology purposively
seeks commercially deployable knowledge, whereas science seeks understanding
that may not readily migrate into profitable technology. Current debate conflating the
'new' economy with digitisation often misses the point that the more significant
'newness' is this closer relation between science and technology.
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Nature and Maturity of the technology (Segment II: 1995-9)
Early wins for the new constituency include the inward investment of
Cadence11 and Quintiles R&D facility in addition to the success of indigenous

companies such as New Medical Technology and Award pic. The KBP

constituency is targeting product types with growth potential in world markets
which can take advantage of existing company knowledge networks and

exploit under-used locally generated knowledge: software design,

biotechnology and optoelectronics, micro-clusters of indigenous companies
(for example the use of ecommerce), and technology fusion for existing
inward investors. The KBP constituency is targeting technologies unproven

in terms of commercial success and therefore with greater risk attached than
the lean production constituency, across a broader spectrum of products and

processes. Their target is far less mature than that of the lean production

constituency, its nature more complex and its routines of knowledge

generation and modalities of us still emerging.

Intra and inter-organisational governance (Alignment 1 to 1i: 1995-9)
The alignment of any technology constituency's structure and governance

(entailing the purposive deployment of resources), with the governance of a

target technology is always problematic, since innovation and transfer are

non-linear processes. The construction and expansion of the KBP

constituency governance is particularly difficult. The constituency relies upon

public resources, for which there are always competitive pressures, often

"The most significant inward investment into Scotland," is Crawford Beveridge's (SE
Chief Executive) description of the Cadence announcement to establish its world
RD&D centre in Livingston spearheading system-on-a-chip (SOC) configuration to
reduce design time and will employ 2,000 RD&D staff 75% of whom will be graduates.
(SOC is an emergent technology that substitutes multiple microprocessors and some
PCBs by single chips). The associated Virtual Components Exchange is an
international warehouse for intellectual property. Project Alba will contains the Institute
of System Level Integration, which will provide MSc, courses on chip design. Total
employment around the project will be 4,000 since it includes provision for a clustering
of company start-ups, spin-offs, spinouts and incubation properties and total
investment is expected to exceed £2 billion over the next five years.
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articulated using alternative rationalities to those of the constituency.

Restructuring cross-institutional arrangements with higher education

researchers, and creating the social aspects of an innovative milieu are each

notoriously problematic.

Nature of Target Problem (Alignment 2 to 2i: 1995-9)
The KBP constituency aims to align its capacity and capabilities with the

requirements of the new technology whilst ensuring that the new knowledge
based technology remains synchronised to evolving global markets. In

simple terms, the new constituency has to contrive a leap from a systemic
environment suiting lean production technology to one, which also suits KBP

technology. The grant aid, property availability, suitable infrastructure and

operator level labour supply etc attracting the lean production constituency
are necessary but insufficient for its knowledge-based successor, which to

flourish needs improved access to venture capital, property and business

support services, quality of labour supply. All of these are necessary to

facilitate knowledge networking. Simply put the KBP constituency requires

replacing knowledge dependency by knowledge inter-dependency. To
achieve this constituency has wider targets than established firms do.

Target constituent's perceptions and pursuits (Alignment 3 to 3i: 1995-9)
The difficulties of aligning a set of target constituent's perceptions; pursuits
and goals with those of an innovation technological constituency are testified
in the early experiences of the lean production constituency. Issues facing
the KBP constituency include areas of social re-engineering. The West
Lothian Economic Strategy contains a target of improving school attainment

figures by 25% over the next ten years. The lean production constituency
marketed itself under the slogan "Make it in Livingston." "Conceive it in

Livingston" may not have the same resonance. Attracting potential RD&D
inward investors in larger numbers than (SE's aim) of one a year may prove
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difficult. One aspect of amenity-led development is providing homes and
schools attractive knowledge-workers that are international mobile. The KBP

constituency aims to position itself as a natural locus for academics seeking
to commercialise ideas and firms cross-fertilising their work with that of
academics.

Interacting technologies (constituencies) (Alignment 4 to 4i: 1995-9)
The KBP constituency has to take account of three particular sets of

competitors. Although the lean production constituency may decline in GDP
and employment, it remains important both the West Lothian area and to the
KBP constituency. The new constituency must support the interests of the old

constituency, maximising synergy with the new rather than allowing conflicts

to develop. The competitive tools deployed by the lean production

constituency in its early phase featured subsidies greater than in alternative
locations - an outlook inherited from previous development regimes.
Inherited mechanisms will not serve the new KBP constituency well. In

particular an area of full employment cannot expect public resources to fund
crude subsidisation, and offer an internationally attractive quality of milieu.

Technologies collaborating with the aims of the KBP constituency have been
alluded to above. Cadence and Project Alba supports the constituency's
vision. An existing array of semiconductor and OEM firms remains an

important building block and source of knowledge over products and

processes. Finally, the ambient IT infrastructure and training facilities in West
Lothian will support the project. Figure 3.10 summarises the state-of-the-art
of the emerging knowledge-based production constituency in West Lothian in
1993.
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(I) Constituents' Perceptions, Goals, Actions and Resources
The vision of the KBP constituency is to retain lean production capability whilst shifting
the technological base of the area a more value-adding closer relationship between
technology employed and science. Key resources include the Cadence and Quintiles
inward investments.

(II) Nature and Maturity of the Technology
System-on-a-chip and areas of biotechnology (and their associated technologies) are
immature are immature technology requiring embedding in knowledge networks.
Alignment (1 - 1i) Governance
The constituency has yet to include universities. It success relies upon engagement
with schools to improve education attainment, and relevant global (and often virtual)
knowledge networks.
Alignment (2 - 2i) Nature of Target Problem
Positioning Alba as an innovative milieu to attract emergent companies and
technologies will require making available property and venture capital.
Alignment (3 - 3i) Target Constituents' Perceptions and Pursuits
Many target constituents remain unaware of their potential, and their needs.
Alignment (4 - 4i) Interacting Technologies/Constituencies
Maintaining investment cycles in lean production plants, whilst at the same time
investing in the target technologies contains resource difficulties. Competitive
technology (largely US based) must be target to also be collaborative technologies.

Figure 3:10: The West Lothian knowledge-based
constituency in1999

3.5 WEST LOTHIAN'S TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION

This section, which is also structured by the dimensions of Molina's diamond,

highlights the actions by the WL KBP constituency to build alignments, and

contrasting these with actions of the earlier LP constituency. Particular focus
is given to the content of alignments by the later constituency: the milieu it
creates for knowledge flows, the modes of knowledge dissemination created
and the content and source of knowledge flows. In short, in the particular
circumstances of the this constituency-building process and with a particular
set of target technologies, it searches out the practical steps taken to enrich
the institutional thickness of West Lothian in order to create a learning region.
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Constituents' perceptions, goals, actions & resources (Segment I)
Segment I represents the social aspects of the lean production and the

knowledge-based constituencies. In each case, the constituency-builders
aim to enrich the institutional arrangements necessary to support their target

technology. From a general viewpoint, (for example Boddy and Buchanan's

purpose, people and process triangle) the two sets of processes are shown

similar. For example, each constituency is targeting evolving global markets
and inward investors; each relies heavily on EU support. However, the

contrasts between the two constituencies are sharp.

• The KBP constituency acts confidently, deriving confidence from the
heritage of success built by the LP constituency, to implement an agenda
of change.

• Whereas the LP constituency has simple and short-term goals (jobs
quickly) the KBP group have the complex and multiple goals associated
with a deeper change.

• Born in the 1995-7 dispute between contending networks, the KBP
constituency has an inclusive membership, acts transparently and openly
announces and negotiates its goals and targets, it cannot adopt the more
liner model (vision-communication-implement) of the earlier constituency.

• The KBP constituency requires the active participation of all participants if
modalities of knowledge dissemination (socialisation, cumulation and
generation, in addition to transfer) are to be successful. Unlike the earlier
group, the KBP constituency seeks to enrol a wide range of social
institutions (schools, voluntary organisations, leisure providers' etc).

• The LP constituency successfully aligned products containing embodied
knowledge with growing markets, its KBP successor must not only align
with product markets, it must also develop the absorptive capacity to
participate in the communities of knowledge which it targets. The learning
region not only has the capability to manufacture knowledge-intensive
products, it also must contain the cognitive capability of contriving this
knowledge or at least combine it in new ways to create new products.

In summary, the KBP constituency was able to reflect carefully upon its

heritage and goals and create a strategic vision of a learning region to be
built over a ten-year time span. The KBP constituency's goals reach deeply
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into the social institutions of the region, seeking to amplify aspects

constituting an innovative milieu.

Nature and maturity of technology (Segment II)
Managers everywhere proclaim that structure must be driven by strategy.

Therefore, it is with the learning region. There are some generic institutional
factors each learning region requires (higher education links, risk-capital

availability, start-up support etc). Their particular form and character is

determined by the constituency's choice of target technologies. Additionally,
the institutions specifically appropriate to modes of dissemination for (say)
opto-electronics technology will differ from those appropriate for (say)
multimedia educational software. There is no knowledge-based technology
in general and no accompanying institutional arrangements in general.

Thickening institutional arrangements to suit a particular set of knowledge-
based technologies, in the case of West Lothian applied opto-electronics,

biotechnology medical instruments and drug testing, industrial software

applications and semiconductor design. Different target technologies or

similar technologies at a different stage of maturity will require different
structures and conduits to support knowledge dissemination.

WL has no university or research base; its technology choices reflect this.12
The KBP constituency is targeting technologies near to product development

stage, hoping to become the locus for their manufacture. This is especially
so in the case of design for semiconductors and medical instruments. The

targeted technologies bring with them several hundred staff relocating from
across the globe. Of particular importance is the social (meaning family and

quality of life) milieu in the county. For both Cadence and Quintiles, these
considerations were of utmost importance. The important organisations of
the learning region rapidly learn which factors are important in attracting
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investment in each technology sector. Seemingly, mundane matters (cycle¬

ways, school choice, incoming worker housing etc) are critical.

In summary, the learning region 'thickens' those institutions significant for the

precise technologies it is targeting, recognising that the needs of these

technologies alter with stages of maturity and interdependency and that

changing balances between tacit and codified knowledge requires new

structures and new governances.

Governances (Dimension 1 - 1 i)

Often, organisations are sustainable only if they have a socially supported

purpose. Governance arrangements in the learning region are multi-layered
and include those covering the entire region (the KBP constituency, Council
etc) and those serving the specific needs (education service, transport etc).
In each case the governance of these organisations needs to align the needs
of the learning region with the evolving requirements of the technologies and

products it aims to cradle towards success.

The case study supports Amin's (1999) contention that in a learning region

governance arrangements will be plural, bottom-up and regionally specific.
Focusing upon the cross-regional bodies, the plurality and bottom-up nature
arises because of the active participation in its goals which a KBP

constituency requires. This was seen in the wide-range of groups

participating in the constituency's working groups when it formulated its
strategy and the energetic sharing and communication of the strategy

following its launch. In both these regards, the KBP constituency differed
from its lean production progenitor.

12 There are seven universities within a one-hour travel time from Livingston.
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Since social inclusion features as a goal of the KBP constituency, voices

supporting women returners and long-term unemployed feature in WL's KBP

working groups alongside statutory bodies. Interestingly, whilst four

companies joined the main KBP strategy group. Others felt comfortable

contributing in groups they understood (training, property etc.). It may be that
in some learning regions a statutory assembly or body plays the pivotal role.
This is not the case in West Lothian, where the constituency leadership is an

informal network. Some individuals from bureaucratic organisations

(companies and public administrations) feel uncomfortable having to justify

decision-making to a wide range of stakeholders and until these networks
are recognised by national government, old channels need to be used to

influence government.

The milieu, which the KBP constituency is creating, has a wider span than the
lean production. This KBP milieu seeks to enrol a wider range of institutions

(e.g. universities, high quality house builders) and to deepen the involvement
of existing players (e.g. venture capitalists and schools). Such a milieu
features more restaurants, leisure, recreational and social facilities in which

knowledge-workers can comfortably interact. For the KBP constituency,

targeting commercialisable knowledge generated in Scottish universities will
include addressing existing barriers to its diffusion.13

New governances and structures are necessary to support the richer

knowledge flows are needed in a learning region. New structures have
evolved in WL to support private-public partnerships and new (joined-up)
ways of working. The constituency shows a preparedness to re-negotiate
inter- and intra-organisational and institutional barriers to knowledge flows in

Zuckeretal (1994) argues that patterns of biotechnology knowledge spillovers in the
US illustrate the efficiency of market governance of spills. Audretsch and Stephan
(1999) who find that incentives to academics resolve appropriability difficulties support
this result.
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order to align its vision institutional arrangements necessary for its
realisation.

Nature of target problem (Dimension 2 - 2i)
The LP constituency exploited a promissory conjuncture of institutional

arrangements (mobile FDI, labour supply, grants, EU markets etc). Its risk of
failure was lowered by the existence of markets for semiconductors, PCs,

VCRs, mobile phones. Following transfer, its primary knowledge-flows were

the socialisation and cumulation (often via codification processes) of process

rather than product knowledge. Thus, the technology transfer was

incremental (in Freeman's 1982 terms) and not radical.

The KBP constituency's intended products are not radical innovations, in the

sense that they offer solutions unknown to potential customers. They are

more radical than those of the LP constituency in being nearer to 'science'
are therefore more risky. As WL develops as a learning region, it is likely that
firms will innovate higher risk products. It is easier to risk a company than an

entire region. In making its choice of target technological regime, the WL's
KBP constituency is seeking to align itself with known industrial trends for
which its milieu will be a suitable home. In a sense this 'hedges' bets -

limiting any downside in addition to limiting any upside (judged in each case

by jobs and growth). Since technological forecasting can offer no

guarantees this approach appears the correct one for a learning region,

though may be inadequate for a firm.

The KBP constituency has recognised that local knowledge generation will

begin by unfettering flows of knowledge arising from spin-offs, spin-outs and

migration and the spill-over of knowledge from each into existing and new

companies. In practical terms an array of organisations and events aimed at
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widely and rapidly disseminating new knowledge are in the process of being
created in West Lothian.

Target constituents perceptions and pursuits (Dimension 3 - 3i)
In 1982, the LP constituency sought to enrol behind its project any lean

producing inward investor prepared to establish employment-generative

plants. A location, which did not expect a proximate value-adding supply
base or joint RD&D, suited target constituents and the LP constituency.
Labour markets were re-shaped by the LP constituency. Firstly, internal

labour market progression (connected to company-based training often to

HND standard) became a norm. Associated with this the lean producers

helped change what had been conflictual industrial relations in the region
into more commitment-based human relations. Other institutional factors

such as the business birth-rate, product knowledge generation and links with

research centres remained untouched and gave rise to the competing

constituency from 1995 onwards.

In targeting firms with a knowledge base closer to science and early
innovation, the KBP constituency recognised that this meant encouraging a

migration of already qualified and experienced staff into the area.14
Increasing use of Internet-based recruitment services supported this strategy

(see Kinder 2000). It may be that knowledge-based companies try to avoid

These migrations are of qualified and experienced staff (Castles and Miller 1993) and
mainly not cross-frontier (Johnson and Salt 1990). Durkin's (1998) study indicates that
migration can increase social welfare. This is not simply an issue of whether
employment opportunities are filled by migrants (Saunders 1990), rather one of how
knowledge spills over from migrant workers. Hayfron (1998) argues that migration may
'crowd-out' lower skilled indigenous staff, disincentivising what Muysken and Ter Weel
(1998) refer to as 'returns to schooling,' or forcing some skilled workers into lower
grade occupations (Muysken et al 1998).
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internal labour market models of low entry and progression by training and
instead look for experienced recruits. Migration, for knowledge-based

producers an important source of knowledge transfer. The KBP constituency

targets contextually usable knowledge (i.e. associated with its target

technologies); people are the most efficient carriers of knowledge, particular
where it has tacit dimensions.

With its agenda of social inclusion, the KBP constituency seeks a

comprehensive social and spatial reach within the region. Working groups

planned detailed and focused initiatives (for example on) women returners,

improving stay-on rates at school university entrance and user-friendly

transport programmes. In effect, the constituency recognised that a

knowledge-based economy can only sustainably exist if it is reflected in new

social structures. These structures must maximise occupancy of the top part

of the hour-glass society (judged in knowledge terms) and offer solidarity

(preferably by means of employment) to those with lower capabilities for

knowledge-based employment in the lower half of the hour-glass. Thus, the
KBP constituency supported initiatives providing less knowledge-based

employment. These included securing major retail developments, supporting
successful leisure activities (Livingston FC), call centres, and improving

transport links to Glasgow and Edinburgh the constituency is recognising the
need for diversity of employment opportunities. At the same time, led by the

Council, the constituency supported a knowledge-networking programme

encouraging local SMEs to adopt ecommerce solutions.

The KBP constituency has generated a new range forums and organisations
to support knowledge capture and dissemination. These networking

organisational forms currently sit beside older hierarchic structures. As the

constituency evolves, the networking forms are likely to advance and

strengthen. Critically, this will depend upon the leadership of the
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constituency devolving debate and decisions and adhering to its plans. This

approach will come under pressure should there be external shocks resulting
in a serious diminution of employment in the lean production sector.

Collaborative and competitive technologies (Dimension 4 - 4i)
The learning region seeks to maximise knowledge spillovers by clustering
industrial sectors that synergise. These synergies are not simply the result of

spatial contiguity (i.e. economies of agglomeration see Audretsch 1998);
rather they arise in recombinations of product and process knowledge and

project creating new knowledge. In the case of the LP constituency, it sought

agglomeration in the form of second-round inward investors after 1987, but

knowledge spillovers were not on its agenda. WL's KBP constituency faces
two problems all learning regions have. Firstly, whilst the region/constituency
can seek to influence business location decisions, should a competitive or

disjunctive technology (Christensen's terms for 1997) choose to locate in the

region, this is unlikely to be resisted. Secondly, technologies, which appear

competitive or collaborative, may evolve in the opposite direction. Who can

predict the extent to which chip design and drug testing with co-operate or

compete in the future? Concrete network arrangements in the region now

include: Line and CONNECT links with the seven local universities; teaching
facilities for Napier University within the region; a high profile campaign to

improve rates of university entry from schools; a high profile one-stop-shop
Business centre; several top quality technology parks and initiatives to

increase the business penetration of ICTs and ecommerce.

Insularity, a problem for all networks, is exacerbated for knowledge-based

networking firms, where the (emergent) competition may belong to unknown

knowledge networks. It is likely that an important influence upon the success

of the KBP constituency is the extent to which it successful liases (staff, risk

capital, knowledge alliances) with other technological constituencies. The
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types of technology currently being innovated (biotechnology, opto¬
electronics and chip design) would seem to lend themselves to participation
in virtual knowledge communities and other forms of knowledge alliances.
Such communities may prove as important to the sustainability of the KBP

constituency as its face-to-face innovative milieu. In the long-term, each of
these technologies may form an identifiable cluster in West Lothian,

alongside the existing microprocessor and OEM clusters.

Summary: Building a learning region
The processes of beginning to create and sustain a learning region are

shown in the case study to be processes of building sociotechnical

alignments which thicken institutional arrangements by increasing the ability
of constituents in the learning region to transfer, generate, socialise and
cumulate (i.e. exploit) commercially relevant knowledge.

An exercise in counter-factual extrapolation would reveal a very different
scenario for the WL KBP constituency. The three main technologies targeted
are 'sticky' - they thrive best in spatially confined clusters.15 Opto-electronics
inherits a laser industry tradition (and skills) from nearby Ferranti-Marconi.

Biotechnology drug validation testing and medical instrumentation closely

aligns with areas of historic expertise in nearby Edinburgh. Finally, chip-

design aligns with more recent expertise in the semiconductor and original

equipment manufacturing sectors of WL. The type of milieu the constituency
aims to strengthen reflects the needs of these technologies for knowledge

networking institutional arrangements. Other technologies are likely to have

required alternative institutions. For example, if technologies further removed
from product launch had been targeted, the constituency would have

emphasised attracting 'pure' research institutions into the area. Had the

constituency selected less configurational and networked technologies, more
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formal institutions for socialising knowledge (such as a Technology Relay
Centre) may have been an appropriate initiative. The case study shows that
to forge a learning region it is necessary to create or support institutions that
constitute an innovative milieu of rich knowledge flows. However, these
institutions will be contextually specific and to be successful must align

closely with concrete technologies in concrete and specific socio
circumstances. There is no learning region in general; there are processes

of sociotechnical alignment that can guide the visions of constituency-
builders.

Figure 3.11 illustrates two points. Firstly, that the general alignment to create

the KBP constituency in West Lothian are inseparable from the content of
these alignments.

Thus, the shape of the institutional thickening is associated with the targeted

technologies. Secondly, the figure illustrates some of the achievements of
the KBP constituency (in 1999) highlighting the importance of knowledge

milieu, knowledge modes, type and form and sources and flows to the
successful knowledge-based constituency building. Institutional thickening
in a learning region, aiming to introduce more knowledge-based

technologies is shown to involve specifically structuring institutional
innovations to suit the types of knowledge and its flows associated with the

target technologies.

15 References on spillover and stickiness
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The West Lothian learning region
in the first years of its life

Production

regime
characteristics

* Closer to science and innovation (than predecessor regime), scientists working
more closely with producers and entrepreneurs.

* Strengthening innovation opportunities by creating new structures and
networking relationships which prize knowledge appropriation.

Knowledge
milieu

* Improving absorptive capacity and the ability to rapidly generate, socialise,
cumulate and transfer knowledge with a view to its commercial exploitation
in the specific context of West Lothian
and in refererence to specific target technologies.

Modes of

knowledge
creation and
dissemination

* Transfer-in of knowledae-intensive services, staff and products and improved
(school) education attainment and life-long learning.

* Knowledoe socialisation networks and inter-companv networking.
* Cumulation of learnina is difficult in first Deriod of constituencv buildina. It is

important that the constituency's vision has been mainstreamed into public
services and policies.

* Improved knowledae aeneration bv inward investors. HE links, and
knowledae-based start-ups.

Knowledge
content

and target
technology

* Practical new organisational forms, reaching further across institutional
divides, suitable to create and disseminate the particular technological
knowledge targeted by the constituency-builders.

* A new balance between tacit and codified knowledge suitable to aligning the
particular target technologies and the heritage of the region with promissory
market, social and technoloaical trends and standards.

Knowledge type
and form

* Important flows of both tacit and codified knowledge.
* Aim of knowledge inter-dependency rather than dependency shared by target

constituents.
* Retention of important embodied (dependent) knowledge base.

Knowledge
sources and
flows

* Lower barriers to knowledge flows and spillovers (networks & brokerage).
* Concrete links to new sources of knowledge lowering spatial barriers.
* Links made around vision of wider knowledge sources.

Figure 3.11: The knowledge content of sociotechnica! alignments
in the early years of the West Lothian KBP constituency

3.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Drawing upon the author's experience in economic development policy and

implementation over fifteen years, the case study portrays the changing
technological base of West Lothian using Molina's diamond of alignment.
The chapter has shown how the shape of the transferred technology (a
limited edition of lean production, with a low knowledge content to local

supply chains), has constrained the diffusion of lean production technology
into the indigenous sector. The chapter has also demonstrated the potential,
which exists in West Lothian to move up the international value chain to

knowledge-based production. How successful this planned move will be will
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crucially depend upon the leadership and determination offered by the

emerging knowledge-based production constituency.

Re-positioning a technological regime entails sociotechnical realignments in
which a region's inherited knowledge-base and competences (its tacit

knowledge, codified knowledge and absorptive capacity) migrate to address
the problems of successfully creating products or services prospering in new

and emerging markets. The learning region continually requires fresh
structures and institutions that facilitate the knowledge content of its targeted
new alignments: in short, deepen those aspects of institutional thickness

likely to support the target technologies.

The processes of realignment and associated institutional thickening are not

short-term as Amin (1999) point out. Inevitably, old ways of doing things

persist after the introduction of new technologies, which are capable of

supporting new ways of doing things. The learning region's vision of change
cannot overlay its existing institutional arrangements but must strive to

construct new ones. There is no short cut in these processes since the active

participation and support of the population of the region is necessary for
success. In addition, region-level institutions involve a larger and wider

range of stakeholders than any single organisation. Time is necessary to

enrol these players behind a vision of change that serious addresses the
risks and difficulties. The difficult areas include improving education

attainment, renewing the entrepreneurial culture, involving third sector and
business organisations in public decision-making and the mainstreaming of
the constituency's vision across the range of public services. Thus, bottom-

up in terms of institutional thickening cannot simply be reduced to inclusion
and transparency in strategy-making. Bottom-up means the active

engagement of society and its communities and special interest groups, with
the vision of change.
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Many learning regions (unlike West Lothian) are dominated by a city. It is

particularly important that city-based institutions intent upon migrating
towards a learning region show by example their preparedness to openly
and transparently welcome into decision-making groups and institutions

previously excluded. Just as importantly a learning region cannot contain

public administrations which are not themselves learning organisations and

prepared for the re-structuring, new ways of working and new challenges
associated with organisational learning.

European action planning on employment is revealing strong tensions
between layers of government.16 Especially in city-regions, regional layers of

government may compete for the ear of national government and for
resources with city-administrations (Barcelona and Catalonia). Peripheral
areas to the city may develop alternative and competing agendas to those of
the city (Rome and Lazio). Political relations between a city-region and the
state may dominate over other priorities (Bilbao and Spain). In the case of
West Lothian, its self-perception as a (micro) region make the administrative
boundaries the appropriate ones for many areas of economic development.

Foreign direct investors know Livingston and its success - an important

marketing point. However, in terms of transport strategy and crucially
relations with universities, the boundaries may be overly constrictive.

The absence of a city in West Lothian appears significant only in this respect.

That cities often contain knowledge centres (universities and RD&D centres),
the vibrant milieu for company start-ups and sources of ideas and risk capital.
To successfully grow and attract the more knowledge-based firms it is

targeting; West Lothian will need to compensate for these disadvantages.
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This can be done in terms of the quality and cost of living. Additionally, some

of the disadvantages may be overcome by close networking with university
commercialisation sections, offers of incubation facilities and locally-sourced
risk capital.

Learning regions must make a difference. Envisioning and implementing
holistic and integrated change strategies necessarily involves realignment
with central government initiatives, programmes and structures. National

government seriously supporting the growth of learning regions too will have
to consider how resources and decision-making can be devolved to the

regional level. Finally, learning regions are composed of learning

organisations and learning individuals, in effect the contribution of the region
is to release the potential for learning at micro-levels.

Eurocities, 2001, Mapping and profiling report and labour market SWOT analysis on
ten European cities as part of their local action planning on employment processes,"
EU CITIES Project, (available from http://www.eurocities.org).
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Chapter Four

THE VALUE, SOCIAL AND TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEAN PRODUCTION

Lean production is a complex technology, which is only understandable as a

holistic system. This lengthy chapter examines the operation of the

technology at the level of the plant and its immediate environment. Chapter
4 uses wider lenses to analyse lean production's institutional arrangements.

The analytical and presentational structure adopted by this chapter

distinguishes between the technical, value and social characteristics of lean

production technology at plant and environment levels. Figure 4.1 illustrates
how this distinction structures this analysis, which decomposes lean

production into its significant components.
Section number Section titles in this chapter

VALUE CHARACTERISTICS
4.1 Value dimensions of lean production: Introduction
4.2 Growth strategy of lean production
4.3 Competitive strategy of lean production
4.4 Foreign expansion of lean production
4.5 Governance and power in Japanese lean production
4.6 The time cycles of lean producers
4.7 Value dimensions of lean production: summary

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
4.8 Technical dimensions of lean production: Introduction
4.9 Value engineering
4.10 Information systems
4.11 Human Relation systems
4.12 Technical dimensions of lean production: summary

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
4.13 Social dimensions of lean production: Introduction
4.14 Industrial organisation in lean production
4.15 Lean producers - learning organisations?
4.16 Lean production and lean consumption
4.17 Culture and lean production's habitus
4.18 Social dimensions of lean production: summary

Figure 4.1: Structure of chapter 4 showing how components of the holistic
lean production system are decomposed for analytical purposes
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The value characteristics of lean production are those elements of the

system, at the level of the plant and its environment, which animate the
creation and distribution of value. This chapter will argue that lean producers

adopt particular growth, competitive and governance strategies. Technical
characteristics refer to practical systems and processes employed by lean

producers. Lean producers have a distinctive approach to value engineering

processes, information and knowledge management and human relations

systems. Social characteristics of lean production refer to organisational

structures, organisational learning, supply chains, consumption patterns and
attitudes towards technological innovation. These three dimensions of lean

production (plant, environment and institutional levels) and three sets of
characteristics (value, technical and social) are (as figure 2.1 has made

clear), artificial distinctions, justified by the structure they give to the analysis.

In outlining the characteristics of lean production, this chapter extensively

quotes literature referring to the system in Japan, its place of origin. Lean

production was rapidly diffused, (Europe, United States and Asia-Pacific)
losing its spatial and social specificity. Care is taken in this chapter to refer to
lean production as a system and to indicate where important aspects of the

system are or were specific to Japan. The following chapter begins by

examining the institutional arrangements suitable for lean production as a

whole and then examines these arrangements from the viewpoint of lean

production's operation in West Lothian.

As section 2.3 has made clear, a wide variety of ideas contribute to when is
now understood by the term lean production. It is clear that the term has only
entered general use from the beginning of the late 1980s. Care is taken in
this chapter not to impute to earlier authors any intent on their part to

contribute towards the current set of ideas constituting the term lean

production.
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4.1 VALUE CHARACTERISTICS OF LEAN PRODUCTION:
INTRODUCTION1

This section analyses the export-led and global orientation in lean

production's growth strategy. It critically reviews competitive advantage

theory using Cooper's (1995) theory of confrontational competition. Network

theory is argued to be a superior explanation of foreign expansion than

product life cycle theory.2 Governance types of and their impact upon value
distribution are analysed, and it is argued that coherence between society
and economy over long-term cycles are characteristic of lean production.

4.2 GROWTH STRATEGY OF LEAN PRODUCTION

Lean production became identifiable as a regime of accumulation during

Japan's period of rapid economic growth (1955-73). This period Thurow
(1993:45) argues coincided with growth in developed and developing

economies, internationalisation of markets, and exacerbating contradictions
in Fordist accumulation. By 1990, Womack et al. were able to argue that:

Lean production is a superior way for humans to make
things. It provides better products in wider variety at lower
cost. Equally important, it provides more challenging and
fulfilling work for employees at every level, from the factory
headquarters. It follows that the whole world should adopt
lean production, and as quickly as possible. (1990:225)

Following post-war devastation and shortages, with few reserves of natural
resources and a limited market for its own produce, Japan's lean production

growth strategy relied upon open and expanding international markets.3

Neo-classical economics equates value with price, whereas political economy
distinguishes the two, formulating value as wider processes of wealth creation and
distribution, rather than a narrow allocative mechanisms, (see Carchedi 1991). This
wider view of value is adopted in this research.
Network theory here is used in the sense developed by Hakansson (1982) as a theory
of relationships between firms, not in the earlier sense (derived from systems theory)
of a general tool of social analysis.
Strategy implies conscious purposive intent to achieve long-term goals by significantly
deploying resources, within 'degrees of freedom' (see Ohmae, 1982). Tactical
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Openness of markets is not simply to an absence of trade barriers or

ineffective levels of demand. It is the capability and readiness to trade

capital, products and labour.

Japan, Sivin (1989) argues, has unique social and industrial characteristics
in which lean production flourishes.4 Both Porter (1990:267) and Massey
(1988) argue that post-war Japanese society heavily sacrificed to invest in

propellant manufacturing industries capable of export forfeiting investment in

personal and welfare services. This is the engine of growth thesis.5
Conquering foreign markets, Petrella (1996:68) suggests, became part of

Japanese national culture, moving progressively as Ohmae (1982)
describes, from one market segment to the next.6 Teranishi and Kosai
(1993) argue that the absence of state welfare in the post-1945 Japanese
reconstruction, avoided 'dependency culture,' instead creating a culture of

commonality in adversity, supporting a self-sacrificing work ethic. Rosenberg
(1982:27) highlights the centrality of technology to Japanese economic

growth, and Kurdas (1994) the importance of high savings and investment.7
Unlike some UK companies who market-exit in crises, Japanese trans¬
national enterprises (TNEs) re-double their efforts to retain market share.8

decisions are not intended to be long-term or as significant, though unintentionally
they may become so, (see Gerybadze 1989).
Japan is the only additional country since 1945 to have established capitalist market
relations as the dominant economic governance. McMillan (1996:129) argues that the
willingness of consumers to adopt technological innovation early is an important
Japanese cultural trait, which he terms the 'cultural valorisation' of technology.
Propellant signifies (often) manufactured industries which have a multiplier-effect
upon other economic sectors and thereby support indigenous growth via a positive
balance of payments. Lean production, Bairoch (1996) argues, developed in a society
sacrificing its consumption needs to focus upon supplying the needs of importing
countries.

During the formative period of lean production in Japan important factors peculiar to
Japan included: a high savings ratio (see Tachibanaki 1996), a shared vision and
industrial governance led by the MITI and TNEs. Whilst post-war Japan imported
technology, it imported little capital and almost no labour.
"The growth accounting literature shows that the contribution of capital formation to
the overall growth rate of industrial economies is relatively small, while the 'residual'
commonly attributed to technological change is relatively large." (Kurdas 1994:2)
This was shown, for example, during the 1970s oil crises, and when a rising yen
adversely affected import costs and export prices. See McKiernan (1992).
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The growth strategy of Japanese lean production has been, to become and
remain market leader in expanding markets for manufactured goods.
Leanness is thus associated with growth of markets and market share, rather
than simply cost minimisation. Shimko et al's research (2000), suggests that
leanness (in Shimoko's case the technique of down-sizing), inversely
correlates with growth. Lean production's growth strategy in Japan, grew out
of a work ethic sacrificing domestic consumption and the goal of long-term
economic success.

4.3 COMPETITIVE STRATEGY OF LEAN PRODUCTION

Porter argues that firms face a choice of three generic competitive strategies:

cost-leadership, differentiation or focus, adding that:

A generic strategy does not lead to above-average
performance unless it is sustainable vis-a-vis competitors,
though actions that improve industry structure may improve
industry-wide profitability even if they are imitated. (Italics
added, Porter 1985:20)

Baumol (1982) established that few sustainable market structures are

monopolistic or perfectly competitive: most are oligopolistic and contestable.

Oligopolistic market participants adopt strategies that inhibit market entry,
differentiate products and collusively price. Cooper (1995:69) argues that
Baumol's theory of oligopoly, and Porter's competitive strategies have a

restricted applicability to lean products.9 Although some Japanese firms

(encouraged by MITI) co-operate in research, design and development

(RD&D), they sharply contest market share. This competition, Cooper
reasons, takes the form of differently configuring product functionality, price
and quality. He suggests that Japanese lean producers anticipate rapid

technological diffusion, concluding that confrontational competition is the
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typical market structure of lean production. Constant innovation prevents
Porter's sustainable competitive advantage. Additional arguments support

Cooper's conclusion.

• The grounds upon which lean production flourishes are open and
expanding global markets for manufactured products, where, unlike
classic oligopoly, potential entry is a permanent state of affairs.

• 'Growing new markets' rapidly transfers innovations, encouraging a closer
coupling between science and technology and a greater pace of
technological change than Porter (1990) envisages.10

• Lean producers synchronise towards consumption patterns, which feature
short product life-cycle customers. Demand-pulled technological change
has a long history in technology studies.11 Reward and consumption
patterns of lean production, Kalleberg and Berg (1987) contend, support
the rapid diffusion of consumer products in highly competitive markets.12

In summary, lean production consumer product markets and industrial
structures operate without sustainable product competitive advantage. This
absence of sustainable advantage for individual lean producing firms at
home in Japan stimulated continuous innovation in products. As a system,

in world markets, lean production was to develop considerable competitive

advantage.

Innovational intent

Morton's (1971) study of Bell Telephones, identified the intention to be
innovational (reflected in the organisational structure, people and processes)

Using Kalecki's (1971) theory, Cooper argues that lean production grew within
Japanese market structures historically conditioned to non-collusive oligopoly.
See Bernal (1939) for an early argument regarding the closer coupling between
science and technology.
Schumpeter's early work (1976) argues that monopoly-rent pushes innovation.
Scherer (1984) work on nylon innovation 'raised doubts' on Schumpeter's theory.
Schmookler (1966) and Mowery and Rosenberg (1979) alternatively suggest that
product demand pulls innovation. Freeman synthesises these approaches. He also
agrees with Kamien and Schwartz (1982:217) who argues that oligopolistic industrial
structures promote innovation.
They may have added that non-market structures are also important influences. The
industrial architecture of lean production is customer-focused. This is particular so in
consumer products, where Japanese lean producers have a high volume, low margin
strategy, as Marglin and Schor (1991) and Cox and Kriegbaum (1989) argue.
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as important. Lean producers too aim to create organisations capable of
supporting continuous innovation.

Early studies, for example Zaltman (1973) identified that the continuously
innovative organisation aligns its internal (flexible) systems with a dynamic
external environment. More recent studies featuring lean producers,

examining these alignments, emphasise functional integration (Gjerding
1992:102) and trans-disciplinary knowledge management (Gibbons 1994).
These studies build upon lessons from the pre-lean production era which
stressed product development and production integration (Kidder 1981 and
Walton 1985) and frequently use Walsh's (1986:139) concept learning
before doing. Innovational intent in the external relations of lean producers
is evidenced in formalised knowledge flows within value chains that invite
innovational ideas. In the early period of information technology (IT)
innovation, researchers such as Robertson (1982:12) understood its

potential to support inter-organisational knowledge flows.

The heart of the 'silicon revolution' lies in the fact that the

production process for manufacture of integrated circuit chips
has proved capable of radical development year after year.

Thus, the shape and content of the internal and external relations of the lean

producer encourages innovation.

Various frameworks of innovation processes have been constructed.

Schumpeter (1976) observes that product innovations stimulate more growth
than process cost reductions. Such innovations, Mensch (1979) maintains,
tend to cluster and creatively destroy previous technologies. Knight (1967)

proposed a 'programmed and non-programmed' typology of innovations.
Alternatively, Freeman's (1982) typology is one of firm and sector type:

offensive, defensive, imitators, dependent, traditional, opportunist. He further

categorises innovations as radical or incremental. Utterback and Abernathy
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(1975), however, found that differentiating product and process innovations
is difficult in practice. Zaltman (1973) identified three meanings of
innovation: the process of developing a new item, the process of adopting
new item and the new item itself.

For lean producers, continual innovation is commercially purposive.
Technical or intellectual criteria alone are inadequate to judge the success of
innovation or its social sustainability, (see Walsh 1992:92). Lean producers
are aware of these parameters and integrate criteria such as 'design

sincerity' into their products (see earlier work by Madique and Zirger 1985
and Ehn 1988).

To summarise, lean producers lack sustainable competition advantage in

products and seek continuous product and process innovation by integrating
functions. Internal and external inter-organisational relationships drive
continuous improvement and innovation. This led Freeman (1987:31) to

suggest that the differentiating characteristic of Japanese industry has been
the rapidity of the diffusion of innovations.

4.4 FOREIGN EXPANSION OF LEAN PRODUCER FIRMS

Lean production flourishes in open and expanding product markets: in
current terms globalising product and capital markets. Japanese lean

producers, having rapidly outgrown their home markets stimulated an

expansion and 'triadisation' of global markets, characterised by institutional

arrangements favouring export.13 Castells (1997a) places this extension of
markets in the context of movement towards a network society, one of the

mercantilist goals of which is:

Triadisation is Ohmae's (1985) term describing a shift from bi-polar trading blocs (the
EU and US) towards tri-polarity: including the Asian trading bloc led by Japan.
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marshalling the state's support for productivity gains and
competitiveness of national economies, often to the detriment
of social protection and public interest regulations.
(1997a:19)

After 1980, a seller's market in foreign direct investment (FDI) encouraged a

huge programme of foreign investment, heralding the diffusion of the lean

production technological system.

Vernon (1966 and 1979) explained the rise of TNEs by arguing that from a

secure 'home' base and product development, firms export productive

capacity seeking lower costs and/or market access.14 His view is that FDI
and knowledge flows follow exports, and than since hierarchic forms are

more efficient than inter-firm relations, this cycle explains the existence and

growth of multinational corporations. Early empirical studies (Ronstadt 1976)
supported Vernon's theory, concluding that knowledge flow occurs from

original foreign bases. Vernon's theory, however, has only a limited ability to

explain the activities of lean production TNEs. As Taylor (1986) pointed out,
an absence of sustainable competitive advantage at home may occur,

because of market entry by competitors with imitative or de-bugged

products.15 Casson and Singh (1993) argue that since RD&D is costly, this
encourages a global rather than phased product introduction.16 In addition,
globally launched products may create industry-standards, enforcing

alignment by subsequent (networked) products.

His theory neatly synthesises with marketing-led theories of 'S-curve' product life
cycles (Bonoma 1985). Stopford (1972) prepared a matrix of appropriate forms of
vertical integration suitable for Vernon's view of multi-national corporations.
Trans-national Enterprise (TNE) suggests companies operating internationally and
across institutional boundaries. Some lean producers subscribe to Vernon's theory.
For example, Morita of Sony (as a lean producer of consumer electronics) suggests
that discerning customers are a proving ground for lean producers: "It is in the
competition for the local market share that these companies develop the ability to
compete abroad." (Morita 1994:215).
Global here means products designed for world launch, or launch in a triad-region.
The alternative view is products launched in national markets. The semi-conductor
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Lean production alters the external and internal organisational form of TNEs.
External alliances and networking are increasingly important to TNEs.17
Howells (1993) suggests that internally, location decisions are increasingly
based upon factors encouraging knowledge creation and distribution.18
Hedlund (1994) contends that the internal structure of TNEs is often N-form.19

Developing this view, Nohria and Ghoshal (1997) argue that TNEs are

differentiated networks, which distribute 'slack' to perform RD&D and shape
information flows, to suit corporate purposes. TNEs, Nohria (1997:10)

proposes, locate to take advantage of institutional arrangements in particular
countries and respond to the differing RD&D requirements of products. These

advantages, (Howells and Wood 1993:28) are confined to developed

economies, which introduces a locational rigidity for RD&D and which may

be reinforced by 'techno-nationalism.'20 The picture of TNE development is
thus more complex than Vernon's theory supposed.

Whilst the early Japanese lean producers faced an absence of sustainable

competitive advantage in their products resulting from oligopolistic in home

markets, the system of lean production accrued competitive advantage (see
Fransman 1986:66). Thus Japanese lean producers gained the sustainable

competitive advantage in world markets of being continually innovative in

industry operates on this former model, introducing higher value products in EU
markets than in the US or Pacific Rim.
See Contractor and Lorange (1988).
I accept the broad view of knowledge offered by Bell: "...a set of organised statements
of facts or ideas, presenting a reasoned judgement or an experimental result, which is
transmitted to others through some communication medium in some systematic form.
This, I distinguish knowledge from news and entertainment." (1973:175)
N-form is shorthand for a matrixed structure as opposed to divisionalised M-form
structures, or top-down bureaucratic H-forms. Hedlund's view is supported by Zaltman
etal. (1973).
Clearly between companies, countries and product types the form of differentiation
and context of N-form varies. Young (1988:490) suggests that whilst 85% of US firms
in Scotland perform some RD&D, it is mainly design and rarely research. Patel and
Pavitt (1991:17) question the extent of 'place-less' location of TNE RD&D, finding that
only 11 % of R&D budgets are spent outside the home base.
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products and processes, however, particular products are not expect to enjoy

unchallenged sustainable competitive advantage.

Network theory has emerged as an alternative approach to Vernon's theory.
Since cost and risk21 can be significant in product development projects,
Prahalad and Doz (1987) argue that large companies increasingly network
on a global basis. Although, as Hedlund (1986) argues, this can pose

problems of controlling structure, input and outputs. Nevertheless, lean

producing firms often adopt the network approach.22 In summary,

international expansion supports the diffusion of technological knowledge
and the export of capital.

4.5 GOVERNANCE AND POWER IN JAPANESE LEAN
PRODUCTION

Relationships and interactivity are important for lean producers. Yet it is

important to differentiate between aspects of early lean production in Japan,
which are intrinsically Japanese and extrinsic to the lean production, from
those characteristics of relationships essential the lean production system.23
For example, comments upon the 'information intensity' of Japan and the

Risk is altered by collaboration with customers or suppliers, (see Whittington 1990). In
fact, syndication of projects reduces exposure rather than risk. That is, syndication
modifies the consequences of failure, not necessarily its likelihood, unless, of course,
partners add value other than sharing financial risk.
Steed (1989) suggests that economic development policies that attach importance to
RD&D location misunderstand these processes, since there is no correlation between
tenure security and RD&D.
The institutionalist approach (see Chapter One) emphasises that varieties in
institutional arrangements and their governance inhibit or promote technological
innovation and diffusion. Storper and Harrison's (1991:412) wide definition of
governance is used here "...the degree of hierarchy and leadership (or their
opposites, collaboration and co-operation) in co-ordinating the input-output system."
Institutional arrangements are taken here to mean social structures and their
governance. Williamson's early suggestion (1975) that only two alternatives of
governance exist is criticised by authors insisting upon a spectrum of governance
choice (see Clark and McGuinness 1990:42 and Pitelis 1991). Numerous options of
governance mechanisms and structures exist in inter-institutional relations. For
example, Marklund's (1994) studies of inter-organisational and inter-institutional
relationships in Sweden shows the important role of the state in supporting industrial
networking.
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premium attached to harmonious relations and subtle exercise of power by
McMillan (1989), contain both general and particularist elements.24

Heritage and structuration strongly influence the forms and use of power in

Japan.25 For example, Hollingsworth and Streeck (1994) point out that the

Japanese states protect inefficient sectors from foreign competition to
maintain employment levels.26 Japanese society, Dosi, Pavitt and Soete,

(1990:12) argue, accepts the primacy of exporting as a means of overcoming
its lack of natural resource endowment. Japan's strategic objective,

according to Komiya and Irino (1992), is technological leadership using

spearhead technologies.27 This vision of Japan is one of economic mission,

featuring Flamm (1988:203) proposes, constant change and challenge.28

Continued participation in any governance system presumes participant
benefit. Japan, according to MacKenzie (1988), has a non-participative

political structure which de-localises political decision-making.29 For 'core'

employees, Lazonick (1992:119) maintains, the Japanese model produced

employment security and a rising quality of life in the workplace and

Mindful of accusations that 'Japanisation' has become ideology, it is worth noting
Berger and Luckman's comment that social construction is not a reified 'human nature'
rather: " power in society includes the power to determine decisive socialisation
processes and, therefore, the power to produce reality." (1966:110).
Badaracco (1985), for example, contrasts the non-adversarial response to vinyl
regulations in Japan with that in the US.
Older models of late growth focus upon import substitution rather than export-led
growth. Whilst import substitution targets known markets, and uses known channels,
it has proven an unsatisfactory growth strategy since developing economies often do
not have the technological capability or capacity to substitute value-added imports.
This is without a leading military role (see Beasley 1990:140 and Alic 1992:10).
'Visions' and targets have been shared by sufficient essential players in Japan, to
brigade scarce resources and motivate their fulfilment. "Knowledge and power are the
same things under different forms of awareness, and a change in one does not cause
a change in the other but entails it." (Snooks 1993:170).
The post-war record of economic growth and prosperity in Japan is well documented.
Toshiaki (1996) provides a policy review; Home (1985) surveys financial structures in
Japan; and Woronoff (1992) gives a detailed account of the role of Japanese State
agencies such as MITI; and Teranishi and Kosai (1993) survey public-private interfaces
in Japanese economic development.
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society.30 However, countries hosting Japanese inward investors face what
Greenslade (1995) refers to as a 'double bind.'31 The double bind is how

and whether to pay the same social price Japanese society pays to support

lean production. Wider social governance arrangements for lean production
includes shared commitment to export-led growth, continuous technological

change and bearing the social opportunity cost of aligning lean production's

regime of accumulation to a suitable national mode of regulation.32

Japanese society and workplaces are far from conflict free, as Cole (1979)
establishes.33 However, Cole finds that kigyo wa unmei kyodotai de aru,

('the enterprise and its employees share a common destiny') is a common

value in Japan.34 Reconciling collectivism and the individual (aiming to

create a manufactured consent) draws upon Japanese Confucian cultural

The 'three jewels' of the Japanese industrial system (enterprise unions, lifetime
employment and seniority wages) grew from bitter post-war industrial strife (see
Teranishi 1993). Yonekura in the same volume indicates the importance to Japan of
allied commanders 'purging' old Zibatsu management, forcing firms to promote more
innovative younger mangers.
An oscillation between two desirable outcomes occurs when only one is achievable.
In this case, the need to subsidise inward investment coupled with the need to
support social services when both areas of expenditure draw from the same tax base.
Japanese society, Albert (1993:14) argues, reconciles the individual and the
collective, in ways supportive of lean production, by actively committing the individual
to the group. This is not an argument for cultural particularism since other models in
different countries achieve similar reconciliation. As Abegglen and Stakes (1986:191)
and Bendix (1956) made clear, Japan's current individual-collective reconciliation was
forged in bitter industrial and political conflicts between 1920 and 1950.
He argues, (1979:243) that, "The Japanese display a high need to find fulfilment at
work and at the same time register low levels of job satisfaction relative to employees in
Western nations."
Bennett and Ishino (1963) trace such characteristics back to village-life oyabun-kobun
- paternalism. Odaka (1975) highlights 'groupism' as a recent development in the face
of common adversity. Group working (shoshudanshugi) became general in the
1960s, as a result of industrial democracy initiatives, following union campaigns to
improve the quality of life (Cole 1979:139). Following lean production technology
transfer, some trade unions complain that management 'pick-and-choose' only those
aspects of lean production working which suit them, and fail to implement the areas of
mutual obligation to the benefit of employees, such as job security (see Drache 1996;
TUC 1994).
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traditions. It is also the product, Kuppermann (1989) believes of conscious

social engineering designed to harmonise economy and society.35

Senge (1990:53) comments that "Structure produces behaviour, and

changing underlying structures can produce different patterns of behaviour."
In figure 4.2, Luke's multi-faceted view of the exercise of power captures the
subtle power relations which lean producers strive to create.

LUKE'S SUMMARY OF THREE DIMENSIONAL POWER

Figure 4.2: Luke's typology of power (1974:32) showing the range of
subtle exercises of power found in complex industrial organisations

The exercise of power in Japan is subtle and multi-dimensional. Latour (1987) argues
that 'techo-centric' understanding leaves no room for power, (a view criticised in
Russell 1986). In Japan, this does not appear to be the case. Lean production
discourages conflict not only by technological construction, but also by social
constructions such as group working, vertical bonding and 'kigyd wa unmei kyodotai
de aru' values.
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The structures of lean production are relatively new, and have arisen from
conflict and self-referential reflection. Okochi et al., (1973:94), referring to the
exercise of power within Japanese industry, comment:

One of the salient characteristics of post war industrial
relations in Japan is the development of control by
professional management in many of the leading enterprises
in major sectors of the economy. Indeed, it is more than
management by professionals who are separated from
ownership; rather it is control by management with the
absence of large-scale owners.

It may be that the hands-off position of owners allows technocratic dominant

coalitions to create industrial commitment, a rationality removed from
conflictual Fordist industrial relations where hand-on owners may pursue

shorter term financially-based rationalities. Luke's multi-dimension view of

power may be an appropriate mental map of power relations within

Japanese lean production. A subtle set of mutually understood capacities,

resulting from self-referencing and negotiation, rather than a behaviourally
constructed 'power over.' Power is exercised more subtly, without the use of
coercive force, in this subtler construction of power. However, as

Collingridge argues:

...our technical competence vastly exceeds our
understanding of the social effects which follow from its
exercise. (1980:11)

Unintended consequences often result from the introduction of complex

technological systems.

In summary, Japanese lean producers rely upon the active engagement of
actors in the lean production setting and subtle uses of power and influence.
These structural forms and governance arrangements (including the sacrifice
of collective welfare benefits to economic growth) are a model not readily

transportable beyond the Asia-Pacific.
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4.6 THE TIME CYCLES OF LEAN PRODUCERS

Individual life cycles, organisational life cycles, technical change cycles and
time spent at work and with family impact upon all individuals working in lean

production. Inter-weaving and harmonising cycles of time is important in

Japanese lean production.36 Japanese companies, Zimmerman (1985)
contended, display a sense of history and review relationships as an

introduction to business meetings. Such institutional reflexivity in business,
as Cooke (1995:239) points out, takes time, yet engenders trust.37 However,

change necessitates new patterning and structures - rapid change requires

stability. Japanese corporations, Gjerding (1992:98) maintains, are renown

for slowly planning, yet acting rapidly. Sullivan (1987, see figure 4.3), shows
how 'taking time' speeds up time-to-market and reduces de-bugging costs
over an innovation cycle.38 Arguably, conceptualisations of time for lean

producers offer a longer perspective than in Fordist production.39

Casson (1993) emphasises the time necessary to build up trust and

interdependency. Time to grow is especially important for start-up

Bernstein (1976) presents an interesting argument that in Japan Confucian and
Marxist 'work ethics' have converged. Statt (1994:63), however, alternatively argues
that inter-layering of individual, family, business and political time cycles is more
general in Japan than in the west.
Cooke's view is that 'intelligent regions' contain institutions capable of reflecting upon
environmental changes and acting in response to them. This view presumes a socio-
cognitive model of learning in regional level structures. Such a model is contained in
Kinder and Lancaster (2000). Holbeck (1988) vividly illustrates this point in his theory
of innovation-design dilemma.
In addition, lean producers favour integrative product development. Quality Function
Deployment and VE rely upon internal and external relationships of trust - trust that
takes time to engender.
Various authors including Hirst (1988), Murray and Marriott (1997) and Giddens (1994)
criticise Jensen and Meckiing's (1976) agency theory as short-termist. Short-termism
is particular a problem for company start-ups which might face a negative cash-flow
during conception-design and ramp-up. Bygrave and Timmons (1992) argue that the
venture capital industry as it reaches maturation, becomes increasingly risk-averse and
moves towards short-term, lower risk investments. Snooks (1993) criticises an
absence of inter-temporal perspective in economics generally.
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companies in the 'dash for cash' that may escalate under pressure arising
from the nature of start-up funding (Bell 1991).40
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Figure 4.3: US and Japanese time-to-market (Sullivan 1987:79)

Company age, Mayer and Zucker (1989:47) argue, may not correlate to

performance. However, taking the time necessary to determine effectiveness
of action is a key feature of lean production's ability to act efficiently.

4.7 SUMMARY - VALUE CHARACTERISTICS OF LEAN
PRODUCTION

The value characteristics of lean production may be summarised as follows.

• Lean production's growth strategy relies upon expanding global markets
for exportable goods.

• An absence of sustainable competitive advantage (Cooper's
'confrontational competition') and use of ICT drives innovation at a rapid
pace.

• The foreign expansion of lean producers is as 'differentiated networks'
rather than export from an expanding home base.

• Governance, in lean production appears founded upon knitting together of
society and economy, binding in participants to mobilise change. In

See also Kaplan (1994:93), "We look like a company, but we are only a venture.
Ventures have investors, while companies have revenues. Every month we delay a
revenue stream, we have to sell off more equity to stay alive." This is the "dash for
cash" often spoken of in venture capital circles.
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Japan, groupism has been an important facilitator of this engagement - a
wide stakeholder perspective.

• Lean producers operate with a long time-frame, which supports functional
integration, the building of trust and relationships and long-term
perspectives for returns on investment.

3.8 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LEAN
PRODUCTION: INTRODUCTION

The technical characteristics of lean production feature systems and

processes often categorised as modern operations management.41 They
focus upon the concrete transformation of knowledge and materials into

products and are reviewed later in this chapter. This section focuses upon

systems supporting these technical characteristics and covers value

engineering, information systems and human resource (HR) systems.

Distinguishing system from process is heuristic: these are not hermetically

separated categories, especially since systems and process rely upon the

symbiotic interaction of knowledge and people. I agree with Bowey
(1976:66) who suggests that complex assemblages are best viewed

holistically. However, for analytical purposes this section differentiates

systems from processes. System here refers to technical systems, in

particular knowledge and information flows: information systems, decision

systems and product development systems.42 Process infers a physical flow
of artefacts in a configuration of machinery and equipment. Process choice,
Hill (1985:105) argues, is influenced by four factors: capability, capacity,
social factors and financial considerations. Actual choice may proximate to

Woodward's (1985) typology, though few companies operate with a single

See Hill (1993) and Goldratt and Cox (1993).
Kalleberg and Berg (1987:32) suggest that business organisation is synonymous with
systems. This is confusing since, as Vickers (1980) and Carter (1984) make clear
systems are conceptual models abstractly representing actions. Systems, according
to Checkland (1981) are an overview of distinctive characteristics unencumbered by
background and aiming to simplify analysis. Three processes and three systems here
represent the technical characteristics of lean production.
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process choice. Rather, as Hill (1993) suggests, they select an appropriate

process mix. Process choice is also function of the knowledge of decision
takers of what process choices are available, and the social and customer

implications of each choice. Lean producers maximise flexibility of

processes rather than mechanisation aligning, as Carlisle and Parker
(1989:70) argue, internal exigencies with external pressures.

Systems are interactive and holistic.43 For example, information in the HR

system affects information in the product development system. Aoki

(1988:240), noting the early Greek dismissal of 'techne' (production) and
their preference for 'episteme' (knowledge) suggests that lean producers

prefer systems which isomorphically blend knowledge and technique.

Techniques here are understood in a wider systemic sense -

interrelationships between spheres of knowledge. They are not bounded

packages; rather they are inter-related working parts of a holistic system.

4.9 VALUE ENGINEERING IN LEAN PRODUCTION

Value engineering (VE) is an incorporative system used by lean producer
manufacturers.44 Without sustainable product competitive advantage at

home, Japanese lean producers competed by differently configuring price,

functionality and quality. Cooper (1995) terms this configurability a survival

System dysfunctionality, Emery (1981:178) suggests, refers to a breakdown of such
interactions rather than to a particular defect in a system. Fruitful systems analysis
seeks out complexities, rather than reductionist causalities (see Kast 1970:37).
General systems theory can face the criticism of deterministically relating input to
outputs (see Silverman 1979). Whilst systems analysis maps the flow from input, (by
way of transformation, to output) process analysis focuses on physical throughput and
physical technology. Typically this is equipment and machinery suitably configured
and sequenced.
An alternative term 'concurrent engineering' is less satisfactory since it focuses upon
processes rather than product and customers. Techniques used include Activity
Based Costing (ABC), kaizen or continuous improvement, target costing, design-for-
manufacturing (DFM), and Total Quality Management (TQM). Some of these
techniques appear in literature to describe both the 'means' and desirable 'ends' of
lean production. Others, such as Quality Circles (QCs), Statistical Process Control
(SPC) and Zero Defect Programmes (ZD) are process delivery vehicles.
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triplet, within which lean products survive, and outside which they fail (see
figure 4.4).45
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Figure 4.4: Cooper's Survival Triplet showing
parameters of sustainability (1995:13)

Cooper (1995:69) gives examples of configuration mixes from empirical
research46 showing that building unnecessary cost into any variable erodes

competivity - for example by introducing excessive cost of quality.47 VE
stimulates exacting continuous improvement in each link of a value-chain.
Within the triangular survival zone functionality, price and quality may be

This perspective is far removed from neo-classical analysis featuring as it does
endogenous technological decisions on product and process, and a supply curve in
which sale price and quantity are not the sole variables.
Olympus fix price and quality but compete with additional functionality of cameras.
Topcon's medical instruments are less price or functionality sensitive but compete on
quality. Kamatsu's earthmovers take functionality and quality as fixed but compete on
price/cost.
VE is similar to process system analysis and re-engineering, however, unlike re-
engineering it includes incorporates design stages. In addition, Hammer and Champy
(1993:159) argue, VE delivery processes are participatory rather than the 'top-down.'
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configured differently, outside of the zone a product will face customer

rejection or create unprofitable margins.

VE drives continuous improvement by squeezing incremental changes

through the system, simulating the virtuous cycle figure 4.5 illustrates.

ACHIEVING THE AVERAGE - INCREASES THE AVERAGE

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

maximum

maximum

maximum average

maximum average
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Figure 4.5: Continuous improvement increases average performance

Imai (1986) argues that incremental change cumulates to create qualitative
improvement; a factor he suggests distinguishes lean production from
western production styles.48 He emphasises two characteristics of VE:
interactivity between functional levels in production hierarchies and the
participation of all levels of employee. These are shown in figure 4.6.49

Oakland (1993) suggests that Toyota receives 1.5 million continuous improvement
suggestions each year.
An associated technique is quality circles (QCs) which examining waste (Mu), often
eradicating it using a PDCA cycle (plan, do, check, action), (see Imai, 1986:60).
Toyota, developed this approach, using a seven 'Mu" checklist (see Macbeth
1994:68). Operating these techniques requires motivation and two-way information
flows. Aoki (1988:240) suggests that group working and task rotation also encourage
knowledge sharing creating the 'intellectual skills to cope with irregular events,'
beyond what is necessary for the job, and without outside help.
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Participation presumes purposive learning activity, using the learning

opportunities and modalities appropriate to particular businesses or

technologies.50

Western perceptions of Job
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Japanese perceptions of Job
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Improvement^--'''^
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Workers Maintenance

Figure 4.6: Western and Japanese perceptions of continuous
improvement sources showing how kaizen is the responsibility

of all levels of employee in Japanese plants (Source: Imai, 1986:7)

VE and the presence of confrontational competition in lean production

challenge the time frame and linear assumptions of Utterback and

Abernathy's theory, (see figure 4.7), restricting its applicability to product
standards. Abernathy and Utterback's (1975 and 1978) theory of dominant

design predicts that during initial innovation a variety of product choices

VE features experiential learning by doing (see Belkaoui, 1986) and conceptual
learning before doing; (particularly at process ramp-up and design-for-manufacturing
i.e. DFM stages). Rosenberg (1982:120) has emphasised the importance of learning
by doing in the early stages of industrial development and von Hippel (1988) stresses
the importance of learning by using in innovation cycles. Pisano's (1977) point is that
learning before doing, arises from conceptualisation of previous learning by doing and
using. VE is more than a search for cost advantage - it is a search for added-value,
which may take the form of time or quality advantage.
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exist, after which closure occurs around a dominant design, which defines
the basis of competition.51

Figure 4.7: Dominant design featuring product and
process innovations (Utterback, 1982:33)

Fleck (1992) suggests that 'crystallising contingency' in some product types
creates customisation for individual users. He argues that systematicity,
short of atrophy, implies dynamic configuration and re-configuration.

Crystallisations are contingent upon use and user within the 'hard core' of a

technology. Fleck demonstrates that producers are designing products to
meet end-user expectations of configurability. VE facilitates these

contingencies. Fleck's theory may also include internal 'intermediate-user'
customers. Interactivity between functional areas (internal customers) at

development stage may shape the crystallisation of both product and

For lean producers dominant design exists in industry standards or network products.
However, products are competitively configurable using functionality, price and quality
without sustainable competitive advantage. Process innovations may occur before
launch and during ramp-up. After ramp-up, innovations become less radical and
incremental. The time frame to 'find a need and fill it' by product re-design has
significantly shortened in many consumer products (Walsh 1992:167). Marketing has
long understood the desirability of products being sold as 'new,' or 'improved.'
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process, whereas linear relations between internal customers helps explain
the lengthy time-to-market of some products.52

Freeman (1982) argues that major innovations result from professionalised
RD&D sponsored mainly by large firms.

The fascination of innovation lies in the fact that both the
market and the technology are continually changing.
Consequently, there is a kaleidoscopic succession of new
combinations emerging. (Freeman 1982:111, Italics added)

Counterfactual examples to Freeman's professionalised R&D proposition
include Steve Job's Apple computer developed in a garage, and Gate's
Microsoft operating system.53 Molecular structured firms and knowledge
alliances suggest that professional RD&D may occur outside the traditional
boundaries of the firm. It may also be that VE gives a greater importance to

process knowledge in lean production between 'both the market and the

technology' than Freeman envisaged.54

VE focuses upon internal knowledge socialisation integrating knowledge
from RD&D, marketing, finance and production.55 Figure 4.8 illustrates this

interactivity at Hitachi. VE stimulates functional interaction during and

following the lean producer's product development, conditioning survival

triplet configuration choices.

Petroski's (1996:84) examples of iterative linearity as opposed to 'crystallising
contingency' are zippers and Velcro.
Both of these examples and many other radical inventions occurred in back rooms and
garages. At a recent economic development conference in West Lothian, Ron
Hamilton, who invented the one-day throw away contact lenses, commented that
providing garages for inventive people may have more impact on economic
development than attracting RD&D resources from abroad.
Network theory highlights external knowledge transmissions that enable product
development. These may be multilateral or bi-lateral, and user-producer, producer-
producer, producer-supplier, or producer-HE. Such relations, Walsh (1992:55)
argues, are particularly important when 80% of product costs may be set at design
stage.
Evans (1985) emphasises this interactivity between functional areas in Japanese
companies.
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Figure 4.9 illustrates that these choices resulting in shorter lead times or

lower lead-time costs.56 Alternatively, manufacturers may choose to re¬

design functionality, or quality.
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Figure 4.9: Comparative international development lead times
Source: Clark and Staunton (1989:45)

56 Berger (1989) argues in reference to global industries, that time-to-market and
diffusion to customers, have equal importance to an original innovation.
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VE has four dimensions of cost control: target and product cost, kaizen and

operational cost.57 Figure 4.10 illustrates the decomposition of targets to

particular groups or value-adding centres using activity based costing. Each

group (including external suppliers) is aware of target cost, and actual value-
added.

Figure 4.10: Activity based costing targets and
continuous improvement, Source: Cooper (1995:148)

Transparency illustrates variance, shown in the figure 4.11 example, and

highlights opportunities to improve by kaizen (efficiency) or re-design
(effectiveness). Unlike value analysis (cost minimisation), VE emphasises

value-for-money. Activity-based costing (ABC) provides real-time costs that

may inform decisions on outsourcing.58 After ramp-up, stabilised activity
costs may provide information on product cost, altering original out-sourcing
decisions. ABC at group level provides information and stimulation of

Target costs, which include an acceptable profit rate, are set at design stage. These
targets are then disaggregated to internal work groups and external suppliers: each
functional stage has a target cost.
ABC replaced standard (attributional or absorption) costing in most Japanese
manufacturing companies after the Government abolished the need to present interim
statutory accounts in the aftermath of the oil crisis in 1974, Kaplan (1974) points out.
Accounting added value at each functional stage, is both market responsive and
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continuous improvement at each functional level. Hiromoto (1988) shows
that ABC, unlike traditional cost accounting, are not 'top-down' but real-time

and real costs, without the artificial attributions of national cost. The gains

from ABC are only fully crystallised when 'activity-based-management'

systems and structures parallel ABC.59

The process of establishing target cost levels in Japanese manufacturing
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Figure 4.11: The process of establishing target cost levels in Japanese
manufacturing, Source: Morgan and Weerakoon (1989:42)

VE is then the 'engine' driving continuous improvement in lean production. It

generates real-time, real-cost data and stimulates functional integration.

Mechanisation in lean production processes

Bright (1958), in figure 4.12, illustrates seventeen levels of mechanisation
relating to mechanical power and control.60 Bell developing this analysis,
argues that three distinct manufacturing processes exist.

behaviourally reinforcing. ABC is now used by Siemens, Hewlett-Packard, and by
business units in Local Authorities in Scotland.
Lifetime operational costing of equipment and energy, (tero-technology costing)
influences future design cycles. The approach assesses the 'life-time' costs of capital
equipment including maintenance. Traditional western accounting depreciates at
purchase cost. VE builds up budgets both top-down and bottom-up, in real-time,
using real not estimated or attributed costs (see Kaplan 1984).
Bright's study suggests: "Many past efforts to gain precision in manufacturing have
been to subdivide and apportion human effort to minute parts of the task and thus to
increase reliability by facilitating machine-like action these are nothing more than
efforts to constrain people to perform consistently in the desired manner at point on
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transformation of the materials of workpieces into shapes,
states, assemblies or forms; transfer of materials or

workpieces from one part of a production system to another;
and, third control of the other two activities. (Bell 1960:73)

Figure 4.12: Mechanisation processes
Source: Blackburn et al. (1985:27)

Figure 4.13 illustrates Bell's view of Bright's levels of mechanisation. The

higher the mechanisation level, the greater the fixity embedded in production

technology, and the higher the surrounding flexibility required to exact

performance. It is the ability to deliver the ambient system flexibility, which

distinguishes lean producers from their Fordist predecessors. As the lean

production system has diffused, and the use of ICT generalised, it became
clear that ICTs can be an support to this ambient flexibility.

Lean producers have a qualitatively superior process choice than 'Fordism'
for five inter-related reasons.

the production line where machines are not available or not economical this is
'force closure' applied to the human element of the manufacturing system....People
are needed to fill in many of the gaps in mechanisation and to provide control levels as
yet beyond mechanical or economic feasibility." (Bright 1958:15-16)
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BELL'S ADAPTATION OF BRIGHT'S LEVELS OF MECHANISATION
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO POWER AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
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Figure 4.13: Bell's Adaptation of Bright's Levels of Mechanisation,
Source: Bell (1960:47)

• Flexibility around fixed mechanical devices is greater because of labour
flexibility and skill level.

• As Gold (1986:155) points out, advanced communications technologies
alter the balance between internal mechanisation (fixity of scale and
scope) and external flexibility of output (volume and variety). This
increases the possibilities in Bright's (1958:208) 'responds with action.'

• Increased 'extent of the market,' allows increased division of labour -

specialisation and higher productivity.
• The size of markets and pace product change justifies investment in RD&D

and technology to a greater extent than 'Fordist' manufacturers enjoyed.
• Organisational forms succeeding 'Fordism' are less vertically integrated

and more synchronised between the regime of accumulation and mode of
regulation.
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Kochan and Cowan (1986) argued that computer-integrated manufacturing
(CIM) integrates sub-systems from design to assembly using ICT. Figure
4.14 illustrates their point. Lean producers envision what Drucker (1985)
called 'knowledge workers' using ICTs, and as Boer (1994) points out,

grouping technology to mechanise transformation and transfer processes,

and some control processes.

Ebel (1990), however, points to fixities within manufacturing processes whilst

recognising the potential of interlinking CAD,61 CAM, FMS, and CNCs into
CIM systems. Realising this potential means addressing the difficulties of

getting (in Bright's phrase) 'people filling in many of the gaps.' Lean

production has the potential to increase mechanisation, which may or may

not be exercised. However, it is the flexibility of mechanised processes,

which differentiates the system.

CIM: ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Figure 4.14: CIM Enabling Technologies,
Source: Kochan and Cowan (1986)

CAD - computer aided design, CAM - computer assisted manufacturing, FMS- flexible
manufacturing system, CNC - computer numerical controlled equipment such as
lathes, CIM - computer integrated manufacturing.
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Technology diffusion results in economic growth. Much of the research work
over the last fifteen years, on the non-linearity of diffusion, concerns the

technology available to lean production. Often occurring at the level of the

firm, or a particular technology, there have been numerous studies into
difficulties during the implementation of technological change. My research
aims to draw together and apply in a particular spatial context previous

research, emphasising endogenous technological decisions. These
decisions are influenced at different levels and by different dimensions.

• At the level of the firm authors including Dosi (1988:221) and Coombs
(1987:8) stress the endogeneity of technology to firms.62

• The configurability of system technologies. Fleck (1988) for example,
argues that the design of some microelectronic technologies allows
configuration to match user customisation.63

• The nature, type and importance of institutional arrangements.64
• By differences in innovation rates between national innovation systems.

At an industry or national level, numerous studies identify variations in the
ability of firms to successfully implement technological change. Freeman
(1987:77) suggests that Japanese institutions (such as technology
centres, training facilities and state encouragement) promote a rapid
diffusion of technology into the SME sector.65

Endogenous decision making with 'information intensity' expands choice range and
poses 'search' difficulties (Willinger and Zuscovitch 1988). 'Search' difficulties
increase when 'learning by doing' alters the benefits of an innovated technology .

Innovated technology may reshape to fit user needs (von Hippel 1988). In addition,
organisational structures and systems alter to fit the technology (see Gallie 1978).
Best performance of is the result of 'simultaneous engineering' of both technology
and structures (see Roth 1992 and Teece 1988).
Porter (1990) outlines the achievements of Japan's institutional arrangements in
successfully diffusing robotics. Fleck's (1988) identifies structural rigidities in the
diffusions of robotics, unless contingent flexibilities compensate for technological
fixity. Maintaining workforce co-operation and commitment to a company's future can
be difficult where technological change results in job losses (see Wield 1985).
Skinner's (1992) study suggests that middle management can lack the skill and vision
to successfully innovate.
In Europe, Voss (1992) argues, inward investors too have demonstrated the ability to
innovate. In Ireland, for example, they achieve greater productivity rates than
indigenous companies (O'Malley 1989). Howells and Wood's (1993) study of
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In summary, value engineering is an important technical characteristic of
lean production driving innovation. It is rooted in confrontational competition
and flexibility in mechanisation and process choice. This enhances the
internal efficiency of the lean production plant, and the effectiveness with
which such plants respond to changing customer demands.

4.10 INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN LEAN PRODUCTION

Early lean producers were information intensive in pre-ICT ways. For

example kanban tickets may appear today to be crude. However, at the time

they provided real-time information superior to that enjoyed by other types of
manufacturers. Two-information flows and information intensity became

important to lean producers. Information intensity is a high quality and

quantity of generated and socialised information, within systems rapidly

converting information into knowledge. Lean producers came to design
information systems capable of supporting continuous improvement and

generalise knowledge. Swanson (1988) terms these information systems

'warranted' since they are specifically designed to meet output requirements.
He calls attention to the skill base of information users necessary to

appropriate understanding from information.

Classic theory (for example Bain 1959) suggests that commercial hierarchies

gather information, (mainly price signals), to operate efficiently in the
market.66 Kay (1984:1) criticises this approach for excluding bounded

rationality and product-market linkages arguing that:

innovation across European industry sectors indicates variations in implementation
performance between sectors, as well as between national systems of innovation.
Chandler (1962) argues that strategy, structure and performance are mutually
contingent upon one another, parameters which Penrose (1980) models. Simon
(1982) argues that bounded rationality requires controlled information flow. Parson's
views information flow as an internal and external power and control mechanism: the
more 'bounded' the information the lower uncertainty becomes and the greater the
management level of articulated control. In this, closed system information gathering
and distribution perform roles similar to closure in socio-technical system theories
(Emery and Trist 1981). Open systems theorists (for example, von Bertalanffy, 1981)
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Economics is about the role of information in resource

allocation. All economic problems are reducible to problems
in information. In the absence of information problems there
is no economic problem.67

Optimisation of information flow or market signals by sophisticated

management information systems, do not for Kay (1984:186), address the
central issue of how information systems create and distribute knowledge.

Dretske's (1981) definition of knowledge is derived from a definition of
information. He argues that knowledge is justified true belief and that
information is any form of signal capable of yielding knowledge. This is a

formulation for knowledge as epistemology. However, the inclusion of

justified introducing circularity into the theory. Indeed, true belief, which
results from 'abnormal' perceptions, upon reflection, may become a

falsehood. Knowledge formulated as true belief Goldman (1992) argues

involves setting parameters to exclude scepticism and abnormal perceptions.

Rejecting communications theory Dretske (1969) contends that it addresses

only information quantity, whereas cognitive appraisal is necessary to derive

knowledge from information.68 I take a socio-cognitive approach to such
matters, and accept Badaracco's (1991) broad view that knowledge can take

many forms: technology, innovation, science, know-how, creativity and

focus upon information quantity, or the information technology, rather than its quality
and use (see Hicks 1986).
Appendix Three suggests that bounded rationality is necessarily imperfect rationality.
(Appendix Three, pg. 395 passim.) Elster's view of bounded rationality, is not one of
constrained information flow (Elster 1979:358). Rather he emphasises the conscious
exclusion of possible decisions. Bounded rationality can be loosely used - without
indicating what the agents are 'binding' themselves from.
Learning arises not from perceptual ability - since 'digital' information may carry no more
knowledge than is signalled, whereas 'analog' information (creating knowledge)
requires the recipient to de-code signals received, into a meanings. Experience can
polish such 'epistemic seeing' and improve the recipients ability to distinguish
meanings.
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information. Knowledge is learning which enables the individual or

organisation to achieve goals.69

Drucker (1985) and Porter (1986), stressed that knowledge-based producers
transfer and generate new knowledge for competitive advantage. Grant

(1970) too underscored the importance of knowledge management, and
Itami (1987:16) highlights the importance knowledge transfer, speaking of
'invisible assets.' Embedded (mainly tacit) knowledge is difficult to codify
and transfer because scientific knowledge is (using Thomson's 1993:43

terms) papyrocentric, whilst some tacit technological knowledge is

papyrophobic. Migratory knowledge can be packaged (it is often embedded
in technology), and is capable of being transferred across barriers.70

McMillan (1985:230) maps the development of Japanese firms arguing that
their origin as trading companies (centrally featuring information and
communications) persists into modern Japanese corporations as they strive
to release ingenuity. Rapidly changing technology and markets, require

Clarifying which characteristics of knowledge effect its usefulness is important. Polanyi
suggests that 'in-dwelling' (or tacit) knowledge is as important as explicit knowledge for
technological development - either may be 'applicable knowledge' (1958:176). He
argues that human's ability to articulate and diffuse knowledge differentiates us from
animals. He (1958:17) suggests that we understate the importance of unarticulated
and uncodified knowledge. "Pre-verbal knowledge appears as a small-lighted area
surrounded by immense darkness." Yuasa (1987:68) argues that a subject-object
dichotomy exists in western epistemology, not present in eastern traditions, where
harmony and one-ness between the individual, other individuals, and nature are
emphasised. Quoting Polanyi, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995:40) dismiss any equation
between knowledge with falsificationist method, arguing that constructivism
introduces a necessary epistemological relativism into knowledge creation. Berger
and Luckmann (1966:81) argue that" knowledge is a social product and knowledge
is a factor in social change." Epistemological relativism allows different meanings to be
attached to the same signals, introducing context-dependency. This differs from
Simon's (1982) approach, who dismisses tacit knowledge as 'background noise' - and
interference with decision taking.
Knowledge is a commodity, creating what Teece calls a'paradox of information,' - its
real value is unknown until one possesses it, at which point the seller has difficulty
exacting a price (Teece 1981). The ultimately migratory knowledge is the recruitment
of staff from competitors. Knowledge has an uncertain use-value, possibly
unachievable exchange value, and is potentially a social gain at private cost or a private
gain at social cost (Fransman 1986:8).
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knowledge creation and distribution, rather than simply information about

price signalling and resource allocation. Lean producers, for example, are

known to use market and knowledge scanning and horizontal information

exchanges. They avoid the gatekeeper mediation which Allen and Cohen
(1969) identified in some corporations, often by participating in knowledge
alliances. Internally, functional interactivity promotes knowledge generation
and socialisation. Unlike tall hierarchic companies, lean producers support

internal and external information flows. Such firms are IT-hungry, since it

supports systems such as JIT and VE. In addition, knowledge socialisation

encourages vertical bonding, 'people-ism,' (Itami and Baba's phrase, 1991)
and high participation rates.71

Information intensity is a feature of lean production differentiating it from

predecessor tall-hierarchy companies. This intensity results in internal and
external information flows. Information flow (its intensity, direction and

quality) shapes the creation, transfer, cumulation and socialisation of

knowledge within lean production and hence the diffusion of the technology.

4.5 HUMAN RELATIONS SYSTEMS IN LEAN
PRODUCTION72

Lean production is a sociotechnical system: its social characteristics are of

equal importance to its technical aspects. Human relations (HR) systems are

important to its operation, yet as Kinnie and Staughton (1994) show they are

difficult to theorise. In particular, this difficulty is profound for HR systems
based upon mutual commitment between workforce and management. This
section defines and analyses the main components of commitment-based
HR and then considers evidence that lean production heralds a paradigmal

Lean producers use IT systems to de-couple upstream and downstream activities,
which reduces the spatial constraints on knowledge generation.
Labour markets are considered below.
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shift from industrial relations to a human resource management (HRM). In

doing so, it briefly comments upon the labour process debates.73

Team working is highly significant in lean production. It is distinguished from
cellular and group working both of which may or may not use teams.74 Lean

producers aim to create a cultural comfort with non-hierarchic team

working.75 Criticisms of team working abound.76 Few Japanese companies
use autonomous work groups - the supervision's role is important in lean

production. Teams are the principal training forum, and as Koike (1987)
points out, of social bonding.77 Lazonick (1990:270) suggests that team

working, in its motivational and skill generative aspects, is the key to

understanding the rapid diffusion of technological knowledge within plants.78

Early Japanese lean producers emphasised internal investment in skill

development, internal labour market progression, low turnover, high

capability and commitment. However, lifetime employment is far from the
norm in Japan as figure 4.15 illustrates.79

Commitment-based HR is coherence between staff and management goals, based
upon mutual commitment, the effect of which is active engagement by staff in
initiatives to continuously improve products and performance.
The emphasis upon team working also shaped the manner in which Taylorist
techniques were introduced into Japan, leading some observers to speak of Taylorism
without Fordism.
See Fincham (1987), Willcocks and Mason (1987) and Sandberg (1993) each of whom
provide empirical examples and analysis of team building, including aspects such as
cultural bonding.
These criticisms include being 'self-regulative.' For example, 'Labour becomes self-
regulative -for management.' (Storey 1980:71). Bowles and Edwards (1993:45)
speak of economising on 'guard labour.' Olson (1970:105) suggests that rationality
predicts pursuit of individual self-interest whilst groups pursue collective goodness. A
final criticism of group working is Parker and Slaughter (1988) who describe intensive
on the job team skill sharing, as 'hell training.'
Koike further argues that group working up-skills and creates 'intellectual skills to cope
with irregular events.'
He argues that Japanese flexibility manufacturing systems rely upon empowering
training, which he sees as distinctive from 'Fordist' control.
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Many authors, including Garavan (1995:17) recognise that "...the human
resource is neither an homogeneous nor an interchangeable resource."

LABOUR MARKET TURNOVER (% with following tenures) Average
tenure

1 year < 5 years in years
0 4 0 6 0

Holland 7.00

Us 6.70
Australia 6.80

Canada 7.80

Britain 7.90

Switzerland 8.80

Spain 9.80

France 10.10

Germany 10.40

Japan 10.90

Note: even these figures understate Japan's average tenure, retirement takes place earlier
and often workers then aet another iob. which is obviously time limited.

Figure 4.15: International employment longevity comparison,
Source: The Economist 17 July, ISSS^J).80

Gospel (1991) suggests that training and improving employee knowledge
reduces labour heterogeneity. The Japanese preoccupation with training
has led McCormick (1991) to categorise the country as a degreeocracy,
since qualifications are important in gaining entry to desirable companies.
Academic attainment is a sought-after social value.81

Bean (1985) has pointed out the difficulties in cross-national comparisons of
reward systems. The early Japanese lean production reward system had
four distinctive features: an absence of rate for the job, reward for capability
rather than position, non-wage benefits and share wages. It appears that
salaries relate to status and role rather than position or post. In Japan, the

The 'eradication of fear' (not necessarily by lifetime employment), is important in
securing employee commitment to lean producers (Deming 1982:Ch. 1; Oakland
1993:Ch. 1).
Lifetime employment in Japan is now restricted to approximately 30 per-cent of
manufacturing employees, and declining each year.
Koike (1987:289) comments, "....a portion of Japanese blue-collar workers have
intellectual work skills similar to those of while-collar technicians and engineers...and...
form a crucial foundation for economic growth and contribute greatly to productivity."
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lean producers used the Densan wage system, which arose from bitter inter-
war years conflicts (see figure 4.16). It is the ideological aspect of shared

wages, which was central to lean production - shared destiny. Vertical as

opposed to horizontal bonding legitimated individual commitment rather than
collective conflict as the route to employment security and higher salary. As

employment for life erodes amongst lean producers in Japan, so too does
welfare corporatism.82

A convergence of systems between Japan and Britain may now be occurring:

Japanese employers are providing less 'cradle to the grave' non-wage

benefits. In Britain the 'hollowing-out' of the welfare state means employees
are more dependent on employers for welfare benefits.

THE AVERAGE DENSAN 'LIVELIHOOD' WAGE

REGIONAL
ALLOWANCES

6.80% FAMILY
ALLOWANCE

18.90%
BASIC OTHER LIVELIHOOD
WAGE ALLOWANCES GUARANTEE

1 0 0 % 1.20% 6 3.20% INDIVIDUAL
PAY (age)
4 4.30%

BASE ABILITY

WAGE PAY
9 2 % 24.40%

SENIORITY
PAY

4.40%

Figure 4.16, The Japanese 'Densan' Salary system, (Gordon, 1985:235)

Duality remains an important characteristic of Japanese labour markets (McCormick
1991).
Unlike European systems, the Densan system rewards family responsibility, seniority,
and skill - rather than grade of job. The 'livelihood' aspect of Densan system is
peculiarly Japanese. The absence of rate for the job has become a feature of lean
production. Aoki's (1988:50) research showed that it supports flexible labour
deployment. 'Side-ways' promotion (rewarding capability without altering position)
should not be confused with 'seniority pay.' Share wages have in the past amounted
to 50% of salaries paid by Japan's lean producers (see Weitzman 1984 and Sinclair
1987:238).
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Outside of Japan and more recently the crucial aspects of HRM for lean

producers are the use of internal rather than external labour markets and the
creation of commitment-based HR.83

Traditionally, employers in Japan do not see unions as disjunctive.84 Unions
in Japan commit to a 'shared destiny.'

The union's belief that their very existence depends on the
company's survival and growth leads them to pay much
attention to the welfare of the enterprise. (Hanami, 1979:9)

Poole (1986) highlighted the 'positive industrial relations' in Japan,85 where
conflict is controlled.86 The Labour Relations Commission actively mediates,
rather than arbitrates in disputes. Arguably, unions play similar roles in

Britain, 'managing discontent.'87 Kinzley (1991) suggests that conflict in

Japanese manufacturing industry is more 'harmonious' and bounded than in

'The most salient characteristic of Japanese industrial relations is a stratification system
based upon essentially non-occupational criteria." (Kazo 1973:458). Conflict in
Japanese lean production takes a different form than in Britain. The Japanese
Constitution guarantees as 'eternal and inviolable1 employees 'right to organise, to
bargain and to act collectively' (Hanami 1979). Enterprise unions, lifetime employment
and share wages are the 'three pillars of Japanese society' (Garon 1987). He rejects
descriptions of post-1945 Japanese history as 'corporatism without labour.'
Flanders (1974) points out that enterprise unions are workplace-based, rather than
national, and have no system of shop stewards or mutuality of control over production
matters (see Cole 1979:199). Salaries and benefits negotiations are at a plant rather
than company level (Storey 1980:103). All levels of employee are likely to belong to
one union in a manufacturing plant. (Union membership has not suffered the decline
seen in Britain, see McLoughlin 1993). Unions do not mediate information or
management decisions in Japan. Relationships based on emotion and customs
continue to be important. Grievances are dealt with by 'patience with inner turmoil,' on
a nashi-kuzushi (step by step) basis; settled in a circle - maruku osameru. Mutual
compromise is often a preferred outcome to zero-sum games.
A theme also pursued by Clegg (1982) who disputes Parson's view that all conflict is
necessarily dysfunctional. Still 25% of union members participate in strike action each
year in Japan (3% in Britain), and the Sohyo (TUC equivalent) organises a spring
offensive each year on wage claims - the shunto.
Strikes are commonly of one-hour duration. Disputes involve the wearing of slogans
on headbands or hanging banners from buildings.
However, Japanese plants in Britain are mainly non-union (see Watson 1988 and
Millward 1994:56).
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western companies, because of the 'shared destiny' culture. However, the
reduction of social traits to 'culture' is highly contended.88 Sturdy (1992)

suggests that Thomson (1989) under-emphasises conflict in Japan arguing
that the 'control-engage' balance in Japanese industrial society involves a

greater trust than in the West. it is the bounding of conflict, rather than the

organisational form of enterprise unions or types of conflictual action, which
characterises lean production.

Figures 4.17 4.18 and 4.19 are over-simplified to sharply illustrate the human
relations lean producers strive to create. The flatter structure shown in 4.17
shows the high degree of engagement and direct two-way information flow in
lean production compared to an ideal type 'Fordist' (tall, top-down)
hierarchies.89

THE IMPACT OF DELAYERED, DEVOLVED MANAGEMENT
ON COMMUNICATIONS AT WORK IN LEAN PRODUCTION

t
!

Top management

Mid management

Supervision

Union

Employee

Changing structure

-►
FLAT

Changing comnwiications

Management

V Employee/Team

Figure 4.17: Simple representation of hierarchic and
flat industrial structures

Kinzley argues that during early industrialisation a state policy of 'Tokugawa bankufu'
(calculated indifference) has created in Japan an abhorrence of state or private charity
which severely restricts lengthy industrial action. Also the judanteki (vertical) not
odanteki, (horizontal) industrial union structure limits the extent of industrial disputes in
Japan, (though not in Germany and France).
Enterprise unionism couples with internal labour market progression to directly
challenge assumptions that horizontal 'class' bonding, rather than 'vertical' enterprise
loyalty enhance quality of working life.
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The horizontal line in figure 4.18 shows a weakening of bonding the further
from the immediate workplace and team, the vertical line indicates a rising

degree of organisational commitment.90

EMPLOYEES POTENTIALLY CONFLICTING BONDS: VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL LINKAGES

Employer

A
QWL 1 Culture of commitment

1
J0B Attitudinal commitment

INCOME 1

1

1

Behavioural commitment

Group of
workers

Section or site Combine Union Workers of
the world

Figure 4.18: Simple representation of linkages in vertical and
horizontal human resource systems

Morita (1994) indicates that lean producers require a higher degree of

employee participation and commitment than 'Fordist' companies.

A spectrum of control, compliance, consent and commitment is represented
in figure 4.19. It shows variations in power relations, new knowledge and

ultimately attitudes towards innovation and new ways of working. The lean

producers goal is commitment-based HR.

"There is no secret ingredient or hidden formula responsible for the success of the
best Japanese companies. No theory or plan or government policy will make a
business a success; that can only be done by people. The most important mission for
a Japanese manager is to develop a healthy relationship with his employees, to create
a family-like feeling within the corporation, a feeling that employees and managers
share the same fate." (Morita 1994:137)
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Dynamics of change in HR are important for lean production diffusion.
Sturdy et al. (1992) question whether in Britain 'commitment' to lean

producers is tactical - a temporary state based upon powerlessness resulting
from job insecurity.

CONTROL COMPLIANCE CONSENT COMMITMENT

Employees

Management Management
has direct

power to make
and enforce
rules

Management
control
behaviour, but
not attitudes

Management is
legitimate and
sovereign and
gives leadership

Good faith and
mutual

dependency

Knowledge Employers
capture
employees
knowledge

Employer able to
introduce new

knowledge

Employees
accept new
knowledge with
enthusiasm

Co-operative
generation of
new knowledge

Figure 4.19: Spectrum of human relations system types

Warred (1992) criticises Burrow's 'factory regime' for excluding social factors

(for example unemployment) from his analysis and focusing only upon

consents manufactured inside plants. In Japan, Daniel and Millard (1993:43)
argue, commitment is towards technological progress and the company,

rather than to management, work patterns, and organisational changes.
Conflicts in Japan in the 1960s, Damson (1992:107) contends, over the

quality of working life reinforced paternally based mutually obligations
between labour and capital. For Gattiker (1990), a 'fit' exists between

technological choice, HR practices and business strategy. This fit, he argues

is distinctive amongst lean producers. Group working, information richness,
flat structures and the reward systems each contribute towards lower

'cognitive dissonance' and higher commitment than in 'Fordist'

organisations.91

This enables Japanese companies to use T-groups and Lewinian psychology, to
freeze/re-freeze visionary commitments at times of radical product, process and
organisational change (Kono 1992).
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Labour processes - a shift of paradigm?
Does lean production represent a shift of paradigm from personnel to HR,
and what are the implications of such a shift for the extensive labour process

debate? In presenting his 'wider' techno-economic trajectory, Freeman lists
a range of discontinuities founded in labour-capital relations, shown in figure
4.20.

FREEMAN: CHANGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL PARADIGM

Fordist' - old paradigm Information-communications

technology - new paradigm

Energy intensive Information-intensive
Standardised Customised

Stable product mix Rapid changes in product mix
Dedicated plant and equipment Flexible production systems
Automation Systemation
Single firms Networks

Hierarchical structures Flat horizontal structures

Departmental Integrated
Product with service Services with products
Centralisation Distributed intelligence
Specialist skills Multi-skilling
Government ownership, control Government information, regulation,

and planning and co-ordination 'vision'

Figure 4.20: Change of Technological Paradigm,
Source: Freeman (1992:179)

He draws upon the work of Guest (figure 4.21), who argues that HR is
characterised by new forms of flexibility and employee commitment.
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GUEST S H.R.M CHARACTERISTICS

■Organisational
integrity

^ strategic HRM
operational HRM
employee integration
organisation design

■ Employee
commitment

to the organisation
to management
to work/the job
to change

■Flexibility w functional
numerical

distancing

^Quality ^ of work
of working life
of staff (skills/training)
of product or service

Figure 4.21, Characteristics of an HR system:
Source: Guest (1984:52)

Figure 4.22 gives a detailed representation of this change from 'Fordist'
'industrial relations' to lean production commitment-based HR management.

This shift from industrial relations to HR is not simply an empirical question, it
has been a central issue in labour process debates.92 Braverman set out to

preserve 'classical' Marxism from 'modernist' revisions.93 The issues he
raises became the 'labour process' debate. They include the status of

Marxist theory, the nature of 'Fordism' and Taylorism, the role of the working
class as an agency of social change and long-wave theory. Attempts have
been made to empirical verify Braverman's thesis (for example Zimbalist

Classical economists suggest that the division of labour originates in artisan
specialisation (Plato, 1971:103; Smith A, 1970:109; Macpherson, 1962:Part V). Marx,
in the Hegelian tradition, views the abolition of the division of labour as necessary to
restore dignity and self-control to labour (see Marx 1973:483, Mackenzie 1984, and
Rattansi 1989 and 1983).
The latter emphasise either ethical (Avineri 1968; Tucker 1961; Kamenka 1972) or
under-consumptionist imperatives (Marcuse 1963; Gorz 1980). Like some economic
historians (Landes 1968 and Kemp 1978), Braverman (1974) argues a drive towards
control and deskilling is a central trajectory of capitalism. He drew heavily on Sohn-
Rethel (1978) and Sweezy's universal market theory (1975).
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1979 and Nichols 1984), and to empirical rebut it (Gallie 1978 and Wood

1989).

STOREY'S COMPARISON OF PERSONNEL TO HRM

DIMENSION PERSONNEL & IR HRM

Beliefs and assumpti ons

Contract Delineated, written Beyond contract' working
Rules Clear rules, mutually agreed Impatience with rules

Management
action guide

Procedures, consistency,
control

Needs of business,
flexibility, commitment

Behaviour referent Norms/custom & practice Values, mission

Managerial task
via a vis labour

Monitoring Nurturing

Nature of relations Pluralist Unitarist

Conflict Institutionalised De-emphasised
Standardization High eg rate for job

Strateqic aspects

Low eg no rate for job

Key relations Labour-management Business-customer

Initiatives Piecemeal Integrated

Corporate plan Marginal to Central to

Speed of decision Slow

Line manaaement

Fast

Management role Transactional Transformational leadership

Key managers Personnel/IR specialists General business/line mgt.

Prized management
skills

Negotiation

Kev levers

Facilitation

Foci of attention
for intervention

Personnel procedures Wide-ranging cultural,
structural, personnel, strategies

Selection Seperate, marginal task Integrated, key task

Pay Job evaluation, multiple
fixed grades

Performance related, few grades

Conditions Separately negotiated Harmonization

Labour-managment Collective bargaining contracts Towards individual contracts

Relations with Stewards Regularised via facilities
and training

Marginalised (except in some
bargaining for change models)

Communications Restricted flow/indirect Increased flow/direct

Job design Division of Labour Teamwork

Conflict handling Reach temporary truces Manage climate and culture

Training & development Controlled access to courses Learning companies

Figure 4.22, Storey's view of components of an shift in
HR paradigm, Source: Storey (1992:28)
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There is substantial theoretical agreement with Braverman (for example,
Pitelis 1991:205), and numerous alternatives to Braverman's thesis.

Friedman (1977), referencing flexibilisation literature, argues that employers

pursue a 'responsible autonomy' strategy that supersedes Taylorism.
Edwards (1979) disputes the generalisation of Tayloristic techniques of

control, arguing that 'systematic controls' such as welfare capitalism are

more important. Burawoy (1989), who provides an effective critique of

Braverman, suggests that class relations require subjectivity in analysis. He

argues that an 'industrial citizenry' arises from a 'manufactured consent' and
that this explains deskilling rather than Braverman's control thesis. Other

critiques from a feminist persuasion criticise Braverman for understating

gender divisions of labour (see Faulkner and Arnold 1985, Cockburn 1983,
Griffin 1985, Kirkup and Keller 1992 and Mitter 1994).

Less fundamental critiques of Braverman by Averitt (1968) and 'duality'

theorists, argue that core-periphery models, rather than control, explain

workplace relations. Levitt (1983) contends that the principal duality is
between services and manufacturing, whilst Markusen (1993) contends

duality to be between developed and developing economies. Historical
evidence, for example, Susumu, (1995) suggests duality can be a deliberate
creation to protect inefficient industries. Tierney (1991) argues that only

highly qualified labour market participants can avoid duality.

Dickens and Savage (1988) who disputed the existence of dualism in labour
markets espouse contrary views to those of Averitt. Maloney (1992) and

Layard and Nickell (1994) advocate neo-liberal search and implicit contract
theories in opposition to Averitt. Polled (1991) argues against these views

suggesting that duality and flexibility typify on-going social and economic
control of workers by capitalists. She refers to Solow's (1990) case for
differential sectoral growth, and Kuznet's (1966) multiple sectoral dualities.
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Pollert (1991:26) also argues that flexibilisation of labour is a new form of the

'embourgeoisment' thesis. Smith (1991:145) has established that flexible

patterns of work are generalising, however, the causes continue to be

vigorously debated.94

Thompson, reviewing the labour process debate concludes:

a core theory is best suited to an analysis of the labour
process as a specific site of production process of capital,
rather then merged into a general social production.
(1989:246)

It remains unclear, Littler and Salaman (1982) argue, whether management

groups who state they have a control trajectory, are in practice motivated by
the consequences of control. It also remains unclear whether management

groups can deliver a strategy of simple control, since, as Marchington (1992)

argues, labour processes are inseparable from product markets. Storey

suggests:

...the best approach to the problem of understanding the link
between technology and social organisation can at this time
be expected to derive from careful study of actual processes
with specific structural contexts. (Storey 1986:44)

Japanese experience points to a shift of paradigm from personnel to HR

occurring during the 1960s. This enabled the use of participative systems

and processes in manufacturing. In Britain, the picture remains less clear.

Undoubtedly, as Thompson and McHugh, (1990:207) establish, many

Elger (1991:49) argues flexibilisation is the result of weak unions and high
unemployment. Alternatively, flexibility far from a new Bravermanite control trajectory
can be interpreted as a humanisation of working patterns. A range of theorists argues
that 'Japanisation' is a new ideological attack on workers by capitalism - a new form of
control trajectory. Ackroyd et al. (1988), argue that 'Japanisation' is a new form of
control taking superseding de-skilling. Allen (1981) suggests that 'Japanisation'
heralds the de-industrialisation of non-competitive parts of the global economy, (such
as British manufacturing). Yoshitomi (1992:324), contests that Japan's economy is
disjunctive between external and internal trading sectors, factors that cannot be
transferred internationally. Finally, Graham (1988) proposes that the content of
Japanisation is an ideological offensive, rather than the successful diffusion of
techniques originated in Japan.
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employers believe such a shift has occurred. Research by the Warwick
University shows a marbled effect - an adoption of structures and practices
without the accompanying attitudinal change.95 Millward (1994:125) finds a

significant adoption of Japanese HR practices and associated systems but
concludes:

In fact, we could not find in our main sample a single
workplace that had all four of these features: management
control over work organisation; single status employment
conditions; a consultative forum or committee; and pendulum
arbitration.

Significant changes from a 'Fordist' model are occurring, but at what pace, in
which direction, and how far are, they influenced by the diffusion of lean

production? Rosen and Baroudi (1992) plea for more empirical work in order
to gain a shared meaning of these changes.

In summary, HR systems in lean production integrate with other systems and

processes, creating a 'shared destiny' between employee and employer:
commitment-based HR. Contrasts between the Japanese-originated HR

system in lean production and 'Fordist' industrial relations appear to show
that such a shift is on the agenda of many companies in Britain. Braverman
and subsequent labour process theorists arguing a skill and control trajectory

inadequately explain these changes.

"In practice, is management here able to organise work as it wishes among non-
managerial employees or are there limits to the way it can organise work?' ...Overall,
managers in a third (32 per cent) of all workplaces reported that there were limits to the
way they organised work Managers were more likely to mention limits to their
freedom to organise work at establishments with recognised unions (46 per cent than
those without (17 per cent, a pattern that persisted when we compared
establishments of similar sizes ...(however) It was not the case that establishments
where there were constraints on management were poorer performers. (Millward et at.
1992:330)
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4.12 SUMMARY: TECHNICAL DIMENSIONS OF LEAN
PRODUCTION

This section has differentiated abstract systems from operational processes.

It identifies value engineering as a focal system to continuous product and

process improvement in lean production. Information intensity for lean

producers is channelled towards knowledge generation. Commitment-
based HR is defined and shown to be fundamental to the system. The
section has argued that a shift from industrial relations to a human relations

paradigm is occurring. Lean producers appear to maximise operational

flexibility rather than mechanisation. The section argues that innovational
intent is a necessary attribute of lean producers and that many of the
technical characteristics of lean production inextricably inter-link with its
social characteristics.

4.13 SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF LEAN PRODUCTION:
INTRODUCTION

This section surveys literature analysing the industrial organisation of lean

producers. It argues that these structures emanate from business strategies,
rather than structure determining strategy, and that organisational structures

aim to synergise with external and internal exigencies. Making criticisms of
behavioural theories of learning organisations, the section builds a

constructivist theory of learning organisation, applicable to firms of all sizes.
It outlines the operation of supply chains in Japanese lean production, and
their nature in Britain, highlighting their relationships and role in knowledge
transmission. It accents value creation rather than its distribution as an

essential role of the state in a lean production regulation, and comments

upon consumption patterns. Finally, the section summarises the nature and
role which habitus plays in gluing together the lean production system. This
section leads naturally from plant level relations and structure to the wider
context of lean production, which is considered in the following chapter.
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4.14 INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION IN LEAN PRODUCTION

Lean producers contrive their organisational structures to suit the needs of a

business strategy. Such strategies, Gattiker (1990) argues, are not reducible
to abstract templates or analogies. Rather the lean producer employs an

array of parameters. Effective and affordable organisational forms trade-off
lean, flat, flexible and open structures with the capabilities to integrate

functions, flexibly contrive staff and outputs and respond to market and

technology changes. Such structures are adjustable to changing strategic

objectives and company goals. Lean producers industrial structures require
sufficient stability to deliver outputs and sufficient stability to change. This
section reviews earlier forms of organisation, and then analyses lean

producer's practices using Gattiker's work.

Classical and modern theories of organisation use relative dispositions to

explain stability and change, individual and society, determinism and free¬
will as the following examples illustrate.

• Human relations theory, (see Roethisberger and Dickson 1943) employs a
biological rather than mechanistic analogy and centrally features
technology.96

• Parsonian approaches argue that cultural values symbiotically relate
individuals to organisation, sub-system to system. Presthus (1978)
however, contends that the pervasive influence of organisations over
individuals and groups is more concerned with the organisation's needs
than the self-realisation individuals.97

Mechanical analogies suggest that stability is derived from structure. This approach
variously emphasises 'unitary command' (Fayol 1987); Tayloristic task prescription
supervision and control (Doray 1988); functionality and role (Durkheim 1933); or
hierarchy and rules (Weber 1983). Mechanistic analogies remain influential (see
Hassard 1993). Human relations theorists offer theories of motivation (Maslow, 1970;
McGregor 1960); and of organisation (for example Emery and Trist 1965 and 1972,
Rice and Miller 1967 and Rice 1987). Derivations within systems theory, for example
Carter (1984) and Kast (1970), stress the openness of organisational forms.
However, systems theory can be disjunctive to individual actors and face the criticism
of being deterministic (see Child 1984:Ch. 6).
Functionalist approaches to organisation face the criticism of being 'totalising,' in the
sense that component features of cannot be decomposed. Other criticisms of
functionalist theories of organisation include: conservatively supporting existing
stratification, stressing stability at the expense of change by under-emphasising
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• Post-modern theorists aim to avoid 'totalising' and reductionist theories of
organisation by deconstructing them to 'metaphorisation' (Derrida, 1981).
Bell's (1973) post-industrial theory, for example, deconstructs structures
into social knowledge.98

• Economics frequently uses behavioural theories of organisation (Kay,
1984:32). Bain's (1959) structure-performance-conduct model of firm
behaviour continues to receive support (see, for example, Cable, 1994)."

I adopt a constructivist-contingency approach to analysing organisational
structures. Constructivist, following Perrow's (1970:Ch. 2) argument that
what is true of all organisational forms can only be of trivial significance. A

contingency outlook since, as Guest (1984:183) argues, there appears no

single integrative approach to contriving or changing organisational forms.100
This constructivist-contingency approach supports a socially grounded

analysis of organisational forms, and conveys purposive and endogenous
social choices of organisational form, particularly in implementing strategies.

Strategies rather than structures drive lean producing organisations, which
seek stakeholder engagement and goal legitimation. These goals cannot

simply be the result of what Georgiou (1973:291) calls 'internal markets.'

Rather, in Etzioni's (1988) sense organisational goals are consciously

negotiated, multiple, perhaps contradictory and certainly complex. 'People-
centredness' is now a common description of lean producing organisations,
and Dosi et al. (1992:20) suggest this may be a design characteristic of lean

producer organisations. However, the commercial value of people-

conflict (see Gouldner (1970), and employing culture as a 'black-box' explanation
social forms (see Czarniawska-Joerges 1992).
Bell's work is criticised by Harvey (1990). Gergen (1992) who aims to synthesise
systems theory and bureaucracy with post-modern analyses of organisations
distinguishes task-continuous divisions of labour from task-continuous structures i.e.
individuals ascribe separate meaning to work and the organisation for which they work.
The strength of the SPC model is its simplicity and uses in positivist research (Reid
1987:11). Cyert and March's (1963) behavioural model uses Simon's theory of
bounded rationality to model decision making within the firm. Criticisms of this
approach include a failure to integrate with wider social theory (Bendix 1956) and by
Perrow (1979:59) for its managerialist assumptions.
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centredness is the ability to undertake double-loop learning - organisational

re-structuring which responds to technological change and opportunity.

Any company that aspires to succeed in the tougher
business environment of the 1990s must first resolve a basic
dilemma: success in the market place increasingly depends
on learning, yet most people don't know how to learn.
(Argyris 1992:84)

Trist (1981), writing before the term lean production was used, describes
forms of industrial organisation emulating Japanese firms, identifying

flexibility, responsiveness, and integration as important characteristics of this
form of organisation. McMillan (1989:145) argues that techniques

transferring from Japanese villages into their corporations are now

generalising into industrial structures. Lean producers from whatever

country are now likely to consciously use N-forms (Hedlund 1994:73)
matrixing people and functions, and avoiding top-down 'M,' 'U,' or 'H' forms
in flat structures (Cowling 1982:81).101

McMillan (1989:Ch. 7) distinguishes 'soft' from 'hard' systems within

Japanese firms. This is an unsatisfactory distinction since, as Schein,
(1985:222) argues, structure and behaviour symbiotically inter-relate.
However, McMillan's distinction heuristically highlights the importance in
lean producer structures being sufficiently stable to deliver outputs and to
allow change. Weick (1979:3) describes organisations as, ".. consensually
validated grammar for reducing equivocality by means of sensible
interlocking behaviours." It is perhaps in this 'grammar,' rather than 'hard'

Contingent purposive intent is not the same as 'situational rationality' in Garfinkle's
(1967) sense. Rather contingency, as Child (1984) suggests, refers to social factors
and legitimacy.
Mintzberg (1983:385) suggested that some industrial organisations, of which
Japanese lean producers may have become an example, have a missionary aspect.
"The personal relationship between the individual and the organisation, the collective
nature of responsibility and choice, the holistic concern instead of specialisation, the
discouragement of formal controls in favour of implicit (presumably normative) ones, all
of these point to loyalty and a strong ideology as the central elements in the power
configuration."
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structural forms that lean producing organisations differentiate from

predecessor forms.102 This grammar includes socialisation (sempai) and

groupishness, which assist (heterogeneous) employees to draw the same

meanings from information signals. Ouchi (1980:136) speaks of'clubiness.'

Decision-making is slow, but is inclusive and speedily operationalised.
Other 'person-to-person techniques include: discussion circles (ringi),

seeking harmony (Wa), sharing a vision of the community (Kaisha), and
information sharing (nemawashi). Gjerding (1992:108) gives the examples
of enterprise unions participate in strategy discussions, engineers

participating in all areas of the business and senior managers who have
risen through the ranks.103

Gattiker (1990) emphasises culture as opposed to a constructivist content in

organisational design. In this sense, his analysis remains functionalist. He

suggests that in both technology acquisition and HR-systems successful

organisation have conscious choices, which they exercise to 'fit' external and
internal parameters. This approach synthesises with the constructivist-

contingency framework this research adopts for analysing lean producer's

organisational design.

4.15 LEAN PRODUCER ORGANISATIONS: KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT AND LEARNING

The nature, form and flows of knowledge within and between lean producer

organisations are analysed in this section.104 It begins with an overview of

Ouchi's (1980) theory-Z, Ohmae (1983:Ch. 5) and Semmler (1993) each stress what
the latter refers to as the 'touchie-feelie' techniques aimed at goal sharing and their
implementation.

,03 Non-executive Directors are common in British and US firms, they are unknown in
Japan where Fuku shocho (Vice presidents) along with Sennu (Executive Managing
Director), and Joma (Managing Director) are the effective decision takers in cabinet
style boards (Jomukai). Other Directors will have equity stakes and anticipate
promotion.

104 Since inter-organisational transfer of knowledge between lean producers may occur
spatial clusters, these aspects of knowledge management and learning are
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the theory and practice of knowledge management and learning within lean

producer organisations arguing that processes of knowledge management
are usefully distinguished from those of organisational learning. This
distinction is used to critically evaluate the applicability of Nonaka and
Takeuchi's (1995) learning organisation theory.

Learning organisation theory
In contra-distinction to behavioural approaches, Polanyi (1958) ascribes
intent to create knowledge as a necessary pre-condition for conceptualising

technological contrivances.105

Learning, Polanyi argues begins not with the conversion of cognitions into

ready-made categorisations; rather it arises from 'in-dwelling' intuitions.
Inarticulable discoveries, (tacit knowledge), often become, he suggests

(1966:33), the most useful knowledge.106 Discovery does not arise from
behavioural rule assiduity - it results from purposive intent to explore (Polanyi
1958:370 and Scott 1996:131).107 Purposiveness crystallises into goals,
which organisations work towards, and which fall within the parameters or

thought styles set by each organisation:

considered later in Chapter 9 of the thesis, and are referred to in the following section
(4.16) which analyses these the form and content of lean producer supply chains.
He argues (1958:175) that, "Knowledge can be true or false, while action can only be
successful or unsuccessful, right or wrong. It follows that an observing which prepares
a contriving must seek knowledge that is not merely true, but also useful as a guide to
a practical performance. It must strive for applicable knowledge A technology must
therefore declare itself in favour of a definite set of advantages, and tell people what to
do in order to secure them."

Polanyi (1958:26) comments: "The participation of the knower in shaping his
knowledge, which had hitherto been tolerated only as a flaw - is now recognised as the
true guide and master of our cognitive powers."
Maturana and Varela (1987) synthesise Polany's theory of tacit knowledge with
biological systems theory. They develop the idea of autopoietic systems: these are
independent of their components yet dependent on their interrelations, in particular
for self-referencing. Varela et al. (1992) show how self-referenced knowledge,
combined with an appropriate organisational setting creates embodied knowledge:
embodied in technology, manuals or procedures.
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Cognition is the most socially conditioned activity of man,
and knowledge is the paramount social creation. (Fleck
1979:42).

It is the purposiveness of knowledge accumulation, which justifies and

motivates structural change - what Argyris and Schon (1978) and Argyris

(1992) call double-loop learning. Relevant knowledge for business, as

Rosenberg (1982:3) points out, is the knowledge to commercially produce.

Douglas (1987:45) makes the point that individual rational choice to discard
or select information and knowledge, is therefore socially conditioned by the
usefulness and coherence it has for the organisation within which the

individual's self-referential rational choice occurs. Collective memory

develops as a result of knowledge encoding, reiteration and positive

representation. Organisations thereby, Douglas (1987:73) contends, bestow
sameness. 'Epistemic seeing' is the view that all information is potential

knowledge (Dretske, 1969:Ch. 2). Meanings become scaled and receive

significance within a purposive organisational context. Distinctions, in von

Krough and Roos's (1995:149) term, arise from polythetic language game

referencing, staged to pursue autopoiesis, a result of which is cumulative

learning. Early closure of self-referencing - encoding knowledge too early -

can be an impediment to organisational knowledge creation. Constructivist

approaches to synthesising the learning organisation approach with

organisational analysis include Tsuchiya (1989:8) who argues that Japanese

corporations have less of a 'citadel mentality' than their western

counterparts.108

Studies of knowledge alliances between corporations stress the importance of
organisational self-referencing (Ghemawat 1986; Badaracco 1991). Imai (1986:29)
describes programmed continuous improvement systems in terms of knowledge
cumulation. Knowledge cumulation may have more impact upon productivity than
factor substitution, argues Toffler (1990). Quinn (1992) considers knowledge assets
to be of greater value than physical assets. Finally, Reich (1991) hypothesises that the
location of knowledge is of greater significance than proximity of physical inputs.
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In his analysis of learning curves, Hirschmann (1964) makes the point that
the curve is iterative not conceptual - 'learning by using' is a restrictive form
of sense making. Belkaoui (1986) who argues that attempts to calculate the

effects of 'learning by using' fail to grasp that learners also make conceptual

progress puts an alternative view. Senge, who confines his analysis to a

rule-based behaviouristic theory of the firm and its occupants, argues that:

Structure produces behaviour, and changing underlying
structures can produce different patterns of behaviour.
(1990:53)

His aim is to synthesise the notion of learning organisation and systems

theory. Senge's behavioural approach leads him to separate 'metanoia'
(information processing) from learning. Senge's concentration is upon

behaviour rather than attitude changes: problem solving with a behavioural
firm model of rules and procedures. Peters and Waterman's (1984) work is a

modern example of applying such rules, without reference to changes in the
environment heralded by background noise.

Weick makes important criticisms of the constructivist approach to analysing

learning organisations. He argues (1979:117) for a redundancy of both rules
and purposiveness in selecting variations and speaks of a 'garbage can'
model of change and learning. In my view, he ignores commercial

purposiveness in a great deal of organisational learning. Like Weick, the
formal behavioural theories of the firm (Barnard, 1954 and Cyert and March,

1963) accord no centrality to knowledge of technology or learning in
commercial activities. Three examples of the behaviourist approach illustrate
its linear character. Firstly, Williamson (1975:132) argues that an important
differentiation of the capability between firms is 'asset specificity.' This is

reactive, as Prahaland and Hamel (1990) point out. Alliances and relational

contracting purposively seek knowledge generation and do not simply
access to existing knowledge. A second resource-based approach to
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organisational learning is that of Leonard-Barton (1995). Whilst her case

studies are informative, her emphasis is on the socialisation of previous

generated 'core-competencies' and not on new learning. Finally, Hedberg
(1981:3-27) correctly suggests that 'double-loop' learning is often

misinterpreted as meaning a need for extraneous stimuli to promote

organisational learning and change. The growth of business consultancy
testifies to the strength of his argument. Thus, I would argue that the
constructivist approach remains a superior theoretical tool for understanding

organisational learning than behavioural approaches with which to

understand organisational learning.

Nonaka and Takeuchi's approach
Nonaka and Takeuchi's (1995) work employs a constructivist theory of

organisational learning, in the main using large company examples.109 They

argue that re-combinations of tacit and explicit knowledge are reinterpreted
within organisations. Nonaka and Takeuchi's approach is one of constantly

examining, un-learning, choosing and amplifying knowledge of technology.

Knowledge transfer, enjoying socialisation, cumulates in organisations and

may stimulate the generation of new knowledge. Sifting processes

(established in structures and goals) and subsequent amplification, locates
relevant knowledge within organisational memory.

Of particular importance to the current research is the evolution of SME organisations.
At least three trajectories are spurring the growth in numbers and variety of SMEs.
Firstly, neither market nor hierarchy seem capable of exploiting the numbers of trading
opportunities to which ICT gives rise-thus demand factors stimulate the expansion of
SMEs as a result of flexibility specialisation. Secondly, from the supply side,
institutional trading arrangements and technologies are making trading easier. Thus
the ease and simplification of search, assessment and transaction stages of exchange
make it easier for small organisations to trade at competitive quality and costs. Thirdly,
flexibility firm networking arrangements and the cost of product-knowledge lowered
shortens the time lag from conception market. These drivers for SME expansion are
leading to enhanced networking interactivity more efficient knowledge flows and new
emerging business models which centrally feature networked organisations.
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Nonaka and Takeuchi suggest that new knowledge emanates from

ambiguities and redundancy.110 Tacit and explicit knowledge combines,

symbiotically creates, re-creates, and distributes knowledge between
individuals and sets of people. This they describe as the ontological

(individual, group or organisation) and epistemological (explicit or tacit)
dimensions of knowledge. Central to their theory is the view that social
interaction creates and expands tacit and explicit knowledge, which occurs in

four modes of knowledge conversion shown in figure 4.24.

Tacit knowledge t o Explicit knowledge

Tacit Knowledge Knowledge
knowledge Socialisation Externalisation

from

Knowledge Knowledge
Explicit Internalisation Combination

knowledge

Figure 4.23: Modes of knowledge management
(Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995:62)

Several problems limit the application of the Nonaka and Takeuchi's theory
to knowledge-networked SMEs.

• There are prima facie difficulties applying the biological metaphor implied
in autopoiesis to networked organisational forms.111

They believe eastern philosopy's wider view of rationality represents this more
adequately than western philosophy arguing that absence of subject-object
dichotomy in Confucian philosophy provides a more holistic and dynamic
epistemology (see Yuasa 1987:68 and Sivin 1989).
These dangers are discussed in Appendix 4.2.5. There are dangers in employing any
metaphor as is shown by criticisms of the computer and rational man metaphors and
their difficulty capturing the complexities of social processes Alstyne (1997). Freeman
(1992:123) argues, "It would be as dangerous for economics to take over wholesale
the models of biology as it was to make too much of equilibrium models derived from
physics.") It is of course possible to define the biological analogy in terms that avoid
many of the criticism surveyed in Appendix 4.2.5. Such an approach would dispense
with 'biological' and substitute 'evolutionary' meaning simply gradual, not necessarily
progressive and resulting from conscious intervention, social or natural causes.
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• Nonaka and Takeuchi's knowledge spiral emphasises codifying tacit
knowledge enabling its wider distribution or sale. However, other forms of
knowledge distribution, such as spatial clustering may be of greater
importance in highly innovative industries.

• Nonaka and Takeuchi's model does not deeply investigative of the types
of technology and the forms of learning associated with them.112 Software
knowledge appears to be generated in less formal modalities than
biotechnology knowledge.113 Knowledge management aiming to secure
incremental innovation in a semiconductor plant can be more formal than
radical innovations in an SME. In chapter eleven this research proposes
a model centrally featuring different modalities of knowledge creation
arising from grounded research.

• Nonaka and Takeuchi locate their analysis at the level of the firm rather
than the network level. Network knowledge distribution often relies upon
tacit and unarticulated 'lessons.'

• Their equate learning with knowledge management. This is a result of
their autopoietic epistemology, which cannot easily contain constructivist
cognition and creativity. Indeed, in synthesising ontology and
epistemology, Nonaka and Takeuchi counterpose cognitive approaches
to autopoietic epistemology, repeating von Krogh and Roos's (1995:11)
criticism of rule-based 'representationist' cognition.114 An epistemology
usefully analysing SMEs as learning organisations synthesises the
autopoietic and constructivist approaches.

The strength of autopoiesis in a commercial setting is the introduction of

Thompson and McHugh (1990:217) suggest that inadequate data is available to reach
conclusions on the applicability of theory of learning organisation. However, recent
work supports core elements from a constructivist theory of learning organisations.
See Kinder and Molina 2000 which relates particular modalities of knowledge and
types of knowledge to the operation of networking SMEs.
Lean producing companies may centralise or decentralise knowledge; semiconductor
companies tend to centralise (Ernst 1987:Ch. 3). Aoki (1991:267) finds that the
learning culture rather than the structure, influences flexibility in problem solving and
knowledge creation. Management practice in lean producing companies often
'freezes' and 're-freezes' behaviour to inspire a learning environment, when product
and process upheaval demands (Belasco 1994). A non-Japanese example of a
learning organisation at work is Cusumano and Selby's (1996:Ch. 6) report on
Microsoft.

Knowledge, including knowledge of technology and of organisational form, is social in
nature. It is therefore provisional and reflexive believability that, in its construction, is
mediated by its linguistic and technological infrastructure. To be useful and applicable
knowledge is situated and pragmatic, rather than timeless and placeless - this is
especially the case with problem-solving knowledge, which is likely to be contested.
Further, since resource deployment and risk are inherent in commercially deployed
knowledge, its cognitive and affective states are unlikely to be distinct. Such
knowledge will contain and reference both power and emotion.
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boundedness to learning and knowledge management processes. This is

done by processes referencing commercial purpose and the commercial
environment. Non-commercial organisations relate to different boundaries -

universities (for example) have a wider view of what constitutes relevant

knowledge. The constructivist approach suggests that conscious intent,

representing the relevance of knowledge by cognitive selection and

adaptation, is possible for commercial organisations, using a realistic

epistemology (for example that of Kogut and Zander 1992). From this

perspective boundedness is prescribed by the commercial organisation's
(and its network's) view of what contributes to sustainability. The re-

introduction a socio-cognitive perspective into the learning activities of SMEs
accommodates interpretative and purposive strategic intent and autopoiesis.
It reintroduces the importance of knowledge networking and conscious
decision making for the small firm. The autopoietic-constructivist approach to

learning organisations offers greater insights into the learning processes of
SMEs than autopoiesis alone, which focuses primarily upon inputs and

outputs rather than process. Piaget's view was that information-knowledge is
accommodated into mental structures or alternatively assimilated or

transformed. Both Dewian (1938) and Rogerian (1990) pedagogic traditions

emphasise that learning is an active engagement in sense-making (see
Papert 1993). In a general sense such learning is bounded by previous
knowledge, language-ability, and by distributed cognitions - social
acceptability, and therefore occurs within communities. In the case of an

industrial community (a firm or network) the shaping and sharing of learning,

purposively deployed towards commercial success differentiates adaptive
learning (knowledge creation) from its differently focused variety in non¬

commercial organisations such as universities. Of itself knowledge is non¬

productive, only when integrated with task resolution by people does it
become productive. To mobilise resources to produce, means to organise,
unless organising is to suit customers (effective demand) the results in
commercial failure - work output focuses relevance of learning.
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In summary, Nonaka and Takeuchi's autopoietic approach focuses upon

knowledge management rather than knowledge generation. Hence,

creativity hardly features in the autopoietic approach, whereas this is one of
the strengths of cognitivism.115 The autopoietic system explains the coupling
of the individual to the organisation in 'event times,' but not the individual act

of interpretative cognition: creativity. VE teams, which symbiotically loop
between technological and commercial dimensions of successful creativity,
are increasingly the domains in which individuals act creatively. Nonaka and
Takeuchi place more emphasis upon 'middle-up-down-management' than
teams or individual creativity. In this way the autopoietic approach alone can

be interpreted as explaining 'learning-by-doing' but not creativity.116 Only by

re-introducing some cognitive choice, in addition to the autopoietic
framework, are important strategic decisions and individual and team

creativity accounted.

Re-introducing connectionist cognition into epistemology has important

implications for information flows. Classic organisational theory suggests
that commercial hierarchies gather information, (mainly price signals), in
order to operate efficiently in the market.117 Shifting emphasis from

Management Information Systems to knowledge management indicates a

concern to move from quantitative information intensity towards gaining the

Creativity is an individual process, featuring emotion and synergising technology (it
works) and commerciality (and is paid for), (Solomon 1997). Recombining knowledge
creatively covers a spectrum of activities from radical innovation, incremental
innovation to marketing innovation (Walsh etal. 1992:47). More or less formal ways of
doing this are possible (Hansen etal. 1999).
See the criticism ontology substituting for epistemological choices in Harre (1997).
Further, the absence of (in Trigg's 1993 term) a weak relativism in a learning
organisations epistemology, excludes prioritisation over other strategic choices.
Pisano's study of pharmaceuticals, for example, argues that time-to-market is now an
essential competitive advantage.
Kay (1984) criticises these perspectives for excluding bounded rationality and
product-market linkages. Similarly, Swanson (1988) makes the point that 'warranted'
information systems are specifically designed to meet output requirements. In
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qualitative benefits of knowledge. Dretske (1969 and 1981) argues that
information intensity is necessary to support knowledge flows provided an

'epistemic seeing' distinguishes worthwhile signals from background noise,
and decodes signals into coherent meanings (see Elster 1979 and Douglas
1987). These activities presume purposiveness and a necessity of

understanding how and why thought-style evolves (Polanyi's phrase). These
choices are bounded, not because there is a surfeit of possibilities derived
from information overload, rather, as Elster (1979:358) argues, agents

consciously decide from what they are binding themselves. Truth in this
sense is Polanyi's socially conditioned 'applicable knowledge.'118

Adapting a user-led taxonomy of organisational learning from the viewpoint
of networking SMEs using and producing ICTs, figure 4.24 indicates

taxonomy of knowledge that this thesis will employ. In this figure, knowledge
socialisation and transfer for innovative and networked SMEs are shown to

be tacit rather than codification processes.

particular he calls attention to the skill base of all users necessary to deliver appropriate
understanding from generated information.
"Knowledge can be true or false, while action can only be successful or unsuccessful,
right or wrong. It follows that an observing which prepares a contriving must seek
knowledge that is not merely true, but also useful as a guide to a practical performance.
It must strive for applicable knowledge A technology must therefore declare itself in
favour of a definite set of advantages, and tell people what to do in order to secure
them." (Polanyi 1958:175-176).
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inlearningorganisations Highespeciallyforproject leadersandmanagement Byproductmarketor networkedprojects Highifnetworkefficient Natureofproduct Positioninvalue chain

Learningby Cognition Knowledge Generation
Codified(mainly)

At point(s)ofinteraction withthenetwork Formal Highiflinkedtomarket (professionalgroups)or dominantnetworkculture Highifnetworkisefficient
atknowledgeinteraction Byformalteaching, reverseengineering,IPR sharingornetworked projects Some,dependingupon natureoftechnology Availabilityand distributionof'slack' resources.

Learningby Referencing Knowledge Cumulation
Codified(mainly) InsidetheSME Formal Includestheuseof chosenaspectsofmeta knowledge Highin'rule-bound' organisations,lowerin learningorganisations Highwhereautopoietic systemiseffective Littleifproprietary,unless calledforbynetworked projects.Whereculture- baseddifficulttoreplicate. Followingcodificationor embodimentinprocesses andsystems Commitment-based humanresources. Managementabilityto teachandlisten

Figure4.24:TaxonomyofknowledgeforpurposefullyinteractiveSMEs
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This is because these firms are unlikely to have the time or in-house

expertise to codify knowledge flowing from their network. Their knowledge
codification capacity is likely to be fully utilised in the more formal generation
and cumulation processes.

This section has argued that organisational learning is a more complex, and
often more a tacit process than knowledge management, especially for

networking SMEs.119 These organisations often lack professionalised R&D,
are dependent upon knowledge-generating networks and for who time-to-
market is at a premium. Aspects of Nonaka and Takeuchi's theory are

argued to be less appropriate to networking SMEs than to large companies.
In addition, it has been argued that their theory inadequately treats creativity,
and that to do so a socio-cognitive 'representationist' epistemology is

necessary. The section has presented a taxonomy of knowledge appropriate
to networking SMEs, which will be used in later analyses.

4.16 LEAN PRODUCTION AND LEAN CONSUMPTION

JK Galbraith (1995:232) famously comments that lean production entails
lean consumption. This section (drawing upon Japanese experiences) asks:
is there a necessary connection between lean production and lean

consumption?

Kamata's (1983) Toyota work diary vividly describes the 'Modern Times'

intensity of work in a Japanese plant. Teranishi and Kosai (1993) too

comments upon the 'dark side' of Japanese lean production, emphasising
absence of welfarism in post-war reconstruction. Porter (1990:708) submits
that in the less productive sectors of the Japanese economy the quality of life
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is low. Kazo (1973:75) and Grunwald and Flamm (1985:11) suggest that the

export-led growth strategy of lean production entail increasing productivity in

response to international crises, accompanied by a trajectory of automation
and work speed-up. High employment levels in Japan appear to be based

upon state-induced mercantilist protection of inefficient market sectors. The
state in Japan has little re-distributional role; instead, it helps align society to

competitively succeed in a global economy (Wrigley, 1992:91).120 Indeed, for
Dore (1973:167) the absence of general welfare provisions helps explain the

high savings ratios.

From the devastation of 1945, lean production has provided many Japanese
with higher wages than their British counterparts, and a reportedly higher

quality of life.121 Families, and in particular women in them, Todd (1987)
finds, compensate for the absence of institutional care in Japan. He

emphasises that authoritarian family structures in Japan, and welfare state

provisions in Europe are both fragmenting. Ishida (1993) suggests that

employees with larger employers benefit disproportionately from lean

production.122

Japanese citizenry used their bargaining power during the post-war boom to
exact concessions from employers rather than the state. Lean production

It may be that this conclusions applies to small units of major companies. For example,
Fynes and Ainamo (1998) trace significant knowledge flows between Apple of Ireland,
and the local branches of major companies.
In Japanese 'economy' is an abbreviated form of keikoku saimin. This means
'administering the nation and relieving the suffering of the people, to govern the
nation under heaven, with wise statesmanship' (Morris-Suzuki 1989:13).
Bronfenbrenner and Yasuba, (1987) quote the Economist index of life quality showing
Britain at 965 and Japan at 1,002 having lower crime rates, more doctors per capita and
higher pensions. OECD, 1989, indicates that cost of labour (1973=100) in 1989 was
at 193 in Japan and 128 in Britain.
" in Japan workers in large firms have higher levels of education, occupational
status and income than those in small and medium-sized firms within each class of

employee.. The importance of firm size, however, does not undermine the effect of
class on the distribution of status characteristics in Japan." (Ishida 1993:224)
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arguably equates with lean state expenditure on welfare in developing
countries (see Latouche, 1993). The lean production state focuses upon

value production rather than its distribution, unlike western welfare states

(see Polanyi, 1957).123

The state in lean production
The lean production state tends towards value-creation rather than its

distribution, and to creating institutional arrangements supportive of lean

production. Indeed, the family, village and enterprise are more important re-

distributive mechanisms in Japan, than the state. Since 1945, the state in

Japan, has led changes in what Chang (1994:52) calls 'the institutional

configuration of society.' These changes emphasise individual solutions to
what in the West are considered collective problems, and, as Mann

(1973:36) suggested, to a channelling of pressures for welfare benefits
towards employers.124

Bronfenbrenner and Yasuba (1987) catalogue the legendary economic
achievements of post-war Japan. Neo-liberal commentators, such as Bacon
and Eltis (1978), attribute these achievements to a lack of crowding-out of

Like all societies, the distribution of the benefits from growth is a result of exercises in
political power and civic choices. In Japan's case, attention is draw particularly to the
gendered nature of the quality of life and the difficulties of those in low paid sectors or
with poor pensions (Patrick 1986:14). For some sections of the population, lean
production appears to correlate no more with lean consumption than other regimes of
accumulation. It is however, associated with lean government in the sense of a non-
redistributive state.
State interventionism takes different forms in Japan than in Britain (Cawson 1994: Ch.
9). In Japan the political system is arguably 'immature:' a 'spectator' democracy lacking
engagement (Hrebenar 1992). The Japanese State is highly active in non-welfare
areas (Hirst 1994:143). An example is the conservation of labour market duality in the
interests of large corporations (Allan 1981:79). Jessop (1994:13), using Regulation
theory, describes the value creating, as opposed to value distributing 'lean' state as a
Schumpeterian Workfare State which re-commodifies welfare. He contrasts this with a
Keynesian Welfare State. How far the state in countries such as Britain, which is
adopting lean production systems in manufacturing, also adopts the 'Schumpeterian'
state model remains a matter of intense debate (see Hutton 1996:50 and Solomon
1994).
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productive by unproductive expenditure and the absence of conflictual
industrial relations.

Japanese labour has been dealt with piecemeal at the level
of the individual enterprise while economic growth in the
national interest has been able to proceed without central
regard to the specific demands of labour. (Pempel and
Tsunekawa, 1979:264)

Alternatively, institutional economists (for example Galbraith 1991:293),
stress the absence of defence spending, and the active engagement of the
state in the economy - principally the MITI's role. The construction of 'visions'
and the marshalling of networks with resources behind them, is perhaps the

greatest achievement of MITI. Bowles et al., (1983) suggest no such
consensual civic governance of the economy exists in the US. MITI's
successes involve visionary leadership, rather than significant spending (see

Komiya and Irino 1992).125 However, in some areas, the Japanese state is

high spending.126 In Japan, the lean production state supports its regime of
accumulation by focusing upon value production rather than its distribution.

Japan's political system, Arrow (1974:Ch. 2) argues, is an immature

democracy: institutions minimise uncertainty rather than engender

In 1988 MITI facilitated ¥6.4bn spend on superconductivity, new materials,
biotechnology and new semiconductors, also ¥14.6bn on ten large scale industrial
technology project, in each case spending was by way of capital write-offs and low
interest loans, rather than direct grants. Examples include fifth generation computing
and artificial intelligence (Geigenbaum etal. 1988), co-operative RD&D on PCs in 1973
(Flamm 1988:193), and millennium visions (biotech, new materials and energy
sources).
Firstly, protecting inefficient sectors of the economy including sub-contractors
(Uekusa 1987:505) and the steel industry (O'Brien 1994, Ch. 3). These subsidies go
to investment in productivity improvement rather than fund consumption (Okimoto,
1986:35). Secondly, the Japanese education system compares favourably with
standards elsewhere (Dore and Sako 1989). It enjoys adequate funding, often with
additional support from parents and employers. Koike (1987:289) argues: " a
portion of Japanese blue-collar workers have intellectual work skills similar to those of
while-collar technicians and engineers... and ... form a crucial foundation for economic
growth and contribute greatly to productivity."
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participation. The overt exercise of political power is rarely seen in Japan.127
It is in external relations that the lean production state is clearly seen

pursuing the interests of the lean producer's. Japan's state appears neo-

mercantilist: maximising the inflow of wealth, whilst internally using wealth to

reduce external dependency (see Nester 1993:166 and Schwart 1994:11).
Yoshitomi (1992:324) suggests this policy is disjunctive with the 'iron law of
economics:' that is it is difficult to export with a rising exchange rate. As lean

production diffuses, the expansion of mercantilist principles may, as

Solomon, (1994) argues, destabilise world currency arrangements. It may

be, as Toffler (1985:153) contends, that sterner international regulatory
frameworks (at regional trading bloc or global level) enforce the opening up

of closed markets within both Japan and the US.

4.18 CULTURE - LEAN PRODUCTION'S HABITUS

Habitus is a matrix of perceptions, appreciations and actions, which are

grounded in material existence but not determined by them. This thesis is

arguing that it is not cultural particularism that explains the growth of

Japanese lean production, it is concrete social and economic history, and
structures in Japan which have given rise to lean production (Livingston et al.
1966:257). Porter appears to share this view:

Good relationships are not culturally determined but were
forged through secured employment, inviting union
leadership onto boards and an attitude of mutual respect.
(1990:409)

This section highlights three aspects in the culture of lean production, firstly
the relation between 'finance' and 'industrial' capital, secondly the central
cultural significance of 'business' within society, and finally the work ethic.

127 This confirms Van der Donk etal.'s (1989) view is that configurations of political, legal,
scientific and economic rationality are a better explanation of 'polities' than those
stressing the unidimensionality of power.
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Commentators such as Gurley and Shaw (1957), Mayer, (1988) and Jensen

(1993) argue that US company growth benefits is increased by being

externally financed. They contrast this with Britain where internal finance

provides 70% of company growth. Santarelli (1995:99) suggests that each
new regime of accumulation brings forth new financial instruments and
means of funding growth.128

All industrial societies, Alexander and Kumaran (1992:12) argue, adapt
cultural norms suiting its regime of accumulation. Generalised consumption
of goods identified as globally acceptable has been interpreted by Levi-
Strauss (1969) as a legitimation of capitalist relations. Such goods may hold

symbolic significance as to the benefits of industrialisation, and form a key

way, as Bocock (1993) argues, in which self-identity is expressed. Schein

argues that marketing dominated regimes - such as lean production - take
such norms to a 'deeper' less decipherable level, (see figure 4.37).129

Culture features strongly in the mediating (non-price) values characterising
institutional economics (Arrow 1979:110).130

In Japan, this takes the form of institutional finance rather than venture capital.
Japanese lean producers (prior to the early-mid 1990s) appear to have had two
differentiating characteristics. Firstly, the cost of capital was perhaps 20% lower,
representing a higher degree of managerial than institutional investor control of
enterprises, and a'stakeholder' perspective towards employees (Kozo 1988:198).
Rybezynski (1971), for example, suggested that Japan has two capital markets, an
institutional one and another within and between corporations Secondly, capital is less
mobile. It has a lower rate of take-overs, and with a higher institutional commitment less
reliance upon capital market forces. Since the mid-1990s, these early advantages
have turned into problems in Japan as the high level of bad debts in bank balance
sheets has become apparent.
The potency of product/corporate marketing over time is fully researched (Hofstede
1991:10). Prendergast, for example (1994:399), describes the marketing of Coke as:
"....the most incredible mobilisation of human energy for trivial purposes since the
construction of the pyramids.
Peters (1984) has popularised management style itself as a cultural trait, however,
competition as an ideology is not new (Marshall 1920:115). Alvesson (1987:129)
points out simply because an attitudinal trait is also ideologically promoted does not
make it untrue.
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Schein: levels of culture and their interaction

Artifacts and Creations

Technology
Art

Values

Testable in the physical environment
Testable only bv social consensus

r
Basic Assumptions

Relationship to environment
Nature of reality, time and space
Nature of human nature

Nature of human activity
Nature of human relationships

Visible but often
not dicipherable

A

Greater level
of awareness

A

Taken for granted
Invisible

Preconscious

Figure 4.37: Schein's typology of culture
(Schein 1985:14)

What is new, Bauman suggests is self-expression by association with

product origins.

There is therefore an intrinsic ambiguity in freedom in its
modern edition, wed to capitalism. The effectiveness of
freedom demands that some other people stay unfree. To be
free means to be allowed and to be able to keep other
unfree. Thus, freedom in its modern economically defined
form does not differ from its pre-modern applications in
respect of its social-relations contents. It is, as before,
selective. (Bauman 1988:45)

This culture is individualised and may Beck (1992:227) argues, involve

greater reflexivity than 'collectivist' Fordist consumerism. Association with

corporate products, Kunda (1992) points out, differs from identification with

particular management policies, yet may involve association with an

acceptance of 'managerialism' in abstract. In this sense, lean production
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consumerism is both an ideology and a limitation upon ideologies.
Personalities are patterned by attitudes (Adorno et at. 1950), whereas
attitudes appear only to be changeable if (see Halloran 1967) the change
meets a personal need. The difficulty as Lincoln and Kalleberg (1982:28)

point out is verifying changes in attitudes - behaviour is more easily
controlled. Kono (1992) argues that lean producers can alter the culture of

organisations as strategic aims change and that in this they aspire towards

positively using organisational culture as a management tool.

A third aspect of lean production's culture relates to work itself. Capra

(1983:232) criticises the competitive nature of work and learning in Japan.

However, whilst working hard and learning are part of the Confucian moral

code, they are not exclusively so.131 If as Setsuo (1990:2) suggests, self-

esteem, in addition to organisational improvement, motivate learning and

working, then a strong work ethic is positive.132

Other dimensions of culture may also be important in supplier relations and

clustering. Recent research by Aquilon (1997) into Volvo's supplier relations

suggests these differ markedly between EU countries.

Livingston, Moore and Oldfather (1973): during the Meiji period attempts to
introduced Shinto and western learning (yogaku), achieved the latter but not the
former, indeed (jugaku). Kitagawa (1966:257) points out, "Confucian ethics remained
as the only meaningful norm for family and other inter-human relations." Perhaps the
best example in English traditions of a strict moral code inter- mixing with a driving
work ethic is George Elliot's character Adam Bede, who became infuriated at
colleagues stopping work at finishing time when work remained to be completed.
Methodism encapsulated some of these values into a mass movement.
For example, Giddens (1994:180) suggests that, "Productivity stands opposed to
compulsiveness and to dependency, not only in work but in other areas including
personal life."
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4.19 SUMMARY: SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF LEAN
PRODUCTION

This section has argued that the industrial organisation is best understood

using a constructivist-contingency approach. In particularly Gattiker's

concept of 'fit' between an organisation, its people and its technology and
those of its environment, is considered useful. An autopoietic theory of

learning organisation has been constructed, and a knowledge taxonomy

suggested, with which to map and analyse organisational learning in SMEs.
Lean production the section argues, encourages the development of state
structures and policies supporting value creation rather than distribution, and

relationships strengthening the regime of accumulation. Finally, this chapter

suggests that the habitus tool helps understand culture within analyses of
lean production.

Since lean supply is such an important aspect of the lean production system,

it is separately considered in the following chapter. This is followed by

chapter six which discusses the wider institutional arrangements supporting
lean production.
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Chapter Five

THE EVOLVING NATURE AND
CHARACTER OF LEAN SUPPLY

Supply, along with research, design and development (RD&D) are increasingly
seen as filling the 'white space' within and between organisations. Thus, it
would have been possible to include this chapter on supply in either chapter

four which analyses lean production at the level of the plant and its

environment, or in the following chapter which will analyse the institutional

arrangements in which lean production flourishes. Given the importance of

supply in this research, I felt that a full treatment of the subject warranted a

separate chapter. Supply bridges the inter and intra-organisational levels at
which lean production operates.

When defining lean production in chapter two attention was drawn to the

importance of a 'supportive, high-performance supplier network' in Krafcik's
(1988) original definition of lean production. This importance is not simply a

search for leanness, important though this is. An important aim of this chapter
is to show that supply chains are conduits of knowledge, a stimulus of and
reason for networking and clustering and a vehicle for the diffusion of

technology.

Following a clarification of terminology, this chapter examines the origins and

working of supply arrangements in Japanese lean production and early

attempts by non-Japanese lean producers to build partnership supply

arrangements using in particular the work of Nishiguchi (1994) and Macbeth
and Ferguson (1994). A third section, uses Lamming (1993) to illustrate two
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critical points: that lean supply has entered a post-partnership, post-Japanese

phase, and secondly, that decomposing supply chains naturally leads

analyses into networking arrangements and flows of knowledge in supply
chains. Section 5.4 summarises some of the latest research into lean supply,
in particular around the ideas of extended enterprises, governances in post-

partnership supply networks, supply strategy, the risks inherent in lean supply,

e-procurement and the notion of agile enterprise supply. The idea of flows in

decomposed supply chains is re-visited in section 5.5 using material gathered
in empirical phase of this research. Conceptualising supply streams, consisting
of social, physical, value and knowledge flows, it argues, creates a tool used
later in this thesis to analyse the contribution of supply networks in West
Lothian to the diffusion of lean production.

5.1 NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY

The supply chains is an integrative metaphor conceptualising the planning,

sourcing, making and delivering of goods and services, using network(s) of

suppliers, carriers, manufacturing sites, distribution centres, retailers and
customers (see Lummus and Vokura, 1999). It is possible and at times

necessary to decompose the supply chain into constituent elements. The term

supply chain captures the integrative nature of the supply processes from

resourcing, through contriving to customers. Alternative formulations focus

only upon aspects of these processes. Thus, procurement emphasises buying
decisions and logistics the physical movement of goods. A weakness of the

supply chain metaphor is the suggestion of pre-determination in route and
outcome. At times, it is therefore useful to conceptualise supply as a stream

with relationships upstream to suppliers and downstream to networks of

intermediaries, distributors, and customers. Later in this section, the notion of
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supply networks is scrutinised further and decomposed into flows within the

supply stream. Supply chain management (SCM) is part of process-based

management and involves a structured analysis with the aim of continuous

change and improvement of the commercial organisational setting (Zairi,
1997). Since SCM continually looks for additional ways of integrating
functions to improve performance (see McAdam and McCormack, 2001) it
often involves 'plan, do, check, evaluate' cycles. Thus, SCM here does not

imply a stable, non-dynamic system.

Lean supply chains at one level simply describe a higher margin between
costs incurred and value-added than alternative (less lean) alternatives. Of

course, the problem arises as to what constitutes value. The view of (for

example) Walters and Lancaster (2000) that value in value chains is

metaphoric and not computable seems unwarranted in a theoretical area

already populated with metaphors and with a greater need for new practical
tools. Monden (1993) usefully distinguishes cost which is non-value adding,
cost which though non-value adding remains necessary and value-adding
costs/activities (see the discussion above in section 4.9 on value engineering

and activity based costing). (Increasingly the distinction between services and

manufacturing is recognised as artificial, see McGuffog and Wadsley, 1999
and Johne and Storey, 1996). Harland (1996) and Harland, Lamming and
Cousins (1999) argue that it is also useful to conceptualise supply chains from
the broad perspective of value creating networks. This view aligns closely with
the institutional approach outlined in chapter one, the business system

engineering perspective of Stevens (1989, see chapter two) and of course the
Porter's (1985) value chain theory. Whereas Hines and Rich (1997)

conceptualise the value and supply chain as encompassing wider parameters

than a value or supply stream, I take the opposite view. Chains suggest linear
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outcomes whereas streams are composed of multiple flows, thus, in this

thesis, value and supply streams are wider and more all embracing than value
and supply chains.

5.2 JIT AS A LEAN PRODUCTION PROCESS

Japanese supplier relations in manufacturing, Dore (1973) argues, are rooted
in its economic development and are not simply explicable in terms of culture
or 'relational contracting' though these are important. Differentiating JIT

processes from wider systems can be somewhat artificial. However, greater

confusion occurs if JIT is used to describe the entire lean production system.

This section examines the shape, character, nature and origins of lean

production supply models as they emerged and evolved in Japan and where

originally translated (in terms of partnership) into non-Japanese contexts.

Late industrialisation, low capital imports and raw material resources placed a

premium upon (watari shokuni) skilled labour in Mejdi Japan. Watari shokuni
were literally 'artisans of passage,' itinerant labour commanding high wages,

as distinct from shokko (regular workers) and rinjiko (casual) employees.

Oppressive labour laws during the 1920s redistributed industrial power to large

companies, which grew into Zibatsu. These loosely coupled cross-sectoral
families of companies often acting as gendoki (prime movers) using

competitive sourcing or inter-linking equity stakes to promote kyoryokukai

(associations of suppliers). Post war reconstruction attempted to eradicate

Zibatsu, but smaller kigyo keiretsu (vertical company families) developed

retaining kyoryokukai. Nishiguchi, surveying this history supports the view,

...that the major determinants of sub-contracting organisation lie
chiefly in the domain of socio-economic, technological,
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infrastructural and political factors and not necessarily in the
economic agents' cultural attributes. (1994:49)

Long-term trust exists between Japanese kyoryokukai (supplier associations)
and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), taking the form, Harrison

(1994) argues, of kiertsu families of Japanese companies, (see examples in

figure 5.1).

Sogoshosha Bank Group Companies

Mitsubishi Corpn. Mitsubishi Bank Mitsubishi Group Mitsubishi

Mitsui Bussan Fuji Bank Mitsui Group Mitsui Group
Sumitomo Corpn. Sumitomo Bank Sumitomo Group Sumitomo

Marubeni Corpn. Fuki Bank Fuyo Group Hitachi

Nissan

C. Itoh Sumitomo Bank Dai-ichi Kangin Kawasaki

Group
Nissho-lwai Sanwa Bank Sanwa Group Hitachi

Tomen Tokai Bank Tokai Group Toyota

Figure 5.1: Examples of Japanese kiertsu

Though conceptualised in the 1930s, Abegglen (1973) suggests JIT was

implemented in the 1940s, the result of a confluence of ideas including waste

elimination - a prominent Japanese cultural trait. In 1933, Toyota's decision to

expand car production was constrained by lack of investment capital to fund

work-in-progress (WIP) and inventory. Tai-ichi Ohno envisaged 'pulled'

production flow having witnessed demand-led supermarket re-stocking.

During the post-war period (and ramp-up for Korean War production),
exacerbated inventory shortages stimulated the introduction of JIT. McMillan

(1989:214) shows how the original kanban system (material tags releasing

stock) reduced work-in-progress (WIP), set-up times, and 'buffer-stocks.'

Unintentionally argues Yamashina (1987), JIT also demonstrated the de-
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fragmentation of functional areas.1 Management quickly realised, in Harrison's

phrase (1992:5), the opportunity to, 'get it right, keep it right, and improve it.'
JIT therefore catalysed continuous improvement in both internal workflows and

external supply chain management. As Japanese manufactures grew in size,

component demand grew, building upon relational supply arrangements. JIT

evolved to include TQM principles, enabling to-the-line delivery further

reducing overhead costs. Womack etai (1990) argue that lean-supply is now

a major competitive advantage; a view summarised by Rajagopal.

The JIT concept is based on the philosophy of waste elimination,
where waste is defined, as anything other than the minimum
resources required to add value to a product. Typically, it focuses
on the reduction of inventory level. This translates into a
requirement for frequent, on-time deliveries of materials that are
100% fit for use. Therefore, unless there is a capacity problem,
using multiple sources violates the JIT principle of absolute
minimum resources. JIT is a central characteristic of lean

production. (Rajagopal 1991:15).

JIT is not a single package usable only in major assembly processes; variants

may be used at all scales of operation. Jobbing and small batch producers
can utilise inventory control and QC elements. Large batch manufacturers

may use these elements and WIP control. At each combination of volume and

variety in production, scale JIT has some degree of applicability (Harrison
1992:29). Customer driven production and continuous improvement through

knowledge cumulation are factors not specific to scale of operation (Gjerding
1992:102).

Edwards (1988), arguing for the superiority of JIT over MRP suggests that JIT is a
horizontal information flow, whereas MRP is vertical and less effective - a less holistic
system. More recent research, (for example Exon-Taylor, 1997) suggests that where
capacity is finite (unlike manufacturing where it is expandable to a degree), such as in
the food and drink sectors, MRP in the form of capacity planning and scheduling
remains a more appropriate tool than JIT.
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Led by Toyota and other car manufacturers, Japanese OEMs during the
1960s extended JIT into two inter-related spheres. The internal drive to

reduce WIP and inventory coupled with continuous improvement inside lean

production plants. Secondly, price, quality and delivery time continuous

improvement, and knowledge flows in external supplier relations. During the

1960s, 'lean supply' generalised amongst Japanese OEM lean producers

helping to double productivity. Establishing tiered supply chains often took ten

years (Abegglen and Stakes 1986:115). These developments knitted with
what Komiya and Irino (1992) term MITI's mercantilist vision: limiting imports

of value-added goods.

Tiering 'pushes' value-creation along the supply chain and often involves lean

producers transmitting knowledge to suppliers. Whilst continuous

improvements in cost, quality and delivery are expected from suppliers, they in
turn enjoy the benefits of knowledge flows. Additionally, suppliers often profit
from financial investment, loans of staff or equipment, and an evening out of
order-book 'lumpiness,' (arising from involvement in product strategy

determination).2 Supply chains in Japan emphasise networking. Their

governance is relational and interactive. Other outcomes may occur, Van
Hoek's (1998) research into SMART car manufacturing shows that value and

knowledge can remain with suppliers, leaving small margins for OEMs.

JIT is not narrowly bounded: according to (Parnaby 1987) it poses issues for

management accounting, double-loop learning and empowerment.

'Asset specificity' inadequately explains this arrangement since they are accompanied
by engagement in knowledge flows, sometimes financial support and joint product
development and scheduling. For similar reasons the simple 'duality' of a core-
periphery model cannot explain the shape of Japanese OEM, supply chains.
Ownership patterns and industrial structures avoid the 'tight-coupling' of vertical
integration from mergers and acquisitions (Ashcroft and Love 1993).
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Schonberger succinctly graphs these issues in figure 5.2. Yamashina (1987)

argues that JIT challenges functional demarcations, posing issues of up-

skilling and flexibility. When JIT reaches outside an organisation into the

supply chain, Bayliss (1987:232) suggests, these opportunities are amplified.

Using cash to cash measurement of supply chain efficiency (for example,
Bechtel and Jayaram, 1997), can highlight unexpected power relationships

arising from the position of suppliers in the market and the (in)-ability of OEMs
to integrate functions.

Schonberger's view of responsibility centres

It is insane for the operations to be planned this way:

►
for the people to be organised this way:

i i i
and the jobs to move among machines and assemby

stations this way:

Figure 5.2: Responsibility centres,
(Schonberger, 1986:101)

Of course, in all situations, as Kaplan and Cooper (1997) point out, once costs

and measures exist as benchmarks, it is possible for all network participants to

endeavour to manage change.
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Oliver and Wilkinson's (1987) survey suggests that a third of British
manufacturers use JIT, with a third each not using or planning its use.3 By

1991, these figures were 68% using JIT, 18% not using and 14% planning to

use. Voss and Robinson's (1987) survey, using qualitative techniques
identified a 'piecemeal' approach to implementing JIT, finding that easier

(without redefined inter-relationships) aspects such as SPC and reducing WIP
were most frequently implemented.4

Interpretations of JIT include the creation of a core-periphery model of

relationships, to the disadvantage of smaller firms.5 Alternately JIT can be

interpreted as stimulating interactive flows of innovational ideas along supply
chains. A significant argument in favour of lean production is that it increases
total value created.6 However, critics suggest that lean production merely
redistributes value realisation to the lean producers.7

Partnership supply is shaped, Macbeth and Ferguson (1994) suggest by the
nature of plants suitable to types of products. Figure 5.3 shows that l-shaped

plants, (such as chemical processing) have straight-line supply pipelines. V-

shaped plants have variety introduced in early supply stages, A-shaped plants

J
Six-six companies, selected from the Times 1,000 companies were surveyed in 1987
and 460 in the 1991 repeat survey.

'

Nissan at Sunderland, who received some £112 million public subsidy and aims to
create a 'growth pole' featuring a local supplier network. However, Garrahan and
Stewart (1992:46) questioned the success of this strategy.
Averitt's (1968:25) analysis of large and small firm relations in the US machine tool
industry suggests that, "When unit and small batch production firms are small, but sell
to large Corporations, prices tend to be forced down towards opportunity cost."
Hill (1993:250) gives several examples of cost reduction at one point in the process
being outweighed by cost increases in another part - for example reducing inventory
which increases stock.

Computing the advantages of JIT is complex, when implementation of other systems
innovations may be occurring at the same time (Cooper, 1995:83). Pisano (1997:Ch.
2) makes the basic point that customers rarely care about the processes used, but are
output driven.
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(for example aerospace) have complex outputs demanding a complex variety
from supply chains and T-shaped plants have varied output; their supply
chains are driven by WIP control rather than input complexity.

1 - shaped plant V - shaped plant
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Figure 5.3: Shapes of manufacturing plants
(Macbeth & Ferguson 1994:65)

Recent work by Michaels (1999) reinforces the point that industrial structures,

cumulated behaviour patterns and governances importantly affect the actual

'alpine' shape of supply chains (see figure 5.4). In particular, a heritage of
mistrust (Michaels studied aerospace supply) may weigh heavily against

mutually beneficial supply networking.
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CONSUMERS

1 I
DISTRIBUTOR DISTRIBUTOR

Figure 5.4: Tiered supply
(Macbeth & Ferguson 1994:129)

In summary, JIT grew within Japanese lean production plants, driving both
internal and external relations towards continuous improvement. JIT

integrates with other lean production systems and processes, and can be

effectively operated in a number of forms at all scales of operation.

As lean production diffused into Europe and the US, the importance of its

supply arrangements became apparent. Earlier literature (for example Brand,
1972 and Clopton 1984) viewed buying and selling industrial functions as

antitheses. Since the early 1980s it was understood that patterned trading

relationship could result in untraded externalities (Hakansson, 1982). Later
work by von Hippel (1988) and Leenders and Blenkhorn (1988) showed how
effective partnering can stimulate innovation. By the late 1980s, co-operative
alliances were couleur de rose amongst large companies, as Charles and
Howells (1992) and Badaracco (1991) show. Bhatnagar and Viswanathan

5.3 POST-JAPANESE LEAN SUPPLY AND ITS
DECOMPOSITION
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(2000) have shown that the cost of the logistical element of supply chains
varies enormously (4.4% in pharmaceuticals, 14% in manufacturing and 26%
in merchandising). It may be that the rates of possible savings arising from
the adoption of lean supply help explain the pattern of its diffusion.

Early attempts in Britain to adopt what Lamming (1993) later called 'post-

Japanese' lean supply produced mixed results. White (1984) found that JIT
resulted in over-laid bureaucracy in firms. Yamashina (1987) found that

attempt to adopt JIT often failed because departments remained fragmented
and there was too little understanding of technical processes outside of
Production. In short, as Voss (1992) concluded, the system was not fully
understood. This led to the reification of cultural differences. There were

exceptions, and Parnaby's work in Lucas (see Parnaby 1981 and 1987)
became an oft-quoted benchmark. Womack's auto industry study, which
favours adoption of lean production, described its supplier relations and
concluded that (1990:190) "distribution is a fully integrated part of the entire

production system."8

Lamming's work (1993) began the process of decomposing post-Japanese
lean supply. Using an institutional framework, this study of the auto industry

analysed the possibilities for mutual benefit in new car development between

suppliers and customers. Lamming's contribution is to show that lean supply
is post-partnership in the sense that it involves industrial restructuring

(particularly of governances) and post-Japanese in the such arrangements

can be built outside of the specific cultural heritage of Japan and Japanese

companies. He develops four supply models (traditional, stress, resolved or

Cost-downs are the common phrase used to convey continuously improving value-
added. They are not always cost reductions. Rather it may be in the form of RD&D
undertaken, quality or delivery improvement.
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closed competition and partnership), each of which are characterised by their
use of nine factors. The decomposition of supply relations into these factors

was an important step in demystifying supplier relations. The nine factors

Lamming uses (1993:147) to classify types of supply relations are: (1) the
nature of competition i.e. environment in which relationship exists, (2) the

basis upon which sourcing decisions are made, (3) information transfer

(system integrity and compatibility), (4) attitude to capacity planning especially

complementarity of new assets, (5) delivery practices, (6) the manner of

dealing with price changes i.e. adversarial or win-win, (7) attitude towards and

joint responsibility for product quality, (8) the role of R&D and (9) the level of

pressure in the relationship. From his analysis of the auto industry and using
these nine factors, Lamming then presents a series of strategies for the

adoption of lean supply: a post-partnership (fifth model), in this case of lean

supply. In doing so he precedes Nishiguchi (1994) in emphasising the time

necessary to build lasting industrial relationships. He argues that to adopt

lean supply firms must recognise their role (in terms of size and contribution to

technology) within supply chains and invest in activities appropriate to this
role.

The decomposition of lean supply, pioneered by Lamming is significant.

Firstly, conceptualising a post-Japanese lean supply overcomes arguments

that lean supply cannot travel outside of the culturally specific relationships in

Japan. Success by a range of companies in adapting lean supply to new

industries (service example) and using ecommerce technologies (Dell)
underline this point. Indeed, in Lamming's terms (1993:222), it may be for
reasons which this research explains in chapter ten, that major OEMs in

Europe ("key players") find it easier to adopt post-Japanese lean supply than

"loyal collaborators" to inward investors. A second significance of Lamming's
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approach is that decomposed supply chain attributes may be measured,

analysed in best practice case studies and benchmarked against.9

From the viewpoint of my current research, a research question in which is the
extent to which supply chains are conduits for the diffusion of lean production
in West Lothian, Lamming's approach of decomposing supply chains is a

method of going beyond structural and trading links, into the flows of

knowledge along supply chains.

Flows in supply chains - value networks

Supply chains are processes of planning, implementing and controlling the
efficient and effective flow, storage and use of raw materials, work-in-progress
and finished goods and the related information and knowledge flows, from

points of origin to points of consumption, with the aim of providing satisfaction
for customers. Thus, supply chains often centre on customers, mediated by

production centres and integrating other company functions and relations with

partners. These relationships range downstream to suppliers and upstream to

customer distribution channels.

Figure 5.5 illustrates three dimensions to each supply chain, suggested by

Taylor (1997) governance, physical flows and knowledge and information
flows. Physical movement of goods between spatial points refers to the
mechanisms involved in their movement. Each supply chain entails multi¬

directional flows of information and knowledge.10 Governance refers to the

performance of the supply chain and the degree of interactivity between sets

of managers.

9

10

These questions are analysed in reference to the EQFL model in Kinder (2001b).
Aspects of information flow commonly studied are demand forecasting, order
processing, management information and IT systems.
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Figure 5.5: The physical, value and knowledge flow dimensions
of Supply Chains (Based on Taylor, 1997)

This section returns below to the issues of the practical mapping and

benchmarking tools, which can be based upon this 'flows' approach. Firstly,

however, it examines the structures and space in which such flows occur - the

emergence of the extended enterprise.

5.4 THE ERA OF THE EXTENDED ENTERPRISE

Porter's (1985) theory of value chains is an important stepping stone towards

recognising that for networked organisations, employing networking

technologies, value is created and distributed as a result of inter-organisational

relationships. Flowever, as Cooper (1995) argues, precisely because of

technological and organisational networking, sustainable competitive

advantage is no longer achievable. Non-colluding oligopolistic markets favour
both innovation and market entry. In addition, competency theories of the firm

(see Teece, 1988 and Pavitt, 1992) emphasise the importance of knowledge
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to networked SMEs.11 This emphasis is important, since as Contractor and

Lorange (1988) show, network technologies, R&D risk syndication and the
evolution of network architectures, place a premium upon the quality and
result of inter-organisational relationships. Porter's (1985) focus, even where
he speaks of coalitions of value chains, is intra-organisational, rather than
intra- and inter-organisational levels. Yet, value is increasingly generated in
the interactions between organisations or decentralised parts of organisations

(see Berry, Evans, Mason-Jones and Towill, 1999).

Value streams of extended enterprises thus become counter-posed to value
chains. Womack and Jones (1994) are amongst the first to conceptualise
extended enterprises, arguing that, "A supply chain is an extended enterprise."

However, inter-organisational supply integration features prominently in
Stevens (1989) business systems engineering model. Itami (1987)

popularised the underlying idea with his focus upon invisible assets (as

opposed to asset specificity) as a major source of value (see Langlois, 1995
and 1997 on the importance of the reuse of knowledge as opposed to asset

specificity, in the growth of networking industrial organisations). In order to

differentiate firms that belong to industrial networks from those utilising

networking technologies, I will use the term extended enterprises to mean

firms that place themselves in value streams. Later, figure 6.9 in chapter five
details the range of terms and theory relating to extended enterprises. In
effect, the extended enterprise welcomes interdependency with other firms
and players in networks, recognising that its limited competences and

capabilities grow in competitive advantage when combined with the shared
commercial purpose of an effective industrial network.

11
For a practical application of absorptive capacity to a learning environment, see
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Whereas relations between autonomous value chains appear as static

dynamics, value stream captures the dynamically changing flows and

alignments over time within an organisation, between an organisation and
other organisations, institutions and technologies. Conceptualising extended

enterprise organisations as streams, in this sense, eradicates vestiges of
behavioural models of the firm in which exogenous technologies dominate.
There are of course difficulties in employing any metaphor. One problem with
the notion of value streams is that the concept can be misinterpreted as

deterministic (stream - river - sea). Predicated outcomes are avoided,

however, with the inclusion of conscious purpose into the idea. This is done

by decomposing value streams into a series of 'flows' within processes of
sociotechnical alignment. This approach privileges a desired outcome

(profitable innovation) within the processes of innovation, whilst

acknowledging these processes to contain tensions, constraints and power

relations. In short, value streams, are processes of continual alignment and

re-alignment, they are the results of interactions creating sociotechnical
constituencies. For the purpose of this thesis, a stream is a descriptive noun,

whereas the verb to flow invites decomposition of the nature, form and
stimulation of action.

Emerging new governances in post-partnership supply
In effect, the extended enterprise accepts inter-dependency with other actors

in its supply stream. Integrating functions within the set of governances

constituting one firm can be difficult, as the introduction of total quality shows.

Undertaking functional integration across organisational boundaries, poses the
still greater challenges, as Levy, Bessant, Sang and Lamming, (1995) show:

re-negotiating governances to reflect joint responsibility for the entire supply

Kinder and Lancaster, (2001).
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chain. This is the post-partnership phase of supply chains, which Lamming

(1996) argues faces the challenge to:

redesign the way in which responsibility for value management
is shared in order to exploit expertise wherever it lies in the chain
and to recognise the impact in one part of the chain of decision
made in another.

Section 4.9 in chapter four quotes Clark and Staunton's (1989) work on

development lead times. Using Thomas' (1990) idea of total time cycles,
Mason-Jones and Towill (1998) and more recently Twigg (1998) draw
attention to relations with product designers (both upstream and downstream).
Pisano's (1997) study of research-production process integration makes
similar points concerning time-to-market in pharmaceuticals. As is often the
case new governances include re-combinations of older ideas. Voss (1992)

rejected the conventional dichotomy between manufacturing and services,

suggesting that 'service factories' integrating these functions might emerge,

supported by richer (IT-based) information flows. Research by Youngdahl

(2000) suggests that post-partnership supply networks are now creating
'service factories,' recombining previously separated governances. As

McGuffog and Wadsley (1999) point out, one effect of functional integration is
to reduce the risks entailed in adopting lean supply.

Networking risks and lean supply
Krafcik's (1988) seminal paper speaks of a "high-performance supplier
network" reducing the risks of adopting lean production. There are of course

risks in the interdependency resulting from lean supply itself. Later in chapter
five (section 5.6) some of these risks are discussed, such as technological
lock-in to maturing technologies. Commercial risks include the withdrawal
from a network of an essential player or 'free-riding' by new entrants.
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Spekman, Kamauff and Myhr's (1988) insight that increasingly competition will
be between sets of networks rather than individual firms appears apposite for
some mature technologies (PCs and consumer electronics) and some

emerging technologies (optoelectronics and biotechnology). Indeed, as Twigg
(1999) points out, networks build around new car designs, may in their entirety
succeed or fail on the basis a the ideas of a very small number of designers.
The many quality controls necessary for effective partnering (see Rackham,
Friedman and Ruff (1996:125) may be multiplied when constructing networks.

Indeed, the risk of failure are one reason why large companies can take a long
time to choose (or divest themselves) of supply partners.

Patterns of reliability and trust built up over time, reduce the risks of network

failure (see New, 1996). Recent work by Lamming, Johnsen, Zheng and
Harland (2000) returns to these issues of risks.12 They reference Fisher's

(1977) classification of functional and innovative supply networks, adding the
dimensions of product complexity and complexity of inter-organisational

relationships. Anumba, Simieniuch and Sinclair (2000) point out that supply
networks must reconcile the twin targets of leanness and time if actors are to

have the slack necessary for R&DD. Inefficiency in a supply chain may affect
the competitivity of an entire network, argue de Souza, Zice and Chaoyang

(2000), who using micro-chips as a case study, suggest it is possible to

identify decision-rules to overcome 'bull-whip' effects. It may be possible in

some networks to agree such decision rules (see also Yu, Yan and Cheng,

2001). However, this pre-supposes governances strong enough to bind a

network, when some players may have the choice to leave or even a stake in

12
Other ways of classifying supply chains include Hoekstra and Romme (1992:7) use of
downstream activity (make and ship to stock, make to stock, assemble to order, make
to order and purchase and make to order).
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competing networks. In all cases, Al-Mashari and Zairi's (2000) Manco case

study shows, technical innovations designed to lower network risk, must have
the confidence and support of actors in the network.

The early Japanese lean supply model (see above) lowered risk to OEMs and
the first-tier in the supply chain by the heightening risk upstream. IT now

makes the lowering of organisational boundaries easier and cheaper, for

example using EDI (see Chandra and Kumar, 2001), there is little evidence in

the UK (perhaps with the exception of the midlands car supply cluster) of the

spatially confined supply clusters or the horizontal networks of suppliers found
in Japan, (chapter six reviews the empirical evidence for this).

Lean supply and ICT-supported e-procurement tools

Inter-organisational flexibility is likely to increase as ICT-based advances in

communications increase the speed and reach of information flows, lower its

costs, improve security and enrich interactivity (Chandra and Kumar, 2000).
Of course, it takes time for personal and institutional arrangements to change
and overcome the initial productivity paradox resulting from continuing to work
in old ways. IT, as Jayaram, Vickery and Droge's (2000) work shows, can

support the functional and inter-organisational integration potential of supply
chain management. Within developed economies with developed transport

infrastructures, the faster initiation of logistical movements can undoubtedly
lower total cycle times as Motwani, Madan and Gunasekaran's (2000) work

suggests. Indeed, software developments now enable vendors to bid for a

wider range of work and buyers to further shave margins (Webster,
Muhlenmann and Alder, 2000). Companies such as Dell and General Electric

and IBM have successfully migrated much of their SCM to the Internet.

However, it remains the case that unless 'back-office' facilities are capable of

integration with Internet-based 'front-offices,' that as van Hoek (2001) argues,
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many B2Bs will fail. The tools offered by the Internet support supply chain and
network integration. It appears however, that that fundamental issues of
network governances remain whatever tools are used.

Agile enterprises - the extended processes of lean supply
A final concern of recent supply chain theory on governances is the issue of

agile supply. Nagel and Dove (1992) coined the term agile-enterprise

meaning an extended enterprise which actively scans its environment,
internalises lessons and embarks upon 'double-loop' learning to purse

strategic objectives (see chapter five). The term has substance since it is

grounded in learning organisation theory and since it invites interrogation of

the previously unexplored 'black-box' the environment. Agile enterprises as a

type of learning extended enterprise is frequently employed in modelling e-

commerce and e-procurement (see Timmers, 1998 and Kinder et al, 2001).
The agile enterprise debate contains many of the themes raised above

regarding trading off innovative and functional aspects of supply chain activity

(see van Hoek, Harrison and Christopher, 2001)

In her study of health services supply, Harland (1996) envisages value-

creating networks integrating into one inter-organisational process covering

production, supply and marketing functions. The idea of inter-organisational
lean supply strategies, supported by business process re-engineering (BPR)
tools is advanced in Harland, Lamming and Cousins (1999).

Recently a number of researchers have combined the ideas of agility and

inter-organisational lean supply strategies. Naylor, Nairn and Berry (1997)

literally combine the words into leagile, supply strategies, which they define as:

... the combination of the lean and agile paradigms within a total
supply chain strategy by positioning the de-coupling point so as to
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best suit the need for responding to a volatile demand downstream
yet providing level scheduling upstream from the de-coupling
point.

The de-coupling point is the point at which customer orders cease to be
definite and become forecasted. (A difficult with the concept is that some firms
face 'lumpy' order books, without patterned and therefore predictable

behaviour). Clearly, the nature and character of supply chains varies with
each company, market and set of technologies. Part of this variation is the

vantage point from which the supply chain is analysed. Normally this might be

profitability or customers. In this thesis, the vantage point is a spatially
confined area and the efficiency with which a technological system diffused
within that area. Naylor et at. then suggest that whereas in advanced firms
have been is lean upstream and agile downstream, the current challenge is to

create strategies, organisational forms and governances creating leagility

upstream and downstream. As Childerhouse and Towill (2000) and Prater,
Biehl and Smith (2001) point out, echoing Krafcik's (1988) comment, there are

limits to leanness. Naylor's et al's point, however, is that these limits should
be constantly tested. One of the defining characteristics of the lean approach
is the constant search for incremental improvement. For example, Forza and
Vinelli (2000) argue that viewing ordering as sub-processes upstream, may

help compress time cycles, if CAD and information systems are joined-up.
Similar points about integrating and re-engineering internal and external

ordering processes are made in Salvador, Forza, Rungtusanatham and Choi
(2001). It may be, as Akkermans, Bogerd and Vos (1999) argue that the

ability to combine agility and leanness in supply strategies results from the

competitive hunger of the firm.

The notion of supply strategies is important. Framing supply strategy within
the need to reconcile the upstream and downstream leanness and agility of
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extended enterprise helpfully focuses renewed attention upon some of the
basic principles of lean supply.

This section has used recent research literature on lean supply to demonstrate

the validity of the supply network perspective and the metaphor of supply
value streams in the era of the extended enterprise.

It has shown that increasingly partnership models of supply fail to capture

emerging new network-based industrial and supply structures and their

governances. These new structures necessitate new ways of evaluating the

value deriving from the various value flows contained in supply networks and

supported by Internet-based new technologies. In particular, new lean supply
network structures appear to enable agile enterprises to formulate a new

reconciliation between the risks inherent in leanness and the value deriving

from knowledge flows, social interactions: in short, the slack necessary to be
innovative. Using material gathered in the empirical stage of this research and

generating grounded theory, the following section suggests an approach
which may help analyse the processes giving rise to 'non value-adding but

(long-term) necessary' flows in supply networks.
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5.5 THE EVOLVING SHAPE OF LEAN SUPPLY

Understanding supplier networks is an exercise in situated analysis. Across

technological domains, sector power structures etc the nature and form of
networks differ. In addition, the necessary intra- and inter-organisational
characteristics of firms benefiting from the network differ between

technological domains. In short, analysis of the beneficial relationships

constituting a supply network requires a specific appreciation of the social and

technological purpose of the network(s) in a particular sector. There are no

industrial networks in general; instead, there are purposive networks
associated with particular technological domains.

The Japanese JIT model supported Japanese lean production technology in

cars, computers, audio-visual equipment etc. Newer technologies (multimedia

communications, biotechnology, optoelectronics,) are more knowledge
intensive (i.e. science is more rapidly migrated into commercial products), and
these newer technologies are more configurable and customisable, in short,
less prone to lean production techniques. Supplier relations reflect these

changes and often align with the emergence of networking commercial

organisations.

Closer relations between science and technology bring greater technical and
commercial risks. Many large companies now prefer a network model of R&D

(often taking 'corporate entrepreneurship' investments in SMEs). This
breakdown of what Tsuchiya (1989) refers to as a 'citadel mentality' further
weakens vertical integration and supports relational supply. In ICT sectors,

creative engagement as suppliers and product developers is often found

amongst companies who are otherwise competitors (Holden and Burgess,
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1994). As task complexity in R&D increases, Killing (1988) argues, large

companies prefer to reduce organisational complexity, by acting in project-
based supply networks, rather than the formally tiered structures typical of
lean supply.

The content of procurement varies between sectors and affects the shape of

supply arrangements between sectors. A breakdown of supply requirements

may be materials, commodities, customised components, corner-engineered

assemblies and proprietary good or services. Materials will often be quality,

price and time sensitive, be globally and often multiply sourced using

competitive arrangements. These are the categories used by the
Procurement Managers in the four inward investing companies interviewed in

this research and are shown in figure 5.6 (see Appendix 1).

Type of procurement Typical characteristics
Materials Quality, price and time sensitive

Globally and multiply sourced
Competitive sourcing

Commodities Local and single sourcing
May be competitively sourced

Customised components May be locally sourced
Often singly sourcing
May be contract competition

Corner-engineered
assemblies

Often globally sources in established
clusters

Designed-in at R&D stage
Proprietary goods or One-offs e.g. consultancy services or
services new production equipment

Often HQ sourcing decision

Figure 5.6: showing types of procurement and its characteristics

Post-Japanese supply is more problematic than its predecessor system of

long-term relational, tiered JIT supply, or the alternatives market-related

supply models. It is based upon complex choices within complex
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organisations. In this context participation in supply networks and the use of

e-procurement by large turnover companies becomes more understandable.

A large turnover company is likely to participate in a number of networks,

possibly at different levels of its organisation. It may, for example, use

competitive supply (order quantity based upon quality benchmarking and
continuous improvement in prices or other value-added) for materials and

commodities. Its customised components and corner-engineered assemblies

may follow a JIT tiering model using a defined sectoral supply network.

Finally, its proprietary goods or services may be supplied via partnering of

networking arrangements in which only its principal management or R&D staff

participate.

Supply networks as flows

Viewing value streams as flows captures the dynamic, non-deterministic
interaction between networked organisations over time provided the idea is

decomposed into the flows making up the value stream. Fours sets of flows

appear to constitute supply value streams: social, physical, quality (added
value) and research (learning and knowledge management). Before defining
these terms and indicating their use, it is important to understand the concept

of flows.

In continuum mechanics solids change form (deform) under pressure,

returning to their earlier shape or retain a deformation. Fluids, however, are

composed of molecules that are connected and slide over one another. The
term flow can be analogously used to describe (for example) flows of traffic, of

thought and of genes and has been incorporated into everyday terms such as

flow chart, flow diagram, cash-flow and supply chain flow. A flow is movement
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with continual change amongst its constituent parts, an abundant movement

without harshness - an easy smooth and uninterrupted progress though often
with an unpredictable outcome.

By way of analogy that value chains may be considered as solids subject to

deformation, whereas networks appear as flows of liquid a continuous change
of deformation over time. Flows are driven over time by self-referencing and
unlike deformations do not to require continuous pressure. They differentiate
from deformation by never achieving steady state, returning to a previous state

and (short of extreme viscosity) being fractured. The inputs and
transformation processes of the deformation (here analogised to the value
chain framework) are clear and charted; those of the flow are diffuse and

unpredictable. Finally, the degree to which outcomes can be predicted are

lower for flows than deformations, lower for value streams than value chains.

Analysis of commercial networks may be classified in a multitude of ways. For

example in Molina and Kinder (2000), we use breadth of relationships

(meaning numbers of interacting participants) and depth of knowledge

networking as important analytical parameters of industrial clusters.

In the SPQR model being developed here, a value stream is conceived as

being made up of four value flows. Note that each value flow converges at the

margins with each of the other flows. Thus a social flow is conceived as a

dominant current and not exclusive of (for example) research flows.

To continue with the flow and stream analogy, figure 5.7 illustrates the four
value flows making up the value stream to become intermingled in a holistic
manner in a value stream - all combining to achieve the output of the value
stream. Note also that the value stream does not deterministically surge
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towards the 'open sea' of evolving technologies and markets. It may cross a

'delta' (metaphorically, a point at which social and technical success is judged

by extraneous forces). The delta may alter the course, shape or pace of
streams before they reach the sea.

Like all analogies, the value stream/flow approach is only useful if it aids

analysis. The content of supply network alignment processes, is decomposed
in figure 4.31, showing a definition and typical characteristics of each of the

four flows within supply networks.

Flows in extended

enterprise supply
relationships

Characteristics of flows in

supply networks

SOCIAL
FLOWS

Interactions between people or
collections of people (in this
case organisations)

Appropriate governances and types of
power in use are a function of the
quality of relationships in the network.
Relational supply is based on trust and
reduced 'psychic distance' between
players.

PHYSICAL
FLOWS

Changes in tangible shape and
or material location

The creation, manipulation and location
of materials, commodities, parts and
sub-assemblies and proprietary goods
or services.

QUALITY
FLOWS
(value)

Value flows dictate where in a

supply stream value is added
and how it is then distributed.

Technological regimes (such as lean or
knowledge- based production influence
who creates and who accrues value.
Value may take non-monetary forms.
Power relations are important.

RESEARCH
FLOWS

(knowledge
& learning)

Knowledge generation, transfer,
socialisation or accumulation
from the viewpoint of knowledge
management or of learning.

Flows may be formal or informal.
Unintended catalysts for knowledge
generation may be important.
Power within networks (and
organisations) may dictate how the
benefits of knowledge are distributed.

Figure 5.7: Flows in business supply networks

Figure 5.8 decomposes each of these flows into its component parts and gives

examples (from West Lothian research) of these flows operating supply
networks.
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Components parts of
value stream flow

SOCIAL FLOWS

Leadership, strategic vision and
quality of people

Governance of supply
network

Exercise of industrial power

Regulatory regime

Size of network

Network entry-exit and
ease of participation

Availability of risk capital

Example of flow in value stream
from West Lothian research

A small company with traditional skills, entrepreneurally led, was
able to lead a network of major players because its leader set out
an inspirational and clear vision, and built a team to implement it.
A small plant belonging to a major corporate network was able to
command attentiveness from suppliers also in the network beyond
that it could have negotiated bi-laterally.
A major customer dominating a highly competitive supply network
imposes costly conditions on supplier delivery arrangements.
SME searches for and finds design engineers in Chinese network who
help compliance with communications equipment regulations.

A small player is able to garner from an expanding network of
customer a wide range of new product ideas.
With help from a local major company, a small local supplier is able
to enter global supply networks otherwise inaccessible. To continue
operating in an ICT network a company increase R&D budgets.
Risk capital from venture funds and larger companies helped
several SMEs to create competences and operate in supply networks

PHYSICAL FLOWS

Transport reliability

Political/economic stability

Scalability

Flexibility

Physical proximity

After identifying lower part-prices in Eastern Europe, a major
company deems transport unreliable and retains local suppliers.
The cost of multiple sourcing is borne as insurance by a major
company against instability in one supplier country.
To retain its position in a supply network a small company has to
invest in lowering set-up costs to improve scalability of operations.
Numerical and functional flexibility is a key attribute of those
indigenous SMEs successfully trading with inward investors.
A major company obliges global suppliers of key components to
set up satellite supply bases at their own expense.

RESEARCH FLOWS

(knowledge and learning)
Knowledge socialisation

Knowledge cumulation

Knowledge generation

Knowledge transfer

An advocacy network of microelectronic companies works with a
local college to set-up flexibly taught Mechatronics courses.

Supplier seminars by a major producer formally transmit
improved process knowledge to suppliers.
By helping fund university-based research projects, SMEs help
generate optoelectronics knowledge and improve local skills.
Seminars on ecommerce adoption for SMEs create a free-flow of
ideas leading to new businesses and portals being established.

QUALITY FLOWS (value)
Quality improvement

Cost-downs

Add-on value-added

Cost of quality
improvement

SME lends staff and equipment to a supplier, helping create new

competences so it can contract-out its PCB assembly work.
A major companies network of suppliers accepts that continued
supplier approval is conditional upon an annual 5% cost-down.
An SME supplier of ducting steps in and designs work-benches under
a major's supervision, creating a new successful product line.
SME offers 'from its line' 'to the customer line' digital quality
monitoring at its own cost, as USP in competitive supply network.

Figure 5.8: Decomposition of value flows showing examples
from companies in West Lothian
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In the analysis chapters of this research (ten and eleven), following the

presentation of empirical results (chapters eight and nine), I return to this
SPQR model to examine knowledge flows in West Lothian supply chains. The

purpose of introducing the data in figure 5.8 at this point, is purely to illustrate
how the SPQR model can be used in practice.

The SPQR-model flows identified in earlier sections of this paper are

empirically discernible in the supply networks in which these sixteen West
Lothian companies participate.

The use of the SPQR model in this research

It would be possible, as I have done in Kinder (2001) to use the sociotechnical

constituency approach and the SPQR model to show how firms within sectoral

networks may conceptualise the creation of supplier networks as processes of

building sociotechnical constituencies. The 'weighting' attached to each flow
will vary with the technology domain and the organisational setting. Thus, for

example, in public administration health sector procurement 'quality flows' will
take greater significance (and be subject to a contextually-specific

decomposition) relative to (say) procurement of road-making aggregates.

The same paper decomposes the four SPQR flows, into a benchmarking tool.

Many of the categories are similar to those in the European Foundation for

Quality Management (EFQM) benchmarking model. However, the advantage
of the SPQR approach is to update earlier categories taking account of the

growth of extended enterprises. Thus, social flows for example, might include
in benchmarking criteria network governances, the exercise of industrial

power, ease of network entry and exit and availability of risk capital for

expansion. Where benchmarking is cross-sectoral, customisation should take
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account of sectoral differences by using sub-sections applicable to the sectors

being compared. Customisation has three-stages: firstly, selecting the

particular sub-sections constituting a standard. Secondly, effective

benchmarking compares measurements, which may be qualitative or

quantitative. Finally, at particular product/sectoral life-cycle stages some parts

of the decomposed SPQR model will warrant greater weighting than others.

Selecting which flows are more or less significant are (subjective) business

decisions.

Another use of the SPQR approach is in evaluating the appropriateness of e-

procurement (ICT-based B2B ecommerce).13 The use of e-procurement is not

simply a matter of availability of secure systems. E-procurement offers

Procurement Managers new opportunities to lower transaction costs, and
offers organisations the opportunity to re-engineer purchasing and order

processes. However, like all ecommerce tools, e-procurement only enhances
the dictum buyer beware. Organisations would be short-termist in the extreme

to sacrifice knowledge flow or important relationships, merely to secure a small

price advantage. In other words, organisations via procurement systems must

take care to adopt a holistic view of the flows desired from supply networks.

Such decisions, are of course specific to a company (goals), sector

(technology type) and phase of constituency building. In particular, figure 5.8
combined with the SPQR model may assist decision making on these
matters.14

The SPQR model is directly relevant to the research questions being pursued
in the current research. It will be shown in chapter eleven, that the SPQR

13

14

See Kinder T, 2001 h and Kinder T, Winskell M, and Molina AH, 2001.
The author is currently using this model in research into e-procurement in conjunction
with TeleCities network members.
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model assists the mapping of the supply relations of firms constituting West
Lothian's microelectronics cluster. In addition, it will be shown that the SPQR

model aids the analysis necessary to answer the research questions on how
far West Lothian supply chains are a conduit for the diffusion of lean

production and the nature of networking amongst West Lothian manufacturing
and the diffusion of lean production.

5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Chapter two (figure 2.1) describes lean production as a holistic system, which

for analytical purposes this research views from plant, environment and

institutional dimensions. These plant-level dimensions were reviewed in

chapter four. The current chapter shows that lean supply reaches into the
heart of the lean production plant from external suppliers. As such this
discussion on lean supply acts as a natural bridge between the plant
dimension of lean production and its institutional arrangements, which are

analysed in the following chapter.

This chapter has shown the origins of lean supply in the early Japanese lean

production system. Lamming's notion of lean supply has been used to show
how lean supply chains decompose into constituent parts. Reviewing recent

research into lean supply, the chapter argues that in the era of the extended

enterprise, lean supply networks take the appearance of Lamming's post-

partnership model. Referencing empirical data from this research the chapter

suggests a SPQR model of supply network flows (social, physical, quality and

research), which chapter ten uses to analyse the content of West Lothian
manufacturer's supply chain flows.
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Chapter Six

THE INSTITUTIONAL SETTING GOVERNING
THE DIFFUSION OF LEAN PRODUCTION

6.1 INTRODUCTION AND STRUCTURE

This chapter lays out the remaining conceptual instruments used for analysis
in this research. Figure 6.1 indicates the four parts structuring the way in
which this chapter reviews four categories of conceptual instruments:

technological, market, clustering and spatial perspectives. Each section
clarifies how and where these conceptual instruments are used to analyse
lean production diffusion in West Lothian.

Number Sections in this chapter

6.1 Chapter introduction
TECHNOLOGICAL TRAJECTORIES AND DIFFUSION

6.2 Technological trajectories and Regulation Theory
6.3 Long-wave theory and lean production diffusion

GLOBALISATION, NSIs AND DIFFUSION
6.4 Globalisation
6.5 National Systems of Innovation

NETWORKING, CLUSTERING AND DIFFUSION
6.6 Networks, knowledge networks and sociotechnical constituencies
6.7 Clustering: spatial and knowledge networks and technology

diffusion

SPACE, CONTENT AND DIFFUSION
6.7 West Lothian space - content
6.9 Chapter summary

Figure 6.1: Structure of Chapter 6

Chapter four has created a picture of lean production operating at plant level
and within its immediate environment and chapter five shows how lean

supply requires particular intra- and inter-organisational structures and

governances. The current chapter complete the theoretical framework for
analysis by highlighting how systemic and institutional arrangements affect
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the diffusion of lean production. This leads analysis beyond the immediate
boundaries of lean production plants and the techniques they employ, to

place lean production within West Lothian in its wider institutional and global
context.

Central to this research is an exploration of the relationships between plant,

system and institutional levels of lean production's operation. These

relationships will be shown to be multi-layered, multi-faceted and dynamic.

Figure 6.2 illustrates a snapshot these complex inter-relationships at a single

point in time and using an economic cluster as an example. The figure
shows a dynamic inter-weaving of social and economic influences upon

spatially confined industrial activity, such as a lean production cluster.

Figure 6.2: Interweaving of physical, economic and
social space to create sustainable industrial activity

Diffusion, the non-random scattering of technology into new social settings, is
a process in which technology symbiotically interacts with new environments.
As MacKenzie and Wajcman (1985) indicate, the adoption process becomes

adaptational, and not, as Blackburn et at. (1982:21) establish, explicable in
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simple linear terms of factor-substitution.1 Diffusion is a complex
sociotechnical process, which Collingridge (1980) argues poses normative

questions regarding its pace, direction, benefits and costs.2 A broad array of

conceptual instruments is necessary, as MacKenzie (1988) argues, in order
to present a holistic analysis of major technological change.

The chapter begins by examining the nature of technological paradigms. It

argues that a synthesis of modern Regulation theory with Freeman and
Soete's (1987) wider socio-technical framework gives a more suitable
framework than the post-Fordist approach with which to analyse the diffusion
of lean production. In doing so, the section briefly considers the value the

long wave theory. Section two focuses upon market dynamics, examining

globalisation, and innovation systems arguing that each approach helps

analyses of diffusion. Networking and industrial clustering influence the

shape and extent of diffusion in and within regions. A third section selects
from these theories approach most useful in analysing diffusion. A final
section focuses upon spatial relations. It examines Malerba and Orsenigo's

(1994) theory of technological regimes, Fleck's (1996) taxonomy of

technologies, Piore and Sabel's (1994) flexible specialisation and theory of

absorptive capacity and learning regions. Tools from each of these theories
are used as conceptual tools later in the analysis section of this research.

Innovation and diffusion each contain elements of the same processes. Their success
is measured in terms of technical capability and social acceptability (including
commerciality) and not, as Edge (1988) suggests, of 'practically successful
technology,' and 'intellectually successful technology.' Nabseth (1974) argues that in
an era of globalisation only international acceptance can demonstrate successful
diffusion. Pace of technological diffusion varies with practical factors such as: cost,
length of the payback, and length of learning curve (Davies, 1979) and environmental
acceptability (Cairncross, 1995).
Nobel (1984:351), for example argues that".... technology is not the problem, nor is it
the solution. The problem is political, moral and cultural, as is the solution: a successful
challenge to a system of domination, which masquerades as progress."
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In summary, Figure 6.3 sets out the conceptual instruments which this

chapter contains, indicating their relevance to the research questions.

Conceptual
Instrument

Key
authors

Research Question
to which relevant

Wider technological
paradigm - Regulation
Theory

Long-wave technological
regimes

Synchronisation between
modes of regulation and
regimes of accumulation

Freeman and
Soete (1987)
Boyer (1990)
Marshall (1988)
Freeman (1992)
Malerba (1994)

Bowles and
Edwards (1993)

What interpretation can be placed upon lean
production as practised in West Lothian?

Socio-technical
constituencies

Transnational enterprises
as differential networks

Knowledge networking

Molina (1999)

Nohria and
Ghoshal 1997

Hakansson
(1989)
Biemans (1992)
Grabher (1993)

What networking occurs amongst
manufacturers in West Lothian and its

consequences for the diffusion of lean
production?

Socially grounded
national systems of
innovation and globalising
economy

Castells (1997a)
Chesnais (1992)
Lundvall (1992)

Which variables have influenced the diffusion
of lean production technology in West
Lothian, and which of these variables might
be expected to influence future technology
diffusion?

Symbiotic 'fit' between
people and technology
(firm/environment)

Absorptive capacity

Local clustering

Gattiker (1990)

Cohen &
Levinthal (1990)

Cooke (1995)
Storper (1997)
Amin (1999)

How suitable for the diffusion of lean

production are the institutional arrangements
prevailing in West Lothian?

Figure 6.3: Summary of conceptual instruments outlined in this
chapter and the research questions which they address
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6.2 TECHNOLOGICAL TRAJECTORIES AND
REGULATION THEORY

Selected and therefore diffused technologies often fall within 'technological
corridors' or technological paradigms. This section analyses the usefulness
of technological paradigms, technological trajectories and long-wave theory
for understanding the diffusion of lean production in West Lothian. It also
evaluates the applicability of theories of post-Fordism to analysing lean

production diffusion. The section introduces a non-Marxist interpretation of

Regulation theory, featuring a use of habitus to address agent-structure
issues.

Technological paradigms and trajectories
Institutional theory explores continuity creating social structures

(transmission, success) and dis-continuity (variation and selection), the
creation of new structures. In his seminal article, Dosi (1982) narrowly
defines a technological paradigm.3 He aims to establish a focusing device,

enabling efficient search for successful variation.4 Each technological

paradigm is internally defined in terms of parameters of technological

knowledge and externally defined by the power with which it disregards
alternative solutions. A technological paradigm, as Metcalfe and Diliso

(1997) argue, forms an agenda for progress since knowledge and expertise
cumulate over time within a paradigm's parameters.

"
a 'technological paradigm' is a 'model' and a 'pattern' of solution of selected

technological problems, based on selected principles derived from natural sciences
and on selected material technologies. We will define a technological trajectory as the
pattern of 'normal' problem solving activity (i.e. of 'progress') on the ground of a
technological paradigm (or research programme) embodies strong prescriptions on
the directions of technical change to pursue and those to neglect." (Dosi 1982:151-
152, formatting in the original).
Freeman (1979 First Edition) proposed the applicability of Kuhn's (1962) sociology of
knowledge approach to technological disjunctures. Earlier, Nelson and Winter
(1977:36) had used the notion of natural technological trajectories.
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Introducing social and economic purpose into technological paradigms,
Freeman and Soete (1987) aim to locate within an exogenous setting

endogenous technology choice. Innovators may make history - but not in
circumstance of their own choosing. Freeman and Lundvall (1988a) outline
how national innovation systems can circumscribe endogenous choice, and
Freeman (1992:120) later emphasises the coherence given to searches by

inter-organisational networks and institutional arrangements.5

Of particular importance are networks of traders featuring business-to-
business user-producer linkages. Since it is diffusion rather than invention
which drives economic growth (Freeman, 1982), in processes of imitative and
defensive adoption, the fact that adoption causes adaptation is itself an

important catalyst in the innovation spiral. Fleck (1988) argues that process

technology (such as robotics), especially when it incorporates configurable

technologies, create 'innofusion' - innovations resulting from user-supplier
interaction (see also von Hippel, 1988).6

Dosi's notion of a technological paradigm, like Kuhn's theory of scientific

paradigms, may usefully delineate the intellectual boundaries of puzzle

solving. Flowever, the notion of technological paradigm is necessarily
broader. For example, both Freeman (1992:175) and Castells (1996) identify
the current dominant technological paradigm as being information and
communications technology (ICT). The route of change - trajectory - within
the ICT paradigm cannot be known in advance - indeed the broader the

I avoid Freeman's 'radical' and 'incremental' distinction between technologies because
(like the product-process distinction) the differentiation is situationally specific.
Secondly, it can be a distinction without a difference, since many radical innovations
are the result of a cumulation of incremental changes.
Hughes' (1983) 'reverse salient' theory argues that the wider the application of a
'network' technology the greater its interaction with its environment. Care has to be
taken not to introduce post-rationalisation or determinism into analyses when
deploying theories such as those presented by Hughes. As Noble (1984:235)
indicates, re-shaping can be a conflictual process.
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implications of technology, the wider the range of institutions involved in its
successful innovation (so-called general purpose technology). 'Matching,' as

Perez (1983) calls the process of aligning diffusing technology with

supportive institutional arrangements, offers less assistance in searches for

technological solutions than 'search' in the more narrowly scientific

paradigm. In this thesis, technological paradigm is used in the broad sense

outlined by Freeman as a general description of the environment facing
innovators. Other, more focused conceptual tools are needed to present a

rich analysis of the precise form and content of lean production diffusion.
One such tool, also with Kuhnian intellectual roots, is labour process theory
and post-Fordism.

Regulation Theory and institutional regulation
The purpose of including a section analysing labour process theory and

Regulation theory in this chapter is two-fold.7 Firstly, following Braverman's
(1974) arguments about labour processes, a significant amount of theoretical
and empirical work went into subsequent debates. Secondly, the debate
stimulated conceptual approaches (for example the post-Fordist approach)
which continue to be offered in analyses of lean production and its diffusion.

My approach is critical of the conclusions and absence of grounding which
are typical of many conceptual approaches in the labour process debate.
This section shows that Regulation theory is an important contribution to the

armoury of institutional economics, provided the theory is divested of

unnecessary premises. Two aspects of Regulation theory are particularly

appropriate for analysing the diffusion: synchronisation between mode of

Regulation theory builds upon the work of Aglietta (1979); Lipietz (1992); Mistral
(1982); Boyer (1988 and 1990) and Latouche (1993) - the Grenoble school. An
overview of the Grenoble Groupe de recherche sur la regulation de I'economie
capitaliste can be found in Robels (1994). De Bernis (1987) represents a more
orthodox Marxist Paris group. Jessop (1986) and Bowles and Edward's (1993)
empirical study of the US economy by are important texts. Freeman (1992:190,
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regulation and regime of accumulation, and the use of habitus to address

agent-structure issues and avoid determinism.

Regulation theory focuses upon industrial systems, arguing that a changing
institutional order requires analysis wider than the level of the nation state or

trans-national companies. A new technological paradigm, they argue,

traverses national boundaries creating a new mode of regulation between
individual states and individual capitals: post-Fordism.8

Regulation theory addresses growth, rather than crisis or breakdown in

capitalism. It argues that a long-wave of growth occurs when a mode of

regulation synchronises with a regime of accumulation.9

One of the great steps forwards in the early regulation school
positions about the crisis of Fordism was the insistence that
'regimes of accumulation' comprised compatible modes of
production and consumption. (Warde, 1994:231).

To avoid charges of determinism, the theory incorporates Bourdieu's (1971)

concept of 'habitus,' thereby introducing subjectivity into agent-structure

relations.10 Regulation theory, in Perez's terms, seeks to 'match' a (socio-
institutional) regulatory mode, to a (technological) regime of accumulation,

using a non-deterministic analytical tool (habitus).

1987:1991) recommends the use of Regulation theory for analysing the diffusion of
broadly based technology (such as lean production).
Each regime of accumulation is dynamic: " partial, temporary and unstable result of
embedded social practices rather than the pre-determined outcome of quasi natural
economic laws." (Jessop 1992:26)
A regime of accumulation is a composition of the institutional arrangements and social
structures, (regularities), promoting profitable expansion within a particular mode of
regulation. A mode of regulation consists of laws, routines, cultural and consumption
patterns which norm social relationships.
Subjectivity highlights individual consciousness in making sense of circumstances and
ideas, as opposed to structural theory that emphasises roles within structures.
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The post-Fordist discontinuity and Regulation theory
A core proposition of early Regulation theory is a paradigm shift from Fordism
to post-Fordism around 1966.11 Fordism, (see Bowles and Edwards, 1993)

may be viewed as a labour process; a regime of accumulation, with a mode
of regulation; and/or as collectivist cultural modernity.12

'Internal' and 'external' contradictions within Fordism, including the spread of
consumer credit, Regulation theorists argue, create an un-reformable de-

synchronisation of the mode of regulation from its accumulation regime.

'Continuity in discontinuity' 'grows over' the Fordist regime of accumulation
into a post-Fordist regime:

some of the new structural forms and regulatory practices
arose from attempts to manage the crisis of Fordism, others from
attempts to escape it. (Jessop, 1994:13)

This ideal-type description of Fordism faces criticism for assuming a universal

application, when clearly the diffusion of Fordism was geographically limited.
Other criticisms of the post-Fordist theory include an unfoundedly specific

periodisation (Benefeld and Holloway, 1991); introducing determinism to the
exclusion of political struggle (Holloway, 1988:93); and conflating theory and

history (Salvati, 1989:70).13 Whilst Fordism may be useful as a general
epochal description, my work requires richer tools grounded in current
industrial practices in order to analyse why a particular shape and pace of
diffusion occurs.

11 Fordism is: "On the one hand the social organisation of labour developed and
deepened the principle of mechanisation. On the other hand an intrinsically capitalist
mode of consumption was formed and structured by the mass production of
standardised commodities." (Aglietta 1979:382)

12 See Jessop (1991:6) and Bell (1960). An archetypal Fordist regime of accumulation is
mass production, of price rather than quality sensitive undifferentiated commodities,
by vertically integrated companies, using semi-automated technologies. Fordism uses
Taylorist work design, which separates conception from execution, and rule bound
workplace governance, including conflictual industrial relations.
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Early work by Regulation theorists accept Marx's labour theory of value laws

(the falling and equalising rates of profit). Recently, rational choice Marxists
(Elster 1983, Burawoy 1985 and Carver and Thomas 1995) adopt Sraffa's
(1973) criticism of Marx, thus synthesising institutional and Regulation theory.
Recent Regulation theory is in a Keynesian tradition, for example Boyer and
Drache (1996), Leborgne and Lipietz (1988), Wilson (1988), Moulaert and

Swyngedouw (1989) and Cooke (1995). Some Marxist authors are critical of

Regulation theory because in their view it is non-Marxian in political economy

(see Holloway 1991 and Carchedi, 1991:186).

Attempts by Marxists to transform price with value were made difficult by
Sraffa's (1973) conclusions, which supported Bohm-Bawerk's (1975) critique

of Marx, arguing that actual prices are not market determined but are the
result of exercised social power (see Steedman, 1978). Other authors
continue to argue the classic Marxist viewpoint (see Desai (1979:112);
Mainwaring (1984), Panzieri (1976); loth (1980), Jaffe (1994) and Mattick
(1969, 1978 and 1981).

It is increasingly possible to use Marx's social and structural analysis without

accepting the labour theory of value and his political prescriptions. Often
termed 'analytical Marxists,' this group is represented by Elster's (1985) work
which synthesises rational choice Marxism and methodological individualism

(see also Carver and Thomas 1995 and Burawoy 1979). Within technology
studies examples of such authors could include Mackenzie (1984:473),

Hodgson (1981) and Jessop (1994:13). Others now regard Marx's system as

based upon moral imperatives rather than economics (Kamenka 1962, 1969
and 1972).

This thesis uses the terms Fordism and post-Fordism in a general descriptive sense
without specific definition or periodisation.
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Since aspects of Regulation theory, particularly the synchronisation of mode
of regulation and regime of accumulation, form a substantial part of the

analysis to be pursued in this research, is important to note that:

• Regulation theory is not necessarily Marxian in economics or political
programme.

• Many Marxists no longer adhere to a labour theory of value.
• Institutional theorists using aspects of Marxian theory do not necessarily

deploy a labour theory of value.

The point is that Regulation theory may or may not be Marxist (in current work
it tends not to be). It may or may not use a labour theory of value (in modern
formulations it does not), and that it draws upon Marxist theory without

accepting Marx's teleology. This section will now argue that divested of its
orthodox Marxist intellectual baggage, Regulation theory is a conceptual
instrument useful in the analysis of lean production diffusion.

Habitus and Regulation theory
Institutional theory in general and Regulation theory's regime of
accumulation and mode of regulation in particular, are structural theories,
which can be criticised as functionalist and deterministic.14 Regulation theory
addresses the agent-structure issue by using Bourdieu's concept of habitus.
Bourdieu argues that within structures intentions matter in individual
actions.15 For Bourdieu, who uses Lefebvre's (1974) work, habitus is a

'durably installed generative principle of regulated improvisations.' It is a

mediating of experience carried in learned group consciousness creating

See Thompson's (1978) and critique of Parsons (1971) and Althusser (1965).
See Jencks (1993:127) who, in challenging Althusserian and Parsonian uses of
culture as deterministic, dismisses their use as a 'black box.' Bourdieu dismisses
structuralism as unexplained 'social-glue.' " hypostatises systems of objective
relations and converts them into totalities already constituted outside the history of the
individual and of the group " (1972:174). He is also critical of those structural
theories employing situational rationality (1971:200).
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dispositions reconstituted in learning. Habitus forms self-perpetuating
'cultural capital' by self-referencing and reinforcement. In particular:

School serves to transform the collective heritage into the
common individual consciousness. (Bourdieu, 1971:200)

Situated between material structures and culture, habitus is a third level of

task diversification. Habitus for Bourdieu and modern Regulation theorists it

explains the reproduction of structures and culture as a "matrix of

perceptions, appreciations and actions," grounded in material existence but
not determined by it.16 The groundedness of habitus avoids the criticism of

circularity levelled (for example) against Parson's use of culture.17

Because the habitus is an endless capacity to engender
products - thoughts, perceptions, expressions, actions - whose
limits are set by the historically and socially situated conditions
of its production, the conditioning, and conditional freedom it
secures is as remote from a creation of unpredictable novelty as
it is from a simple mechanical reproduction of the initial
conditioning. (Bourdieu, 1977:95).

Classic industrial cases of this are strong unions ('power' habitus), blending
with member's role as consumers ('money' habitus), and assisting a

managerial ('change' habitus). 'External' change and 'internal' dynamics
avoid 'totalising' reductionism by Bourdieu in formulating habitus. These

dynamics include unmet intentions and the unintended consequences of
actions provoking re-appraisal of dispositions.18

Gidden's 'structuration' is a similar concept to habitus, though Giddens (1994:78)
focuses upon self-referencing and the re-formulation of cultural norms, an approach
which de-focuses inherited structure and cultural capital.
Parsons uses culture as a self-reinforcing mechanism, and faces the criticism of
circularity. Bowey (1976:48) criticises the circularity in functionalism arguing that what
the theory intends to explain are assumed active characteristics of the explanation.
Taking an industrial example, Burawoy (1979) emphasises subjectivity in relations at
work. He bases this on game playing, which manufactures consent, and dynamically
creates new consents. The other principal transmission device for culture, Tichi
(1991) argues, is television.
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Bourdieu and Regulation theorists aim to avoid the charge of reductionism.
Robels (1994:17) analogises habitus to a 'trajectory:' habitus transmits

stability and normed behaviour, yet allows potential variation. External
factors produce 'variation' in Bourdieu's theory since individuals relate to

many different habitus - habituses may conflict and individuals re-align

dispositions by blending 'trajectories.' Bowles and Edwards illustrate the
interaction and mutual re-shaping between these habituses, (see figure 6.4)

using the inter-relations between labour processes in different areas of
economic and social life.

To conclude this section: habitus is a powerful analytical tool linking

Regulation theory's regime of accumulation with the mode of regulation,

avoiding the agent-structure determinism of some structural theories.

The 'wider' Freeman framework and Regulation theory
This section has argued that a broad framework is necessary to analyse the
diffusion of a general-purpose technology such as lean production. Both
Freeman (1992:175) and Castells (1996:Ch. 1) argue that the dominant

technological paradigm, for product innovation, is currently ICTs. In

manufacturing processes, however, lean production appears to be the
dominant paradigm. This distinction helps explain why this thesis uses

Regulation theory rather than the 'wider' Freeman framework outlined above.

My focus is not on a narrowly defined technology or technological system for
which Freeman's 'in-to-out' approach is likely to be appropriate. Instead, this
research requires conceptual instruments, which are both 'out-to-in' and 'in-
to-out.' The lens required to analyse lean production diffusion focuses upon

the inter-relationships between technology and social situation in which it is
diffused. Key variables featuring in this research will be synchronisation
between the regime of accumulation and mode of regulation, which using a
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higher 'F-stop' on the lens will be shown to be processes of sociotechnical

alignment. From this perspective the 'wider-Freeman' framework and

Regulation theory (as outlined above) are complementary rather than

necessarily alternatives.

Figure 6.4: The inter-dependent relationship between production
and consumption (Bowles and Edwards, 1993:44)

There are significant arguments against adopting Freeman's approach. If
Freeman's wider framework were set in opposition to a Regulation theory
framework then either a 'bi-paradigmal' approach would need to be adopted
in this research, or that these are two paradigms that are incommensurable.
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Some authors, such as Burrell and Morgan (1979) and Hassard (1993)

argue that bi-paradigmal research is possible. My view is that this

perspective misunderstands the nature of a paradigm as incommensurable
with contesting paradigms. The notion of bi-paradigmal research I find

contradictory and based upon a post-modern approach which is likely to

introduce confusion and inconsistency.

The position that neo-Schumpeterian (Freeman's wider framework) and

Regulation theory are incommensurable paradigms is put by Amin (1994:11).
He suggests that in his later work Boyer crosses from Regulation theory to a

neo-Schumpeterian perspective. However, Amin's basic point is that

synthesis between the two sets of theory is made impossible because of

epistemological incompatibility. Three points can be made challenging this

incommensurability argument.

• The following quotation from Freeman suggests a perspective broader
than that usually termed neo-Schumpeterian.

A technological-economic paradigm is a cluster of interrelated
technical, organisational and managerial innovations whose
advantages are to be found not only in a new range of products
and systems but most of all in the dynamics of the relative cost
structure of all possible inputs to production. In each new
paradigm a particular input or set of inputs may be described as
the 'key factor' in that paradigm characterised by falling relative
costs and universal availability. (Preface to Part 11 of Freeman
etal., 1988:10)

• Secondly, recent work, seeking to locate Schumpeter's contribution with
emerging network organisational forms and network technologies
emphasises knowledge cumulation in the Mark II version of his
accumulation regime (see Malerba and Orsenigo, 1994). Figure 5 is
derived from their work. An incommensurability critique (against
synthesising the wider Freeman framework and Regulation theory) may be
applicable to the Mark I Schumpeter that stresses creative destruction.
Here innovations of disruptive technologies create a large and turbulent
population of innovators with sustainable competitive advantage.
However, Mark II Schumpeter is characterised by 'creative accumulation'
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based upon complex and inter-dependent knowledge. Any suggested
incommensurability between the wider Freeman framework and
Regulation theory appears justified in the case of a Mark I neo-
Schumpeter, but not Mark II since it is the networking nature of
organisations and technologies which both theories emphasise.

Opportunity Appropriability Knowledge
Base

Cumulativeness

Mark •

I
High
Higher as
product life
cycles shorten

• Low •

• No sustainable

competitive
advantage

Firm specific
Codified

Simple to use

Low
• Ease of entry
• Appropriation

and effort more

crucial than
cumulation

Mark •

I I
High
Hierarchy of
innovators

High
Instability in the •
event of low
cumulativeness

Generic

Tacit

Complex to use

High
Low entry levels

• Cumulation
critical to

innovation

Figure 5: Summary of technological regimes by variety of innovation
processes: (Source: adapted from Malerba and Orsenigo, 1994)

• Thirdly, Amin recognises that recent Regulation theory (as outlined above)
is closer to being compatible with Freeman's wider framework. Both
'wider-Freeman' and Boyer's Regulation theory reference structural
explanations of technological change. They avoid Marxist, neo-classical
and neo-liberal traditions. Each explicitly locates itself within an
evolutionary and institutionalist theoretical tradition. Neither Freeman nor
Boyer, for example, explains the diffusion of technology principally by
reference to market forces (neo-liberalism) or class forces (Marxism).

In arguing that the wider Freeman framework and Regulation theory can be

synthesised I am accepting important strengths in each theory. Freeman's

strength is in the centrality accorded to technology. Regulation theory

alternatively features its habitus and synchronisation tools. The approach

adopted here emphasises the complementary nature of these two

approaches.

Summary - Technological trajectories and diffusion
This section has reviewed literature on technological paradigms, arguing that
a broadly based socially grounded framework is needed to research a wide
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subject such as the diffusion of lean production and that a form of Regulation

theory can perform such a role. In particular the concepts of habitus and

synchronisation feature prominently in later analysis. Presenting Regulation

theory's main features, this section has argued that Regulation theory is not

necessarily Marxist, and that an effective use of habitus makes the theory
non-deterministic in application. 'Grounding' habitus in concrete analyses
can be achieved using network theory and in particular Molina's socio-
technical constituencies approach.

6.3 LONG WAVE THEORY AND LEAN PRODUCTION
DIFFUSION

This section surveys literature on long-wave theory assessing the extent to

which lean production is a long-wave, and argues that the approach has
severe constraints as an instrument for analysing the diffusion of technology.

Long-waves, trajectories and diffusion
Kondratieff argued that identifiable long-waves of economic activity correlate
to prices and interest rates (Kondratieff, 1926:573-609). His original waves

were posed in Marx's terminology of manufacture, machinofacture and
(Lenin's) imperialism.19 Since 1926, notable authors commenting upon long
waves include Schumpeter (1939), Kuznets (1966) and Mandel (1980).20

Typically they are now described as firstly iron and mechanisation, secondly steam,
railways and steam, thirdly chemicals and synthetics. Cycles 4 is electrical, petro¬
chemicals and motor industry process and products, and cycle 5 electronics. There is
empirical verification for the existence of long-wave patterns (Reijnders 1990; Metz,
1992; Gerster 1988). The argument is complex and partly depends upon values
tested, countries included, treatment of war years, whether dates before 1850 are
included, and the absolute rise taken to be a complete wave or cycle.
Causality is contention in long-wave theory. Trotsky famously rebutted Kondratieff's
evolutionary approach, alternatively arguing a punctuationist position. Kalecki
(1943:322) attempted to relate long-waves to cycles of state expenditure. More
recently, Mandel (1980) stresses the importance of political conflict.
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Regulation theorists refer to long wave theory, as Dockes and Rosier
(1992:301) illustrate, to analyse the diffusion of technological systems where
social factors are significant. The causal relationships inherent in long-
waves would require a detailed excursion into empirical evidence.21 A

typical long wave chronology is shown in figure 6.6.

Freeman (1992:189) suggests that developed economies are in the midst of
a fifth Kondratieff-style long wave. This wave he speculates, will feature ICTs

coupled with lean production as it production paradigm. If Freeman's

conjectures is correct, long-wave theory may have important lessons for

understanding the diffusion of lean production.22 Medium term Kuznets (c15-
25 year) waves, and (c40-60 year) Kondratieff cycles (Abramovitz 1989),

appear to be stimulated by clusters of technological innovations and their
diffusion. Kuznets states:

The epochal innovation that distinguishes the modern
economic epoch is the extended application of science to
problems of economic production. (1966:9)

Diffusion of innovation, rather than inaugural innovation, is the motor of
economic growth. Extensive diffusion suggests Gold, initiates 'radical' and
'incremental' adaptation.

the significance of innovational modifications to be
recognised depends not on whether they derive from 'major' or
'minor' technological advances, but on the extent to which they
increase the net advantages of application and thus expand the
population of prospective adopters. (Gold, 1978:22)

Current research includes the periodisation of long-waves (Mandel 1980:3) and
Gordon's (1989) work on the social roots of long-waves.
For a more precise application of Kuznet's method, see Abramovitz (1965:64).
Recent analyses have suggested the dawning of a 'new economy' long wave. See
The Economist, (24 July 1999, pg. 21 -23), Gordon (1999a) and Krugman (1998).
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Figure 6.6: Periodisation and content of long Waves,
(Based on Allen and Massey, 1988:87)

Degrees of diffusion and extent of adaptation are each influenced by the
extent of clusters creating virtuous circles of innovation, what Andersen
(1996:93) refers to as 'density-dependent' diffusion.

Innovation and diffusion are processes of social selection and

implementation, which Noble argues are:

... marked by conflict and struggle, and the outcome, therefore,
is always ultimately indeterminate. (1984: 325)

The long-wave approach has three problems as a tool with which to analyse

technology diffusion.
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• Its categories and time-frames that may be general epochal descriptions
but are unlikely to fit actual technological change.

• Its content to technological change that may grossly simplify actual events
and processes, and may lack consensual meaning ("what is Fordism?").

• As with all meta-level theory, it does not easily identify causalities.

Long-wave methodologies can be evocative as a background for an analysis
of lean production diffusion. However, as a conceptual instrument the

approach lacks sufficient refinement.

Summary - Technological trajectories and diffusion
These sections has argued that since lean production technology is globally

shaped and in turn helps shape social and economic space, that an

appreciation of its paradigmal nature and the constraints upon its diffusion

trajectory helps answer the research questions. It has been argued that

Regulation theory is a more appropriate conceptual instrument for analysing
lean production's diffusion than Freeman's wider technological framework.

Regulation theory, (when disentangled from labour process debates, Marxist

teleology, the labour theory of value, and post-Fordist theory), contains

important tools - habitus and synchronisation - which will be used in later

analyses. Referencing lean production technology within the context of long¬
wave technological trajectories can highlight patterns of diffusion over time
and within social space.

GLOBALISATION, NATIONAL SYSTEMS OF INNOVATION AND
THE DIFFUSION OF TECHNOLOGY

Export-led growth is pivotal to the success of lean production. Lean

production's shape and diffusion inter-relates with the opening and growth of
world markets in financial instruments, industrial capital and commodities.

Yet, some national economies are more receptive to lean production and its
associated economic growth than others are. In order to answer research

questions that relate to the diffusion of lean production in West Lothian, a full
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appreciation of these complex trends and processes is crucial. This section

explores two sets of conceptual instruments that address these issues:

globalisation theory and national systems of innovation theory.

6.4 GLOBALISATION

Lean production's diffusion has been strongly influenced by capital and
labour mobility. This section examines the nature and dynamics of

globalisation as they affect technology diffusion. It argues, using the work of
Nohria and Ghoshal (1997), that trans-national enterprises (TNEs) are

differential networks, in which the source and use of knowledge is a powerful
factor determining location and investment decisions. Globalisation is

argued to be an incomplete process within which the capability to manage

technological knowledge constantly shifts, resulting in dynamic patterns of

technology diffusion.

Economically, globalisation is the significant expansion in circuits of capital
and product flows, which deepen market relations. A similar period of

expansion occurred between 1850 and 1913 (see O'Rourke and Williamson,
1999). Current globalising processes primarily involve developed and

developing economies and exclude emerging economies. Globalisation
thus represents a spatial division of labour in which knowledge-based
economic activity is confined to the twenty-six economies with suitable
institutional arrangements. At a political level globalisation is the spread of
inter-connectedness and free-market modes of regulation (see McGrew and
Lewis 1992, Jessop 1994 and Malecki 1995:Ch.5).

Chesnais (1992) characterises the period 1955-75 as multi-nationalisation,

involving limited technology transfer between developed economies. He

argues that 1975-85 witnessed internationalisation featuring re-negotiated
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institutional stability during which Japanese FDI flourished, and post-1985 to

be globalisation, which is characterised by international interdependency
and advanced technology transfer between developed economies.
Globalisation is a quantitatively higher penetration of products from

developed countries into newly opened markets in developing economies
and (via products not capital investment) into emerging economies.23 It is
also a qualitative increase in network inter-dependency and diffusion of

technologies amongst developed countries.

All markets are regulated, since without acknowledged governances

engendering trust, trade is costly. Since states have limited power and

preparedness to regulate TNEs, the prevailing international mode of

regulation increasingly is negotiated in multi-lateral forums in which, as

Drache (1996:38) argues, TNEs enjoy influence. Since each TNE requires a

home base, Galbraith (1995) argues, governments are able to exact

commitment from them to institute counter-crisis measures (also see Dosi et

ai, 1990 and Cox, 1987).

Globalisation is a series of complex and inter-related trends, which are

subject to varied interpretations. Porter (1990), for example, argues that

convergence of consumer preferences coupled with physical endowment
drives globalisation. Alternatively, regulation theorists (for example Robels,

1994) stress the dominance of TNE agendas featuring open markets and

compliance with modes of regulation acceptable to foreign direct investors.
The globalising process is one of combined and uneven development, since
the global economy is more apparent amongst developed countries than

late-developing countries, and in capital exchanges than traded goods.24

See Lash and Urry (1987) on the de-coupling of emerging economies.
Between 1983 and 1989 FDI grew at 29% pa, whilst trade and in goods and services
grew by 10%. Petrella (1996:73) suggests that FDI into the UK has created 500,000
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Some Irish economists, (for example, O Grada and O'Rourke, 1995:208),

argue that in small open economies the opportunity cost of indigenous

companies' jobs lost and growth is greater than the gains from FDI.25

Since ICTs are readily decomposed into the knowledge content of

components - lean producers thus are able to distribute production between
economies to achieve lowest cost. This is only possible within a mode of

regulation offering stability, few barriers to trade and access to major
consumer markets which are increasingly with the 'triad' of Yen, Dollar and
Euro areas (Ohmae, 1985).

Globalisation heralds an intensification of interaction, inter-connectedness

and inter-dependency between producers.26 Increasingly TNEs form

knowledge alliances across national boundaries. Within these alliances and
within each TNE, networks configure to meet the requirements of knowledge

generation and socialisation. These networks determine information flows,

headquarters-subsidiary relations and the location of 'slack' resources for
RD&D work - often in each triad bloc.27 TNEs are then differentiated networks

jobs since 1979, half of these in Wales and Scotland. Inflow of FDI in 1996 was $32
million, whilst outflows were $45 million (Financial Times, 24 July, 1997:2).
Between 1985 and 1988 the value of the yen against the US dollar doubled,
cheapening significantly the cost of FDI purchases by Japanese companies (Elger and
Smith, 1994:20). Drache (1996:Ch. 1) suggests that only 25% of world trade is traded
goods and services. He suggests 25% of trade is within TNEs, 25% is barter and 25%
bi-lateral preference. Between 1945-65 exports as a percentage of world GDP were
7%, they are now 15%, averaging 21% in EU countries, yet only 8% in the US and 9%
in Japan (Bairoch 1996: Ch. 7). Between 1980-90, undeveloped country exports fell
from 37% to 28% of world trade, the 100 poorest countries going from 8% to 1.4%.
US FDI has moved into higher knowledge-intensive sectors including RD&D on behalf
of parent companies (Dunning, 1998). Early TNEs rarely exported technological
knowledge capability and capacity (Ronstadt, 1976).
Ghemawat et al's. (1986: Ch. 11) study of 1,144 alliances between 1970 and 1982
found that half were parented in the US, 10% in Japan, and 5% in Britain. Few
involved late-developing countries.
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configuring the parameters of international capital and commodity trade to
suit their interests and markets (Nohria and Ghoshal, 1997).28

To analyse more precisely how the particular international mode of

regulation constituting globalisation and specific TNE differentiated networks

sculpture (and are in turn shaped by) the economic space, such as West
Lothian, the conceptual instruments outlined above need further grounding.
This grounding is informed by a complementary set of conceptual
instruments - the national systems of innovation approach.

6.5 SYSTEMS OF INNOVATION AND DIFFUSION

Some countries, sectors or sub-national regions, provide ground that is more

fertile for technological innovation than others. The NSI approach is an

important conceptual instrument in analysing this diversity. This section
reviews the nature and dynamics of NSIs, arguing that the approach is best
used as an international benchmarking tool.

The nature and dynamics of NSIs
NSI theory aims to explain the differences between economies in

technological achievement from a viewpoint critical of classical comparative

advantage theory.29 Freeman and Perez (1988) suggested the NSI

approach, as a socially rooted explanation of differential technological

adaptation and economic growth, applying at the level of the state. Freeman
and Perez were concerned to offer an alternative explanation to that of

Studies in Scotland and Ireland (O'Malley 1989:11-21) suggest that half of the OECD
countries are 'gate-way' markets. The are at the lower end of the differentiated
network knowledge spectrum (Ashcroft and Love 1989:213; Lee 1995:106).
NSI theorists often use the Heckscher-Ohlin model of international trade, which
assumes equalising factor prices, free trade and no transport costs. Like the theory of
comparative advantage, this theory is criticised for understating the importance of
technological knowledge.
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cultural particularism. To suggest that culture, in the sense of an inherited
accumulation of unalterable social attitudes, explain different NSIs is to reify
'culture.' Typical of this approach is Weiner's (1981) analysis of Britain and

Abegglen's of Japan (1973). Bacon and Elti's (1978) exemplify this

approach in suggesting that state expenditure 'crowds out' productive
investment. Cooke and Healey (1995:3) dispute such cultural explanations
of economic growth arguing:

There is no single conclusive determinant that has led to the
UK's poor productivity record but factors such as the lower
levels of investment in manufacturing, inappropriate investment,
over-manning, poor management and use of ageing industrial
equipment are all contributory factors.

Lundvall (1992) laid out the following variables of NSIs: internal organisation
of firms, inter-firm relations, the role of public sector, institutions for financial

support, and RD&D organisation and intensity. NSI are then a non-

accidental, dynamic, non-linear, spatially bounded institutional structure

influencing technology innovation and diffusion.30 Thus Porter (1990:16)
answers the question, 'Why are some developed countries more successful
in creating economic growth than others?' by suggesting that some nations
cluster technologically competitive firms and others cannot or do not.

Some of the significant ways in which the institutional arrangements, which
are subject to public policy, vary between NSIs are outlined below.

• Kaplan argues (1994) that availability of risk capital is the differentiating
factor sustaining technological innovation.31 Adjusted forms of finance to
suit the changing needs of innovation processes over long-waves, is an
important characteristic of successful innovation systems, as Tylecote

Significant contributions to NSI theory also include Nelson (1993) and Edquist (1997).
Many authors comment upon variations in the availability and type of available finance
for business start-up, development and expansion see Rybezynski (1971) and
Christensen (1992:Ch. 8). Santarelli suggests (1995:39) that each period of growth
gives rise to new financial instruments to fit the needs of the innovators.
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(1993, 1994) argues from a Regulation theory perspective. Institutional
provision of growth capital varies between NSI drawing attention to
Britain's financial short-termism, Germany's relationship banking, the
prevalence of risk capital in the US, and Japan's inter-institutional
financing of industry and high savings rates (Tachibanaki 1996: Ch. 5).
For Cooke (1995:Ch. 13) consensual 'visions' sustainably aligning
technological regimes must plan for adequate risk capital provision.32

• Types of public-private sector interaction are an important NSI variable
Gregersen suggests (1992:Ch.7).33 Though the public sector can be
ascribed an 'enabling' role, it can be highly innovative. In particular formal
networks for technology transfer and diffusion promoting 'local swarming,'
regularly involve state agencies (Gelsing, 1992:Ch. 6). Where technology
is employment-creating, involvement is likely to have political support.34
Regulatory regimes vary between countries in extent to which they are
perceived as adversarial (Badaracco's, 1985).35 Clearly some NSIs are
more fertile ground for public-private interface than others are.

• The size and quality of public sector finance available varies between
NSIs,36 and between regions within NSIs.37 An important consequence of
convergence towards a global (in developed economies) mode of

Variations in risk capital availability strongly influence company start-up and growth
rates. Scottish Enterprise calculate that Scotland has a low business birth rate of 1 7
per 1,000 of population annually. This compares to 42 in the south east of England,
and 19 in Ireland (Hudson 1987: 57-69). Total manufacturing investment in Scotland in
1995 was £1,578,754,000. Of this, foreign owned firms made 41%, a figure slightly
rising each year. The figure for the UK as a whole is 45% (Dti 1998:36).
Different 'rationalities' for assessing user/producer innovations exist in the public and
private sectors (Van der Donk and Snellen 1989). It is false to assume that all value
adding by manufacturers is non-service. Similarly, it is a mistake to assume that the
array of 'positive externalities' the public sector provides only address market failures.
Chang (1994:49) argues that the transaction costs of delivering services privately
often exceed the costs of public delivery of non-tradable, non-excludable services.
Aschauer (1989:177) correlates high levels of public spending internationally with
high levels of economic growth. He admits that Japan contradicts his hypothesis.
Public authorities will often offer inward investors a higher degree of support than
indigenous companies (see Garrahan and Stewart 1992:136).
Amenity-led economic development is an increasingly popular subject in policy
debates, (Gottlieb 1994: 270).
Convergence criteria for EMU formation include reducing public spending in EU
countries (McGregor, Swales and Yin 1995:245). Harrigan's (1992:1463) model of
the Scottish economy suggests the region operates with a deficit. At a sub-national
(regional) level, Gordon (1987) suggests that one basis for a public expenditure
choice is the (political) desire for regional convergence.
Arguably, all regional policy is an attempt to limit the freedom of capital movement,
relative to social ends (Cooke 1990:75). Cohesive relationships including a shared
'vision' for change are important in a NSI. History abounds with examples of collective
consciousness creating or altering events against expectation (Aganbegyan, 1988).
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regulation is the general acceptance of NSI characteristics likely to
encourage technology diffusion by means of FDI.38

• Social cohesion is an important characteristic of NSIs promoting
innovation. Quite simply trust is an easier base from which to negotiate the
new rules required by emerging technologies than governances based
upon contract. Kinder (2001 h) argues that building trust in a vision
realigning a local technological regime is a precondition to successful
realignment. Cohesion and trust are difficult to create and sustain - this
has been analysed in regions,39 sectors,40 markets and inter-
organisational relationships.41

Dynamic NSIs encourage institutional learning to avoid insularity and

atrophic decline (Rosenberg, 1992:73). Institutional learning involves

learning by doing, by using, by studying, by failing and from competitors and
stakeholders (Pavitt, 1992:212-18).

Criticisms and applicability of the NSI approach
A major issue for NSI theory, shared with evolutionary economics, is the
absence of a policy perspective - a transformative change agenda. This
section evaluates criticisms of the NSI approach and argues that its main use

is in benchmarking and comparison of NSIs. The discussion which follows

Bradley (1993) argues that all OECD countries come under 'supply-side' pressure from
the IMF to maintain prudent deficits. Stallings (1992), too, critically assesses the IMF
growth model. One example of the questionable nature of the IMF growth model is
Balance of Payments current accounts. The Mundell-Fleming theory used by the IMF
prescribes demand manipulation to secure current account balances. Work by Knight
and Scacciavillani (1998) suggests that current account deficits may simply reflect
demand for a country's resources, and deficits a successful economy exporting
capital. In neither case do the traditional policy prescriptions flow. Critics of IMF
austerity and liberalisation model include Stiglitz, the Chief Economist at the World
Bank (see Wade and Venerose 1998).
Huggins and Thomalla (1995) illustrate how trust can breakdown between SMEs and
large companies at a regional level disabling innovation.
Casson (1995) argues that building trust is difficult between FDIs and indigenous
companies. In part, this may arise from a lack of confidence by FDIs in indigenous
SME's capability and capacity and SMEs instinctive desire not to lose control.
Ashcroft (1989 and 1993) suggests that inward investors are unlikely to invest in
creating trust and relational contracting in Scotland. In Scotland, the US FDI RD&D
budgets are made up of 66% development, 25% research and 8% basic research.
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relate to NSI work in relation to developed economies.42 In addition, it refers

mainly to work in innovation systems from a national perspective, noting that
recent developments employing this approach feature sectoral, local and

international innovation systems.43 There are important limitations to the NSI

approach.

• Like all systems theory, it faces the charge of determinism, especially in the
NSI approach where focus is on the system components rather than its
content. Streeck (1992) in this vein criticises Porter (1990) for adopting a
one-best-way recipe of successful innovation.44 In all cases, NSI analyses
need careful grounding.

• Boundary delineation is problematic for all systems. For example, Holbeck
(1988) identifies the performance gaps in the diffusion of what he terms the
'Japanese manufacturing system,' residing in disparities between NSI
such as educational levels. Such comments illustrate the importance of an
holistic though purposive approach, to avoid straying into a myriad of
unrelated policy arenas. Giddens (1994:151) makes this very point.

• Setting spatial boundaries for innovation systems analysis can be difficult.
Whilst Nelson and Rosenberg (1993:5) recognise that the 'presumption
and reality, may not be aligned' between national and innovation system,
their work operates at a national or sectoral level exclusive of sub-national
regions.45 Barnes and Ledebur, however, (1998:73) criticise as a 'fallacy
of alignment' any assumption that 'national,' as distinct from sub-national
regional or international level of analysis reliably capture all of the
dimensions of technological change.

• The NSI does not easily shift between levels of analysis. Indeed, Carlsson
and Stankiewicz (1995) suggest that this is a strength of the approach. Yet
unless analyses connect between analytical levels, they may understate
elements of endogeneity by the actors involved or exclude influential
parameters.

'Today only some 25 of the 185 nations of the world have made the jump to a
developed market economy.' DeSoto 11 September 1993, The Economist, pg. 8.
On diffusion of technology in late-developing countries see Lall et at. (1994).
On sectoral innovation systems see Breschi and Malerba (1995) on local innovation
system see Saxenian (1994), and at an international Caracostas and Soete, (1997).
Alternatively, Streeck suggests that the supply-side endoskeleton of social
arrangements must be differently configured in each NSI, matching local strengths to
external market opportunities.
This can be problematic, as Braudel (1984) has shown, since it can stress the
significance of 'political' factors at the expense of 'economic' variables. For a particular
technology, the coherent level of analysis is unlikely to be simply 'national.'
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The strength of the NSI approach lies not in national level policy formulation
but rather in international comparisons and benchmarking.

NSIs as benchmarks for technology diffusion
The NSI approach has been used by Freeman (1987) Porter (1990), Nelson

(1993), Lundvall (1992) and Edquist (1997) for the comparative study of

systems of innovation. In addition, the approach is used by the EU, NASA and
Dti to compare innovation policy agendas.46 In these studies important points
are made relating to how NSIs catalyse and support technology diffusion.

Kurdas (1994) and Lall (1994) endorse Freeman's (1987) earlier finding that
a distinguishing feature in the success of the Japanese economy is
institutions supporting the rapid diffusion of innovation. In this sense, the

technology diffusion is constrained not by Smith's 'extent of the division of

labour,' but rather by the institutional arrangements supporting diffusion.

Collingridge (1980), and Rosenberg and Birdzell (1986) support this view,

arguing that suitability of institutional arrangements signal economic

progress, rather than simply the ability to generate new scientific knowledge.

A principal component of institutional capability to support the rapid diffusion
of lean production technology is the absorptive capacity, which supports the
creation and management of knowledge, and in particular supports

knowledge networking. For example, Biemans (1992) suggests that 50% to
90% of diffusion speed arise from institutional factors such as knowledge

networking. This ability to absorb, generate and utilise knowledge, Ebel

(1990) argued (without specifically referencing lean production), is the

principal reason why lean production is sparsely found in emerging

46 EU, Dti, International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis reports at www.iiasa.ac.at
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economies.47 Hollingsworth and Streeck (1994) find that diversities between
NSIs derive more from their differential ability to generate and use

technological knowledge, than from the industrial sectors they contain.

Castells' (1997a) analysis using the NSI approach argues that only twenty-

six of the 158 world economies have the knowledge-capacity to support lean

production. He goes on (figure 6.7) to classify NSI into four types.

NSIs capable of supporting some variety of lean production

A High value products using knowledge-intensive labour and systems

B High volume products using less knowledge-intensive and lower cost labour
and systems

NSIs not capable of supporting lean production
C Resource-based economies perhaps including 'islands' of lean production
D Dis-engaged economies, redundant producers using devalued labour

Figure: 6.7 Typology of NSIs (Based on Castells' 1997a:106)

Type (A) are technopoles and their surroundings capable of generating

knowledge-intensive products. Capacities for management and utilisation
rather than its generation defined type (B). Types (C) and (D) have lower
levels of knowledge management and utilisation capacities.

Castells regards knowledge capacity as the differentiating factor between
innovation systems. In addition, he (like the Regulation theorists), discards
the notion of national innovation systems in favour of systems suiting

particular technological sectors and particular spatial locations (inside or

between states). A central point for the current research will be the nature of
West Lothian's position in Castells' type (B) and how promissory this is for a

This argument supports Frobel et al's. (1980) analysis of industrial location and it
supports Hill's (1987) later study of the car industry.
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shift into category (A) given the improving capacities allowing type (C) to

compete for lean producer's investment.

I accept Castells' conclusion that the NSI approach is most useful as a

benchmarking tool especially since lean production is now widely diffused
and gaining the social legitimacy which Carroll and Hannan (1989:525)
diffusions of organisational forms bestows

Analyses using the NSI approach of barriers to the diffusion of lean

production appear to support Castells' typology of NSIs. An early study by
Brown (1981) identifies low skill levels in quality labour supply, HE, inter-
institutional linkages and state support for industry as barriers to diffusion.
Hall et al's. (1987) empirical study argues that specific types of technological

knowledge (deriving from particular industrial sectors) influence the degree
of penetration by lean production in an economy. Thus figure 6.8, might be
used to classify national economies by their capability of supporting high or

low technology products and processes.

High-tech High-tech
production production
processes processes

High-tech
products

Low-tech

products

Figure 6.8: showing Hall ef a/'s.48 matrix of
Hi and Low-tech products and processes

Hall etal., (1987:16) suggest that outside of low-tech product and process, any other
combination may create competitive advantage. However, sustainable advantage is to
be gained by industries employing high-tech processes creating high-tech products.
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Capability to successfully transfer technologies dictate that some NSIs are

only able to supply 'low-tech' products using 'low-tech' processes (Castells'

type [D]). Emerging economies (Castells' [C]) are capable of creating
(relative to advanced economies) 'hi-tech' products using 'low-tech'

processes, whereas Castells' (B) can make 'hi-tech' products using (again
relative to the most advanced) 'low-tech' processes. An example of the latter

may be semiconductor plants in Scotland. Castells' type (A) use 'hi-tech'

processes to create 'hi-tech' products - these are the most advanced
industrial technopoles.

Given the unknown nature of the lean production trajectory or length of the

wave, it is difficult, as Wrigley (1992:91) argues, to accurately suggest
sectoral limitations upon the diffusion of the technological system. Each
sector (see Nabseth and Ray, 1974) has particular industrial structures,

capital deployment, and opportunities to successfully adapt a technological

system.

Porter's (1990) analysis shows even within advanced (type [A]) NSIs, sectors

persist with lower knowledge capabilities, deploying types (B, C or D)
innovation systems. Rosenberg (1986) refers to such retarded institutional

arrangements as 'disabling diffusion.' Abo (1996:Ch. 5), as an example of
sectoral retardation, argues that lean production will enjoy only limited
diffusion over time into continuous processing. Its diffusion into small
machine shops and ancillary firms may occur, as Odaka et al., (1988:15)

argued in relation to early 1980s Japan, through occupational or social

mobility. Spatial contiguity affects diffusion rates but only where knowledge

networking generalises the knowledge capacity pre-conditions to support the
diffusion. In this sense Piatier (1984:173) is correct is arguing that barriers to

diffusion are social rather than technological, and that this is more powerfully
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so the more knowledge-based the technology. Many critics of Porter's

analysis, such as Marshall (1987:231), argue that successful NSIs are social
contrivances rather than simply or mainly the result of natural endowment.
Whatever the classification of an overall national system of innovation, no

technology becomes truly ubiquitous. Lean production however well diffused

will, as Nabseth and Ray, (1974:298) pointed out in their discussion on

Fordism, leave niches of other appropriate technologies.49 Particular service

industries, may differentially adopt innovations or sectors and regions where
low cost labour is available (see Lee, 1995:20).

In summary, the NSI approach is particularly suited to comparative inter-

economy benchmarking. Whilst many of the parameters used in NSI studies

are relevant in this context, of particular importance is establishing how
suitable the institutional arrangements in a particular mode of regulation are,

for creating and supporting the knowledge capacities to successfully
innovate a specific technology. In this sense, developed by Castells, the NSI

approach is a useful conceptual instrument for analysing the diffusion of lean

production technology and it will be employed in this thesis.

NETWORKING, CLUSTERING AND THE DIFFUSION OF
TECHNOLOGY

6.6 NETWORKS, KNOWLEDGE NETWORKS AND
SOCIOTECHNICAL CONSTITUENCIES

Industrial networks

Chapter five has considered ideas relevant to lean supply networks, this
section considers industrial networks in general. Scott (1995:33) argues that
histories of interactivity in networks builds structures which enable or restrain

network actors, that is 'bind or blind' the network. Therefore, as Hakansson

49 This may be, as Kelly etal. (1972) indicated, because state ownership patterns isolate
some sectors from pressure to innovate.
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(1989: 144) proposes, appropriate governance systems and network

management are critical to avoid the atrophic 'blinding' of network

participants, and the danger of 'insular clusters,' (misaligned from markets)
which Porter (1990:171) emphasises. Hence, healthy trading linkages

reaching within and outside of a network, (Hakansson, 1989:109) are

important for its sustainability.

Networking, as Hall (1986) points out, is not per se beneficial - it can provide
a virtuous or vicious circle. Each network's governance structure influences

its management (means) and its ability to alter path dependency (ends).
Since access to 'embedded' knowledge may be a non-trivial result of

networking, even formal networks require mutual trust to achieve success

(see Carlisle and Parker, 1989:106).50 All networks contain conflict, Doz

(1988) argues, perhaps especially when large company interests appear to

dominate those of a small company.51 Many examples exist in literature of
the de-clustering processes and lessons from them.52 Networks may in part

be co-operative and at the same time competitive in relation to other sets of

partners, as Robson and Rawnsley's (2001) work on the UK food industry
demonstrates. Industrial network analyses are important contributions

Trust arises, according to Buckley and Casson (1988:32) from 'forbearance' towards
the means, ends and the operational difficulties of other actors. Building trust is both
time consuming and costly and may be particularly so when networks cross national
and cultural boundaries or entail difficult social and tacit knowledge flows along with
technical exchanges (see Holden and Burgess, 1994).
Killing (1988) for example, argues that networks are rarely transparent, continually re¬
negotiate ends and means, and that managing network relations increases in difficulty
where task complexity and organisational complexity differ between actors.
De-clustering in Scotland has occurred since 1945 in shipbuilding, vehicle
manufacturing, foundry working and printing. Hirschman's (1970:43) voice-exit theory
is used by Helper (1993), to argue that voice or exit are each investments: the actor's
strategic decision is whether s/he continues to share the goals of the network. In
another example, Herrigel (1993) identifies disputes within a 'sunset' (or mature
industry) network. He points to 'voice' issues of governance amongst large firms
connected to international markets (Mercedes), another large firm (Bosch) and SMEs
(employing 60%) operating a flexible specialisation model. Cooke's conclusion
(1995:Ch. 13) is that voice and exit cannot be pre-determined. Each spatial network
formulates its own strategic direction and relationships.
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towards understanding the milieux that support technology diffusion.

However, whilst highlighting issues associated with network performance,
industrial network analyses do not provide a rich understanding of the

processes of network building. This requires a clearer understanding of the

content, the technological knowledge deployment which gives commercial

purpose to the industrial network.

Knowledge networking53
Networks are social constructions and are constructed (and perceived) by
those recognising the existence of the network (see Frombrun, 1982:281).

They are characterised by boundaries, range of actors, type of interaction

(nodal, dyadic or triadic), and governance system (often informal rules).

Many networks have informally contrived rules, routines and behaviour

patterns, (arising from the history of the actor relations), that establish a

governance system. Network analysis, as Bonoma, (1985) shows, is

particularly appropriate to dynamic social formations. This research focuses

upon a particular type of industrial network - knowledge networks - and
network alliances which involve suppliers. These networks may result in bi¬
lateral partnering or alliances between user-producers or alternatively

develop into multi-lateral relations involving a range of firms in a network of

suppliers and customers.

Information and communications technologies (ICTs) are network

technologies which support extended enterprise organisational forms. The
networked organisation is commonly contrasted with vertical hierarchies.
Arrow (1974), for instance, suggests that the main disadvantages of vertical

integration are 'sunk costs' in private codes, which he argues necessitates

53 Material from this section appears in Kinder and Molina, 2000x.
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standardisation and limits learning opportunities.54 Instead, networked

organisations use 'weak ties' (Granovetter 1973) to avoid these problems
and reduce the danger of 'lock-in,' be it cognitive, functional or political
(Grabher 1993).

Increasingly industrial networks are also knowledge networks. The positive
externalities deriving from networks, including knowledge flows, are set

against the disadvantages of networking: conflict over resources, slower
reaction than hierarchy and lower efficiency than market organisation.

Providing a network contains a requisite variety of knowledge, which is

broadly shared and re-interpreted often, without frequent loss of significant

membership, it can achieve advantages over market or hierarchy in

knowledge flows. These advantages may include:

• sufficient stability to trade, (coupled to the flexibility, based on trust and
requisite variety, to cope with higher levels of uncertainty and risk),

• an interdependency between actors superior to that achieved either by
specialisation or generalisation (the ability to synergise activities and
resources creating customised and responsive - outputs price spillovers),

• a rapid diffusion of technology and socialisation of knowledge resulting
from decentralised, empowering structures - knowledge spillover.

In short, as Burt (1982 suggests) internally and externally networked

organisations hold the potential to manage more effectively appropriate

knowledge flows than either hierarchy or markets. An important feature of
industrial networks, unlike social networks, is their purposiveness: they
involve conscious decisions over resource deployment (see Hakansson and

Johanson, 1993). In particular, networks of commercial organisations imply

purposeful 'embeddedness' by virtue of reciprocity, knowledge flow

interactivity and mutual commitment. Effective networking centrally aims to

direct the use of resources without concentrating ownership.

54 See Shapiro and Varian, (1999) for a modern version of the neo-classical economics
approach applied to information industries.
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Knowledge network theory is still evolving. A variety of organisational forms
have been identified which figure 6.9 illustrates.

Type Defining Features
Networks:
Jarvenpaa (1994)

Inter-fusion between the firm and other network actors, encouraging
free-flows of information and knowledge.

Adhocracy:
Malone (1991)
Quinn (1988)

Associations of businesses, which may remain autonomous, but
continually redraw their connections in response to a dynamic
environment.

Agile Enterprises:
Nagel (1992)
Maskell (2001)

Networking organisations conducting environmental scanning and
'double-loop' learning responsive to strategic opportunities.

Alliance:
Gerlach (1992)

Highlights the cumulated positive benefits of relational contracting found
in Japanese industry. Learning by alignment of shared strategy
formation.

Clustered

organisations:
Mills (1991)
Applegate (1988)

Functional integration brought about by decision support systems and
devolved authority, encouraging multi-disciplinary decision making that
requires less reference to upward information flows

Inter-organisational
relation:
Whetten (1981)

Loosely coupled (often complex and cartelised) networks. Such
coupling may reduce the risk of technological lock-in, but also
opportunities for learning.

Joint Ventures:

Kogut (1988)
Harrigan (1988)

Synergistic co-operation creating value greater than that possible by the
aggregation of the partners. May create narrowly bounded learning
opportunities.

Moebius-strip:
Sabel (1991)

Vibrant spatial networks in volatile economy, reintegrating conception
and execution. Danger is of learning only inside the network, and
insularity from a changing external environment.

Modular Corporation:
Tully (1993)

Firms decomposed into business units; each may align horizontally with
units in other firms. Effort required to reintegrate learning into the parent
organisation by systematic knowledge socialisation and cumulation.

Organic Organisation:
Lawrence and Lorsch

(1967)
Hewitt (1977)

People act as learning agents tied by social norming, placing a premium
upon expertise and knowledge, which along with open systems stimulate
innovation. Governance systems may be rife with conflict since
(external) horizontal relationships can challenge vertical hierarchies

Small Firms Networks:
Perrow (1993)

Networks are efficient since negotiated trust avoids conflict and free-
riding (if partners are well chosen). Trust grows from heritage and
habituation, with mutual commitment to the network fostering learning
and innovation

Value-adding
partnership:
Johnston (1997)

Network distributes knowledge, often in embedded or proprietary form.
Learning may be intense regarding changing market opportunities, but
low over technology outside innovations negotiated in contracts.

Third wave firms:

Sculley (1988)
Molecular organisation superseding markets and bureaucracy?
Learning is at the heart of partner choice, encouraging spin-outs and
organisational reconfigurations

Virtual corporations:
Byrne (1993)
Davidow (1992)

Evolutionary epistemology justifies outsourcing, flexibility and
partnering as minimum cost contracting governances. Learning, in the
form of knowledge management between organisations, is more
important than 'internal' knowledge generation within firms.

Figure 6.9: the wide range of extended enterprise organisational forms and
terms covered by the phrase knowledge networks showing key authors
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There seems to be a greater convergence of views as to the main
characteristics of the networked organisation, defining features of which are

summarised in Figure 6.10.

Parameters Network organisation characteristics

Control/ownership Possibly shared ownership and assets with the network.
Governance interdependency of systems and process with network.

Purpose and goals Shared and collective goals.

Hierarchy Flat, facilitating discourse and unmediated communications.

Leadership Led by specialist knowledge ability and vision (see Powell, 1990).

Integration Functionally integrated, avoids vertical integration and uses
commitment-based human relations.

Products Project rather than programme focus to create customised
products often targeting emerging, niche or low volume markets.

Trust Long-term trusting relationships based upon mutual advantage
and including knowledge flows (see Morgan, 1994).

Risk Risk syndication via networks encourages and supports high risk
taking (see Harrigan, 1988).

Figure 6.10: Main characteristics of the networked organisation

In essence, the networking organisation is characterised by internal and
external structures and relationships, structures and governance (and an

alignment between the two), which are interactive rather than driven by
market or hierarchy parameters. For lean producers, faced with rapid
innovations in ICTs targeting global markets, internationally-based networks
of knowledge creation and management are of increasing importance.

Lean producer knowledge networking
The discussion above on globalisation concluded that Nohria and Ghoshal's

(1997) theory of TNEs as differential networks helps explain TNE location

decisions. Their theory also helps an understanding of the types of

knowledge networks in which lean producers participate. The classic theory
of TNE expansion is Vernon's product life cycle. However, as Nohria and
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Ghoshal point out, within TNEs, relations between headquarters and
subsidiaries vary in power distribution, expertise, managerial knowledge,

knowledge flow, the provision of capability, and 'slack' resources for RD&D at

subsidiary level.55 These location decisions involve the 'global switching' of

specialisation by 'global focusing' and are guided by supplier location, RD&D
interfaces for example with HE institutions, and market proximity.56

Badaracco (1991) argues that knowledge links are replacing oligopolistic
restraints on market entry, price cartels and complementary assets as

reasons for inter-firm alliances. Using Itami's (1987:16) concept of 'invisible

assets,' Badaracco suggests that 'migratory' (often codified) knowledge (IT,

protocol standards and rising education standards) is more easily available
from knowledge alliances. These alliances also strive to release 'embedded'
(often tacit) knowledge, (von Hippel's 'trading know-how'), which requires
intimate knowledge links and careful alliance management. Pisano (1997)
finds that in industries such as pharmaceuticals, where 'knowing before

doing' is important, it is the embedded knowledge that proves critical to
success of ramp-up time cost and yield. It is worth re-stating Nonaka and
Takeuchi's (1995) conclusion regarding learning organisations at this point,
since it is apposite to knowledge networking. They suggest that Japanese

companies focus more on knowledge than information flow. This distinction

Some products, such as semi-conductors, have what Howells and Wood (1993:60)
call a 'world production mandate,' as opposed to (for example cars) which have a
'continental production mandate.' Mair et al. (1994:Ch. 11) offer a similar analysis.
Surveying 30 TNEs in four sectors, they conclude that location decisions on RD&D are
more rigid then for production. Where exported, knowledge creation capability is
restricted to one of only five countries with suitable institutional structures for RD&D.
Strategic (as opposed to market or supply) product development alliances account for
60% of all inter-firm alliances since 1985, Hagedoorn (1993: Ch. 6) suggests. He
argues that a continuum of 'closeness' in alliances exists including joint venture, joint
R&D, direct investment, co-maker, technology exchange agreements to one-
directional technology flow. These are now 20% of all RD&D projects 41% of which
are IT companies. Hergert and Morris (1988:Ch. 6) identify 839 alliances amongst
TNEs in the period 1975-86. They find 71% to involve rival TNEs and 15% buyer-
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allows them to present a sophisticated model of knowledge transfer, creation,
socialisation and cumulation. The quality of participants, and their
commitment to longer term knowledge creation, (as opposed to, for example,
shorter term project completion), is a major influence upon the outcome of

knowledge networking, and therefore technological diffusion.

The section has suggested that commercial networks include the purposive

deployment of people, resources and knowledge. The increasing
involvement of lean producers in knowledge networks, emergence of
differential networks and migratory knowledge has been highlighted. Each
network has a governance mode, management system and power relations
that determines both ends and means. Examples have been given of lean

producers using networks to expand technological knowledge and markets,
and of networks atrophying. The existence, extent and nature of knowledge
and industrial knowledge networking appears likely to be a major influence

upon the quantity and quality of technology diffusion from inward investors to

locally owned and managed companies.

6.7 CLUSTERING: SPATIAL AND KNOWLEDGE
NETWORKS AND TECHNOLOGY DIFFUSION57

This section brings together four dimensions necessary to create sustainable

clustering: interactive relationships, spatiality, organisational learning and

depth of knowledge as variable of clustering. It also acts to illustrate the

versatility of Molina's sociotechnical constituency approach as a conceptual
instrument for analysing technology diffusion.

The occupation of economic space

supplier relations, 38% are new product development. Process improvement
accounts for 23% of alliances.
See Kinder T and Molina A, 1999 and Molina A and Kinder T, 2000.
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Choice of which economic space to occupy is a modern phenomenon.

Historically, as Cairncross (1997) argues, spatial choice for economic activity
has been restricted by the smallness of social networks, production

technology requiring proximity to natural resources and the proximity of

products to consumers. Social networks have grown, principally by

extending the division of labour to the extent of the market (see Rattansi
1983). This has resulted in a death of distance, as developments in

transportation, packaging, global money and product and process

technology steadily separate the point of production from the spatial location
of consumption. Lean production, in the sense of knowledge-based

production, Weinstein (1993) argues, now separates the point of production
from the spatial location of natural resources.58 Porter (1990:160) argues that
a technological knowledge capability and capacity within clusters of growth
industries is now an important competitive advantage.

Historically, Castells (1997a:43) concludes from his empirical research, that
the motor of economic growth and innovation has been clusters - principally
cities. Following Marshall's (1965:115), use of the Sheffield steel making

example, it has been understood that location decisions become self-

reinforcing industrial districts.59

Neo-classical approaches, Scott (1988) argues, are redundant to a modern

understanding of clusters.60 Institutionalist theory holds a wide view of what
constitutes 'economic space.'61 Massey, (1992) for example, finds from

Indeed, Japan (which has a poor endowment of natural resources, little immigration
and no colonies) has come to dominate production of the twentieth century's two
dominant consumer products - the car and the computer.
Weber modelled Marshall's theory using concentric isodapanes based upon three
cost variables (Friedrich, 1929; Smith, 1987:Ch. 2). Neo-classical economists have
popularised 'growth poles,' and development blocs (Perroux, 1969).
Aydalot and Keeble (1988:Ch. 1) point out that knowledge-based production has a
wider range of location choices than resource-based production.
Cooke suggests (1992:212) this to be one of the strengths of Regulation theory.
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surveying the UK Science Park Association membership that whilst

successfully locating some firms in regions other than the south east of

England, science parks had a 'linear' model of technological growth.

Clustering - the four dimensions of innovative space

Chapter three has defined institutional thickness and considered its relation
to new economic geography. This section considers four dimension to the

processes of cluster creation.

Spatiality remains a dimension of clustering since all economic activity has to

occupy physical space, and because public funds often animate the creation
of clusters and these have spatially bounded accountability. New cluster
creation is expensive in physical and 'human-ware' investment.62 Perrin
(1988) and Quevit (1991) argue that spatial proximity assists informal and
formal business and knowledge networking. Similarly, Stohr (1987)
visualises spatiality as territorial production systems: a micro-level spatial

configuration of institutional arrangements promoting 'territorial collectivity'

including sustainable economic activity. Curran and Blackburn (1994:166)
suggest that local economies (whether driven by SMEs or big-companies)
show little evidence of 'territorial production systems.'63 Egan (1997) for

example suggests that 'service' software companies cluster around
customers, whereas 'packaged' software congregates around developers.

Spatial contiguity in clusters importantly helps create a self-perception by
actors of an innovative milieu and introduces focused purpose to support this

One of the most ambitious such initiatives are the 26 technopolis sites identified in
Japan (Cheung, 1991).
Market linkages, they argue, are bonds at least as powerful, as localism and spatiality.
Interestingly, they dispute the 'territorial production system' thesis from their survey of
SME and FDI absence of linkages. They also argue that SMEs are driven by
independence and reluctant to enter relational contracting or join development
projects with larger firms. Whatever the localised spatial focus of a cluster, its linkages
into wider (product and capital) markets remain crucial.
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milieu into localised institutions. Clusters often adopt 'loose ties' between

companies rather than vertically integrated ownership.

Pyke and Sengenberger (1992) emphasise the importance to clustering of

inter-organisational and inter-institutional relationships. An example of this,

given by Coombs et al., (1987) is the technological trajectory of a cluster

efficiently focusing 'search' decisions. Relationships likely to encourage

knowledge networking will not only be transactional; Hakansson (1982) finds
them to be built upon trust and interdependency.64 Potentially, Nishiguchi,
(1994) argues multi-lateral knowledge networking is more beneficial for

knowledge generation and diffusion than bi-lateral partnering since

customer-supplier relations involving networks of lean producers push value
creation along supply chains, allowing joint development of sub-assemblies
for lean producers to assemble. These advantages of clustering are only

possible where the procurement function within firms operates with multi¬
dimensional evaluation criteria. Humphreys, Mak and Yeung (1998) give

examples of firms using such criteria. Clustering encourages knowledge
transfer along supply chains. Such supply chains can form effective conduits
for the diffusion and creation of technological knowledge.

The third dimension of clustering is that its participants are learning

organisations. It is knowledge generation and transfer within networks which

gives them purposive and direction,65 stimulating innovation and diffusion by

creating, socialising, transferring and cumulating knowledge at

organisational and institutional levels.66 Companies within a cluster can

Partnering models of supplier relations can underestimate the beneficial aspects of
relationships, particularly non-proportional of growth arising from new knowledge
generation ( see chapter 5).
Such elements of mutually supportive knowledge development and management are
termed by Best (1990) as a 'collective entrepreneur.'
An 'invisible college' (Crane, 1972) presumes participative students seeking 'relevant
knowledge' to continuously improve product and process (Rosenberg, 1982:3), the
ability to de-code information into useful forms (Dretske, 1981). Knowledge
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become technological 'knowledge-hungry,' and will purposively generate,

transfer, cumulate and socialise knowledge (see Lazonick, 1993 and 1990).

The fourth building block of clustering is networking, in particular knowledge

networking. This is an increasingly important aspect of institutional thickness.
Conflict within and between networks can occur over purpose and resources,

and between people and organisations in knowledge networks, since they
are dynamic. Networking, therefore entails complex questions of trust and

competition.67 Knowledge transmission, variety creation, selection and
success (the parameters of the evolutionary model) within a spatial cluster
have a closer linkage to institutional factors than global RD&D joint ventures
or intra-TNE networking. The non-integrative nature of clusters, argue

Charles and Howells (1992) - spatial, relational and knowledge domains -

are constantly under threat from other cluster domains), means that actor

participants need a clear vision of cluster-trajectory.

There is a spectrum of inter-organisational relations contributing towards
cluster formation and success, shown in figure 6.12 to feature qualities of

depth and breadth of relationships. Sustainable clustering requires inter-

organisational trust and knowledge exchanges: depth; extensive networking,

inter-trading and knowledge capability and capacity are represented as

breadth.

generation within clusters is likely to arise from networking linkages and be trans-
disciplinary. Learning organisations in clusters will share tacit and embodied (though
not proprietary) knowledge. Often this is the result of close relations in joint product
development. Such transfers include both inter-organisational and inter-institutional
knowledge transfers and involves other locations of TNE internal 'differentiated
networks.'

Killing (1988:Ch. 3) appears correct in suggesting that the greater the organisational
and task complexity the greater is the chance of network failure.
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SPECTRUM OF INTER-ORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Wider scope of relationships
►

Int er -1 r adi ng Partnering Networking Knowledge Clustering
(bi-lateral) networking

Figure 6.12: Spectrum of cluster relationships showing
the widening of scope and deepening of breadth

Molina's STC approach (chapter three) readily incorporates these four
dimensions of clustering.

Knowledge networking and cluster depth
The above theory of depth and breadth highlighting four dimensions of

clustering is similar to that of the institutional thickness concept developed by
Amin and Thrift (1992:571 ).68 Laffitte (1989:13) suggests that whilst clusters
are only successful once SMEs are innovating products for the world

markets, horizontal links and infrastructure are important in creating this
culture for SMEs. Quality of labour supply and product innovation may be

interpreted as depth in a cluster. Purposive intent or vision - 'aligning a new

consensus' - amongst constituency participants to manage network

governance, and influence wider institutional arrangements, is important for
cluster success (see Alaluf and Vanheerswynghels, 1988:193).

A variety of nomenclature is used in reference to clusters including territorial
production system, innovative milieu and technology-oriented complex. Each may be
interpreted as emphasising one aspect or another of the four synthetic characteristics
outlined above. For these reasons Perrin (1988) uses the term 'innovative milieux' to
stress social rather than geographic proximity in clusters.
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Figure 6.13 and figure 6.14 represent varying possible depths of
relationships in inter-firm relationships portraying depth of knowledge as a

crucial characteristic of network alignment and of the network's interface with
the globalising economy.

DEPTH OF RELATIONSHIP (typical examples)

1 Non value-adding supply linkages Off-the-shelf market transactional relations,
often driven by cost-downs. Example:
standard components.

2 Value-adding inter-trading Improved service or information of benefit to
the customer. Example: industrial
networking.

3 Value-adding inter-trading
(e.g. relational partnering)

Bounded improvement in product(s), driven
by tactical two-way learning. Example: joint
development of a particular machined part.

4 Advocacy network
(narrow linkages)

No new knowledge generation.
Organisations seeking to align institutional
arrangements to their interests in
competition with other constituencies.

5 Knowledge partnering A strategic, long-term and deep relationship,
driven by knowledge generation to a mutual
benefit. Often bi-laterally based. Example:
sub-assembly supply.

6 Knowledge networking
(wider relations)

Strategic multi-lateral knowledge
networking, which is deepened by trust and
cumulated success.

7 Sustainable cluster A deep, spatially concentrated knowledge
network, dynamically capable of sustainable
growth and changing alignment with
evolving markets.

Figure 6.13: Examples of cluster relationship depth

Categories 1 and 2 in figure 6.12 feature no knowledge flows, only (price)
information flow (see Hobbs, 1996). In this they are unlike category 3 in
which some knowledge is generated, but only of a bounded, tactical and
short-term nature. The advocacy network (category 4) broadens without

deepening these relationships. Category 5 involves deeper knowledge
relations amongst selected (narrow) network participants (partners), who

mutually benefit from knowledge generation. A wider range of (perhaps
inter-institutional) participants characterises knowledge networking.

Category 6 socialises knowledge within the network, deepening trust
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between actors and consciously socialises knowledge to support the
network's purposeful intent. Category 7, a cluster is a sustainable knowledge
network capable of dynamically realigning its knowledge base as markets
and technologies evolve.

This array of breadth and depth of knowledge relations within a spatial

boundary and between learning organisations is captured figure in 6.14.

DEPTHS OF INTER-ORGANISATIONAL RELATIONS

Breadth of Relationships
►

None value-adding supply linkages
(technology supply)

V Value-added inter-trading Depth of
(local procurement) Relationships

Value-added (relational) inter-trading
(partnering)

Advocacy network (narrow linkages)
(association, forum)

Knowledge partnering
(local product development)

Breadth (quantity) Knowledge networking (wider linkages)
and Depth (quality) (joint design & development)
of Clustering

Sustainable clustering
(joint RD&D)

r

Figure 6.14: Examples of depths and breadths of
relationships found in industrial clusters

Porter's (1990) analysis correctly emphasises the importance of clustering,

usefully maps clusters and his diamond model is an effective tool for

analysing the sustainability of clusters. Streeck (1992) has criticised Porter's

approach as a one-best-way recipe of successful innovation. My argument is
that whereas Porter emphasises breadth in cluster analysis, cluster depth
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and breadth are important for sustainability. Thus the emphasis here is upon

the processes creating and sustaining clusters and not simply upon their
existence. Hence, I place a greater emphasis than Porter on social networks
and knowledge networks and less emphasis upon physical endowment.

Depth of knowledge is a central characteristic of network alignment that
features in the socio-technical constituency approach. It locates an area

within the distribution of lean production clusters globally. Finally, depth of

knowledge allows a cluster to alter the basis of synchronisation, when facing

changes in the regime of accumulation.

Clustering and technology diffusion
As indicated earlier, city-based clusters exist throughout the world (including
late developing countries). Resource-based clusters were important in

capitalism's growth. Camagni argues (1988) that ICT and knowledge-based

production enables the creation of 'de-centred production' clusters. Aydalot

(1988:Ch. 2) points out that concentrations of defence contracting,

subsequent spin-outs and knowledge creation has made the M25 the largest
cluster in Britain for manufacturing: a demand-led cluster. Alternatively only

Cambridge, Keeble (1988:88) argues, fits within definitions of a cluster
because of its HE linkages.69

Porter stresses endowment as necessary for successful clustering,70 placing
less emphasis on the social dimensions of clusters. For example, he states:

Porter following his Competitive Advantage of Nations study has popularised the use
of clustering as an economic development policy. Previous work on clustering
emphasised 'natural' factor endowment, or 'artificial' factor endowment. Andersen
(1996:65) is critical of Porter's factor endowment theory. Marshall (1987) too, criticises
neo-classical location theories for over-emphasising natural endowment. On the
Cambridge phenomenon see also Segal, Quince and Wickstead, 1990.
Porter (1990) seems to under-theorise the concept of cluster, defining it loosely as
'linkages.' However, his theory is institutionalist in the sense of operating at both
macro and micro levels. In addition, he emphasises multiple causation (and chance) as
influential in wealth creation from clustering. Porter's principal variables are suitable
institutional arrangements (factor conditions including 'vision'), competitive firms,
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At the core of explaining national advantage in an industry must
be the role of the home nation in stimulating competitive
improvement and innovation. (Porter, 1990:70)

Porter also highlights a 'discerning customer' home base and approvingly
mentions French-style indicative planning as important to clustering.

However, many commentators place greater emphasis on the directive role
of the MITI during the period of rapid expansion, and its encouragement of

knowledge networking.71 Porter's analysis appears to understate the social

aspects of cluster governance and the difficulties of cluster formation.
Indeed, his focus is upon mapping existing clusters and not the processes of
cluster formation. Aydalot and Keeble, (1988:9), emphasise supplier

proximity, vertical disintegration and horizontal networking, a density of

'knowledge workers,' and a high business birth rate in cluster-building

processes. In Porter's view of what constitutes a cluster, (its governance

including management, driving vision, and power relations within it), the role

played by knowledge creation and socialisation also appear under-stated.

One aspect of the speed of technology diffusion, to which Freeman (1987:49)
attributes Japanese lean producer's success, is the preparedness of larger

companies to invest in their supplier's competences (see Bounds, 1996).

Following Ohno's (1988) research, Handfield et al (2000) find that

increasingly investment in supplier's competences occurs in value-adding
sectors in the UK. Emiliani (2000) argues that such strategies are only

possible where the teacher firms have a clear vision of their own future and
how alignment with suppliers supports this vision.

'discerning customers' and global markets. 'Insular' clusters, he suggests, de-cluster
over time losing competitiveness.
These commentators include for example: Freeman, (1987); and Juro Teranishi and
Kosai, (1993); and Patrick, (1986).
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Chang (1994:60) defines industrial policy, of which regional policies and
cluster are major parts, as:

A policy aimed at particular industries, (and firms as their
components) to achieve the outcomes that are perceived by the
state to be efficient for the economy as a whole.

A major 'goal of regional policy Pendinelli (1989:33) argues, has been

supply-side led adjustment to influence market decisions on spatial location.

Notwithstanding cases where local demand adequately clears the market for

an inward investor's output (for example in a regional transport system),

regional policy uses supply-side interventions that address 'functional
deficits' of one location compared with alternative locations (in market

assessment).72 Goddard et al. (1986) has suggested that peripheral regions
often have the most inadequate knowledge base from which to make such

adjustments.73

Finally, a brief comment on technopoles. This work views a technopole as a

collection of clusters, driven by knowledge generation and product

innovation, of sufficient internal vibrancy to be sustainable and of sufficient

power to influence its environment. Castells and Hall (1994) suggest that

only Silicon Valley can accurately be designated a technopole. Their

argument is that elsewhere 'top-down' creations such as science parks and

Akademgorodoc in Russia, are top-down creations, which lack the social
milieu necessary to generate and socialise knowledge found in California.

Further, what differentiates clusters is:

These may involve public and private research interfaces, horizontal measures
supporting R&D, incentives for technology diffusion (see Chang, 1994:70).
Albert (1993:64) argues that unnecessary subsidy of TNEs occurs because of
competition between states for inward investment. Cooke's (1992:Ch. 1) study of
communications and computer firms in Britain and France suggests that (perhaps
unintentionally) British policy has resulted in a M4 Southeast clustering, whilst French
policy has diversified the location of inward investment.
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this hands-on production relationship means that the most
critical learning process takes place, with commanding
companies forced to surrender some of their advanced
technology if they want their contractors to achieve products up
to their own technological standards. (Castells and Hall,
1994:234)

It is the degree of knowledge generation and socialisation, within a spatial

boundary and involving 'deeper' relationship interactivity which in terms of

figure 6.13 distinguishes a cluster from a technopole - creating learning

regions.

This section has argued that neo-classical analysis does not adequately
theorise clustering. Industrial networks have four dimensions: spatiality,
interactive relationships, learning organisation and knowledge networking.
These dimensions mould the depth and breadth of networks. Depth of

knowledge networking is identified as the essential characteristic

distinguishing classes of networks and clusters. This section criticises
Porter's work over-emphasising endowment and underplaying social factors

(principally those giving rise to technological knowledge) in the creation and

sustainability of clusters. The next section completes the framework of

conceptual instruments to be used in analysis by examining the content and

relationships making up productive space.

SPACE - ITS FORM, CONTENT AND RELATIONSHIPS - AND THE
DIFFUSION OF TECHNOLOGY

The analysis above has identified the crucial role played by the depth of

knowledge relationships in successful clustering and diffusion. The following
sections explore more fully the nature, type, sources and use to which

knowledge of technology is put.
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6.8 WEST LOTHIAN SPACE - CONTENT

Malerba and Orsenigo (1996), and Breschi and Malerba (1997) argue that
each technological sector is shaped by characteristics of the particular

technologies it employs, constituting a technological regime. Technological

regimes are characterised by 'the level and type of opportunity and

appropriability conditions, by the cumulativeness of technological

knowledge, by the nature of knowledge, and the means of knowledge
transmission and communication.' Relevant continuities in innovative

activities at firm, sectoral and local level are shaped, and in turn shape their
own knowledge content.74

Fleck (1996) has constructed a taxonomy of knowledge from the viewpoint of

knowledge content. He conceives the context in which knowledge is

deployed in terms of domains (spatial areas in which knowledge applies):
situations (assemblages of domains, things and people when expert activity
is performed) and milieux (the immediate environment in which expertise is

exercised). Knowledge types designated by Fleck (formal; instrumentalities;

informal; contingent; tacit; meta), coupled with their context, combine the

ontological and epistemological dimensions of knowledge, as Figure 6.15
illustrates.

This thesis will argue that the dominant technological regime in West
Lothian- lean production manufacturing is system-based, in Fleck's terms,

and that limited knowledge generation within the county amounts to a

knowledge-dependency upon external product knowledge sources.

74 Drawing upon Schumpeter's work, Malerba and Orsenigo, (1994) suggest two
varieties of generic technological regimes. Mark (I) emphasises innovations of
disruptive technologies (see Christensen, 1997) by small firms instituting 'creative
destruction,' a 'large and turbulent population of innovators' without sustainable
competitive advantage (see Cooper, 1995). In contrast, a 'small and stable' engine
often featuring monopolistic profits powers mark (II) 'creative accumulation' innovation.
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Discrete "direct and
immediate use of'

Slow or fast Low Internal

Component "stable design Slow - goes High if a system
specification" at pace of integrator

system

Firm/other

producers in
system

System "mutually
condition and
constrain"

Slow-goes High, especially Closed
at pace of in complex System
system systems

Configurational "no clear
system
dynamic"

Fast High Open system
crossing
boundaries

Figure 6.15: Types of Technology (Source: Based on Fleck, 1988)

6.9 WEST LOTHIAN'S SPACE

This section considers two conceptual instruments relating to the form of

regionally-focused economic development - absorptive capacity and flexible

specialisation. The section concludes with an overview of the issues and
choices facing a small sub-national region, seeking to externally synchronise
and internally align its economic activity and economic base.

Absorptive capacity75
This section argues for three revisions in Cohen and Levinthal's (1990)
theory of absorptive capacity to apply the concept currently at a regional
level. These revisions take account of networking organisational forms,

changes in cognitive approaches from information processing theory, and the
use of absorptive capacity theory at a regional level of aggregation.

There have been many mechanisms proposed by which an organisation can

obtain knowledge. However, there remains a broad consensus that

organisational learning is a problem solving activity that is triggered by an

Arguments from this section appear in Kinder and Lancaster, 2000.
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individual's perception of gaps in actual and potential performance.76
Consequently literature connects the cumulative production experience of a

firm and its performance (for example Rapping 1965; Alchian 1959; Arrow

1962; and Lieberman, 1984), often described as !learning-by-doing.'77

Cohen and Levinthal (1990) define absorptive capacity as,

'...the ability to evaluate and utilise outside knowledge is
largely a function of the level of prior related knowledge to
recognise the value of new information, assimilate it, and apply
it to commercial ends.'

Since this capacity is cumulative 'dynamically self-reinforcing behaviour,' the

greater the absorptive capacity the more sensitised firms are to evolving

opportunities, and the greater their aspiration to exploit these opportunities.

Similarly, Teece (1987) suggests that 'technological opportunities dwindle
over time as technology options become fewer and as co-specialised assets

required for the successful commercialisation of the technology are

foreclosed.' Consequently postponing technology-adoption decisions,
Ghemawat (1991) argues, may 'close the door' on a firm from entering a

technological field.

Barriers to knowledge assimilation incentivise R&D spending, particularly in

technologically innovative sectors. Accumulated prior knowledge involves

structuring relevant knowledge from received information, and continuing to
absorb developments in knowledge relevant to existing and prospective

products. Intensity of effort is the 'slack' (see Nohria and Goshal, 1997) or

non-production capacity to experiment in problem solving. Kim (1995)

76 See von Hippel and Tyre 1993; Dosi and Marengo 1993; and Lansiti and Clark, 1996.
77 Learning-by-doing is more complex than 'practice makes perfect.' Belkaoui (1986) for

example found difficulty in quantifying Hirschmann's (1964) learning curve, owing to
problems of segregating learning-by-doing from advances in capital equipment. The
learning in learning-by-doing should accommodate creativity, re-combinations of
knowledge to new ways of doing.
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suggests a matrix relating effort intensity and prior knowledge. Figure 6.16
shows that high intensity and prior knowledge results in a high level of

absorptive capacity (quadrant 1), the opposite being the case in quadrant 6.
An absence of effort intensity, even with accumulated prior knowledge results
in a lowering of absorptive capacity (2), whereas high effort, despite a low

previous knowledge cumulation, (3) shifts absorptive capacity higher.

Intensity of Effort

Hiah Low

High

(1 ) (2)

Absorptive Absorptive
Capacity high Capacity

and rising rapidly falling

Prior ■
knowledge ■ -M-

(3) (4)

Absorptive Absorptive
Capacity Capacity low and

rising falling rapidy

Low

Figure 6.16: Dynamics of Absorptive capacity (Source: Kim, 1995)

Cognitive learning processes are perhaps the weakest part of Cohen and
Levinthal's work, particularly their account of individual learning, problem

solving and creativity (see Genter 1982). Many (socio)-cognitive theorists
now accept that social processes play a major role in the recognition and
stimulation of innovative behaviour, which is not the case for those theorists

quoted by Cohen and Levinthal, for example Ellis (1965); Estes (1970); and
Simon (1983, 1985). Recent attempts to frame organisational learning in
terms of information processing (Galbraith 1982; Daft and Weick, 1984;

Langlois 1995) or shared cognitions (Clark 1985; Zey 1992) neglect the role
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of individuals. People act, decide and choose based upon shared rules,
information and interpretative meanings that they create with other people

(Polanyi 1959; Bloom 1982 and Scott 1996). Dretske (1969, 1981) criticises
the conflation of information with knowledge, arguing that information-

processing theory is 'non-epistemic seeing.'78 Jantsch (1981) argues that

information-processing theory fails to capture the allopietic dimension of

learning relationships.79 Weick (1979), too, criticises information processing

building an alternative evolutionary model of organisational learning.80
Advances in the theory of cumulativeness are critical of the information-

processing approach to cognition adopted by Cohen and Levinthal as a

basis for analysing learning, creativity and knowledge management (see
Bloor 1976; Barnes 1976).

Such is the high cost and risk (technological and social) of R&D, especially in

configurational technologies, that few companies now attempt to integrate

vertically all competencies (Contractor and Lorange, 1988). Increasingly

syndicated risk and competences de-internalise R&D placing a premium

upon the networking skills of knowledge capture and deployment. These
skills are also applied in internal networks where the transfer and cumulation,
socialisation and generation of knowledge modalities are as important as in
external networks (Nohria and Goshal, 1997). In 1990, Cohen and Levinthal

sought to justify RD&D investment in the face of unintended knowledge

spillovers. Recent work on inter-organisational and inter-institutional

Dretske (1981) argues that communications theory refers only to information quantity.
Quantity and frequency of information flow may set parameters for meaning, but do not
determine meaning; the only deductions of meaning from communications theory
arises from the recipients' conditioning regarding the significance of its form and
quantity.
Other criticisms include autopoietic theories (Maturana and Varela, 1987; Valera,
Thompson and Rosch 1992; and von Krough and Roos 1995) that criticise the
absence of consciousness and creativity in information processing theory.
Recent work on appropriation and absorptive capacity (Langlois 1994, 1997; Griliches
1992; Audretsch 1994, 1993; and Zuker et ai, 1994) criticises information-processing
theories of cognition and models of asset specificity and dissimilarity.
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knowledge creation and sharing, particularly featuring innovative SMEs,

centrally features the benefits of knowledge spillovers (see Molina and

Kinder, 1999c).

Learning organisations in their autopoietic formulation, rely upon 'prior

knowledge' becoming embedded, en-structured and enacted (see Zeleny,
1981). Embedding opens opportunities for the selective transfer of

knowledge to suppliers and customers, provoking producer or user-led
innovation (see Badaracco, 1991).81 Learning organisations embedding

knowledge may or may not codify it, they will however, seek to trade upon the

complementarity of judging relevant knowledge ('knowing-why'). En-

structuring are sets of internally and externally focused operational rules and

procedures filtering information signals into knowledge relevant for

production using formal and informal devices such as environmental

scanning, gate-keeping, continuous improvement schemes and knowledge

partnering. Weick (1979:164) describes enactment as a cognitive re¬

arrangement from personal and interpersonal viewpoint refracting patterns
on appearances, events and actions - organisational memory.82

Migrating the above view of organisational learning to a regional level means

identifying/establishing structures containing interpretative schemas, which

enjoy popular acceptance and give content to strategies at the regional level.
All social structures are embodiments of patterned power relations (Lukes,

1974; Perrow, 1979). Each structure, to some extent, is capable of

Badaracco (1991:79) argues that embedded knowledge resides "primarily in
specialised relationships among individuals and groups and in particular norms,
attitudes, information flows and ways of making decisions that shape their dealings
with each other."
Weick (1979:206 goes on to say, (206) "If an organisation is to learn anything then the
distribution of its memory, the accuracy of that memory, and the conditions under
which that memory is treated as a constraint become crucial characteristics of
organising."
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marshalling resources and of responding to external events in the pursuit of
(contested) ends. Social acceptance of technological visions, backed by
resources have successfully created firms (Foss and Knudsen, 1996),
clusters (Castells and Hall, 1994), turned-around failing regions (Cooke,
1995), and led successful economies (Teranishi and Kosai, 1993; Sweeney,
1998). However, these are complex processes of technological constituency
building, doomed to failure, Hamel and Heene (1994) argue, if form takes

precedent over function, and structures prove incapable of capturing,
interpreting and cumulating knowledge, thereby creating absorptive capacity.

Absorptive capacity is delineated by the knowledge-content of interactive

relationships: both firms and regions can be characterised by such

relationships if structures are given life by the competencies of enrolled
individuals. However, a firm's competences are constituted within legal and
contractual structures and often these are more closely bounded than those
of a region. Regions may have such attributes but rely more for building
absorptive capacity on their nature as social constructions. This is because

they necessarily contain a wider diversity of players and goals than any firm.

Returning to Kim's analysis and Figure 6.16, cumulativeness and absorptive

capacity at the level of the region is possible, provided people and

organisations create and participate in suitable interpretative structures
which are used in pursuit of shared goals to capture knowledge and apply it
to commercial problems. The post-war Japanese example (Beasley 1990,

Keegan, 1992) has been used to illustrate that shared vision and goals are

more important in building competences than resources.

For organisations, Hedberg (1981) argues, schema are structures, cultures
and mores which filter and interpret signals promoting reflexivity, often taking
the form of mental-maps, habituated responses and shared perceptions.

Changing a schema is an act of what Katz and Kahn (1978) termed collective
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cognition. Lois and Sutton (1991) use Schnook's (1983:61) distinction
between 'knowing-in-practice' and 'reflecting-in-action' to argue that
individual or collective cognitive schema can be 'switched' by conscious
effort. At the level of the region, such disjunctures can arise when insularity

prevents continued alignment between region-based clusters and a dynamic
market environment (Fuchs, 1999). Participants as sacrificing a 'known' for
an 'experimental' landscape can perceive cognitive shifts. Weick (1979)
describes such shifts of interpretative schema as an abridged cognition. In
such transitions, as Hedberg points out, forgetting may prove just as difficult
as learning.

In summary, absorptive capacity formulated in terms of en-structured,
embedded and enacted knowledge, appears applicable at a regional level of

aggregation. However, its applicability benefits from updating Cohen and
Levinthal's work to take account of networking organisational forms and
current socio-cognitive theory of learning organisations.

Flexible specialisation

Divergence from lean production's accumulation regime and regulation
modes arises partly because physical and social endowments vary, and

partly from social choices.83 The main argument for diversity within economic

space dominated by lean production is flexible specialisation.84 Piore and
Sable (1984:199) suggest that Fordist mass production fails because it uses

a Taylorist trajectory separating craft skills from conception.

It may also be that some social groups (or power elites) prefer the cost-benefit balance
of remaining outside lean production's ambit. Only Japan, from a non-Christian
tradition has market relations throughout most sectors of its economy. Most Islamic
countries, even those which are wealthy, remain outside the relations which lean
production requires (Zakaria, 1989:Ch. 2).
Areas said to be using flexible specialisation successfully are said to include Third Italy,
Mondragon and Grenoble.
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On one level, this was because of a disjuncture between the
prevailing macro-regulation and the micro-regulation of
individual markets. More fundamentally, the failure was due to
the disjuncture .... between the mass production technological
trajectory and the regulatory regime taken as a whole.

They contend that a 'neo-Fordist' alternative to the diffusion of 'post-Fordist'
lean production is possible.85 Flexible specialisation, they argue, restores
the connections between conception and execution, spatiality and

production, and user and producer, employing craft producers, competitive
on quality, design and innovative products. User-producer connections

shape products, networking with large companies and/or amongst SMEs.

Spatial densities of producers, such as in Third Italy' engender 'social
plasticity.'

Put another way, flexible specialisation works by violating one
of the assumptions of classical political economy: that the
economy is separate from society. (Piore and Sable, 1984:275)

Support for all or part of Piore and Sabel's hypothesis, is often from a social
rather than economic perspective. Latouche suggests (1993) that for some

regions inclusion in globalisation is more painful than exclusion. Marshall

(1987:203) accepts that differentiation rather than convergence of regions
can protect state policy making from dependency upon TNEs. Quoting
concern at financial market instability, Strange (1986 and 1988) supports

this.86 Within the EU, the 'Europe of the Regions' encourages diversity,
inside a supra-national framework (Amin, 1993:Ch. 13). Cooke (1995:Ch. 1)

argues that horizontal and spatially proximate inter-firm relations, are more

important than are vertical relations for areas re-structuring an industrial
base. Fie argues (1990) that spatial clustering, generating tacit knowledge
and skills within a bounded area is a preferable economic development

Piore and Sabel (1984:260).
This arises, she suggests, from the fact that $3bn per day of foreign exchange
transactions occur, 97% of which is speculation on exchange rates.
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policy than the social and political costs of direct linkage to the global
economy. Cooke's view is supported by Quevit's empirical study (1991:Ch.3)
which identifies a 'logic of internalisation' of knowledge in spatially
concentrated 'territorial collectivities.'

Piore and Sabel's theory and its empirical support have been subject to

strong criticism (for example Weinstein 1992:Ch. 2). On the demand side,

Camagni suggests they understate the need for wider market linkages. This
'demand' criticism of flexible specialisation argues that access to
international markets only appears if domestic markets are also open.

Without access to international markets, demand may prove inadequate, and
with open domestic markets, import penetration may prove unavoidable.
Pottier's (1988) study of areas employing a flexible specialisation strategy
finds that the innovativeness of small firms is over-stated, particularly if they
are captive to a single large firm. He comments:

In fact, the technological ties of branch plants with their local
environments are the weaker, the stronger their degree of
corporate integration.' (Pottier, 1988:106)

The danger of 'insular' clustering,' Porter warns, is of locking the supply-side
of a sub-region into a declining product or process trajectory. In some

geographic areas, flexible specialisation may be a successful economic

development policy; however, the generalisation of its use appears limited.
There is no evidence of the niche products or technological system

necessary to pursue the flexible specialisation strategy in West Lothian.

West Lothian as synchronised and aligned space

To succeed as a small open economy using lean production technologies
West Lothian must meet two (inter-related) strategic objectives. These are to

synchronise its technological base with the demands of evolving global
markets. A second strategic objective is alignment of intra- and inter-
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organisational and institutional arrangements around this goal. In short, the

region must reshape itself in the image of lean production.

Convergence brings the benefits of FDI: employment, growth and an

obligation to remain in synchronisation with changing patterns of lean

production's regime of accumulation. Colomo (1992:283) summarises this
as the IMF growth model since convergence comes at the cost of a 'upward

delegation' of autonomy and goals, a delegation that may challenge the

legitimacy and social agenda of individual states. Chossudovsky (1997)

presents a critical interpretation of the IMF model.87 Dynamic synchronisation
with lean production's regime of accumulation and mode of regulation poses

important questions of alignment within a sub-national region. This may

involve, as Dalum et al. (1992) argue, re-shaping features of prevailing
habitus and institutional arrangements and may raise issues of legitimacy for

public policy makers and charges of external dependency and 'gate-way'

economy status.

Accepting the gains from lean production necessitates the re-shaping of

arrangements to comply with its accumulation regime and regulation mode.

Compliance routes vary. Each involves altering the internal institutional

arrangements to comply with the global regime of accumulation.

Convergences of regulation modes to international standards are important
considerations in the 'pecking order' for locating production units. TNEs are

wary of investing in countries demonstrating institutional political instability or

This contradicts the view of Ohmae (1991 and 1995) who prefers nations as the unit of
analysis. Jacobs (1984), however, convincingly argues that rarely do the jurisdictions
of political and economic space cohere. A regional focus for analysing technological
change has been popularised in the US by Peirce et al. (1993:13) who emphasise the
openness and inter-dependency of 'city-states' within a globalising economy. Peirce
et al. and Kanter (1995:123) focus upon regions as units of economic analysis.
'Economistic' views only partially capture the potential of regional-level analysis which
includes social factors and distinctive governance forms delivering localised visions of
technological change (Dodge, 1996).
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having unreliable institutional structures. FDI trade in capital, moulds

economies, to a greater extent than trade in goods. Technology selectively
transfers to regions with institutional arrangements suiting its successful

adaptation (Freeman 1986). In this sense the international division of labour
whilst manifested in space, is not the result of spatiality. Rather, it results
from differing social arrangements (Linge, 1988:Ch. 1). The distribution of

economic space results from relationships rather than physicality (Ratti, 1988:
199). For example, West Lothian is highly integrated with supply chains in

Singapore, yet becomes more distinctive from its neighbouring Edinburgh

economy.

Convergence to a mode of regulation implies movement to state structures

supportive of lean producers (Ewers, 1989). Stoker (1990) suggests that a

trans-national model of state structures is emerging. Such state structures

appear to be value-creating rather than value distributing (Jessop, 1992),
and are 're-commodifying welfare' (Warde, 1994:225), aiming to 'marketise
social relations and create an enterprise culture.' Such a re-alignment of
state structures appears to be confined to countries in which lean production

operates (see Jessop, 1994:13). It may create what Drache calls a 'crisis of

legitimacy' (1996:Ch. 10). Historically, federal states such as the UK have
been 'glued' together by welfare provision and empire. Removal of this

'glue,' and the upward delegation of essential decision making to the EU,

may break previous political ties. Resolution of such issues should not be

telescoped in time. The re-shaping of NSIs is a complex matter, and builds
from established structures and social patterns (Tickell and Peck, 1992:190).

West Lothian has a strategic intent of convergence to lean production's

technological regime as a means of engaging global markets and securing
the benefits of engagement. Later analysis will show that amongst the

implications of this strategy is pressure upon public agencies from
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indigenous companies, a separation of indigenous companies and inward
investor networks, and fragility arising from dependency upon foreign capital
and knowledge sources.

6.9 CHAPTER SUMMARY

The result of this chapter is a clear set of conceptual instruments which this
research uses later to analyse the institutional arrangements affecting the
diffusion of lean production within and into West Lothian. These instruments

may be summarised in shorthand form as follows.

• Synchronisation between regime of accumulation and mode of regulation.
• Lean production as a 'wider-Freeman' technological paradigm.
• Habitus as a tool linking structure and agent
• Long-waves as epochal descriptions
• The globalising economy and institutional arrangements for FDI.
• A 'pecking order' of national systems of innovation.
• Depth and breadth in knowledge networking and (chapter five) flows in

post-partnership supply networks.
• A multi-dimensional approach to cluster-building processes.
• The importance of absorptive capacity in the processes of institutional

thickening.
• The idea of (external) synchronisation and (internal) alignment being

necessary to converge with lean production and successfully diffuse it.

The processes of change constituting diffusion of lean production in West
Lothian will be conceptualised in a broad structure synthesising those

aspects of Regulation theory considered above and the sociotechnical
constituencies approach.
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Chapter Seven

A HOLISTIC THEORY OF LEAN PRODUCTION

This short chapter is a 'still' snapshot within a motion picture. It captures the
point at which this thesis has arrived, by referencing where it has come from
and is going to. Following this chapter are three which will present the

empirical information generated by this research, these in turn are followed

by three chapters analysing these results and answering the research

questions posed in section 1.2.

The chapter is self-contained. It references four diagrams encapsulating the

complex picture of lean production drawn in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. These

diagrams illustrate ways in which lean production technology is shaped and
in turn shapes ambient global and regional locations, structures and markets.
The three dimensions of lean production and three sets of characteristics (or
"sets of eyes") outlined in section 1.7 are clearly shown in this chapter.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a holistic picture of lean production
in practice - applicable to West Lothian. It is a complex picture. Three sets of
characteristics of lean production (value, technical and social) interwoven
with three levels of aggregation and abstraction in analysis (plant, systemic,
and institutional arrangements, (see diagram 1.3). The chapter presents a

synthetic theory of lean production.

The picture presented of lean production technology is analytical rather than

descriptive. It focuses upon processes rather than outputs. Technology
consists of artefacts used in a social setting: it is what people do with that

technology matters. With a complex system of industrial production such as
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lean production technology, it is possible to lose sight of the social outcomes

(which arise both from products and process) and to become mesmerised by
the artefacts. Lean production differs from other industrial systems in terms of
what people do in it, and expect from it. Interpretation of human actions -

degrees of understanding, intentions and commitment feature significantly in
the theory of lean production laid out in this chapter. Such self-reinforcing
actions by participants support a 'virtuous circle' of lean production at plant
level.1

Nine attributes are critical to each level of lean production's operation. Each
of these attributes is conceived of as a dynamic category - they are the
source of potential conflict with other output attributes, or illustrative of

potential contradictions in the lean production technology system. These
attributes are derived from chapters 4, 5 and 6 as being representative of the
whole lean production system.

Value Dimension of Lean Production
1. Knowledge generation
2. Industry distribution and openness
3. Openness and growth of ICT product markets

Technical Dimension of Lean Production
4. Continuously improving value chains
5. Conformity with lean production modes
6. Use of lean production process technology

Social Dimension of Lean Production
7. Deployment of technological knowledge
8. State and international regulation
9. Supply chains

The early chapters of this thesis refer to conflicts and contradictions between and
within aspects of lean production. Employing the approach of Regulation theory,
conflicts are here an antagonistic clash of interests that is reconcilable within existing
systemic arrangements. A contradiction is a deeper antagonism of interests the
reconciliation of which requires structural re-alignment. Clearly unresolved conflicts
may become contradictions. It is not intended to suggest that any sustainable (self-
equilibrating or otherwise) homeostasis exist for lean production or any other industrial
system.
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The justification for the selection of these nine attributes in particular is as

follows. Firstly, these are each significant to the operation of lean production
at each dimension (value, technical and social) of its operation. Thus,
connections may be traced between these dimensions by examining these
attributes. Secondly, each is shown in the interviews to be the cause of
interactions between dimensions - in short, companies say these attributes
matter to them and in their opinion to wider (company) decision-makers.

Thirdly, a greater or lesser number of attributes of lean production may result
in a cluttered framework or one inadequately capturing causal relationships.

Chapter 10 (which also uses this selection production attributes) will indicate
the precise way in which these attributes are reconciled with each other, and
between layers of lean production's operation from and within West Lothian.

Together these attributes form a holistic, synthetic theory of lean production in
West Lothian.

Lean production technology is a set of configurable contingencies capable of

taking varying in form and content, rather than a universally applicable
model. In each social, economic and physical location, the precise nature

and content taken by lean producers will vary. Variations arise from

adaptations of technology in response to local constraints and opportunities,
and particular product markets and supply chains. The theory of lean

production in the current chapter is built around three diagrams (7.2, 7.3 and
7.4) which represent its operation at plant, systemic and wide institutional
levels.

Figure 7.1 indicates the nine attributes lean production has in West Lothian.
The dark-grey rectangle represents the value attributes of lean production in
West Lothian, mid-grey indicates social attributes and the light-grey coloured
section contains technical attributes. Column 1 indicates nine important
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attributes that together define lean production technology in West Lothian.
These nine attributes represent the holistic system providing an analytical
structure. Reading across the chart, the principal features of each
characteristic at each level of aggregation from which the technology are

shown. Double-headed arrows separate columns three, four and five

highlighting an inter-relationship and inter-dependency between
characteristics at each level of analysis. The arrows are nodal points at

which the lean producer contrives to relate attributes of the systems at

different levels of aggregation. These contrivances involve trade-offs aimed
at reconciling conflicts or contradictions (opportunities and problems)

presented by creating a particular product or addressing
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particular markets, in the particular socio-economic circumstance of West
Lothian in 1999. Overall, chart 7.1 represents the parameters in which lean

producers operate in West Lothian. Chapter 10 will argue that empirical

study supports this theoretical picture of lean production in West Lothian.

7.1 LEAN PRODUCTION AT PLANT LEVEL

'Ideal type' lean producers enjoy internal and external relationships that

generate and enable the deployment of knowledge that continually alters
and improves product and process technology. Lean producing companies
flourish within supportive systemic and institutional environments. It will be

argued in Chapter 10 that the nature of lean production in West Lothian is a

limited-edition of the technology. Limited edition refers to a constrained form
of lean production having limited capability to manipulate useful knowledge
of technology - a knowledge dependency, rather than the absence of

particular techniques. Limited-edition lean producers do not have the inter-

dependency that arises from knowledge alliances to which they can

contribute. Such lean producers will enjoy little mutual exchange of

knowledge of technology with partners or network participants. This absence
of knowledge generative capability limits the use of lean production

techniques (and their diffusion). Particularly apposite for this research,
(which is exploring diffusion through supply chains) the limited-edition lean

producer has unequal relations in knowledge transmission with suppliers,
customers, corporation and partners.

Diagram 7.2 represents the nine important attributes of lean production and
indicates the important relationships of lean producers at plant level. An
outer 'dashed' diamond indicates the influence of institutional arrangements

upon these lean producers. Moving inwards, the 'dotted' diamond

represents systemic (company environment) relations of lean producing
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plants and their immediate environment. The innermost diamond represents

the important attributes within lean production plants. These are coloured

dark-grey to indicate the value characteristics of lean production, mid-grey
the technical characteristics and light-grey the social characteristics. Arrows

pointing away from the diamond centre indicate that each variable interacts
with features of both the systemic and institutional frameworks in which these
lean producers operate. Between the important attributes of lean production
within plant level, arrows pointing between diamond segments indicate the

self-reinforcing 'virtuous circle' of these nine important attributes.

In effect, there are three sets of drivers for lean producers at plant level.2
Processes used entail learning by using and active listening focusing upon

organisational effectiveness. The technical characteristics of lean production
drive process innovation, including output at a competitive price; functionality
and quality; productivity and time-to-market; learning by and before doing.
Technical characteristics focus upon efficiency. Social characteristics drive
internal and inter-organisational relations featuring markets (supply, labour
and product) institutions (knowledge and information) and inter-

organisational collaborating. This approach outlined above allows

grounding of this theory of lean production in actual examples, as this

chapter will demonstrate.

Driver is used here to mean a propellant in a particular direction. This is an analytical
simplification presuming a conscious and intentional trajectory. It is not meant to
suggest exclusivity of influence nor functional determinism. Value characteristics are
conceived here as the important drivers of product innovation and development and
results in product innovation and value adding processes achieved by knowledge
generation and its deployment.
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7.2 LEAN PRODUCTION AT SYSTEMIC LEVEL

Diagram 7.3 represents the important attributes of lean production at a

systemic level of analysis in West Lothian, and illustrates the relationship
between attributes at a system and a plant level. Appendix 3.2 and diagram
1.3 in Chapter 1 have indicated that the systemic dimension of lean

production constitutes more than spatial contiguity. The systemic
environment of the lean producer is the composition of the economic and
social (in addition to the physical) space occupied which relates to the lean

producer plants. Unlike wider institutional arrangements, which are

influential at a global or national system of innovation level of analysis,

systemic space is concrete rather than abstract. The systemic level directly
influences operation at plant level and in turn is directly shaped by plant level

operations in specific economic, social and physical space. In particular the
environment of lean producer plants is influenced by local networks,

agencies, inter- organisational connections, habitus attributes and proximate
state organs. These inter-relationships will directly mapped and connections
traced in later Chapters.

In diagram 7.3, the diamond surrounding lean production's operation at plant
level represents the systemic level of lean production. Outside of the

systemic level ('dashed') is a wider level of institutional arrangements to

which diagram 7.4 below refer. The electronics cluster is the principal

component of the economic environment of West Lothian. There are nine

important attributes identified at a systemic level of operation, each of which
inter-relates to an important variable at (inner) plant and (outer) levels of
institutional arrangements. The arrows moving anti-clockwise around the

system layer of diagram 7.3 show how each characteristic and dimension
reinforces the others. This illustrates that at a systemic level lean production

may be a self-reinforcing virtuous
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circle of technological change and growth. Conflicts or contradictions

eliminating or diminishing the effectiveness of any variable reduce the ability
of lean production to operate. Lack of alignment between attributes at plant
level and systemic level (or institutional arrangements level) similarly
attenuates the ability of the technology to flourish. Chapters 9 and 10

analyse these conflicts and contradictions.

Systemic characteristics of lean production drive product innovation (the
middle diamond in diagram 7.3). Effective knowledge partnering is absent

(for limited-edition lean producers) from the confines of the systemic
environment. The knowledge partners of lean producing inward investors

and most of the indigenous companies are located outside of their immediate

production cluster. Labour markets and training facilities reflect a demand for

operator recruitment into a limited edition of lean production and do not
address higher levels of employee recruitment. The customers for
intermediate industrial products of lean producers appear discerning.

However, most value added procurement sources are outside of the systemic

environment. Firms within this environment are not stimulated to innovate

products by a proximate cluster of oligopolistically competitive firms.
Technical attributes in the light-grey area of diagram 7.3 drive process

innovation. In these areas, the systemic level around lean producers is

strongest. External knowledge sources easily transfer-in new products and

processes, enjoying a supportive infrastructure including grants, training
facilities and committed work forces. Some foreign plants may even exceed
their home base for process innovation and output performance. The mid-

grey in the middle diamond of diagram 7.3 represents social characteristics
of system relationships of lean producers. The limited-edition nature of lean

producers constrains the development of an innovative milieu amongst firms
in such systemic environments. Information networking relates therefore to

corporate headquarters, suppliers or customers based abroad. This in turn
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acts as a constraining force upon the diffusion of lean production technology
in the indigenous manufacturing sector. It also potentially influences the
future of the area in terms of an international division of labour.

7.3 LEAN PRODUCTION AT THE LEVEL OF
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Diagram 7.4 represents the important variables of lean production at a wider
institutional arrangements level, and illustrates the relationships between
these attributes and those at plant and systems levels. Section 1.2.1 of

Chapter 1 and Appendix Three (2) have indicated that institutional

arrangements are a higher level of abstraction than the system level of

analysis. They cover a wider spatial area, and are less subject to the
influence of individual plants and companies. These institutional

arrangements form the mode of regulation and regime of accumulation of the
ICT paradigm and within it the lean production process trajectory. Key factors
at this level of analysis are the nature and form of global markets in capital
and products and the consequent international division of labour. Supra-
state agencies, economically powerful states and companies, along with

important economic clusters shape institutional arrangements that

increasingly feature knowledge alliances involving innovative companies
and institutions. Governance systems feature networks hierarchies and
markets rather than individual state regulatory regimes. Chapter 4 has
outlined the manifestations of global institutional arrangements, from the

viewpoint of the lean producer.3

3 In West Lothian, such relations will be further distorted by the fact that the county has
no city, no historical external patterns of social networking. The principal external
relations are those recently generated by the electronics cluster based in Livingston.
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In diagram 7.4 the institutional arrangements level of lean production is

represented by the outer-most of the three diamonds. Each of the nine
attributes identified interacts with attributes at system and plant levels of lean

production operation. Lack of synchronisation between these levels of

operation or between the regime of accumulation and mode of regulation
constrains both technology advance and economic growth. At a meta-level
lean production is a paradigm enabling growth and technological advance,

provided conflicts are reconciled and contradictions between the mode and

regime can be overcome. This may occur throughout the whole system - or

between a part of it and the whole system. Reconciling conflicts and
contradictions will enable periods of growth in which internal relations 'fit' an

externally 'aligned' system in synchronisation with a global regime of
accumulation and mode of regulation.

The dark-grey coloured characteristics of lean production's institutional

arrangements drive product innovation. Diagram 7.4 identifies the RD&D
environment, the international division of labour into national systems of
innovation and clusters, and the shortness of product life cycles as important
attributes stimulating product innovation. The quality of relationship between
these attributes at a national and international level, and linkages into system
and plant levels strongly influence the degree of product innovation and

growth. The light-grey areas of diagram 7.4 drive process innovation. These
are knowledge linkages (often corporate differential networks), and

consequently the diffusion of technology. An important characteristic of
institutional arrangements suitable for lean production to thrive is a state
machine promoting the creation besides the distribution of value. The global
distribution of lean production technology establishes parameters within
which any particular systemic network operates - the extent to which any

particular cluster or location adds or uses knowledge. Moving to the social

(mid-grey) characteristics of lean production's institutional arrangements, the
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position in the global value chain indicates the quality of value added or

knowledge base in a national innovation system. Network society suggests a

degree of integration and synchronisation with the information and
communications technological paradigm. Supportive capital and technology

represent the extent to which process technologies and capital resources are

available to a company or within an environment.

7.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter has outlined in summary form, a synthetic and holistic theory of
lean production. It has argued that the technology is configured differently in
each location to suit production needs and to correspond with the constraints

in each social setting. It has been suggested that West Lothian may have a

limited edition of lean production technology, limited by depth in knowledge

capability and of networking.4 Nine necessary variables were identified for
the technology to operate. At each level of aggregation, the variables will be

configured to align with each other, and between levels of aggregation. The
actual nature and form of each configuration of lean production technology

uniquely reflects (and in turn creates) the social setting in which it operates.

Particular fits, alignments and synchronisations will be affected by

specificities in each social setting. In each case conflicts will be overcome in
a manner reflecting opportunities and constraints in the social setting. This
thesis now turns to the empirical information generated by this research.

Chapter 10 returns to the theory presented above and will show how theory
and practice combine to explain actual processes of diffusion.

4 Chapter 11 fully considers the concept of a 'limited edition' of lean production.
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Chapter Eight

LEAN PRODUCTION TRANSFER AND DIFFUSION
- INWARD INVESTOR COMPANY CASE STUDIES

This chapter presents in case study form, the results of observation and

qualitative enquiry at four inward investing lean producers in West Lothian. It
begins with an overview of inward investment into West Lothian and a

justification of the survey sample and method. The chapter's structure is set
out in figure 1.

Section Content

8.1 Inward Investing Manufacturers in West Lothian
8.2 Mitsubishi Electric (UK) Ltd
8.3 Jabil Circuit Ltd
8.4 NEC (Semiconductor) UK Ltd
8.5 Seagate Microelectronics Ltd

Figure 1: Structure of Chapter Six

In each case, the case study follows the same structure giving order to the

presentation and simplifying comparisons.

8.1 INWARD INVESTING MANUFACTURERS IN WEST
LOTHIAN

This section gives a brief overview of West Lothian's industrial history

highlighting major themes from its recent economic development. It goes on

to justify the particular sample of inward investing companies chosen for

qualitative study.

Primrose (1898), Randall (1986) and Kerr (1988) chart West Lothian's export

success, between 1850 and 1910, based upon the commercially successful
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and innovative shale oil industry. The success of resource based industries

such as shale, coal and agriculture, Lythe and Butt (1975) and Hamilton

(1988) claim, limited the diffusion of textiles and metalworking into West
Lothian. A brief transplant of Fordist industry featured British Leyland trucks

(employing 8,000). By 1982 (the year BL closed), the local economy was in

crisis, with unemployment at 29% and its GDP reaching a historic low (see
LRC 1995). Like Scotland as a whole, Lenman (1977) argues, West Lothian
has little indigenous capital base and a small entrepreneurial middle-class.1

The major themes of economic development in the post-war Britain are

clearly discernible in West Lothian. Labour and product markets have
altered from being almost entirely closed, to becoming open, with linkages
into global markets and wider labour markets.2 A detectable movement from
Fordist industrial relations has occurred (evidenced by a change from
conflictual to commitment-based capital-labour relations), and an expanded

range of products. Before 1960, West Lothian's economy was predominantly

resource-based, it is now led by more knowledge-intensive companies.

Industry in 1960 was often in local ownership, now major firms are foreign
owned and use capital rather than labour intensive production systems.

The influence of the state in these changes is important. In 1963, a British

Leyland truck and tractor plant opened in Bathgate, with Scottish

Development Association (SDA) assistance. Eventually employing eight

thousand, it closed twenty years later, having not found nor created a local

supplier infrastructure. The Livingston Development Corporation (LDC),
formed in 1962, has helped create the most successful new town in Scotland.

1 Johnston et al (1971) emphasises that for 170 years the Scottish economy has
depended upon outside capital - either foreign investment or Westminster subsidy.
During 1825-64 the Scottish provincial banks demised and were replaced by joint
stock companies, owned largely by English shareholders, see Munn 1982:80 passim.

2 West Lothian Council, 1996:13 states that 49% of West Lothian exports are now
electronics goods, 78% of exports going within the EU
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An area that housed six farms, now makes the major contribution to West

Lothian's £1.4 billion annual GDP.3 In 1979, the SDA took over the Scottish

Office's remit of attracting inward investment; since 1989, this role has rested
with SE and LIS.4 Supported by EU Regional Selective Assistance (RSA),

training grants, and advanced factories, £9.5 billion foreign direct investment

(FDI) has flowed to West Lothian.5 The 1972 Treaty of Rome the 1992
Masttericht Treaty have been important in making central Scotland an

attractive location for inward investors seeking to produce and sell within the
external EU tariff barriers.

World levels of FDI have risen dramatically in the last twenty years, largely
between developed economies.6 Scottish development agencies actively
seek inward investment, often competing successful with Ireland (see Young
1984 and Henley Centre 1996).7

8.1.1 Sample selection, justification and profile
A four firm sample of inward investors is a reasonable size offering diversity

yet is sufficiently bounded to give a manageable size of qualitative data.

Sample choice was from inward investors apparently having successfully

An indicator of the success of Livingston is population growth. West Lothian's
population increased 300% from 1972-92, and is expected to increase by a further
10% by 2002. Currently 43% of the county's manufacturing jobs are in Livingston (i.e.
22,492). The town is estimated by West Lothian Council Business Centre to create
75% of the county's GDP.
Haug (1986:109) gives a critical view of SE. Also, see Danson, Lloyd and Newlands
(1989). A more sympathetic view is taken in Hood (1991). Locate in Scotland (LIS) is
SE's agency charged with attracting inward investment into Scotland.
Hill and Munday 1992: 538. In fiscal year 1996, ten inward investments created 2,000
jobs in West Lothian.
The inward investing firms in West Lothian include Motorola, Levi-Strauss, Russell
Corporation, Digital Equipment, Sun Microsystems, Shin-et-su Handotai, Glacier
Vandervell, Wyman Gordon - and Mitsubishi, NEC, Jabil and Seagate - the four firms
chosen for this survey.
Dun and Bradstreet's (1996) UK profitability survey identified 84% of West Lothian
firms as trading profitably, against a national average of 79%.
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transferred a lean production system into West Lothian.8 Only companies in
the microelectronics sector were considered, enabling comparison between
internal systems and external relations.9

The sample was to include a mix of original equipment manufacturers and
intermediate product producers. For this reason it includes Mitsubishi (a VCR
producer), the largest OEM in West Lothian. The sample includes two US
and two Japanese firms providing comparisons between aspects of lean

production transferring from each of these countries. Most inward investors
into West Lothian are 'greenfield' developers. When Seagate expressed a

willingness to participate in the research, their offer was accepted, since the

plant was acquired by the corporation rather than a new development - a

further dimension of contrast. Long standing contacts at NEC, a Japanese

company, kindly offered widespread access for both management interviews
and observation. A US company was needed to complete the sample. Jabil

agreed to participate in this research, balancing two larger and two smaller

companies.10 The four companies in the sample (Jabil, NEC, Mitsubishi and

Seagate) have a total turnover of £650 million. This approximates to a third
of the county's GDP, with a total labour force of 3,412 - representing one sixth
of total manufacturing employment in West Lothian.

8.2 MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC (UK) LTD

8.2.1 Company overview11

The author is fortunate to regularly visit industrial plants in West Lothian and able to
form and receive opinions on inward investors using lean production techniques.
This sector has been broadly defined in Section 1.2.2.
Ethicon was considered since of their supply chain relationships are imaginative,
however it is not in electronics. Hewlett-Packard and Sun Micro-systems were willing
to participate; each was discounted for being large companies.
In late January and early February of 1997, five days were spent at the Mitsubishi VCR
plant in Livingston, observing and speaking with staff. I was fortunate to have
considerable discussion with the plant manager Alan Gemmell. Observations,
impressions and conversations were noted. On 5 February 1997, I recorded semi-
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Mitsubishi has a £70 million turnover created by their 750 Livingston

employees, with a 'added-value' of 40%,12 operating on gross margins of
1%.13 VCRs are changing to digital products and the Mitsubishi analogue

product is at maturity. Alone amongst the four inward investing companies
studied Mitsubishi is an own (original) equipment manufacturer OEM. The

plant services Mitsubishi's European VCR market. No design, development
or research occurs on the plant. It is, however, recognised with Mitsubishi
Electrics as a highly productive, and (in processes) highly innovative.
Mitsubishi management also feel the plant has created a 'third' culture

synthesising Scottish and Japanese work arrangements. The Scottish
Production Manager states, 'I am half Japanese now.'14

8.2.2 Lean producer?
Mitsubishi management accept 'lean production' as a description of their

technological systems, emphasising continuous process improvement.15
They distinguish between 'full' lean production involving RD&D and the
'limited edition' at Livingston Mitsubishi. However, management point out

that many 'old' industry plants are similar, arguing that if Mitsubishi were to

be categorised as 'screwdriver' plant then so should BL, Bathgate or

structured interviews with Bill Barker, Personnel Manager; John Peters the Materials
Manager; and Allan Sneddon, Production Manager. The interview questions are
presented in Appendix One; pages 2-8 and transcribed interviews are on pages 9-48.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 21.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 35. Gross margins are sales less, cost of sales
(net stock change plus purchases). Value added is the difference between earnings
and outlays to create earnings (not including wages). Mitsubishi has plants in 32
countries, with a wide range of consumer products from electrical equipment to
vehicles

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 39.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 48. Lean production is having a customer-
focus combined with minimum inputs into the manufacturing process. In this sense,
we are lean producers, but that model can go a lot further. For example, we don't use
direct to the line JIT here, though we might in future. "Lean production is having a
customer-focus combined with minimum inputs into the manufacturing process. In this
sense, we are lean producers, but that model can go a lot further.
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Chrysler, Linwood.16 Management feel they have greater control, over a

more extensive process than previous generation manufacturing plants in
Scotland. Mitsubishi's vision of lean production is a product life cycle model

involving limited technology transfer, with RD&D transfer occurring later when
trust has been built between subsidiary and mother-plant.17 They anticipate
a new digital product and hope this will bring with it D&D if not RD&D facilities
to the plant.18 At all levels of employee, Mitsubishi distinguishes itself from
earlier generations of manufacturers in West Lothian, particularly in HR

systems.19

8.2.3 The significance human relations
Mitsubishi enjoys a significant level of commitment from their employees,
evidenced by participation rates in continuous improvement programmes.

They portray themselves as a paternal company,20 and are conscious that
their young workforce are influenced by attitudes outside the workplace, not

receiving the positive reinforcement the same age group is purported to
obtain in Japan.21 Management believe a third of staff is 'really committed.'

Performance improvement at Mitsubishi arises from re-configuring existing

knowledge rather than new product knowledge generation.22 Their
Production Manager emphasises that re-engineering of processes is a

people-focused activity.23 Each cellular team unit prominently displays

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 14.
Management at Mitsubishi point out that previous generation US transnational plants
took 25 years before being allowed RD&D facilities.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 33-34.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 53.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 51.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 54.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 18.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 38.
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improvement targets and achievements;24 measures are usually of practical
issues such as output and quality.25

The HR function (entitled Personnel) has shaped the style of operation from

its inception.26 Training at Mitsubishi is seen as an investment not a negative
cost. They use a bottom entry internal labour market model, and employ

training to provide skills and shape attitudes.27 The Production Manager

suggests that 'after-care' inward investor training grants are significant to the

Japanese owners.28 HR and Production at Mitsubishi actively seek to

improve arrangements for training.29 Both in-house training and West
Lothian College training are important to the company.

Mitsubishi's HR indicates that each plant in the corporation achieves 'role
rather than rule' behaviour in different ways:

The Japanese philosophy certainly within Mitsubishi Electric is
each location can basically do what they feel is appropriate
within its own organisation.30

Mitsubishi operate a spinal salary system in a single status plant.31 There is
no evidence of explicit effort bargaining detracting from role-bound
behaviour. Average reward packages reflect their low profit margins.32
Eradication of job insecurity fears at Mitsubishi has declined in significance
for management over the past years.33 There is little interest in trade union

membership at Mitsubishi, no evidence of individual or collective conflict, but

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 44.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 44.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 13.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 60. Mitsubishi
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 48.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 41.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 9.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 8.

24
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some discontent over salaries, which are perceived to be at the lower end of
the district average.

8.2.4 Structure

Managers, in the words of Allan Sneddon, 'walk the job' rather than attending

meetings, little 'white space' is left unmanaged.34

Mitsubishi construct multi-functional flexibility within and between teams.35
Supervisors and Management often comment upon Motorola's self-managed

teams, suggesting that Motorola's reportedly high defect rate arise from an

absence of purposiveness in the teams.36 At Mitsubishi teams are work cells,
dedicated to achieving their targets. Their teams talk and suggest - they do
not to act without authorisation. Mitsubishi is entirely team-focused in their

production.

Mitsubishi picture themselves as 'normative' organisation: led by goal

acceptance rather than control and compliance. Staff in the US companies
articulate this less. Staff believes management are 'fair' and understand

'personal' difficulties. The indirect to direct staff ratio is 1:2.

The company operates with four functional managers and a Japanese MD,

supported by six other specialist Japanese managers.37 It is a more flexible
than semiconductor plants. They proudly accept the 'double-loop' learning
model entailing structural changes:

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 12-13. In May 1998, Mitsubishi closed a television
assembly plant at Haddington in East Lothian. This has no direct impact upon the
Livingston plant, other than to heighten general fears of employment security.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 38.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 44.
These impressions of Motorola relate to the plant immediately during and after ramp-
up. Since that time, performance and quality standards have improved significantly.
(Discussions with Derek Milne, External Affairs, Motorola, Livingston).
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 18. Mitsubishi
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Absolutely, in fact, this happens frequently, we have a very fluid
people structure; the fixed parts are in the technical
processes.38

This research observed Mitsubishi at a time of quite radical re-engineering of

processes. Quite remarkably, during three months they condensed

production, without loss of output, from three to two buildings, in preparation
for a new product.

8.2.5 Labour markets

Mitsubishi recruits 90% of operators from West Lothian, casting a wider net

for more specialist employees;39 technicians are recruited from central

Scotland, senior managers or specialists from throughout Britain.40 Ninety-
five per-cent of operators are recruited directly from school.41 Mitsubishi

believe, 'It is easier to develop skills than to alter attitudes.'42 Technicians
and engineers are HNC or graduates. The plant does not use casual staff.
Turnover and absenteeism of operators are high at 10% and 3.8%. The ratio
of men to women at Mitsubishi is 47:53.43 Many of the 'virgin labour' young

workforce believe the plant is a 'second chance' for education. Individuals
seem genuinely appreciative of the company encouraging HNC levels of

training.

8.2.6 Processes and process choices
Product range is narrow at Mitsubishi; its 'A-shaped' OEM plant operates the
high-volume low-margin strategy of OEM lean producers. They are the only

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 18.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 89.
Motorola's MD recently suggested in discussion that all of their recruitment up to
technicians was local. He then went on to list towns including Dundee and Greenock.
Clearly, 'local' has a different meaning in TNEs than in local authorities.
The company look for pleasant attitudes, dexterity, spatial vision, enthusiasm and
'showing an interest,' rather than qualifications.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 88.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 49.
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UK producers of VCR drums; this is done on a £4.5 million machine that
includes seven robotic stations.44 Given the maturity of this plant's product,
model mix has risen to 60 varieties, reducing the effectiveness of mass

production techniques.45 Arguably, Mitsubishi is now a batch producer using
mass production technology. This is evident in team working, which are now

fluidly reconfigured to meet product re-design and shorter runs.46 Product

maturity and falling margins disturbs Mitsubishi's value engineering.47 The

corporation has recently re-designed the product, amalgamating three PCBs
into one motherboard, reducing material inputs by 15% and downsizing

assembly lines. Mitsubishi has slack within processes, and are now in

sourcing items previously outsourced for sub-assembly and manufacturing.
This illustrates the wider range of process choice enjoyed by the OEM above
the intermediate product suppler.

8.2.7 A learning organisation?
Mitsubishi has a mother-plant at Kyoto that both produces product and

provides knowledge for transfer. Constant process innovation occurs during

product transfer and ramp-up.48 All embedded technological knowledge in
the VCR product emanates from Kyoto.

Whilst Production Management at Mitsubishi comment, 'You die if you are not

a learning organisation,'49 the HR Manager restricts self-generated learning
on the plant to process improvement.50 Mitsubishi Livingston has a fine
record within the corporation for improving processes during transfer from

The fastest PCB insertion machine makes 1,920 insertions per minute. Mass
production covers 90% of Mitsubishi's output. Five per-cent is small-customised batch
production, and 5% prototyping.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 21-22.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 53.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 21.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 18.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 43.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 58.
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Kyoto,51 and then continuously improving boasting that ' this is the most

productive Mitsubishi VCR plant in the world.'52 Within three months, they re-

engineered their entire process; downsizing and creating a re-designed

product with 15% reduced parts.53 Kyoto is not expected to transfer research

capability to Livingston.54 Management on the plant believes that design-for-
manufacture capability exists in the plant. They will need to recruit and re¬

train for development capability.55 Local knowledge generation is currently
limited to process improvement. Mitsubishi are dependent on subsidiary-HQ
relations with Kyoto for product knowledge.56 One reason for continuous

process improvement is to persuade the corporation to make new investment
in Livingston.57 Their optimism arises from Mitsubishi's design localisation

programme.58

Knowledge cumulation at Mitsubishi is both highly formalised and informal.
Formalised in that written procedural changes are required to alter processes

or product content.59 Informal in that supervisors and team leaders each
have 'know-how' used daily to improve performance.

Team meetings and training are the essential vehicles socialising process

knowledge improvements at Mitsubishi. In team briefings and quality circles

examining continuous improvement suggestions, technicians join operators

at Mitsubishi.60 Individual annual assessments monitor the progress of every

Mitsubishi employee. Teams at Mitsubishi also discuss absenteeism and
turnover. The Production Manager states:

Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58. Mitsubishi
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 41.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 41.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 43.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 44.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 41.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 83. Mitsubishi
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 84.
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We hold regular Group meetings, regular team leaders
meetings and run the top-down quality programmes. Once
Production establishes a new procedure we make sure
everybody knows it through training.61

The Production Manager suggests that a third of their workforce actively

participate in knowledge socialisation. Mitsubishi use and construct teams in
which engineers have a close interface with operator teams.62 This is seen

both in target setting, which is done by negotiation at Mitsubishi, and in team

briefings and quality circles examining.63

Mitsubishi are successful in transferring product and process knowledge from

Kyoto, cumulating process improvement knowledge, and socialising best

practice - knowledge generation is limited to process improvement.

8.2.8 Supply chains
Mitsubishi's competitor Phillips are switching to suppliers in Eastern Europe,
but Mitsubishi continue to believe that air routing from Singapore is more

reliable than trucking from Poland.64 However, they are concerned that the
2001 abolition of external EU tariffs on imported electronic assemblies may

threaten OEM manufacturing within the EU.

Mitsubishi's supply chain is relational rather than competitive: they never use

competitive sourcing, preferring to build up trust to time.65

We work for years getting vendors round to our way of doing
things. This means a close interface between Production,
Engineering and Procurement.66

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 18.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 44.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 44.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 44.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 71
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 74
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Mitsubishi has a tiered supply chain; the absence of RD&D in Livingston and
the spatial distribution of the VCR industry shape it.67

Mitsubishi spend three to four million pounds a month on sourcing

consumables, raw materials, services and parts.68 The Materials Manager
summarises their position:

Our major 113 vendors in 1996 broke down as follows: 22%
Japanese sales located within the EU, 10% Japanese in Japan,
37% European, 11% Japanese manufactured within the EU,
and 20% Southeast Asia. In terms of value, sourcing in 1993
was 32% locally controlled and 68% from Kyoto. These figures
have dramatically altered under the localisation programme
and are now 15% Kyoto and 85% local control.69.... Our supply
chain is not all that different from that of our mother plant at
Kyoto. Now you have Mitsubishi Electric plants all over the
world. They all tend to buy the more complex ICs out of the
States, they all tend to buy memory ICs out of east Asia, they all
tend to buy plastic parts out of east Asia, and they all tend to buy
the more value-added parts (other than ICs) out of Europe.70

Maturation of their product explains a decrease in local value-added

sourcing: the plant in this phase uses 'knock-down assembly' (maximising

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 45.
"Where you do not have design that pipeline is always going to try and encourage the
traditional Japanese model. That restricts us. We are even more restricted when you
look at a global market place of 50 million videos per annum. Probably in the region of
50% of these are produced in Malaysia by the big boys, all Japanese, perhaps with
Phillips in beside them. We probably trade with 50 or 60 companies in West Lothian.
A large proportion of these are service, and others which we would designate as
service and design where we have specific tools to be manufactured and we will work
in partnership with that supplier. We are looking at all sorts of methods for cost
advantage for instance, is it possible to go to individual vendors in Malaysia. There is a
huge vendor base there; do we go to them individually? Or do we look to focus our
attention on a buying agency, or put our people over there, where the vendors are,
and effectively control procurement by thinning the pipeline?" (Appendix 1,
Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 66).
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 65. Mitsubishi
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 73.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 85.
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corner engineering), the source of which is the supplier cluster in Malaysia.71
Spare capacity means that locally out-sourced parts are drawn back into the

plant. Local manufacturers have limited opportunities to supply value-added

products to the OEM during ramp-up because RD&D designs-in pacific rim

suppliers with whom they jointly develop new products. Later, at maturity,
costs are lowered by using corner engineered supplied sub-assemblies.72
Mitsubishi's local sourcing is in the main none value-added purchases such
as services and consumables.

Within the constraints of process choice, all lean producers attempt to

minimise work-in-progress (WIP). However, reducing WIP is not an end in
itself for the lean producer.73 The company holds one-week stock,74 reducing
this could reduce flexibility and increase labour costs.75 With its originally
narrow product mix Mitsubishi employed direct to the line JIT delivery,
however, they have recently stopped this. Stock holding provides them with
the flexibility to rapidly alter product customisation,76 introducing flexibility into
their systems.77

Mitsubishi, an OEM, encourages local suppliers. They suggest that some

indigenous companies feel inward investing companies ought to be obliged
to trade with them, and SMEs telescope time-scales forgetting that it has
taken Mitsubishi a hundred years to grow to its present size.78 Mitsubishi

participate in SE's local sourcing strategy.79 They work with local companies

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 69
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 72
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 65
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 38.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 65
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 45.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 30.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 48.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 48.
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such as Deans Engineering; yet after months of joint working the price gaps

can remain unbridgable.80 Allan Sneddon lists 190 local suppliers and adds:

We work closely to help local companies understand our needs.
We have even helped one out financially, we have loaned
equipment to other and with all of them, we lend our expertise -

by having them in here, and our engineers visiting them to offer
advice and support.81

Mitsubishi expects a 40% value-added, in an industry in which 70% of

components are global standards:

We have 70% of our components exactly the same as our sister
company in Malaysia, the other 30% will be spread across
country-specific, cosmetic, the ICs being the major ones.82

Knowledge flows up rather than down Mitsubishi's value chain, the suppliers

adding significant knowledge are located in Malaysia having been designed
in during product development at Kyoto.

8.2.9 Knowledge networking
Little knowledge transfers from non-customer organisations flows into
Mitsubishi. The Production Manager, suggests that whilst training grants are

appreciated,83 he attends many SE and Council events but, 'We learn very

little from these.'84 Even in knowledge of potential suppliers, Mitsubishi's
Procurement Manager states:

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 74. The Materials Manager seems frustrated
at failed efforts to promote local sourcing, indicating the difficulties described above
during both ramp-up and product maturity. Mitsubishi have lent money to a local
supplier, lent equipment, and use local suppliers to stabilise labour requirements
during demand surges. However, Mitsubishi does not enjoy local sourcing for is value-
added purchases.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 45.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 72.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 42.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 42.
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Related to procurement, I would say willing help yes, but impact
no. If you look at outside help in terms of support for training,
plant expansion and development of the organisation - these
are different matters. Specifically for procurement a minimal
impact.85

Mitsubishi are not deriving significant knowledge flow from Scottish public

agencies, nor are they jointly developing new knowledge with these

agencies. Mitsubishi build an end-user product so comments from customers

could be easier. However, not having RD&D in the plant, the technological
feedback goes through their sales section to Japan, rather than direct to the

plant.86 Allan Sneddon, Production Manager sees customer opinion as

directly influencing future RD&D.87

Mitsubishi interactively operate with suppliers seeking continuous

improvement. This can include staff interchanges.88 These value-adding

suppliers are in Malaysia and Singapore. Some of Mitsubishi's suppliers of
'off-the-shelf parts are British, often in England.89 Mitsubishi wish to develop
value-added suppliers locally but are not part of any local knowledge
network involving indigenous or foreign companies.

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 28.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 42.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 43. "Our problem is that the next generation
of digital videos will be bought by people who are only seven years old today - there is
no point asking them their requirements. If you ask the technologists - that can be
dangerous If you look at any large company anywhere in the world there are two
poles for supply networks: where the design is located and where the manufacturing is
located. We have got a supply network around us in Europe, and the design capability
in Japan now has a supply network around it in East Asia. When you transfer design,
even although we are a global business the natural effect will be for a lot of that supply
base to transfer with the design capability. That will happen, and ideally in this plant."
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 31. The pipeline from conception, through
design and production is starting to fatten up, but it is still in one direction; it is not
fattening up and going within a European base, because this base is not competitive
enough. The big worry is fine if we can combine as a glorified entity within Europe, and
we talk together and we control it together. I have my doubts whether we can actually
succeed in doing that.
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Mitsubishi are doubtful that an electronics cluster exists. As an OEM, they
see clustering in terms of supplier capability depth.90 Procurement at

Mitsubishi is pessimistic about clustering,91 suggesting that even the
transference of design capability to their Livingston plant leaves the globally
dominant cluster of suppliers in Malaysia.92 Allan Sneddon believes design
localisation may encourage first tier suppliers to locate in central Scotland:

It will be both Japanese and East Asian suppliers setting up
here and some will be local companies. I can understand a
local guy with a small company worrying about a sophisticated
Japanese company building a factory on its doorstep. The
difficulty right now is that we are constrained by our Japanese
mother factory at design stage and the timing, which flows from
that. This is not a Japanese factory it is a Scottish factory.93

He is conscious that successful suppliers in a global industry must have the

capability and capacity to globally supply:

Remember we source globally, so the challenge for local
companies is not to be able to provide for us, but to be able to
provide for the industry.94

Mitsubishi believe the establishment of electronics cluster is possible in
central Scotland, but it does not yet exist.

8.2.10 Institutional framework

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 21. "Our problem is that the next generation
of digital videos will be bought by people who are only seven years old today - there is
no point asking them their requirements. If you ask the technologists - that can be
dangerous If you look at any large company anywhere in the world there are two
poles for supply networks: where the design is located and where the manufacturing is
located. We have got a supply network around us in Europe, and the design capability
in Japan now has a supply network around it in East Asia. When you transfer design,
even although we are a global business the natural effect will be for a lot of that supply
base to transfer with the design capability. That will happen, and ideally in this plant."
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 23.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 24.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 43.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 48.
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Mitsubishi initially location was based upon EU market access, labour

supply, and central and local government grants and support.95 Use of the

English language is important to the Japanese. The institutional

arrangements for 'after-care' especially training grants impress the

corporation.96 However, little technical knowledge flows from SE and
Council events, universities or local suppliers.97 Mitsubishi are conscious
that little of their value-added supply chain is locally sourced.98 The
institutional arrangements impressing Mitsubishi are finance and labour

supplies; locally generated technological knowledge is none existent.

8.3 JABIL CIRCUIT LTD

8.3.1 Company overview99

Jabil's 620 employees are on two sites in West Lothian,100 creating a turnover

of £175 million, with added value of 20% and gross margins of a similar
order. A quarter of their product is short-run PCB assembly, 75% is sub¬
assemblies - 'turn-key' products.101 Currently occupying two sites, Jabil are

investing £20 million in a new custom-built facility at Oakbank, Livingston.102

Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 48.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 42.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 42.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi Procurement, pg. 24.
In early March 1997,1 spend five days of familiarisation, observation and discussion at
Jabil Circuits, Livingston. Notes were taken and I was fortunate to hold several
discussions with Trevor Kay the Plant Manager. Whilst I visited the Bathgate most of
my time was spent at Livingston the larger plant. On Wednesday 12 March 1997, I
interviewed Audrey McGuckin of Human Resources and Ronnie Darroch,
Manufacturing and Procurement Manager. The transcripts of these interviews are in
Appendix One pages 106-131.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 130.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 130.
Jabil provides first tier supplier services in the US, Malaysia and Scotland to OEMs.
The company turns over $863,285,000 pa. The new plant at Oakbank opened in
November 1998.
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Jabil are intermediate product suppliers and are entirely customer focused.
Their market is European based OEMs. Jabil exists because OEMs exercise
the choice of 'buy' rather than 'make.' Leanness exudes from Jabil in

structure, stock control and constant pressure to achieve greater output with
lower input of labour and other costs. They compete for work on leanness.
Jabil stress that they treat employees, as 'you would like to be treated,'103 and

that 70% of performance arises from 'soft-skills' and 30% 'hard

technology.'104 The company uses a wide range of performance measures to

meet whatever criteria their OEM customers choose to judge performance.105

Jabil has a US focus amongst top management. They price in dollars and
are in constant e-mail and telephone communication with the US. However,

lower down their structure there is little US-orientation. Jabil's employees

regard them as a Scottish company, albeit in US ownership. They have little
local knowledge to design products, and depend entirely for RD&D on San
Jose or customers. They believe their process construction is unique, (cells

operating as business units directly collaborating with and dedicated to

customers).106 The company located in Livingston for proximity to its

customers, to take advantage of labour supply and available financial

subsidy.

8.3.2 Lean producers?
Jabil regard themselves as a 'new-wave' company, driven by customer

needs. Internally they emphasise the importance of positive peer pressure,

induction socialisation and continuous improvement creating job security.107
They are value processors rather than value creators. The entire

Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 122.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 122.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 121.
However, during this research, I visited Lytton Industries of Fife who operate a very
similar model - they are part of the IBM group.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 109.
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management at Jabil speak of the plant as a lean production operation;

supervisors and staff commonly use the term.

8.3.3 HR significance

Audrey McGuckin points out that 'employee satisfaction' and 'respect every

individual'108 form the basis of their HR style, but that not everybody prefers
this environment.109 There is no evidence of rule-based or inflexible

behaviour in the plant. In the management 'pecking order', HR features

centrally. Commitment-based practices are reliant upon a committed
workforce. At Jabil continuous process improvement is seen as the key to

growing market share,110 it is weighted as equal in importance to quality, time
and price in relations with customers.111

Forty per-cent of Jabil's workforce participate in training at any time,

encouraging customers to mould their dedicated team's in-house training

programme.112 They have little specialist equipment. For example, their
automatic insertion machines are slow. Performance improvement is

described as driven by 'softer' rather than 'harder' investment.113 The

company is in the process of spending £20 million on a new plant, adding
500 to its existing 620 workforce.

Jabil employees regularly express their motivation vocally and openly. The

company strives to induce commitment.114 An example of commitment at
Jabil is the company's scheme to introduce 'banking' of hours to cover

108

109

110

Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 109.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 115.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 123.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 109.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 18. "Soft-systems are a much greater driver of change and
improvement for us than harder technology."
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
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upsurges and downturns in demand for labour.115 The workforce seems

happy to go along with this. Yet, the 15% annual turnover of staff suggests a

lower order of commitment.116 All levels of staff at Jabil contrast commitment

to customers and their product with what they describe as irresponsible
industrial relations and an absence of customer focus in British Leyland.117

Jabil pay district average salary levels. A total flexibility within function

prevails in the plant, with no sign of effort bargaining. Salary and conditions

packages are based upon individual 'rates for the job' and group

performance bonus.118 Whilst salary levels are fall below the semiconductor

plants. They are superior in non-wage benefits and conditions.119 Motivation
includes an eradication of fear of job loss by using temporary staff as a buffer
for permanent staff when turnover falls. The permanent staff takes comfort
both from this, and the expansion plans of the company. Jabil also

emphasises the absence of 'blame culture' in creating motivation.120 Several

examples where highlighted of important and costly mistakes that did not
result in disciplinary action, rather individuals giving presentations to other
teams on how to avoid repetition. The motivational culture at Jabil is highly
vocal.121

Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 128.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
The BL plant (which closed in 1982) has entered folklore in West Lothian as exampling
conflictual Fordist industry.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 118.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
Absenteeism rarely exceeds 2% on any line, an achievement more of peer-group
norming than management policy. Employees know that the 10% of employees (an
average figure) falling below standard in personnel appraisal will not receive a salary
increase and will reduce team bonus. The social ambience at Jabil is one where

'negativity' is frowned upon - everybody appears optimistic and happy. Teams
socialise an unusual amount; recognition awards and small ceremonies meet with
approval. The current research found no evidence of collective conflict at Jabil,
discussions suggests that individual conflict rapidly leads to a parting of ways.
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8.3.4 Structure and form

Jabil's management structure reflects their organisational autonomy from the
Jabil Corporation. Trevor Kay the MD is Scottish. He suggests that no other

company operate with the same degree of team matrixing. Each production
cell at Jabil runs as a business unit, directly relating to its customer.122
Specialist functions and the six functional managers oversee these teams.123

Jabil dedicate a team to each customer. These teams handle all contacts

with their customers, unmediated by senior management.124 Though not self-

managed, team empowerment is significant in an organisation constantly

changing structure form to meet customer requirements.125 They are proud of
double loop learning, and an 'Investment in Excellence' programme,

suggesting, 'How we treat our people is what differentiates us.'126 Jabil use a

high degree of intra and inter-team flexibility.127 These teams are dedicated
to, and directly communicate with, their individual customer.

'Norming' by teams is powerful at Jabil; customer contacts also reinforce this

norming. Ronnie Darroch highlights an extensive a span of control for each
team.128 Each team spends forty minutes a week on team building, in most

cases re-building since almost weekly team composition changes as

customer schedules and product requirements alter.129 The ratio of direct to
indirect employees at Jabil is 2:1 reflecting the absence of D&D on the plant.

(Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 109 and Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement,
pg. 121.)
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 120.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 18.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 109.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 109. "Empowerment is a big thing for us. However, it is not
going to be a big thing if people don't respond to the opportunities. I would say that
people who don't want empowering either decide not to come here, or don't last very
long."
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 112.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
'Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 120.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 18.
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8.3.5 Labour markets

Jabil externalises recruitment, using local employment agencies (often

recruiting further west than West Lothian),130 to a specific employee profile.131
They recruit from a growing 'intermediate' labour market. Filtering from

temporary staff, HR and Production management recruit permanent staff

using scenario and attitudinal testing.132 Jabil invests heavily in socialisation
into their environment. They suffer a 15% annual staff turnover133 having a

specific target of 50% of vacancies being filled internally.134 Jabil use a 'core-

periphery' model for recruitment.135 Sixty per-cent of the workforce are male.
Casual staff are treated the same as permanent staff. The company recently
held on to casuals at cost of £80,000 despite not needing them, taking

temporary contracts to their conclusion in an attempt to treat people with

dignity.136

8.3.6 Processes and process choices
Jabil's manufacturing technology comprises a range of automatic and
manual insertion, soldering and testing machines. As a turnkey PCB
manufacturer and sub-assembler, Jabil's volumes are shorter than mass

production lines. They use a classic formulation of getting quality right then

squeezing costs by continuous improvement - learning by doing. However,

greater emphasis is placed upon 'learning before doing' - the design and re¬

design of the process changes as frequently as OEM customers require.137
Jabil synchronises their TQM systems with those of their OEM customers.

Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 112, training is done by Napier University.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 109.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 121.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 128.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 120. "Our aim is to exceed
customer's expectations. Other turnkey electronics manufacturers have the same
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8.3.7 Learning organisation?
Jabil are proud to call themselves a learning organisation:

Very definitely yes. Within human resource, one of our key task
is to help create a learning environment; the management style
is important - how people are treated. In a learning
organisation, it is OK to make mistakes. It is OK to try things, it is
OK to take risks, or come up with a wild idea. Learning is
encouraged within Jabil.138

They use Napier for some testing and assessments, contract courses on

manufacturing techniques, for example DFM, and have brought in the
Scottish CBI to help with macroeconomics forecasting, since exchange rates

are important.139 Apart From San Jose, their main source of knowledge is
their customers rather than non-customer agencies or suppliers. Jabil is a

turnkey PCB builder: agreeing each product's production process with the
customer. The Production Manager comments, 'We aim to become really
locked-in with our customers at an early stage.140 Jabil wishes to extend

design and sub-assembly work.141 It's perspective is to become a first tier

supplier to OEMs,142 manufacturing for the EU market.143 'Knowledge

partnerships' with customers are central to their business. Processes are

specifically configured to suit customers, including training and interchanging

equipment and same statistical process control systems as us. Our difference is that
our people are organised in groups working for particular customers, and with an
attitude favouring high quality and continuous improvement." (Appendix 1, Jabil HR,
pg. 109.)
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 113. Further, as Appendix 1, Jabil Production and
Procurement, pg. 126 indicate, Jabil's Production Manager sees opportunities when
moving the plant to the new Oakbank site in West Lothian to push teams into re¬
thinking old ways of performing.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 124.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 122.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 124.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 125.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 128.
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staff with customers.144 Customers at times accept Jabil's knowledge of

suppliers and parts.145

Generating knowledge at Jabil takes the form of learning before doing and

learning by doing, (continuously improving upon manufacturing processes).
Jabil weigh these capabilities as important as price, quality and delivery
time.146 San Jose provides microprocessors and complex PCB designs: this
is expected to continue.147 Jabil corporation's competency is contract

manufacturing for OEMs: the corporation does no basic.148

Jabil cumulate knowledge (largely from customers) tacitly amongst team

leaders and management. Knowledge socialisation is more formal. Jabil

encourages employees to brief other teams about relevant information
learned on courses.149 The HR Manager comments that, 'People are always

saying: look I've found this out, or let's try this.'150 The Manufacturing

Manager believes that knowledge cumulation occurs by continuity of staff
and absence of blame culture. He encourages employees who have learned
lessons from a mistake to brief other groups.151

8.3.8 Supply chains
Jabil has a fast throughput involving delivery to line; WIP is often only four to

eight hours.152 They prefer local suppliers but find that customers specify

components and suppliers.153 Though Jabil verifies their vendors, in the
main they have little control over their supply chain: it is customer specified,

Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 113.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 122.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 122.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 122.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 108.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 90. Jabil
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 113.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 125.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 119.
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and rarely involves local companies.154 Jabil's business strategy is to grow

as a first tier supplier to OEMs for PCBs and sub-assemblies.155 They would
wish to develop a local tiered supply chain.

Jabil has made a financial investment in a start-up company in Shotts

supplying a part and assisting them to reach 'order qualifier' status, (as a

second source).156 They lend equipment to suppliers and competitors.157

Jabil sees 'very little' stimulus for innovation coming from suppliers for

process innovation.158 Their customers (who include NEC and Motorola)

continually transfer process knowledge into Jabil.159 Jabil's strongest

knowledge connections remain within the corporation.160 They are part of the
SEF network that they regard as an advocacy network rather than knowledge
network.161 The company is critical of poor liaison between schools and the
electronics industry.162

8.3.9 Knowledge networking
Jabil benefit form bi-lateral networking with customers, they are not part of a

local knowledge network. Jabil's business strategy is to deepen the quality
of a local supplier network with companies such as themselves and SMEs

operating in tiers. Their primary network connections are with its corporation
(for design and development) and its customers (OEM or first tier suppliers),

Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 128.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 128.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 124.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 128.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 128. The company is ABEX an
electrical wiring sub-assembler.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 122.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 129.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 125.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 112.
Appendix 1, Jabil HR, pg. 118.
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such as Motorola.163 They see a spatial density of these customers in central

Scotland,164 but stress the global nature of supply chains. Ronnie Darroch

suggests that the location and development of companies such as Jabil is

deepening the cluster in the face of competition from the Pacific Rim, Mexico
and Eastern Europe.165 A £20 million expansion programme suggests Jabil
believe that the cluster can be deepened.

8.4 NEC (SEMICONDUCTORS) UK Ltd.166

8.4.1 Interview arrangements and company overview
In corporate philosophy 'NEC strives through computers and communication
to help advance societies world wide towards deepened mutual

understanding and the fulfilment of human potential.'167 NEC
Semiconductors operates in 35 countries, the Livingston plant selling

memory DRAM and ASICS (Advanced applied specific integrated circuits)

mainly to Europe, but also to Japan and the United States. Livingston has

recently received a £530 million investment for semiconductor fabrication
and assembly.168 NEC is the second largest semiconductor maker in the
world gross sales being £5.6 billion - over 5% in Livingston.169

Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 125.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 129.
Appendix 1, Jabil Production and Procurement, pg. 125.
Using a long-standing familiarity with NEC, I spent six days observing and discussing
with all levels of staff at this plant during late January and early February 1998. During
this time, I had numerous discussions with Mr Juro Tumulka the Plant Director and Bill
Gold the External Affairs Manager. On 11 February I conducted semi-structured
interviews with Maidie Cahill the Human Resources Manager; David Johnstone the
Manager for Planning and Purchasing and Jim Weir the General Manager of
Production. The transcripts of these interviews are in Appendix 1 pages 48-88.
NEC Semiconductors (UK) company brochure.
The Livingston plant (established in 1982) manufactures, assembles and tests
integrated circuits including a four to sixty four megabyte DRAM range of memory
chips for supply to European OEMs manufacturing PCs, printers, cameras, calculators
and micro-computers. Advanced technology on the site manufactures 6-inch wafers
in a 0.15pm filtered cleanrooms. The plant sells £250 million annually, covers 537,000
square metres and constitutes an investment of $800 million.
NEC Semiconductors (UK) company brochure.
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NEC, who employ 1,850 in Livingston, create a £250 million turnover.170
'Notional' transfer payments are made to the plant by corporate sales, since
the selling price of DRAM has fallen by 75% in less than a year these prices
are being eroded.171 NEC is in ramp-up mode, having invested £540 million
in 1997, to extend capability to 56 megabyte DRAM production. NEC boast
of creating a third culture, intermixing Japanese and Scottish traits. Maidie
Cahill of NEC HR states, 'We are a Scottish factory but blending aspects of

Japanese approaches.'172

The plant creates an intermediate product, which is incorporated by OEMs
into final user products. It is part of the tiered supply chain of OEMs.

8.4.2 Lean producer?
The term lean production is used freely amongst Production Management at
NEC.173 They argue that the absence of RD&D does not make the plant a

'limited edition' of lean production, since in the semiconductor industry each

company only has one such facility.174 Most lean production techniques are

recognisably used in the plant. They comment: 'All of our systems are

continuous improvement and quality focused.'175 The plant is value

processing, with value engineering forming a central feature of continuous

improvement. None of the operator staff uses the term lean production;

NEC has plants in 35 countries, the EU is its main market for communications,
computing and broadcasting products.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 78. Prices have since fallen steeply to around 5%
of prices in 1995.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 54.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 88. However, HR at NEC believe lean production to
be minimum stock but not minimum labour; Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 15 and
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 88.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 61.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 81. However, they have recently had to tighten up
on the completion of SPC recording.
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indeed many have a limited view of the company's operation.176 A constant
theme amongst management, supervision and staff at NEC is to contrast

themselves with a prior period of unsuccessful, conflictual in industrial
relations firms in West Lothian.

8.4.3 HR significance
NEC enjoys a significant level of commitment from their employees,
evidenced by participation rates in continuous improvement programmes.

However, managers believe commitment could be higher. NEC HR reports

the incident of the company changing the Christmas holidays, yet asking for

employee understanding. Maidie Cahill states, 'I was amazed,' at the degree
of understanding and commitment shown to the company.177
Counterfactually, the workforce have to be threatened with discipline to

complete SPC forms,178 and some express resentment at showing company

parking permits.179

At NEC, continuous improvement is driven by the Production Manager's
commitment to 'top-down' zero-defects, and 'bottom-up' team-based

improvement targets.180 Jim Weir makes the point that all his competitors
have the same technology; the competitive advantage lies in its configuration
and performance.

Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 63, she also told me that up to a third of people coming for
job interviews believed the company made cars. "There is a very strong parochial view
here. This is the least international, international company I have ever worked for if that
makes sense. In other companies you are always very aware of the internationalism of
the company, that was always a constant feature, here it feels like a Scottish-Japanese
company. It does not feel like an international company."
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 61.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 61.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 88.
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HR is not peripheral in the management pecking order, though this is a

relatively new position.181 The majority of employees receive some training
each year - the company spending 15% of salary on training.182 Maidie
Cahill speaks at length and proudly of the sense of achievement at the

company in seeing young people who may have 'failed' at school achieve

qualifications and promotion in the company.183 She also indicates the

preference of technicians for outside rather than in-house training. NEC
were important in shaping the Mechatronics course at West Lothian

College.184

Management at NEC believe that increasing productivity arises more from
the efforts of the workforce than investment in machinery. The Production

Manager highlights team based continuous improvement. He emphasises

people-focused rather than 'hardware' driven technological change in NEC

plants.185 HR suggests that people may approve of hardware investment but
dislike some of the accompanying organisational change.186.

HR style at NEC emphasises 'eradication of fear.' Clearly, 'fear' is not only of

job loss. NEC do not use a core-periphery employment model, and regard

eradicating fear of lay-off as important to continuous motivation. Jim Weir
states: 'The motivating factor, the catalyst, is the team.' He suggests

motivational factor, which works at NEC, may not work elsewhere,

emphasising that team working is integral to NEC's organisation. Ideas from

Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 62.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 62.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58. Though she points out that meritocratic promotion
becomes more difficult as the company grows in size, see Appendix 1, NEC
Production, pg. 80.
Bill Gold of NEC Chairs the Board of Management at West Lothian College.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 80.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 54.
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teams are central to create continuous improvement.187 HR at NEC lay stress

of more mundane factors such as salary, shift working and employment

security.188

NEC staff are amongst the highest paid in West Lothian.189 Total flexibility
within function prevails, with no sign of effort bargaining.190 Employment

security, is a powerful motivator at NEC. There was no evidence in the plant
of collective or individual conflict, other than the minor incidents mentioned

above.

8.4.4 Structure and form

NEC is a hierarchic company. Maidie Cahill describes their structure as

hierarchical, with too many layers, functionally based, and with a command
and control image.191 The management style at NEC is quite 'open' and
'hands-on,' managers occupy their time talking to employees, relaying
information and opinions. Managers appear less generic and inter-functional
than at other large plants.

NEC are entirely team-focused in their production. Maidie Cahill suggests
that NEC's workforce is very flexibility, '....the like of which I have never seen

before,'192 she suggests there is no demarcation other than for safety.193 The

company goal of no lay-offs at times results in team re-constitution, re-

It is considered an honour to present these ideas to senior management, or to
international conventions of NEC.

Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
NEC has recently moved away from totally individual pay rates to a spinal salary column
with overlapping grades.
Maidie Cahill relates that last year the company was suffering from falling DRAM prices
and rumours of lay-offs spread de-motivating the workforce. The MD issued a letter of
re-assurance which, given the integrity attributed to Mr Takumala, allayed fears.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 20.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
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deploying team members to non-production work.194 In the main this arises
from the nature of the product process: NEC and have a narrow product

range, for a narrow range of customers.

NEC offers a narrow 'span of control' to their teams, in no case are teams

self-managed or formally self-disciplining.195 Managers norm behaviour, not

teams. Team construction at NEC is by formal interview (Production and HR

management).196 These are not inter-functional, nor generally is there fluidity
between teams. Teams are positively view by operators at NEC. However,
technicians are not part of operator teams, working as a separate supervised

department. Teams focus solely upon production matters and do not discuss
HR issues.

The exercise of power at NEC by management is subtle. Jim Weir proudly
contrasts their zero defects programme with the 'top-down' style he operated
at Honeywell. He emphasises that empowerment and process ownership
sustains continuous improvement.197 NEC achieves such 'ownership' within
a centralised organisational form. Although the, 'The Scottish-Japanese
combination is extraordinary and very powerful in its way,'198 NEC's HR
comment upon how centralised control mechanisms have to be in a

sophisticated and delicate technical process.199 Team empowerment is
within rigid parameters. For example, supervisors may swap operator's tasks
or shifts, but their primary function achieving targets.200 NEC picture
themselves as 'normative' organisations: led by goal acceptance rather than
control and compliance. Corporate governance by roles not rule summarises

Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 61.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 61.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 51.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 81.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 60.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 60.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 63.
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the HR style in NEC. Asked whether NEC has a human resource or industrial
relations 'paradigm,' Maidie Cahill suggests that the distinction may be more

academic than real. She rejects any use of the term industrial relations at
NEC.201

Each of these plants is 'single-status,' and this is powerfully felt.202 NEC's
formal control of teams by senior management reflects the complex nature of
its processes.

8.4.5 Labour markets

NEC recruit ninety percent of operators from West Lothian, but cast a wider
net for more specialist employees:203 technicians are recruited from central
Scotland, senior managers or specialists from throughout Britain.204 Many

applicants have little idea of the product or process.205 NEC use no

temporary labour,206 however, they use contractors for facilities management.

They keep on as permanent some temporary restaurant workers.207 NEC
eschews 'virgin labour' recruitment, preferring operators in their mid-twenties.

Reliability and attitude are more important for NEC than qualifications
Technicians and engineers are mainly graduates. An 8% annual labour
turnover concerns the company. The ratio of men to women is 40:60 at

NEC,208 The company uses an internal labour market model of bottom-rung
recruitment and 'growing their own' promoted and specialist post occupiers.

Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 59.
Appendix 1, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 14. NEC
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 89. NEC
Motorola MD recently suggested in discussion that all of their recruitment up to
technicians was local. He then went on to list towns including Dundee and Greenock.
Clearly, 'local' has a different meaning in TNEs than in local authorities.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 90.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 54.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 54.
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They find their pace of growth increasingly restricts the use of internal labour
market for specialist vacancies.209

8.4.6 Processes and process choices

NEC fabricate semiconductors and this market drives process choice.210
There are broadly three processes: fabrication, testing and mechanical, each
of which is broken down into lots. This is the most advanced fabrication plant
in Europe. For example, the four megabytes DRAM product has three
hundred process steps. Using prescribed process technology only becomes
a problem when it fails to meet stated performance levels.211 Operators have
no latitude to alter processes, technicians and engineers minor amounts of
discretion.212 RD&D does not constrain technological choices at NEC, no

decisions on process configuration are taken at NEC. Equipment is specified

by Sagamihara RD&D base and is of Pacific Rim origin. Jim Weir, the NEC
Production Manager describes the adaptation of process technology during
transfer into West Lothian as adaptational.213 Within NEC, such modifications
take place during product or process transfer, and because of
communications and visits between plants.214

8.4.7 Learning organisation?
Jim Weir contrasts a learning organisation such as he believes NEC to be
with 'screw-driver' plants - in which category he places Compaq. Jim Weir
defines a learning organisation as 'committed to knowledge transfer, its

socialisation, accumulation and generation,'215 indicating that:

Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 54.
For example, four megabytes DRAM has been running for four years, other products
run for four months.

Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 85.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 60.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 82.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 60.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 81.
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On the specifically technical side our knowledge is almost all
transferred from Japan. On the working methods (or process)
side then very much we self-generate knowledge.216

NEC has successfully transferred knowledge from Japan in the past. They

hope in future to move up the value-adding chain. However, the current
£540 million investment does not do this - it adds to production capability and

capacity. This plant has a proven record successfully transferring

technology, adapting during adoption, and continuously improving upon its

processes.217 Jim Weir points out that subsidiarity to headquarters in
semiconductor TNE differs from those in OEMs. Chips are the ultimate global

products and each corporation requires only one RD&D facility. 218

NEC have continued to transfer knowledge from their foreign base

subsequent to initial transfer at start-up. In each case, this knowledge is both

product and process. Jim Weir frequently visits to Sagamaihara219, which
remains the focal point of Livingston's knowledge (as the development of the
new 64-byte DRAM line illustrates). He points out that it is false to assume

that all Japanese plants are the same. NEC plants within Japan, he suggests
differ as much as plants in throughout the world. Visiting different Japanese

plants, and plants in other countries (Indonesia for example), provides NEC

Livingston with process improvement ideas.220 However, information flows
between subsidiaries are minimal, most information flows through

Sagamihara.221

Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 59.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 82. However, he suggests that in future localised
partnering may bring D&D to Livingston.
NEC's semiconductor RD&D centre.

Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 84.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
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NEC participates in the SE sponsored SEF. No technical knowledge flows
from this network. Jim Weir, states that knowledge transfer from public

agencies is 'not significant,' but getting better, quoting the clean room facility
at Edinburgh University.222

Whilst customer responses is important, it relates to price, quality, and

delivery time. Little technological knowledge is transferred directly from
customers. NEC corporately develops new product jointly with customers.

Livingston receives the result of these initiatives. Comments from customers

come by way of their sales section in Dusseldorf. If quality problems arose

these would be dealt with immediately at a senior level.223

NEC has open information systems holding team briefings, publishing
continuous improvement targets, freely discussing product and process

investment strategies, and circulating technical and business information,

using formal and informal. Informal channels are more important than the
formal team briefings for engineering staff.224

Socialising knowledge is only part of its cumulation. This also requires the

taking of choices to learn and learning in a collective memory. NEC has

highly formalised knowledge socialisation procedures.225

8.4.8 Supply chains

Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 82.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 55.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58. "I think on different levels this operates. On the
absolutely practical level, there is a meticulousness about documentation here the like
of which I have never experienced in my life before. So processes, ways of doing
things the production guys will talk about 'one point lessons.' That's a good
example, they have learned to do something, they find it works, so it becomes a 'one
point lesson' they document that, and it is reality available in these 'one point lesson'
manuals of how to do. So thing like that are fairly common place. So I think we have a
very strong documentation base is important to cumulate learning."
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The critical items of supply at NEC are raw materials: silicon wafers,

chemicals and gases.226 Apart from consumables and services, NEC has

built no local supply chain, though they have encouraged second round
inward investment as suppliers (for example JEM and Shin-et-su).

NEC balance relational and competitive relations with suppliers.227 However,
within this relational perspective, involving active dialogue between NEC's

specialists and suppliers, and repudiation of 'squeezing' smaller suppliers,
there is an expectation of continuous cost-down.228 Counter-intuitively NEC
holds more WIP than some US plants (four days-buffer stocks) which they
believe balances flow line security with cost-down opportunities (they insist
vendors hold local stocks229). Their procurement strategy is based upon

quality, cost and delivery.230 Vendor rating is 'very basic,' and 'used as

guideline,' being weighted towards technical and quality - this is a single

sourcing company.

Interaction with vendors varies at points in the product life cycle. David
Johnstone of NEC suggests that these interactions are at fever pitch during

product ramp-up, but become more orderly once scheduling stabilises. The

company continually reviews supplier contracts seeking value-added from

Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 68.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 73. "We see vendors as partners. Obviously, we
are very strict with suppliers, in that we have to maintain a very high level of quality and
service, if they do step out of line, then we are tough on them. But we tend to work
very closely on partnership agreements."
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 74.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 70.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 73. "Our purchasing policy is to buy at the best
price from whatever source, and preferably local if we can, but we buy internationally
from any source which meets the QCD criteria - Quality, Cost and Delivery - then we will
purchase. By local, we mean within the UK. Vendor rating are used loosely by
us they are not as tight as they could be. In the formal recorded mechanism it is
basically non-conforming material, we don't measure at this moment in time delivery
performance for example. But there is a new system which will allow us to monitor
variables other than non-conformance of materials."
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prices and stock holding.231 Technical specifications and quality are 'order

qualifiers' and non-negotiable.232 Other variables influences supply chain

management.233 The company is unconstrained by EU 'local sourcing'

directives, indeed the Procurement Manger confesses, 'I am not really sure

what these directives are.'234

The absence of value-added inter-trading with indigenous companies
minimises knowledge networking between potential local suppliers and
NEC. An important supplier (of wafers) to NEC is the local Japanese

company Shin-et-su, a second-round inward investor. NEC Procurement
uses West Lothian Council connections to identify local services, but tends
not to consult the SE help desk.235

8.4.9 Knowledge networking
NEC's Production Manager states:

So when they are transferring a product over here, they expect
us to customise how to do it, and bring the personality of the
local environment into the product. This is of course
constrained by the parameters of the product.236

In NEC's case, the 'constraints' are crucial. NEC provide a great deal of
business for local purveyors of consumables and services. However, they

buy little value-added products in central Scotland. The 'constraints' are built
into the product as suppliers from outwith Europe work with NEC at RD&D or

DFM stages of product development.237 NEC acknowledges this:

Typically, a 5% cost-down or value added pa from suppliers is sought.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 68.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 71. For example, NEC keenly observes airline
transport channels from the Far East especially Malaysia and Singapore.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 68.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 68.
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 84 and 85.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 73.
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But having said that we do develop a number of smaller
companies, we have a lot of local companies in Scotland that
we do business with...We only network with our sister
companies.238

NEC supplies a complex semiconductor product to OEMs, its customers and

suppliers are in a knowledge-chain that excludes indigenous companies in
central Scotland - NEC have no plans to help create a supplier network
here.239 NEC networks in central Scotland but in the SEF advocacy group of
inward investors companies around institutional arrangements, and the
Central Scotland Personnel group, which exchanges non-technical
information.240 David Johnstone of NEC Procurement confirms they enjoy

knowledge networking with suppliers.241 NEC in especially interested in

supplier suggestions to improve the yield from wafers (rather than their
cost).242 Only two examples were identified at NEC of local knowledge

networking, one with BOC who created an improved gas,243 and a secondly
with Deans Engineering who developed the capability to provide process

tools.244 Knowledge networking NEC involves relations with sister

companies and Pacific Rim suppliers, but is principally with their RD&D
centre at Sagamihara. NEC interface at SEF with other semiconductor
inward investors but do no knowledge networking with competitors located in
Scotland or elsewhere.245 NEC locate themselves as part of a semiconductor
cluster in central Scotland.246

Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 73-4.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 74.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 58.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 71. "I would say there is an active transmission of
knowledge. This is one of the discussion points we have with our vendors. We tend
to find that most of our suppliers will bring ideas to us - it doesn't happen all the time,
but it is part of the agenda for our relationships with them."
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 71.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 72.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 73.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 74.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 68. "I have been with the organisation since day
one, fourteen and a half years, and at the outset the infrastructure was very poor for
the supply of materials and a lot of commodities were sourced via the headquarters in
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8.4.10 Institutional framework

NEC located in central Scotland knowing the absence of a supplier base.247
Maidie Cahill suggests that institutional arrangements here suiting NEC
include market access, labour supply and state-support.248 Jim Weir the
Production Manager too stresses the HE environment in central Scotland

providing both graduate recruits and services:

We work fairly closely with the University of Edinburgh, they are
playing a much bigger part in the semiconductor business:
more from a defect analysis point of view, of course. Then you
have to have the harmony with the equipment manufacturers,
because they have got to appreciate our technologies and our
processes when they supply us with equipment.249

There is, however, no suggestion that these HE connections promote a two-

way knowledge flow: it is a one-way flow of specialist labour supply and
services. NEC sees the institutional arrangements in central Scotland

synergising with their knowledge base in Japan.250 NEC current £540 million

expansion programme receives RSA support. They continue to enjoy 'after-

Japan. Now we source materials ourselves, and have done for about eight or nine
years. By doing that it means that the infrastructure within Europe is much stronger,
there is a large semiconductor environment within Europe and the infrastructure from
the services and equipment manufactures for example are now located within
Europe Therefore the competition element is an important factor. Also, it is not
just the pricing, it is on availability of technical data or support they give us."
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 73.
Appendix 1, NEC HR, pg. 61. "I think for a variety of reasons: access to the European
markets would obviously be a major one, the high opinion that the Japanese have of
the Scottish education system as opposed to the rest of the UK they tend to
believe that the Scottish system is generally better and produces better graduates in
the main -1 think Edinburgh University in particular has a very good reputation. Also,
and I don't know the details of this, there are historical links between Scotland and
Japan going back to the sixteenth century, there is some linkage there that makes
them pre-disposed to Scotland. Obviously other things were important also like the
supply of labour, and the general level of environment in this area."
Appendix 1, NEC Production, pg. 82.
Mr Tomulka, the Japanese MD stresses environmental factors such as clean water
supply, stable electricity network and quality of labour supply. He signalled out West
Lothian College's Mechatronics course as indicating the preparedness of local
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care' servicing through training grants from SE, locating the clustering in a

wider, trans-European, spatial frame.251
8.5 SEAGATE MICROELECTRONICS Ltd.

8.5.1 Company overview252
Seagate employ 242 people, creating an annual turnover of £110 million.253
Value-added is not computed on the plant where they prefer to add 'recovery'
at stages in production.254 Estimates indicate value-added of 100% and

margins of 25%. The company is about to double its capacity.255 Seagate
has a RD&D facility. Seagate is an intermediate product supplier.

Established as a British company, and saved from extinction by Seagate's

take-over, Seagate Livingston has a 'multi-national' feel though few foreign
nationals work in the plant.256 However, Seagate standards dominate and
San Jose is in daily contact. Alan Spiers of Seagate Production describes
the joint development of the bi-seamless fabrication process with SGS-
Thomson. He indicates that Seagate Livingston's expectation is that in five

institutions to re-shape themselves to meet the needs of inward investors, but was
critical of linkages between the schools and industry.
Appendix 1, NEC Procurement, pg. 68. David Johnstone, the NEC Procurement
Manager states: "I have been with the organisation since day one, fourteen and a half
years, and at the outset the infrastructure was very poor for the supply of materials and
a lot of commodities were sourced via the headquarters in Japan. Now we source
materials ourselves, and have done for about eight or nine years. By doing that it
means that the infrastructure within Europe is much stronger, there is a large
semiconductor environment within Europe and the infrastructure from the services
and equipment manufactures for example are now located within Europe
Therefore, the competition element is an important factor. Also, it is not just the
pricing, it is on availability of technical data or support they give us."
During April 1997, I spent four days observing and familiarising myself with the
Seagate Livingston plant. During this time copious notes were made of discussions
with all levels of staff. On Wednesday 30 April 1997, semi-structured interviews were
conducted with Margaret Henaughan the HR Manager; Bill Sommerville the Facilities
and Purchasing Manager; and Alan Spiers the Director of Manufacturing.
Seagate manufactures disc drives, wafers, PCBs, media products and motors
throughout the world, it employees 1,245,000 staff in a vertically integrated company
which turns over $40,000,000,000 pa.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 99.
Figures from discussions with management.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 105.
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years this product will be completely customised, as a Livingston process.257
Seagate has successfully transferred production processes and products

developed abroad. Their success is measured in part by adaptations to

processes improving quality and performance, but mainly in local RD&D.

8.5.2 Lean producer?
British Leyland at Bathgate has entered West Lothian folklore as a highly
trade unionised and conflictual workplace. Margaret Henaughan of Seagate
lives locally, and vividly remembers coalmine and BL experiences,

particularly the aftermath of closures and resultant high unemployment.258
Her strongly held view is that knowledge workers give active commitment to

company growth to improve their quality of life, rather than battling for the
share of wages against profits.

Thirty per cent of throughput at Seagate is developmental, and commands

production process priority; reducing productivity by 10%.259 Seagate use

minimum cost processes, their value-added is high. Value adding being
more critical to their margins than stock control. Seagate emphasise their
unusual autonomy within the Corporation.260 It is not a 'limited edition' of
lean production supplier since it creates, or controls the creation of much of
its knowledge. Seagate does not minimum inputs, however, it is a lean

Appendices Seagate Production, pg. 102.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 89. "May be they have watched the closure of the pits,
for example. May be they remember having to open up soup kitchens in Whitburn not
all that long ago - while I was working here that happened. May be they remember the
closure of the BMC, and I think they recognise that the electronics industry has a
future."

Appendices Seagate Production, pg. 101.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 105. Corporate philosophy is one of vertical
integration - building capacity and capability with 108,000 employees worldwide rather
than sharing margins with suppliers by outsourcing. An example given is Seagate
Corporation diversifying into producing metal plating for disc drives rather than
outsourcing them.
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producer in the sense of knowledge based production.261 Seagate accept
the description lean producer but emphasise that since they do RD&D they
cannot operate without slack both in labour and processing.262

8.5.3 HR significance

Seagate has a specialist HR function overseeing salary and conditions

packages and HR matters. This function is generic and generalised - generic
in involving specialists in a wide range of activities, generalised in that the
central task of all levels of management and supervision is to manage people
rather than processes. HR has always occupied a pivotal position in

management decision making and organisational style.263

Seagate's reward packages are amongst the highest in the area. Total

flexibility within function prevails, with no sign of effort bargaining. Seagate
have the low turnover rate of 0.5 percent. Their HR suggests this is because

people are 'treated well,' and rewarded with above average salary and
conditions.264 They are in expansion mode and the workforce feels secure in

employment. The company enjoys a deep commitment from its employees,
evidenced by their turnover, the extent to which people work hours longer
than contractually necessary and take work home. These characteristics

particularly apply to RD&D workers and those in active projects.265 Bill

Seagate Corporation is clearly not a lean producer, preferring consciously to exercise
the 'make' option in the 'make or buy' market transaction choice.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 101. "Lean production can mean working with
fast cycle times - yes we do this. In addition, we are lean in producing to order rather
than for stock. Lean, in terms of working with the actual minimum of people to perform
the tasks, I would say we are not. We are not over-manned, but it is not one of our key
measures in terms of head counts, in terms of inventory levels then yes we are a lean
producer. But the term lean production has a hundred applications."
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 93.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 90.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 89.
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Sommerville, the Procurement Manager, suggests that cross-functional

working breed interest and therefore commitment.266

The company's goals are tacitly felt by employees rather than openly
articulated.267 Ethics at Seagate involve two powerful shibboleths:
commitment to providing product for Seagate, and to improving the
knowledge base of the company. In practice, Seagate's shift pattern is more

than twenty-four hour cover; it is a preparedness to put the Seagate

Corporation's wishes first. In part, this arises from their 1987 crisis, when

Integrated Power Semiconductors failed.

Training at Seagate is interpreted as an investment rather than a negative
cost. They provide sixteen hours training per employee per year paying for

any work related training course.268 The company train technicians from

operators, and their graduate RD&D recruits benefit from frequent visits to

San Jose. Seagate Livingston enjoy a high degree of autonomy from the

Corporation and suggest that the 'team and training focus,'269 is less rule
bound that other plants in Seagate's vertically integrated empire.270 There is
no evidence of rule-based or inflexible behaviour.

Seagate are about to double the size of their workforce to expand seamless
fabrication. They emphasise investment in knowledge creation rather than

process technology. Continuous improvement is important, which Production

management champion as a 'qualifier' for staff promotion. Seagate believe
that benchmarking continuous improvement against larger semiconductor

Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 89. "We take corporate ethics very seriously, and I
would describe Seagate as a normative organisation. In this particular plant of
Seagate we are very much commitment driven."
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 88.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 88.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 88.
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manufacturers (and their RD&D capability) protects their position within the

corporation.

Seagate identify productivity improvements as arising from labour capability
and flexibility. The company has a direct:indirect ratio of around 2:1.

Seagate has a 'management by walking about' style. Managers become
involved across a wider range of issues. Seagate have eight functional

managers, a lean administration base, with everyone else in shift teams.
Shift Managers are the essential layers of decision taking in processes.271
Except for HR, managers at Seagate are completely cross-functional. The

plant is small, with a flat structure, allowing an 'openness' to information flow
between managers to employees.272

Seagate do not use casual labour and regard eradicating fear of lay-off as

important to continuous motivation. Motivation at Seagate results from
rewards and, as many employees express it, the 'buzz' of knowledge
creation. Alan Spiers stresses the multi-functionality of working

arrangements at Seagate: everybody contributes to creating products

believing this secures the future. Seagate is single-status; its reward systems

are not 'rate for the job.'

8.5.4 Structure and form

Teams are important tow-way information transmission devices at Seagate,
and a boundary within which flexibility operates. Teams have a high degree
of devolved more responsibility, some use financial targets, others physical

outputs.273 The company uses a high degree of intra and inter-team

flexibility. Teams communicate directly with customers about either new

Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 99.
The MD at Seagate, as at NEC and Mitsubishi is an a foreign national, in this case from
the US: Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 88.
Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
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knowledge or current production. David Johnstone suggests, 'everything
works in teams.' MIS, Production, Testing, Technicians, and Procurement as

well as R&D and production are teams.274 Seagate's teams are not self

managed. Supervisors are appointed after extensive Production/HR

interviewing.275

8.5.5 Labour markets

Seagate recruit 90% of operators from West Lothian searching wider for
more specialist employees:276 technicians and senior managers or

specialists are recruited from throughout Britain. They use contractors for
facilities management. Technicians and engineers are graduates and low
turnover rate encourages the training of technicians from operators (the
internal labour market is used in preference to the external labour market).277
All Seagate R&D recruits are graduates. They employ 60:40 men to
women.278 They have a gender-mix policy: they favour the recruitment of
women returners, which they believe adds a desirable gender and

generational mix to the workforce.

8.5.6 Processes and process choices

Seagate use US and Japanese fabrication and testing equipment to create
four to 64 megabyte DRAM. Since they solely supply Seagate Corporation,

they benchmark with competitors.279 The presence of RD&D on the plant and

relatively small size of batches limit process choice. Quality stability rather
than silica yield is at a premium in Seagate's processes.

Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98. Another example: the HR Manager
sought to demonstrate the importance of teams to Seagate by referring to current
expansion plans; once the decision had been taken to expand, the first thing the
company did was form a team to oversee the project. Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg.
89.

Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 89.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 89.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 88.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 88.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 89.
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8.5.7 Learning organisation?

Seagate produce microprocessors for its corporation who distribution them

worldwide.280 Each advance in chip design improves the process knowledge
of the Seagate plant. The Livingston plant receives chip designs to
manufacture from its corporation and customers. Indeed, some orders are for

manufacturing of out-of-house designs (for example Seagate California and
SGS-Thomsen chip).281 No external customer uses Seagate to design
semiconductors. Only when the corporation chooses is product knowledge
transferred into the plant otherwise they receive only process knowledge.

They derive some knowledge from customers, but in the main generate new

product knowledge internally.282

Seagate's plant has RD&D capability. The Production Manager emphasises
this as defining a learning organisation. Their Procurement Manager
extends the definition to include 'learning and teaching.'283 Their HR shares
this view emphasising change, learning and re-learning.284 Ten per cent of
the Seagate workforce are RD&D; fifteen graduate engineers on product

design and five wholly on R&D.285 This beneficially affects processes.286
Seagate continually improve their processes, which for some products have
run for two and a half years.287 They are also generating knowledge of new

products and process. Seagate encourages knowledge socialisation and
cumulation operating with a high degree of formality in their systems.
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Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 101.
Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 94.
Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 90.
Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 88.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 100. "The R&D function being here drives your
culture to be lean in terms of fast cycle times and low inventory items because that is
exactly what the R&D group need."
Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 95.
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8.5.8 Supply chains

Seagate's procurement budget is $8 million annually, spent mainly in the Far
East on raw materials. Twenty-five per-cent is locally spent on none value-
added consumables and services.288 For Seagate, the critical items of supply
are raw materials: silicon wafers, chemicals and gases. Work in progress

(WIP) at Seagate is high because of the development runs, though

production inventory turns around two or three times a day.289

There is no tiering in Seagate supply chain - as suppliers themselves they
are part of OEM tiering, they source commodities rather than sub-assemblies.

Seagate at times buy wafers from Shin-et-su. Their local trade too is mainly
low value-added.

It could be 50:50 or 70:30 between Europe and the rest of the
world. From the UK, we source a lot of consumables and
services. However, this is difficult, even when we source raw
materials from within the UK, they are often merely shippers
from a plant in the US. Some of these figures are meaningless.
Consumables are 20% of our procurement budget.290

The company has a competitive rather than relational perspective on

commodity and parts suppliers. Seagate focus local sourcing on

consumables and services.291 They do not work with local companies to

improve the ability of local companies to supply them.292

8.5.9 Knowledge networking

Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
Appendices Seagate Production, pg. 100.
Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98. "We use C-Select (a major electrical
contractor), Thermal Transfer (who have done a lot of work for us), and Deans
Engineering. We use these local companies but not simply because they are local -

they have to be able to provide the right quality, the right service and the right price.
The quality of service and back-up is just as important to us as price."
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 104, Alan Spiers, Production manager states:
'No I can't really think of one.'
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Seagate Livingston generates product knowledge internally. New process

knowledge is jointly developed with SGS-Thomson or internally

generated.293 They aim to thin out their supply chain of locally procured
services and consumables. One local supplier, a branch of BOC, worked
with them to generate customised rather than bulk produce a gas, saving
60% of cost.294 The company is not part of a local knowledge network with

indigenous manufacturers. They do no knowledge networking with local
inward investors.295 Seagate work closely with corporate RD&D, and a

continental partner on processes, the local networks they are part of, such as

the HR group, does not include indigenous companies.296 The company

participates in the SEF. No significant technological knowledge flows into
these companies from this network. Seagate use Edinburgh and Napier HR
facilities for silica fault analysis.297 They have no joint working with Scottish
HE organisations on product or process development.298

8.5.10 Institutional framework

Seagate believe there is a semiconductor manufacturing cluster in central
Scotland, Bill Sommerville states:

Yes, I would say so. We are unique in the Seagate
organisation we are their only semiconductor manufacturer, and
we are based here. There are a group of us in central Scotland
based around labour supply and the universities.299

293 Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 94.
294 Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
295 Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 96
296 Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 90.
297 Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 102.
298 The Cadence Alba initiative in West Lothian is the first inward investor to build an

RD&D with four Scottish universities: Edinburgh, Glasgow, Napier and Strathclyde.
299 Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
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Part of the evidence for clustering given by Seagate relates to the depth and
breadth of SEF activity.300 Seagate emphasise the advocacy role of SEF, for

example, with Scottish Power urging action to reduce power-outs:

This is one of the problems we have - they tend to measure
'power-outs' in minutes, but ten micro seconds and we are
down for hours. So it is the strength of representation to outside
bodies with one voice rather than one company, which may
give different views.301

Seagate use SEF activity by to justify the existence of an electronics cluster.
This includes co-operation with HE organisations to secure analysing and

testing facilities,302 the development at West Lothian College of Mechatronics
courses,303 and the shaping of HE degree curricula to suit the needs of the

industry.304 Seagate believe that these infrastructural changes have
occurred because of semiconductor firm's density.305 They refer to a

semiconductor not the general microelectronics cluster. The company point
to procedural knowledge transfers between competitors, exampling Digital

showing Seagate their bar coding system for failure recognition.306 Both

suppliers and competitors in the industry have clustered in central Scotland
rather than elsewhere in Europe and Seagate use this as evidence of

clustering. Finally, Seagate management actively participates in informal
networks with management from other semiconductor companies.307
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Appendix 1, Seagate HR, pg. 90. "At the moment we have three groups of people
looking into the image of the Semiconductor Company. I am on the Image Committee,
Brian, our Training Manger is on the sponsorship committee and Adolf Belcker, who is
our Technical Director, chairs the Curriculum Committee. It was decided that it
probably should be someone from one of the universities who did that, but then we
were not sure that they would push it through, so Adolf was given the job."
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 102.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 102.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 102.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 102.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 102.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 102.
Appendix 1, Seagate Production, pg. 102.
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Since the original Seagate was a British start-up, Seagate are conscious of
the property provision of the LDC as a positive institutional factor. Perhaps
because they possess RD&D facility Seagate are critical of the low regard
with which 'engineers' are held. They regard their plant as knowledge-
focused, and advocate institutional changes that improve the image of

manufacturing, in schools and in business.308

308 Appendix 1, Seagate Procurement, pg. 98.
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Chapter Nine

THE FINDINGS OF THE INDIGENOUS
COMPANY SURVEY AND INTERVIEWS

This chapter narrates the results of two empirical surveys amongst

indigenous manufacturing companies located in West Lothian. The first is
the largely quantitative data from a postal survey and the second largely

qualitative results from eleven indigenous manufacturers. It concludes
with a summary of the significant findings from the quantitative and

qualitative surveys of indigenous and inward investing firms.

9.1 POSTAL SURVEY OF INDIGENOUS
MANUFACTURERS

9.1.2 Survey population selection
Of the 3,495 businesses registered in West Lothian, 332 are classified as

manufacturers.1 Of these 203 are have company headquarters registered
in Britain and not sole traders, which formed the postal survey population.2

9.1.3 Questionnaire design and distribution
The postal questionnaire was designed to elicit quantitative mapping data,
and guide the choice of company for qualitative interview.3 A relatively low

extrapolation quality from data was intentional - the output was planned as

exploratory rather than explanatory. A copy of the survey form and

Limitations of this survey include the fact that some companies have products
services which are excluded from the survey. Further, some of the indigenously
owned companies may trade with foreign investors located outside of West
Lothian. Finally, in exploring knowledge diffusion along supply chains, it is
recognised that inter-trading between inward investors occurs.
See Appendix Two, pg. 133-4.
Details of the questionnaire content and construction and given in Appendix Two,
pg. 136-140.
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accompanying letter is given in Appendix Two.4 The 42% return appears

credible (84 from a 203 population).5

9.1.4 Data analysis

Incoming data was tabulated on Excel.6 Statistical analysis techniques
included: Look-up, Count-if, What-lf, standard deviation, averaging and
correlation. Where possible raw data has been transformed into

descriptive statistics.

9.2.1 Company Age
The average age of West Lothian indigenously owned manufacturing

companies is 23.37 years, with a standard deviation of 33.97, since 48 are

over ten years of age. West Lothian Council statistics show 300 new

company registrations annually and 275 de-registrations. Only five

respondents are below three years of age. No significant correlation exists
between age and the creation of new products, TQM registration, or

number of employees. A 0.32 correlation exists between age and turnover

size suggesting a lengthy period of product maturation.7

9.2.2 Ownership

Seventy-seven per-cent of the sample are owner/managed companies.
Non owner-managed companies correlate to higher number of employees
at 0.33. There is no correlation between ownership and trade with inward
investors. A 0.20 correlation exists between not being owner-managed
and customers being perceived as valuing TQM as an 'order-qualifier.'

4 Appendix Two, pg. 137-140.
Appendix Two, pg. 141-143 lists the companies surveyed, and those participating.

6 This raw data is reproduced in Appendix Two pg. 144-150.
7 These figures underline the low business birth rate in a dynamic sector of the

Scottish economy, facts recently profiled by Scottish Enterprise (see Scottish
Enterprise 1995). Scotland has a business birth rate per 1,000 of population of 30
per year, comparing unfavourably with a rate of 40 in England and the Irish
Republic. In manufacturing industry in Scotland, this birth rate is 17 (Gudgin et al.
1995:61-201).
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9.2.3 Location Reason

Only 9% of respondents mention proximity to customers, and 6% labour

supply as reasons for locating in West Lothian. Centrality within Scotland
and grant availability was indicated by 17% as a location reason.

WL Manufacturing SME survey:
% reasons given for location

35

o

Chart 9.1: Reasons given by indigenous companies
for locating in West Lothian

Unsurprising 23% mentioned the availability of premises.8 The most often
mentioned criteria for location was the 30% indicating that West Lothian is
the home base of the owner or originator of the company. It may be the

The LDC spent £10m pa on industrial premises. These results suggest Perry's
(1986) research that provision of premises is an important location reason in
geographic areas with a culture of state intervention. White's (1988) comparative
study of German and British sunrise industry location finds that small companies
clustered around major manufacturers. There is little evidence of such a spatial
focusing in West Lothian since only 9% mention proximity to customers. More
likely is that the reasons bringing FDI to West Lothian have also brought or retained
indigenous companies: premises, grants, EU access and labour supply.
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case, that the driver for indigenous location is home base and state

inducement (property support).9

9.2.4 New Products

Sixty-seven per cent have introduced new products in the last two years.

There is a 0.28 correlation between these firms and the value attached to

continuous improvement and 0.23 correlate with the number claiming

special relationships with customers - reflecting a low incidence of export-

led growth in the indigenous sector.

9.2.5 Employees

WL Manufacturing SME survey:
scatter showing employee numbers
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Chart 9.2: Scatter of employee numbers from postal
survey of indigenous companies

Average employment level is 56:10 There is little correlation between size
of employees and inward investor trading (0.09), and propensity to

Property availability correlating with company start-ups is emphasised in Gibbs and
Edwards 1985:132-163).
This is taken to be not a whole time equivalent, but aggregate of individuals
including part-timers. The latest (1998) West Lothian Council statistics indicate that
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continuous improvement (0.15). TQM registration and size of employment
correlate at only 0.04. However, price sensitivity of customers correlates to

size of employment at 0.22.11

9.2.6 Customers and turnover

Average customer numbers are 278 with a standard deviation of 554:

WL Manufacturing survey:
customer numbers

50 100 150 200

Companies

250 300

Chart 9.3: Scatter of customer numbers from

postal survey of indigenous companies

Customer numbers ranged from one to three thousand. Over half the

companies, responding had a turnover of greater than £1 million, some

greatly more than this figure (see chart 9.4). Turnover and exports
correlate at 0.274. A modal turnover of c£3m with an average 278

customers suggests a low (c£10,000) level of business per customer.
There is little evidence of long-term supply arrangements with high volume
inward investors.

364 manufacturing firms in West Lothian, employ 19,634 people, at an average
size of 53.9 people.
Reid (1993) suggests a typical profile of 8 to 15 employees after five years, an 9.5%
rate of profit, operating at 75% capacity and (1985 prices) only £17,790 capital
employed. This sample has significantly higher turnover and employees.
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WL Manufacturing survey:
levels of turnover

<£100k

Chart 9.4: Levels of turnover of indigenous companies

9.2.7 Quality orientation

Only 37%, 30 firms, are BS5750 or ISO 9000 registered (diagram 9.5):

WL Manufacturing SME survey:
registration for Total Quality

Management

In process
25%

Registered
37%

Unregistered
38%

Chart 9.5: TQM registrations of indigenous companies

Scoring quality as an 'order-qualifier' in the eyes of customers averaged
4.75 on a scale of up to ten. No significant correlation occurs between

trading with inward investors and TQM registration (0.12), however, the
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stronger correlate of 0.30 exists with quality registration and amount

exported.12

9.2.8 Trade with foreign inward investors

Forty-eight per cent of respondents (38 companies) trade with an average

of 2.8 inward investors, diagram 9.6 indicates its importance:

WL Manufacturing survey:
trade with FDIs

BelowlO 10 to 30 30 to 50 Over 50 Over 70
% % % % %

Percentage trade links

Chart 9.6: Percentage of turnover traded by indigenous
companies with West Lothian inward investors

Indigenous manufacturers with inward investor trade links correlate with
those having customers of over ten years' ages to a value of 0.29. There is
no correlation (0.01) between inward investor trading and having supply

agreements, nor (0.03) in taking advice from customers. Staff exchange
and inward investor trading correlate at 0.003, taking technical advice at

0.027, receiving loan equipment at a weak 0.11, receiving financial help
from customers at a weak 0.01, and jointly training at 0.06.

Hill (1993) suggests that quality registration is now an 'order qualifier' with lean
producers. Curran and Blackburn's (1994) study of 410 SME manufacturers
supports this view.
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9.2.9 New product development arising from inward
investor trading

Eleven respondents claimed to have developed new products as a result
of trading with inward investors, that is 13.3%.

9.2.10 Assistance from customers

Chart 9.7 indicates the respondents claiming to receive various categories
of assistance from customers.

WL Manufacturing survey:
number of companies receiving

assistance from customers
30 —— — —j

Type of assistance received

Chart 9.7: Types of assistance received from customers
by indigenous companies

Technical advice was received by 36% of respondents from customers,

27% business advice, 15% joint training, 11% equipment loan, 8%
financial help and 7% exchanged staff with customers. Just over half the

respondents, 44 companies, claim to have relationships with some

customers that showed, "a commitment to you, which you consider, goes
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beyond conventional trading relationships." No correlation (0.002) exists
between "special relationships" and inward investor trading.

9.2.11 Trading relationships

Respondents categorised their trading relationships as chart 9.8 indicates.
A surprising feature of these results is the low amount (6%) of vendor-rated
trade by customers. There is a slightly higher correlation between 'special

relationships' and spot purchasing (0.02) than with regular trading (0.17).

WL Manufacturing survey:
sources of trade
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36

18

10 20 30

Percentage of trade

40

Chart 9.8: Sources of indigenous company
trade by type of supply agreement

9.2.12 Inward investor trading and exports

Many indigenous manufacturers in West Lothian successfully export; 18 of
the sample export over 25% of product mainly to the EU. Nine export over

50%, and four export over 10% beyond the EU. Only two respondents say

that trading with the named West Lothian inward investors has helped
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increase exports. There is no correlation between the weighting attached
to continuous improvement and export record.

9.2.13 Perceived customer values and weightings
Perceived weightings attached by their customers to four 'qualities' are as

diagram 9.9 indicates.

WL Manufacturing survey:
perceived weighted customer

preference priorities

Kaizen

Time

Quality

Price

0 50 100 150 200 250

Weighted responses

Chart 9.9: Weighted customer preferences as
perceived by indigenous company

Quality (on a 1:10 unimportant-important scale) was rated top at 9.72.

Delivery time came next at 9.11, third came price at 9.97 and fourth
continuous improvement at 4.99. TQM registration and continuous

improvement correlate at 0.43.13

Holden and Burgess (1994) studying Japanese companies in Britain (132 of the
Japanese 529 companies located in the EU are in Britain), suggest that the
priorities of these companies from local suppliers are quality, buffer stocks/delivery
time, meeting EU added value criteria, gaining specialist knowledge. Both Holden
and Trevor and Christie's (1988) findings correspond with those this survey.
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Thirty six percent of respondents indicate that production technology had
altered in the last two years, correlating at 0.25 with amount of exports but

only at 0.19 with inward investor trade. There was no correlation between

improving production technology and continuous improvement. Forty-one

per cent had altered systems in the last two years i.e. 31 companies, (still a

minority).14

9.4 QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS OF INDIGENOUS
MANUFACTURERS

9.4.1 Sample choice

Appendix Two outlines the criteria used to select from the 84 respondents
to the postal questionnaire, companies for qualitative interview. The
criteria used were:15

• capability - of creating product which inward investors use
• competency - proven ability indicated by product quality and company

age
• capacity - over 20 employees and over £1 million turnover
• continuous improvement - a record of responding to technological

opportunities
• customer numbers - record of 'special relationships' with customers

From the postal survey respondent's 21:84 met these five criteria. A

sample of about ten companies was deemed a sufficient size of sample.
Five companies were unable to participate in further research. Five not

trading with inward investors and six who do trade with inward investors
were selected for qualitative study: diagram 9.11 lists them.

Examples given range from new IT systems to complete company re-structuring.
Only three companies indicate that local foreign manufacturers act as a source of
technological improvement for their business. Each of three state that these
improvement ideas were implemented.
Appendix Two, pg. 151.
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Familiarisation was undertaken between November 1996 and January
1997 with the technology, products, markets, company history and people
in these companies. In each case a company search was completed a

using information available from the West Lothian Business Centre. This
search included information available from Bradstreet's Index of

companies, press cuttings and annual reports.

Company Capability Competency Capacity Continuous Customer

(eg age) (eg employees) improvement numbers

BCF Technology Ltd yes 1 8 22 yes 1,000
Computer Investments Ltd yes 27 1 32 yes 1 0
Dacoll Ltd yes 27 135 yes 50
Deans Engineering Ltd yes 2 1 85 yes 6

Diagnostic Instruments Ltd yes 8 33 yes 250
Glossbrook Engineering Ltd yes 20 36 yes 1 00

Hunting Park Eng Ltd yes 1 0 1 27 yes 1 2

MGK (Scotland) Ltd yes 28 1 4 yes 5
Scotforms Computer Stationery yes 1 3 44 no 2,000
Trivet Sheet Metal Ltd yes 23 1 7 no 75

Wilson Byard PLC yes 27 1 32 yes 1 0

Table 9.10: Indigenous companies chosen for qualitative survey

A formal interview was conducted with the manager of each company

creating academically verifiable and reproducible data.16 Blending
elements from research questions, and points identified during observation
the questionnaire (page 152 of Appendix Two) was constructed for use in
semi-structured interviews.17 Interviews were taped, using a conventional
semi-structured approach, the transcripts of which are reproduced in

Appendix Two.

9.4.2 Sample limitations and data analysis
The limitations of this sample have been highlighted in Chapter 1. In

particular the main data generated is the result of a recorded interview with

16 To avoid information overload, and explore the external and internal relations of
these companies, I decided to formally interview only the manager. Discussions
with other staff were carefully noted, and are at times reference is made to these
discussions.
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the company Managing Director. This may introduce bias but for the fact
that discussion had already occurred with other staff: the interviewee in
each case knowing that the interviewer was already aware of the basic

company operation.

Data analysis was done by tabulating key results, testing results against

expectations, cross-referencing points from the literature review with each
of the three surveys, and searching out counterfactual comments.

New bit in here on meaning of lean production
9.4.3 Overview of sample

Operating at an average 11% net profit before tax, these companies
turnover an average of £4.3 million. Each of those not trading with local
inward investors interviewed that they felt they had the capability to do so.

Company Product Turnover Net Trade with
£m profit WL FDIs?

BCF Technology Ltd Ultra-sound scanners 2 7% Yes

Computer Investments Ltd IT software and bundles 2 8% Yes
Dacoll Ltd IT systems 1 1 28% No
Deans Engineering Ltd Machined component parts 5 10% Yes

Diagnostic Instruments Ltd Measuring instrumentation 5 12% No

Glossbrook Engineering Ltd injection mouldings 1.5 10% No

Hunting Park Eng Ltd Forgings and fittings 8.5 15% No
MGK (Scotland) Ltd Product flow furniture 1.2 12% Yes
Scotforms Computer Stationery Ltd Computing forms 1.5 9% Yes

Trivet Sheet Metal Ltd Sheet metal and ducting 2 8% Yes
Wilson Byard PLC Spiral piping and mills 8 6% No

Table 9.11: Product, turnover, profit and trade links of
indigenous companies in qualitative survey

9.4.4 Company technology and growth strategies

Strategy is a conscious resolution to influence the future, marshalling
resources behind a vision and goals.18 Within this group, the larger

companies differentiate in strategy, structure, systems and processes from

Kindly, John Scott of Hunting Park Engineering made useful suggestions in a pilot
interview, which resulted in some re-ordering and additional precision in the
questionnaire.
City University Business School, 1996:14.
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the smaller companies. Two fall short of having a clear strategy:
Glossbrook19 and MGK.20 BCF,21 CI,22 Scotforms23 and Trivet24 may be

categorised as having a strategy but without an implementation plan.

Finally, Dl,25 Dacoll,26 Hunting Park,27 Deans28 and Wilson Byard29 may be

categorised as having both a strategy and a plan for growth. Each of these
four companies have in the last ten years, 'burned the tent down' - to use

Belasco's (1994) phrase - they have re-invented themselves. This latter

group have a fuller skill mix amongst management and strategic planning
time (see diagram 9.12).30

Categories No implementation | Strategic j

Characteristics

Companies

No clear business Clear strategy without Clear strategy and
or technological ability or plan to ability to implement

strategy implement it

BCF
CI

Scotforms
Trivet

rllc^Deans ::
Dl

Hunting Park
Wilson :: Byartf

Diagram 9.12: Indigenous company technical and business strategies

9.4.5 Technology and technological processes

Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 244 and 245.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 279.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 159.
Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 176 and 179.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 294.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 314.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments pg. 229.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 191.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 260.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 208 and 209.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 329.
These results are supported by a recent survey showing that half the companies
with a below £5 million turnover, have no formal mechanism to address business
strategy (Deloitte & Touche 1996).
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At one level process choice in these eleven companies falls within the
small-batch to large-batch range, with a lesser amount of craft and mass

production. Closer analysis reveals such categorisation superficial. The
first set of seven firms is value adding the second more value processing
without adding any significant new knowledge.31 CI use craft processes.32
Dacoll use a combination of process choices: in 'box shifting' processes

are large or small batch production. In software design and customer

systems design processes are craft based.33 Dl out-source

manufacturing.34 Hunting Park's systems (MRP, design capability and
unlimited capacity loading) are more sophisticated than their processes -

which are based upon group-worked mainstream metal working

technology.35 Trivet use CAD-CAM metal cutting, bending and welding

technology for small batch processing.36 Wilson-Byard use large batch

technology for steel rolling, bending and welding processes. Their mill

production is craft-based; a skilled flexible team assembling customised

products.37 Deans use craft-based production machining precision parts

on a range of CNC machines.38 These six companies variously configure

process choice: these are value adding firms (see diagram 9.13).

BCF is a small batch producer.39 Glossbrook's moulding processes are

mass production equipment run by semi-skilled operatives; set and
maintained by skilled workers. Mould making involves multi-functional
skilled labour.40 Scotform's is more sophisticated in design and its

Value adding is here used simply to mean combining inputs in such a way with
company technology knowledge that outputs have significantly greater value than
inputs. This will normally be reflected in high gross margins.
Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 179.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 192.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 229.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 3.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 314.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 329.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 209.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 159.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook, pg. 246.
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systems than in production: both paper treatment and printing technology
is old but reliably maintained. Some of its product is mass produced
volumes.41 MGK have sophisticated systems (CAD, purchasing and

delivery) with conventional process technology in production: cutting and

welding equipment of a dated variety worked by a flexible production
team.42 However, each of these four firms appears value distributive rather
than creative.

Categories Value distributive

Characteristics Process choices Technological
distribute existing process choice
value, rather than create new value
create new value

Companies BCF CI. Dacoll. Dl,
Glossbrook Hunting Park,
Scotforms Trivet, Deans,

MGK & Wilson-Byard

Diagram 9.13: Indigenous company technical processes

How processes relate to systems and knowledge deployment, seems to be
a more useful categorisation of processes than simply type of technology

used, or size of output. The greater the value-added, the greater the

knowledge element.

9.4.6 Work systems

Two sets of work systems categorise these companies, summarised in

diagram 9.14. Firstly, a 'traditional' set in which information flows mainly
downwards, in functionally specialist structures. In this category are BCF

41

42
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 294-5.
Appendix 4, MGK (Scotland), pg. 281.
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(systems are driven by functional specialisation),43 CI (too has systems

dictated by technical relations),44 Glossbrook (who have little upward
communication flow),45 Scotforms (where craft particularism and functional

specialisation predominate).46 Also in this category are MGK (who

emphasise functional specialisation),47 Trivet (where the MD mediates all

information),48 Wilson-Byard (where information flows are constrained to

being over technical matters)49 and Deans (where outside of teams, all
information flow is through management).50

The second set of 'modern' companies have less functional rigidity, are

more 'information-intensive,' seeking both internal efficiency and external
customer focus or service orientation. This second set has open systems

and appears concerned to learn from customers. This set includes Dacoll

(where information systems are open and IT bases),51 Dl (who break down
functional specialisation by using open IT systems)52 and Hunting-Park
(who uses transparent systems such as activity based costing and

encourages information flows).53

Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 159.
Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 177-9.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 245-6.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 294-5.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 280.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 315.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 329.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 209.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 192-3.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 229.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 260-2.
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Categories T raditional Modern

Characteristics Downwards, one Two-way information
way information-flow, flows, and higher

low functional functional flexibility
integration/flexibility and integration

Companies BCF, CI, MGK, • Dacol|||||g|
Glossbrook, Trivet,

Deans, t i n gS5 a
(possibly W-B) R(p)pssibly^;^W-B) %

Diagram 9.14: Indigenous company work systems

Three or four of these firms (set two and possibly Wilson Byard) have
structures and systems contingent to their changing environment. These
results support Kay's (1984) view that: 'Strategy thus determines structure;

the extent and content of links dictates the appropriate form of internal

organisation.' Competitive advantage can arise through the systems in
which skills are deployed. Work systems allowing functional flexibility

operate in all of these companies, with some skill constraints. Only three
firms (Dacoll, Hunting Park and Dl, and possibly Wilson Byard) have
'commitment-based' role oriented systems.

9.4.7 Human Resource management

Clark argues that a new human resource model is replacing an older

'personnel' model. The basis of this is organisational integrity, employee

commitment, flexibility and quality of output.54 This research categorises
these companies as traditional, flexible, transitional and HR-model (see

diagram 9.15)

See Clark 1993.
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CI,55 and MGK56 are 'traditional' companies, each has conflictual industrial

relations, little empowerment, individualised working, and power mediated

through supervision and poor upwards information flow. They are rule

bound, with 'them and us' atmospheres. BCF57 and Glossbrook,58 are

paternalistic companies, Dacoll (where power is centrally held in a

matrixed structure),59 Scotforms,60 and Trivet61 are 'flexible' companies:

traditional, but paternalistic and skilled based, dominated by the attitudes
of the owner-manager. Wilson Byard is a transitional form from the

'personnel' to the 'human resource' model.62 Dl,63 Deans,64 and Hunting

Park,65 are HR-companies: human resource managed, they invest in

people with training, devolve decision making downwards seeking
continuous improvement and innovational ideas, and enjoy mutual
commitment from employee and employer.

ICateqories Flexible ! Transitional I HRM I

Characteristics Conflictual

Little empowerment
Rule-bound

Skill-based
Owner-dominated

Paternalistic

Between

flexible' and
human resource

manged

Devolved decisions

2-way information
Training & mutual

commitment

Companies BCF, Dacoll,
Glossbrook,
Scotforms,

T rivet

Wilson-Byard Dl

Deans

Hunting-Park

Diagram 9.15: Indigenous company human resource styles

Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 177-9.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 278-9.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 159.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 246.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 192.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 295-6.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 315.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 329. Power is centrally held and mediates through
supervision in a traditional format. However, the company invests heavily in
training, takes pride in internal labour market progression, and strives to keep
employees fully informed about the state and direction of its business.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 228-9.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 212.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 261-2.
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Hunting Park and Deans operate a form of internal labour market: low

point of entry, side-ways promotion, and in-house and promotion training

up a career ladder. The only 'Taylorist' processes are Glossbrook's

moulding section, and BCF's PCB line.66

9.4.8 Non-customer knowledge transfer

Only one of these companies carries out research (Dl), though some

perform design and development (diagram 9.16). Each is aware of

supportive public agencies within institutional arrangements to assist

company development and start-up.

Typology from interviews: Non-customer knowledge transfers

Categories Aware

Characteristics Few connections Aware of Aware of and
to knowledge knowledge in using knowledge of

bearing environment, but technology in
environment not using it environment

CI, Dacoll PI
Glossbrook, Scotforms

Hunting-Park, Dearis
T rivet

Diagram 9.16: Indigenous company non-customer knowledge transfers

A first set of companies is 'unconnected' to non-customer knowledge

opportunities in the environment. These are BCF,67 MGK68 and Wilson-

Byard:69 each was critical of resources going to inward investors and a

perceived absence of spinout from universities. A second set is 'aware'
but not benefiting from knowledge flow from non-customers. This set

Craft skilled employees in all cases operate inter-craft and intra-craft flexibility as
Cross (1985) found in similar sized companies.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 163.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 283.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 332.

Companies
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includes CI,70 Dacoll,71 Glossbrook,72 Hunting-Park73 and Trivet.74 These

companies scan journals, but receive no direct non-customer technical
assistance. The third set is 'beneficiaries' of knowledge flow from these
institutional arrangements: Dl from research knowledge,75 Scotforms by

linking into externally provided programmes,76 and Deans from the SE

company growth team.77

A majority of these companies believe that the business support network in
Scotland shows favouritism towards inward investors rather than

indigenously owned companies. Two of the three 'beneficiary' companies
each have joint working relations with a HE organisation.78 This suggests
a lack of knowledge interchange that may be to the detriment of innovative
firms and higher education.79

9.4.9 Customer knowledge transfer
This research explores the quality of knowledge transferring from
customers, the extent to which they seek knowledge, and the role of 'gate¬

keepers.' This research categorises these companies from the viewpoint
of knowledge transfer from customers as follows. Set one is 'deaf,' set two

Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 180.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 194.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 249.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 266.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 316.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 231-2.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 299.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 213.
Scottish Enterprise 1996, from which all of these figures come. Two companies
benefiting from an HE connection, from this sector, is poor when 22% of
academics claim to be conducting research for industry, and 34% of the 10,000
academics in the 13 Scottish universities provide consultancy services for industry.
Only 14% of firms surveyed by SE claimed beneficial connections with local
universities.
The Connect Programme exists to address this gap: to encourage
commercialisable university research and the commercialisation of research by
linking knowledge sources with company start-up funding and expertise.
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'listening,' a third set 'listening and doing,' and a fourth set 'actively
listening and doing' (diagram 9.17).

[Categories } Listening \ Listening/doing | Active I

Characteristics Conflictual Skill-based Between Devolved decisions
Little empowerment Owner-dominated flexible' and 2-way information

Rule-bound Paternalistic human resource Training & mutual
manqed commitment

Companies Wiison-By ard D I
Deans

Hunting-Park

Diagram 9.17: Indigenous company customer knowledge transfer
Glossbrook is a 'deaf company; the MD acts as a gatekeeper on

knowledge flows from external relations, and rarely finds innovative ideas

worthy of consideration.80 MGK who pick up ideas from customer, but

rarely implement them81 and Trivet82 are 'listening' companies - without

being greatly effected by what they hear.

The 'listening and doing' companies approach to customer knowledge
transfer is to improve their competencies by learning from customers, but
each could achieve more by 'actively' searching for knowledge from
customers. BCF suggest that 'relatively little' knowledge is transferred to

them from customers. BCF's ultrasound scanners are sold to the final

users - veterinary practices. The company has a large customer base, but
with no one customer of sufficient size for a relationship.83 At CI examples
of customer stimulated improvements includes systems at the Bank of

Scotland, from oil industry, and health services. CI works with final users

of their information retrieval packages rather than Procurement Officers.84

Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 249-250.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 283-4.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 317-9.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 163-4.
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Categorised as 'actively listening and doing,' focus upon transferring

knowledge from customers to improve both effectiveness and efficiency,
and extend product range. Interestingly each of these companies

emphasises their 'service' status. Six out of eleven of these companies

actively network with their customers, and consciously aim to transfer

knowledge from them. Dacoll suggest that it is this picking-up of
innovational ideas, and the ability to translate them into software

interfacing with changed hardware and customer problems which
differentiates themselves from 'box-shifters.'85 Dl management emphasise
how technicians are encouraged to talk to customers, feeding back

problems and suggestions.86 Scotforms mainly sell to the final user of their

output; security paper is an example of a product innovation arising from
customer needs. Customers transfer systems knowledge and innovation
ideas to Scotforms rather than technical knowledge.87 Hunting-Park sells
in the main to final users.88 Wilson-Byard believe that it is they who
transfer knowledge to customers on the pipe side of their business, even to

the extent of helping (e.g. water companies) complete their specifications.
The mill side of the business is different. Customers alter the mills, feeding
back ideas for improvement to the company.89 Deans Engineering have
six main customers, with whom they enjoy close relationships, in which

Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 180-1.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 195. Dealing with final users the company is well placed to
keep up with changing business environments and opportunities facing its
customers. Having a large customer base, they have 'typical problems' not typical
customers. Dacoll are continually implementing improvements identified from
customers.

Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments pg. 232-3. D deals with c20 final user
customers a year, and continually seeks new monitoring problems for which they
can design sonic monitoring solutions.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 300.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 266-9. They actively seek new
solutions to customers service needs, changing product requirements, and
products previously not supplied. The Directors meet weekly to consider changes
in their business, which can benefit it, growth. Customers are unlikely to transfer
technical knowledge on how forgings can be made, but do transfer knowledge of
changing regulations and requirements.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 323.
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each customer transfers both technical and systems knowledge into the

company.90

9.4.10 Knowledge generation

Only one of these companies undertakes research: Dl in their joint work
with universities. However, except for Glossbrook91 (an income-driven

family business) all undertake product D&D. The first set of five companies
is 'passive' knowledge generators, whereas the six second set companies
are 'active' knowledge generators. These 'active' knowledge generators

have superior knowledge flow and IT systems that promote design and/or

development.

Using Freeman's typology (diagram 9.18), these firms categorise as

imitators or opportunists. The imitative set includes BCF which was formed

by Development Engineers to create new sonic diagnosis instruments,

spends 15% of turnover on D&D using project teams which integrate sales
and production functions to successfully re-design its product range.

Dacoll which spends £0.4m pa on software RD&D; the company 'heroes'
are its design engineers.92 Dl deploys 10:27 staff on D&D, integrated

marketing, and design-for-manufacturing, and has commissioned research
from universities.93 Deans seek knowledge alliances with customers, and
are innovative in systems and processes.94 Wilson Byard is product
innovative on mills and process innovative on pipes.95 The Directors of

Hunting Park pride themselves on being innovative.96 They acquire 'know-

Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 214.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 249.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 193 and 194 - the company spends £400,000 pa on
RD&D. At the heart of Dacoll are its software engineers.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 230-1.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 212.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 330-1.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 264-5.
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how' and innovatively adapt it: their service ethos, use of white metal and
£4m investment programme is examples of this.

|Categc Passive D&D , .| Active D&D | Active + RD&D

Characteristics

Companies

Little new

product or process

knowledge is
internally generated

Opportunistically
feed off

knowledge from
others

Imitatively
acquiring and

adapting
know-how

Actively seeks
changes in

knowledge and
carries out research

mums®™ BCF, Dacoll, Dl
Dl, Deans,
W-Byard,

Hunting-Park
:Sfc.<5«<5-Mtvs>:::x

■.■.■rft-ivip*-.-.-.-.-.-.-

Diagram 9.18: Indigenous company knowledge generation

Opportunist firms feed off new products and processes and includes CI
who do no research or product development but re-configure software and
hardware products.97 MGK who are a design/re-seller company with a

manufacturing capability for metal storage devices.98 Scotforms do no

research and little development but spend 10% of staff time designing to

customer specifications. Innovation at Scotforms has been in systems

rather than products or processes. This has been led by the management

team but involves most of the workforce, many of whom have direct contact

with customers.99 Finally, Trivet who take a craft pride in providing
customers with a well-designed job, whilst undertaking no research or

product development.100

The traditional (Glossbrook) lives without significant product or process

changes. Internal knowledge generation is a costly and risky exercise.
Some of the 'passive' or 'opportunist' knowledge generating companies
have a product design capability but focus upon process and systems

improvements; Scotforms and Trivet are examples of this. The six active

97 Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 178-9.
98 Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 282-3.
99 Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 297-9.
100 Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 316-9.
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imitative companies invest in product development, process innovation
and improved systems. Half of the companies surveyed opportunistically

adopt product ideas with little internally generated knowledge.

9.4.11 Knowledge accumulation
Set one categorises these companies as 'not learning organisations,' set
two 'potentially learning organisations,' and set three are 'learning

organisations' (diagram 9.19) Each of the latter sets is export oriented, but
none trade with local inward investors.

'Not learning organisations' categorises four of these companies. CI re¬

sell as an intermediary, it is risk-averse, and transfers-in rather than
accumulates knowledge.101 MGK is not a learning organisation. In 28

years it has grown little, remains risk-averse, with a functionally specialist

management team who appear incapable of double loop learning.102
Glossbrook provide a stable service to a stable group of customers, using
internal systems, which are stable to the point of rigid.103 Trivet Sheet
Metal is a highly centralised, rigidly structured 'jobbing shop.'104

Four companies have features that make them potentially learning

organisations - each strives to be learning organisations. BCF appears to
have the systems capable of creating a learning organisation, but have yet
to produce a stream of new products.105 Dl too has yet to prove their

capacity to create a stream of new products.106 Scotforms are an

innovative company, and perhaps need to broaden the base of company-

leadership to become one again.107 If Deans continue to develop the

Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 181-2.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 284-5.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 250-1.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 318-9.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 164-6.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 233-4.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 301-2.
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model of teams working directly to customers, it can become a learning

organisation - for the moment, it remains too top-down: reflecting its one

person-business origins.108

A third set are learning organisations. Each has organisational learning as

an explicit purpose, has established systems and structures to facilitate

learning and has a record of delivering innovations based upon learning.
Dacoll has grown over 27 years to employ 200 people driven by product
innovation in the 'after-market' of synchronising heritage hardware,

operating systems and programmes. It is open to ideas from outside, in

particular customers.109 Hunting Park 'fits' with the business environment
in which it operates, it also attempts to re-shape that environment to better
suit is future needs.110 Wilson Byard is a risk-taking organisation as

evidenced by the Portuguese Bridge project.111

Typology from interviews: Knowledge accumulation

Categories Potential learners Learning

Characteristics Incapable of Capable, but Explicitly
double-loop averse to welcomes double-

learning double-loop loop learning.
learning Innovative

Companies BCF
D I

Scotforms
Deans

Dacoll
Hunting-Park
Wilson-Byard

Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 215-6.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 195 -9.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 260-2. Systems appear autopoietic
and capable of double loop learning. The company is prepared to take risks,
devolve power and learn from mistakes - it is a learning organisation.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 333-4. The 'fit' with its environment is clear on the
spiral piping side where it offers a lead to its customers. On the mill side, it may be
more open to competition since the design is simple, and components sub-
assembled. Internal systems are autopoietic encouraging involvement and two-
way flow of ideas. The company have proven itself capable of double loop
learning; it is a knowledge-accumulating organisation.
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Diagram 9.19: indigenous company knowledge accumulation

For a small firm or single product firm developing a new product the

organisation becomes the project. In such cases there is little need for re¬

integration of project knowledge with that of the organisation. The three

largest companies in this survey illustrate during a growth curve SMEs can

remain autopoietic provided they devolve decision making. Barriers to

knowledge accumulation are easily seen in 'not learning organisations:'
formalisms inherited mythology, absence of goal congruity, and difficulty in

two-way communications. All learning, to be useful has to be purposive -

particularly when new products have to conform to industry standards -

Hunting Park and Dl are examples.

9.4.12 Knowledge socialisation
The process of knowledge generation and accumulation presumes the
socialisation of knowledge within the workplace. The first set of companies
is 'weak' in knowledge socialisation. At MGK functional specialism and
limited IT inhibit discourse.112 At CI, the command and control structure

inhibits knowledge socialisation.113 In Glossbrook, discourse is purely
utilitarian.114 At Trivet the phrase 'hiring hands' was used and emphasis

placed on managerial prerogative.115 Each of these companies has
structures and systems inhibiting knowledge socialisation, and constrained

training opportunities for staff.

A second set is 'want-to-be' on knowledge socialisation. Scotforms

encourage flexibility but only within specialist groupings, training is driven

by IIP criteria.116 BCF invests in training, though, primarily for its senior
technicians rather than the whole workforce. The atmosphere in this small

Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 286.
Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 183.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 251.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 319-320.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 302.
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company is one encouraging discourse about the company's products and

technology - this was exampled by the number of employees keen to

discuss the business. BCF has a normative organisational form with

aspects of paternalism.117 Dl is strong in area of knowledge socialisation.
Its normative organisational form and IT networking encourage and
facilitate information sharing and discourse.118 Each of these companies
invests in training, and has some systems that encourage the

'amplification' of new learning and best practice. However, each has
structures that disincentivise innovative action.

The third set of companies is 'strong' in knowledge socialisation. They are

learning organisations that focus on training, have open information

systems, and encourage discourse and devolution of responsibility. Dacoll

prides itself on software innovation, is a normative learning organisation
and invests heavily in training.119 Hunting-Park uses teams and training to

socialise knowledge.120 Deans Engineering is stronger on knowledge
socialisation than its outputs for customers suggests. The workforce are

well-trained on higher quality equipment than its competitors, the company

is stronger on internal relations than its external partnerships.121 Finally,
Wilson Byard invests heavily in in-house and external training.

Opportunities for discourse occur at team level and workforce level: the

company MD sharing information with the workforce on orders,
investments and prospects. Information systems, including performance
indicators are constantly available to the workforce stimulating knowledge
socialisation.122

Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 169.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 235.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 199.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 260.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 216.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 9.
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Categories Want-to-be Strong

Characteristics Structure and Trains and Structures and

systems inhibit amplifies learning, systems facilitate
knowledge but constrains socialistion and

socialisation innovation innovation

Companies BCF
01

Scotforms

Dacoll

Hunting-Park
Wilson-Byard

Diagram 9.20: Indigenous company knowledge socialisation

Those companies with a clear strategy to be learning organisations
facilitate this with internal structures and systems encouraging knowledge
socialisation.

9.4.13 Supply chain knowledge transfer
This section explores the transmission of knowledge through the supply
chains into these eleven companies (diagram 9.21). Set one companies
add value to input, but with little physical transformation and are

'knowledge neutral.' This category contains six firms. At MGK, little

knowledge passes in either direction along MGK's supply chain: though
customers rather than suppliers stimulate improvement.123 Glossbrook

gains little knowledge from suppliers or customers.124 CI constantly directs
ideas backward in their supply chain to their major software supplier;

normally this is done through briefings. They act as testers for Excalibur's
software, but in the main derive little knowledge from their supply chain.125
Little knowledge flows either way in Scotforms value chain linkages.126

Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 285-6. Turnover is 30% value- added.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 251-2. Glossbrook processes rather
than adds value.

Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 180. CI is a value-adding operation.
Appendix 2, Scotforms, pg. 299. Scotforms are a high volume, low margin value
processing company.
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Whilst Dacoll tests and feeds back views on software and hardware

products, its knowledge stimulation comes almost entirely from customers

and not from suppliers.127 Little knowledge passes either forward or

backward in Trivet's supply chain, though they infrequently act as a tier
within a supply chain.128

Companies in the second category are 'knowledge users:' they gain

significantly from management of their supply chain in reliability, delivery
time and price, but not in knowledge transfer. Their processing of inputs is

quite distinct from that of their suppliers, and these inputs are highly

specific. Hunting Park, receives little knowledge from customers, but is
active and innovative in supplier relations.129 Deans gains some

knowledge from customers for its intermediate products, but none from its

suppliers.130 Neither forwards nor backward in BCF's supply chain is
continuous improvement a driver of change.131

Users

ISfepMPPIl BCF

Hunting-Park
Deans

Avaricious

Typology from interviews: Supply chain knowledge transfer

Categories

Characteristics

Companies

Non-value adding Suppliers add Suppliers add
Receive little value, but little and stimulate
new knowledge new knowledge new knowledge
from suppliers

Wilson-Byard
Dl

Diagram 9.21: Indigenous company supply chain knowledge transfer

Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 197-9. Dacoll adds 100% value to its inputs.
Appendix 2, Trivet Engineering, pg. 319-320 is a value adding company.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 260-2. Hunting Park is a value-adding
organisation.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 217-9. Deans adds two thirds to input value.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 167-9 is a value adding company
in is scanner operation and value processing in its PCB work.
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Companies in a third category are 'knowledge avaricious' gaining most

knowledge from their supply chains. Supplier inputs are highly specific but
include 'corner engineering' sub-assemblies. These are areas in which
the supplier's knowledge base is likely to exceed that of the purchaser.
This is evidence in Wilson Byard's sub-assembly supply chain, mill
customers and rolled steel customers,132 and in Dl's suppliers.133

Categorisation of knowledge transfer by way of supply chains suggests
that the value-adding companies derive least knowledge from their

suppliers. It does not appear that those companies categorised as

learning organisations derive most knowledge from the supply chain. The
technical nature of the products and therefore the nature of the raw

materials seem highly influential in how much knowledge flows up supply
chains.

9.4.14 Balance of knowledge transfer within value chains
The previous section illustrates that only one of these companies gains

knowledge from both sides of its supply-value chain: Wilson Byard. For the

others, the balance is firmly knowledge flow, where it occurs, being from
customers. Half of these companies jointly create products designed

specifically for customers. Few have suppliers who share their
commitment to continuous improvement, (Dl, Wilson Byard and possible

Hunting Park).

Glossbrook is competitive in process cost and price. There is little

knowledge flow forwards or backwards in their value chain, diagram
9.22).134 BCF finds that customer requests stimulate their product

132 Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 334-6. Wilson Byard adds 50% value to
procurement.

133 Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 235-6. Dl doubles the value in sales of its
procurement.

134 Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 245. Within customer specifications,
technical advice may be asked for and given, but products are not jointly
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improvement, but BCF does not transfer knowledge forward in their value

chain, except that which is embedded in their product.135 Some customers,
and particularly the inward investors, stimulate improvement by knowledge
transfer into MGK. There is little knowledge transfer a forward in the value
chain. Customers of MGK may be have commitment to continuous

improvement than themselves.136 Scotform's customers rather than their

suppliers are a stimulus to product and process improvement. Many of its
customers are inward investors and TNEs. Scotforms transfer little

knowledge forward in their value chain, though they share their customer's
commitment to continuous improvement.137

ICateqories HBH Inward Flow I Outward Flow I 2-wav Flow I

Characteristics Little new

knowledge flow
along supply

chain

Some knowledge
flow inwards,
little outwards

Some knowledge
from suppliers,

main flow is outward

to customers

Knowledge flows
both into and out
of company along
the supply chain

Companies BCF
MGK

Scotforms

CI, Trivet,
Dacoll, Deans

D 1

Hunting-Park

Wilson-Byard

Diagram 9.22: Indigenous company supply chain knowledge flows

CI customers constantly stimulate ideas, and CI transmits knowledge
forward in the value chain, believing that their customers may lack

knowledge about the potential in their computing systems. They are asked
to provide solutions rather than jointly design new products, but in many

cases, new configurations constitute new products for the customers.138
Dacoll's value adding is in consultancy, servicing, design and installation -

developed. Glossbrook do not know how committed to continuous improvement
their customers are.

Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 170. Their customer base operates in wider
markets than they do. They have never been asked to jointly development a new
product though they perceive their customers to be committed to continuous
improvement.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 289.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 304-6.
Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 185.
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they are transferring value and knowledge to the customer. New software

develops as a result of customer stimulation.139 Dl is stimulated to innovate

product by their customers, and in turn stimulate innovation in process cost

for their customers. They transfer knowledge forwards along their value
chain. They have jointly developed new products with customers some of
whom share their commitment to continuous improvement.140

Customers of Hunting Park continually challenge and stimulate

improvement, some transfer knowledge into the company. Its value chain
is wider in scope than its supply base. Often Hunting Park is jointly

designing product solutions for customers, all of whom share its
commitment to continuous improvement.141 Trivet creates customised

products and is much more often stimulated to improve the product by
customers than suppliers. They transfer knowledge, incorporated in the

product to customers who value quality above price.142

Wilson Byard enjoys a two-way knowledge flow in their value chain: from
customers and suppliers in their mill division. In spiral piping, it is they who
transfer knowledge to the customers.143 Only Wilson Byard in are

stimulated to improvement from both suppliers and customers. In the first
set of companies, knowledge flow is into these companies rather than from
them up the value chain. Set two companies push knowledge - and value
- forwards along the value chain.

Four of these companies export, (Deans, Hunting Park and Dl), however
none operate globally. These companies face a double-bind. To become

Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 199.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 239.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 272-5.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 221.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 336-9. In each case value is pushed up the supply
chain. Customers for mills are more committed to improvement than customers for
spiral piping.
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a supplier of value-added products to global OEMs, (and benefit from two-

way knowledge transmissions up and down the supply chain), requires the

very knowledge of OEM requirements denied to them. Local OEMs

already have secure supply chains. Much of the value-added supply chain
of local inward investors is abroad, making movement up a 'tiered' supply
chain difficult.

9.4.15 Inward Investor knowledge transfer and its conduits

Some of the companies least capable of description as learning

organisations are shown in this part of this survey to hold technical

competencies which make them valued suppliers to local inward investors.
The five companies trading with the inward investors each benefit from

knowledge transfer, but in varying qualities. Three companies (MGK,
Scotforms and Trivet) appear to have learned upgraded techniques and

systems.144 Two firms (Dl and Dacoll) have developed products for, (in Dl's

case, with) inward investors: both wish for active joint product development

partnerships.

BCF145 and Glossbrook146 neither receive nor seek knowledge of

knowledge of lean production techniques from inward investors. 147 CI has
no trading and knowledge transfer relations with inward investors, though

they do a minor amount of re-work for Bull. They would be prepared to

take risk to become an inward investor supplier, and recognise that

Scotforms are conscious of the knowledge transfer, and notably, only they of these
three companies suggest that learning from inward investors helps their business.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 170-1.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 245-6.
BCF's PCB operation supplies inward investor OEMs but via agents so they have
no direct trading with inward investors. There is no knowledge transfer from inward
investors into BCF, who state they would not be prepared to take a financial risk to
become a supplier to inward investors. Glossbrook are wary of becoming a captive
supplier and believe that inward investors give preference to their home base
suppliers.
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knowledge flow from inward investors would benefit their company.148
Hunting Park provides specialist rather than mass products to many inward

investors, but largely in the oil industry - they have no trading links with
West Lothian inward investors.149 Wilson Byard trade little with inward
investors in Scotland, and believe their systems to be as good as those of
inward investors.150

Dacoll trade with many inward investors, mostly outside West Lothian.151
Dl trade to a small extent with inward investors believing that most

maintains their home base supply chains. They are jointly developing

specialist monitoring equipment with NEC.152 MGK trade with 20 of the 34
inward investors in West Lothian. They blame their lack of marketing and
small size for not trading more with inward investors.153 MGK believe they
benefit from knowledge transfer from inward investor trading, and enjoy
some good relations with these companies.154 Scotforms trade with 25 of
the 34 inward investor in West Lothian, who take 25% of their product.155
Trivet trade with 14 of the 34 inward investor in West Lothian. Many of

Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 185-6.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 260. They state that should they wish
to become a supplier to these inward investors they would recognise the need to
'buy into their culture' and customise systems and investments to the needs of
these potential customers.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 337-9. The company would be prepared to invest in
a supplier partnership but feel their current business offers better prospects.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 199 and 200. They receive a generous knowledge flow
from their inward investor customers, and make investment to suit these
customers. Independence is important to Dacoll who are wary of becoming over-
dependent upon any customer.
Dl believes they have as much to learn from British companies as inward investors
and are wary of over-commitment to any one customer.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 238-9.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 288-290. They have not developed joint
products for inward investors but believe their design and manufacturing capability
are recognised by them.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 305-9. The company has
radically altered its systems and processes to gain this work, and its investment
strategy is guided by the needs of these customers. Their major customer (2.5%
of turnover) is Okai of Cumbernauld. Scotforms attributes its success to what it has
learned from inward investor trading and their internal competency.
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these customers return valuing Trivet's commitment to quality. Trivet
invests in training and capital equipment to retain this work. Knowledge
transfers into Trivet from inward investors during as they see inward
investor product designs.156 Deans supply some OEMs (for example
Seiko) directly, but in the main equip first tier suppliers such as Lucas.157

Diagram 9.23 summarises these complex results. BCF and Glossbrook do

not trade with inward investors and are unprepared to change their internal

workings to do so. CI, Hunting Park and Wilson Byard are innovative

companies capable of growth, but neither trades with local inward

investors since they operate in different industrial sectors. Each has a

clear idea of what trading with inward investors would involve achieving a

positive supplier partnership. The six companies in the third and fourth
sets trade with inward investors, learn from them, and configure their

systems and investment pattern to suit inward investor customers.

Knowledge flows along these supply chains into the indigenous

companies. The conduits for this knowledge are joint product

development and system interfaces rather than formal agreements.

Typology from interviews: Knowledge conduits from inward investor trading

[Categories System change | Product change | : Ipteif^ictjvie"

Characteristics No systems or
product changes

arising from trade
with FDI companies

Systems upgraded
as result of

trade with FDI
companies

Products and

systems improved
as a result of trade
with FDI companies

Mutually
advantagous

product/system
chanaes from trade

Companies

MM
Deans Vyffsoln-Bysrd

Hunting-Park
Dl

D$co(l

Diagram 9.23: Indigenous company knowledge

156

157

Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 322-3. They believe themselves to be a
preferred supplier to many of inward investor companies.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 219-221. Their experience of attempting to
provide drums to Mitsubishi was disheartening for the company. Using the latest
equipment they could not compete with Japanese firms prepared to accept a
0.005% mark-up per unit.
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conduits and inward investors

Knowledge transfer along supply chains can only occur if indigenous

companies trade with inward investors. Eight of these companies trade
with inward investors, five with West Lothian inward investors. Absence of

West Lothian inward investor trading for five of these companies may arise
from incapability or being in different industries.

9.4.16 Culture

Interviewees were probed on whether they believe manufacturing culture
in West Lothian has changed from a past Fordist period. CI feels there is

nothing peculiar to the culture of West Lothian, the management is not

local and they located here to gain grants and inexpensive premises.158
Dacoll recruits from all over the UK, and located in West Lothian because

suitable property was available. They state that their culture does not

correspond with that of West Lothian.159 Dl located in West Lothian to gain

grant support, most employees live locally but they regard themselves as a

global (not a West Lothian) company.160

West Lothian people manage BCF, and they recruit locally. They deplore
the low quality of school leavers into the labour market, and old-fashioned
inflexible trade unionism, however they are proud to be 'making things'.161
Glossbrook located in West Lothian because management and employees
live in or near West Lothian.162 Scotforms located in West Lothian to

receive grant support. It recruits locally and regards itself as a West
Lothian company.163 Wilson Byard has a majority of management and

Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 179.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 193.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 229.
Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 160.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 249.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 296.
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workforce who live in West Lothian and regard themselves as a West
Lothian company.164

Hunting Park recruits locally and sees themselves as part of the culture of

manufacturing in West Lothian.165 MGK located in West Lothian to be
central in Scotland. It recruits locally, and describes itself as a West
Lothian company - part of the manufacturing environment in West
Lothian.166 Trivet is located in West Lothian because the management and

employees live locally. It regards itself as a West Lothian company

because; "We are manufacturers - that's the basis of West Lothian."167
Deans boast of being a West Lothian company, identifying the culture as

'making things.'168

Some companies see themselves as part of a localised manufacturing
culture. Others indicate they are part of a West Lothian culture without

specifying what this is. Finally, others indicate that they are of a West
Lothian culture and see its culture as being one based upon of

manufacturing.

None of these companies alludes to any cultural specificity of Japanese

companies. These companies hold themselves and West Lothian with
self-esteem and confidence in the future. Six of the companies referred to

the change in culture in West Lothian; BCC, Deans and Trivet allude to

change away from conflictual industrial relations to co-operative and
flexible systems.

Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 329.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 262.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 281.
Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 315.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 212.
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Categories WL spatially | WL post-Fordist

Characteristics Company see Socially culture of Current culture
no unique West Lothian distinguished from

West Lothian distinguished socially previous
industrial culture and spatially culture

Companies

HUH
BCF

Glossbrook
Scotforms

Wilson-Byard

Hunting-Park
T rivet
Deans
MGK

Diagram 9.24: Indigenous company views of
West Lothian manufacturing culture

The last set of companies equated West Lothian with 'manufacturing
culture.' It is unclear whether this contrasts with a perceived lack of

manufacturing in nearby Edinburgh, or is a comparison with West
Lothian's mining past. Possibly, a pride in 'manufacturing culture' could
reflect the self-esteem and optimism of these companies heralding
incremental cultural change towards a generalised manufacturing cluster
of firms. West Lothian has a relatively small personal service sector

(59.4% West Lothian employment, 82% in Edinburgh).169

9.4.16 Partnering

Partnering poses issues of risk transfer and potential dependency, risks
that may be set against the benefits of secure turnover and knowledge
flow. The four companies in set one are 'anti-partnering' seeing

independence as more important than achieving partnership supply

Audretsch (1993) suggests an availability of labour and underdeveloped service
sector will create business start-up in that sector. This has not been the case in
West Lothian. Perhaps because 25% of employed workers (15,000) travel into
Edinburgh, but also because of the manufacturing culture - start-ups continue to
gravitate towards manufacturing.
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relationships. BCF would wish to become a partnership supplier but are

unprepared for the financial risk, or personal investment.170

Categories Negative

Characteristics Against partnering, Actively favouring
or emphasising partnering 'win-win'
instrumental or

junior approach Actively interactive

Companies BCF Dacoll
Glossbrook Deans, Dl

MGK Hunting-Park
T rivet Scotforms

CI Trivet & WB

Diagram 7:25: Indigenous company partnering

Glossbrook would not jeopardise control over their own family company to
obtain a partnering relationship and do not see the benefits in such a

relationship beyond this control agenda.171 MGK are wary of losing
control, and are unprepared to take the risks involved to secure a supply

partnership.172 Wilson Byard as a recent MBO place value on their
independence. They invest heavily but not in directions dictated by
customers, rather directions they believe will grow the business.173

CI is 'instrumental partner:' prepared for partnering risks, but calculating its
costs in purely transactional financially terms. They too envisage close

partnering as jeopardising their independence.174 Trivet is a 'junior

Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 167-170. They worry about becoming a captive
supplier and losing independence and are unclear about the potential non-
financial aspect of a partnership relationship.
Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 250, 252, and 254.
Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 277, 280, 292.
Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 333-5.
Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 180-9.
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partner' investing to suit customers - without significant knowledge flow or

stable relationship.175

Dl in set two enjoys a successful 'backward partnering' relationship. This
transfers knowledge with a supplier not customers; they desire such a 'win-
win' customer relationship, which includes knowledge flows.176 Dacoll

regard themselves, as partnership supplier to many companies, but are

wary of closer relations which may risk the independence of the company.

They see the non-financial gains from such relationships.177 Hunting Park
has a range of partnering relationships, many established at its initiative.

They clearly see the non-financial benefits of such relationships, and
invest to strengthen them.178 Scotforms have radically altered their
business to suit the needs of partners, have sought outside capital to do

this, and see the non-financial gains from having done so.179 Deans

partner important customers such as Lucas, offering employee to

employee liaison. These relationships have most successfully been with
British first tier suppliers, rather than inward investors or OEMs.180

The first seven companies mentioned emphasise the downside of

partnering. Dl has a supplier partner equally committed to continuous

improvement, with complimentary capabilities. They transfer knowledge
inwards by partnering. Scotforms gain systems knowledge which help

improves margins and increases their customer base. Hunting Park in

helping establish on their premises a 'consumables' supplier transfers the
cost of stock holding - one of the main advantages of partnership sourcing
is WIP cost transfer.

Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 319-321.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 233 and 240.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 195, 196, and 200.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 266 and 271.
Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 303-4, and 307-9.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 214, 217, and 220.
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9.4.17 Networking and clustering
All companies are part of networks, which exchange information beyond

trading relations.181 Issues here include: are these networks driven by

purposive innovative information flow, what is their geographic breadth,
and who participates, under what governance? An additional question is

participating in networks involving competitors.

Glossbrook, MGK, Trivet, Wilson Byard and BCF are not integrated into
networks of innovative knowledge flow. Glossbrook is part of an informal
network with customers. They complain that other companies are unaware

of their capabilities, and they (Glossbrook) are not invited into networks.182
MGK is not part of a knowledge network, but believe they could benefit
from one.183 Trivet does not consider themselves part of a knowledge
network.184 BCF feels part of an informal trade network. Flowever, they are

wary of any local network because competitors may participate. Their
network is an UK-wide customer, but few examples are given of

knowledge flow into the company from their network.185 Wilson Byard does
not consider themselves part of a knowledge network, though clearly they

enjoy win-win relations with some customers and suppliers. They locate
themselves this category, but should be in category two.186

The second set of companies is part of knowledge networks, gaining

general management knowledge from the networks. Three of the

companies interviewed CI, Dl, Hunting Park were aware of, and two had
visited, Italian clusters of companies. Both BCF and Dl who operate in
similar fields of sonic instrumentation mentioned their unpreparedness to

181 Networking as an expression of association, rather than driven by a mutually
beneficial goal in an abstracted sense.

182 Appendix 2, Glossbrook Engineering, pg. 245-9.
183 Appendix 2, MGK (Scotland), pg. 290-1.
184 Appendix 2, Trivet Sheet Metal, pg. 324-5.
185 Appendix 2, BCF Technology, pg. 171-2.
186 Appendix 2, Wilson Byard, pg. 339.
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network with competitors. Scotforms are part of the management

development programme of WLC and derive general management ideas
from it. They are now looking for a network involving customers and

suppliers.187 CI hoped that Livingston would develop an innovative

network, but believe it has not. They actively support the Scottish Software

Federation, seeking contact with potential customers and software

developers.188 Dacoll is part of a network with the rest of their group,

customers and suppliers across the UK. They are wary of discussing

products with competitors yet seek information from the network about

customers, suppliers and products.'89 Dl is part of a network with their

suppliers, and value connections with universities. They participate in the

management development programme of WLC.190 Hunting Park

distinguishes between normal trading relations with customers, and local
networks such as West Lothian Business Alliance and management

development programme of West Lothian Council. The latter, they actively

support and lead a mentoring programme for start-up businesses.191
Deans too are part of local business networks, and feature in SE

networking, including several study tours of suppliers and OEMs in

Japan.192 Diagram 9.25 illustrates these results.

Appendix 2, Scotforms Computer Stationary, pg. 308-9.
Appendix 2, Computer Investments, pg. 189.
Appendix 2, Dacoll, pg. 200-201.
Appendix 2, Diagnostic Instruments, pg. 239.
Appendix 2, Hunting Park Engineering, pg. 260.
Appendix 2, Deans Engineering, pg. 222-4.
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Categories

Characteristics

Companies

Not networked Networked

Not participating in Participants in
purposive networks a knowledge

generating network creating
innovational knowledge innovational ideas

Glossbrook CI, Dl
MGK •^'Hunting-Park

Trivet Deans
Wilson Byard Scotforms

BCF Dacoll

Diagram 7:26: Indigenous company networking

Three out of eleven of these companies appear to gain significant

knowledge transfer through their supply chain. Nine out of eleven gains
some degree of knowledge transfer by way of their links with customers.

Six out of eleven favour partnering arrangements. Five state they are part
of a network, and six say they are not.

9.4.18 Public policy
This section briefly surveys the comments made by interviewees on public

policy. BCF suggested that there is an inadequate output from schools into
labour markets. CI and Dl urged WLC to improve local networking. CI, Dl
and MGK argued that LEEL is inadequate in providing business support
and being seen in West Lothian. CI, Glossbrook and Trivet argued that

training facilities locally are inadequate, though Hunting Park and Wilson

Byard suggest these perform well. Dacoll and Dl point to the shortage of
investment capital in West Lothian. Dl, Glossbrook, Trivet and Scotforms

argue there is an overemphasis of public support of inward investor rather
than indigenous companies. Hunting Park suggested that West Lothian
Council should get to know customers, that is West Lothian businesses
and their needs better. Trivet and Scotforms blamed the government for
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inadequately supporting small businesses and looked forward to a

Scottish Parliament. Hunting Park and Dl favour public action to

strengthen networking.

The Livingston Development Corporation has spent 25 years "changing
the institutional configuration of society."193 It has done this by providing

property and grants to businesses locating in Livingston.194 It is extra¬

ordinary that none of these firms mentioned the end of the LDC,195 since

Livingston has become by far the locus of value creation in West Lothian.

Two companies directly and four by allusion referred to the absence of risk

capital for business start-up and development. Recent figures suggest that
venture capital in Britain is more likely to be available at over £250,000
and 56% of management-buy-outs are for over £25 million.196 A recent

private report by Grant Thornton for the East of Scotland European

Partnership verified the shortage of investment capital at below £250,000.
It appears there is some validity in the point raised by the interviewees.

Chang 1994: 52.
Hargrave 1985.
The LDC was formally wound up in December of 1996.
Deloifte & Touche 1995:9.
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9.5 SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS FROM EMPIRICAL
RESEARCH

9.5.1 Significant empirical findings within the technical
dimensions of lean production

This section indicates areas in which the empirical findings of this research
differ from previous empirical research in significant ways. Table 9.27
summarises the results of the postal survey of indigenous West Lothian
manufacturers.

SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS OF INDIGENOUS
MANUFACTURING COMPANIES IN WEST LOTHIAN

Average age 23 years
Over ten years old 57%
Under 3 years old 6%

Owner-managed 77%
Location reason: near home 30%
Location reason: near customers 9%
Location reason: premises available 23%
Introduced new product in last 2 years 67%

Average number of employees 56

Average number of customers 278

Average annual turnover £3 million
Total Quality registered 37%

Trading in WL inward investors 48%
New products arising from inward investor inter-trading 13%

Receipt of technical advice from customers 36%

Companies with partnering relationships 52%

Companies improving exports after inward investor trading 2%
Customer preference for quality (scale of 1 to 10) 8.72
Customer preference for delivery (scale of 1 to 10) 8.11

Customer preference for price (scale of 1 to 10) 7.97
Customer preference for kaizen (scale of 1 to 10) 4.99

Companies improving production technology (2 years) 36%

Companies improving systems (2 years) 41 %

Table 9.27: Summary of results of the postal survey
of 204 indigenous manufacturers
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Diagram 9.28 summarises the results of the observation and qualitative

surveys at four West Lothian inward investing companies reported in Chapter
6.

Charact erist ics Seagat e NEC Jabil Mit subishi

Ownership US Japanese US Japanese
Accept epithet lean Partial Yes Yes Yes

Commitment-driven HR Yes Yes Yes Yes

Continuous process Yes Yes Yes Yes

Training levels high Yes Yes Yes Yes
Functional flexibility Medium Medium High High
Bottom entry ILM Yes Yes Yes Yes

Casual employment No No Yes No

Single status Yes Yes Yes

Rat management structure Yes Medium Yes Yes
Normative organisation Yes Yes Yes Yes

Labour turnover 0.50% 8% 15% 10%
Absenteeism 3% 2% 3.80%
(fender mix (W to M) 60 to 40 40 t o 60 47 to 53

Mass production Part ial Yes No Yes
Value engineering Yes Partial No Partial

Accept learning organisation title Yes Yes Yes Yes

Knowledge Yes No No No

Knowledge socialisation Yes Some Some Yes

Knowledge accumulation Yes Yes Some Yes

Corporate knowledge transfer Yes Yes Yes Yes

Supplier knowledge transfer No Litt le Some No
Customer knowledge transfer Yes Indirect Yes Indirect

To-t he-line JIT No No Yes Interrupted
Relational supply chain No Yes A little Yes
Tiered supply chain No No No Yes

Value-adding local supply No No No No
Local knowledge flows No No A little No

Value added in n/a n/a n/a 40%

Local knowledge networking No No No No

Perceived local cluster Yes Yes Yes No
Institutional arrangements Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied

Diagram 9.28: Summary of results of qualitative interviews on lean
production diffusion at four West Lothian inward investors

A diffusion of the lean production technological system into West Lothian

might be expected to lead to adaptation of lean production techniques by

indigenous firms. However, this is not a simple matter - particular techniques

may not fit a particular business need, or only in a particular form. The use of
ten common lean production techniques is tabulated against this sample.
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Two firms use nine out of ten but are not using an internal labour market.
Does this indicate backwardness at adopting appropriate techniques, or

farsightedness at refusing to adopt inappropriate techniques? The answer is

complex: Hunting Park and Wilson Byard are small companies, and to retain
a skill mix they recruit both at low entry point and train, and recruit specialist
labour externally.

The use of ten lean production techniques by the eleven companies studied
is tabulated in 9.29.197 Are these firms using lean production techniques?
Table 9.29 indicates that four companies use most of the lean production

techniques mentioned, two use half, four use some and one uses none. It

appears that those techniques requiring internal management such as

flexible working are most commonly used. Those inter-organisational

relationships and knowledge flows are used least used. Diagram 9.30 gives
the same information in histograms by company.

G/brook
T rivet
BCF
CI
MGK
S/forms
Deans
Dacoll
H-P
Dl
W Byard

Table 9.29: Use of selected lean production
techniques by eleven indigenous companies

Open information systems means availability to employees of strategic information
concerning the company. Flexible firm refers to flexible deployment between and
within teams. Boundaryless firm means the frequent use of contractors in-plant,
and sub-contractors outside of plant as needed.

USE OF TEN SELECTED LEAN PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES BY ELEVEN INDIGENOUS COMPANIES
(Coloured squares indicate the use of specified technique by company shown)

ILM Supply Open Info. Value Flexible Bench- Kaizen Boundary- JIT Team
tiering system engineering firm marking less firm working
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USE MADE OF TEN SELECTED OF LEAN
PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES BY COMPANY

CO

Companies

Chart 9.30: Use made of ten lean production
techniques by indigenous companies

9.5,2 Significant empirical findings within the value
dimensions of lean production

The value dimension of lean production (knowledge linkages, commitment-
based human resources (HR) and product innovation) drives product
innovations. Four inward investors, and five indigenous companies

categorised as lean producers, share the growth strategy of lean production.
These nine companies are intent upon growing turnover by innovation,

expect confrontational competition, are export focused, and each has a long-
term investment strategy (see Chapter 2).

Goddard (1986) and Rothwell (1978) argue that manufacturing SMEs are

more likely to be innovative than large firms since they operate in innovative

sectors, and are particularly successful prior to a dominant design emerging
and economies of scale becoming important. White (1988) agrees that SME
are innovative but only when stimulated by trading with larger firms. Maillat
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(1988), however, suggests that outside of an innovative milieu SMEs are less

prone to innovation than large companies. This research identifies seven out

of eleven of the indigenous companies, (each of whom are smaller than the
inward investors) who are product and process innovative. Only Diagnostic
Instruments and Seagate perform product RD&D. Diagram 9.18 indicates
that four of the indigenous companies opportunistically transfer in product

development knowledge. Five firms imitate and adapt by actively seeking
outside product knowledge. Thus, ten out of eleven indigenous companies

perform design and development of products, as do three out of four of the
inward investors.

These results support Sole and Vails (1991) and Killing's (1988) suggestion
that few lasting alliances are constituted only of SMEs, most contain large

companies. Hakansson's (1989:100) findings that sustainable knowledge

networking amongst SMEs is general without large companies participating
is not supported by this study. Amongst the indigenous companies those in
similar sectors (Dacoll and CI), and (BCF and Diagnostic Instruments) ruled
out knowledge alliances.

9.5.3 Significant empirical findings within the social
dimensions of lean production

Value engineering entails the ability to re-design products in addition to

processes. This research finds that only Seagate of the inward investors fully
use VE, whilst five out of eleven indigenous manufactures employ the

technique.198 Another technical characteristic of lean producers is actively

seeking out defects. The nine companies here categorised as lean

producers all share this trait (though they vary on the extent to which

negative learning is socialised) and differ from the six non-lean producers.

198 A recent SE report (1998) suggests that RD&D and capital investment will drive
future semiconductor plant locations, rising by 2010 to £5 billion per plant,
compared to £1 billion per plant currently.
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Information systems and information networking is a central feature of lean

production. The evidence from this research suggests that it is in areas of

networking that lean production technology is most difficult to diffuse as

diagram 9.31 indicates.

Glossbrook
T rivet

BCF
CI
MGK
Scotforms
Deans
Dacoll

Dl

Hunting Park
Wilson Byard
[Use of technique

1= Firm does not use this technique
:'U= Firm does use this technique

Diagram 9.31: Use of lean production networking
Techniques by indigenous companies surveyed

SORT

9.5.4 Country of origin and the use of lean production
Performance differences amongst companies arise between NSI in which

they are located (Lall 1994), sectors (Howells and Wood, 1993) and within

the same company (Charles and Howells, 1992). Nester (1993:166)

suggests that Japanese plants are more flexible, integrated and competitive
than their US or EU equivalents, highlighting the neo-mercantilist driving
force of Japanese lean production. Thurow (1993:47) stresses the proven
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ability of Japanese companies to successful employ the imitation and

improving strategy. Taking country of ownership as the independent

variable, this section examines differences in the use made of lean

production by the fifteen companies studied.

Each of the four inward investors has successfully transferred products and

processes from abroad, adapted and improving upon the processes, and in

Seagate's case the products. Whether the indigenous companies could
achieve international technology transfer with a TNE is an untested question

since none have foreign bases.199 These findings support Aoki's (1991)
contention that Japanese firms hold greater capability than their US

equivalents for problem solving. Variability of problem solving by national

origin ability arises Gregory (1986) suggests from structures rather than
national cultures. Alternatively, Koike (1987) suggests such variability arises
from a capability to respond to irregular events. On Koike's point, this
research has observed an equal ability of NEC and Seagate to cut costs

faced with declining DRAM prices, and the ability of Mitsubishi to re-engineer
its complete product and processes within three months. The evidence here
is that the Japanese companies were asked by their corporations to perform
more complex technology transfer than the US corporations. No firm
conclusion can be drawn on the ability of the US companies to have

performed transfers that are more complex had they been given this task.
Firm conclusions on the structure/culture debate could only be made after a

like-for-like comparison between companies with similar products and size of

operation.

NEC has transferred complex processes and product and Mitsubishi a product,
which has been completely re-engineered. Jabil alternatively operate with daily
instructions from San Jose and little complex process technology. Jabil has what
Ebel (1990) refers to as 'islands of automation' rather than integrated IT-driven
systems. Seagate was taken over by the US Corporation - the RD&D capability and
semiconductor manufacturing process being in existence.
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This research supports Padley's suggestion (1987) that Japanese plants are

more sophisticated in supply chain management than US inward
investors.200 The Japanese plants surveyed have a superior knowledge
content in their supply chain than the US companies or seven out of nine of
the indigenous companies. Holden and Burgess (1994:23) explain

Japanese supply chains by referencing long-term interactive relationships,
which reduce psychic distance between partners. However Hollingsworth
and Schmitter, (1994:Ch. 1) point out that it is difficult to compare governance

systems between market sectors. However, given relational supply by two of
the indigenous companies, this research cannot conclude that there are

peculiarities of governance or knowledge flows idiosyncratic to Japanese

companies.

The inward investing companies demonstrate greater flexibility and

competitiveness then the indigenous companies and achieve superior

average output.201 However, these results appear more a function of scale
and position in the value chain than nationality of ownership. There is little
evidence of a skills-gap or 'low-skills equilibrium' (Finegold, 1988) in the

indigenous companies compared to the inward investors. In smaller

companies, lean producers tend to be more 'T-shaped' (Macbeth et al.
1995:64) than large lean producers. Teague and McCarthy (1995:203)

predict a higher degree of craft pride and task identity in smaller companies.
This is evidenced in the indigenous companies (each of whom are of a

Mitsubishi and NEC use JIT more effectively than either the US or indigenous
companies. Mitsubishi has run to-the-line JIT, and then re-engineered to corner-
assemblies using orbital and buffer stocks. NEC use orbital stocks enjoying a
sophisticated interactive supply chain, which transmits knowledge and is, value
adding. Only two of the lean producer indigenous companies receive significant
knowledge from their supply chains. Jabil has a value-adding supply chain but it
does not feature knowledge flow. Seagate (who as a semiconductor manufacturer
admittedly have a narrow chain) concede to being unsophisticated in supply chain
management.
Scottish figures (Dti, 1998) support those from Ireland (O'Malley 1989:11) which
suggest that output performance is 300% greater by large inward investing
manufacturers compared to indigenous manufacturers.
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smaller size than the inward investors are) where a higher degree of
individual autonomy and variety of work content was detected. This is to be

expected in multi-product smaller sized companies. Industrial citizenship is
less contrived in the indigenous companies, being more reliant upon status
than position. Evidence from West Lothian supports these figures, relating
the performance-gap to size and automation levels rather than nationality of

management or ownership.

None of the inward investors directly services end-user customers though
Jabil and Seagate have more direct contact with customers than NEC and
Mitsubishi. Trevor and Christie's (1981) study suggests that Japanese plants
have a greater 'service orientation' than their British counterparts. This
conclusion is not supported by this research. Hunting Park designated a

lean producer and Scotforms (not a lean producer) each state that they have
re-invented themselves as service companies. Notable from this research is
that the indigenous companies trading most with West Lothian inward
investors have not made this leap. In Japan, customer-focus in non-

manufacturing sectors appears to rely upon over-staffing and efficiency levels
lower than similar sectors in Scotland (see Porter 1990). Nationality of origin

appears less pronounced in explaining the differences between these

companies than variations in product, size and technology employed.

9.5.5 Company size and innovation
This section submits that the lean producers amongst the indigenous

companies surveyed (who are larger than the non-lean producers) are more

product innovative than the inward investors.

Oakey and Rothwell suggest that flexibility in smaller firms allows them to

adopt new techniques and technology more speedily than larger firms do.
Blackburn et al. (1985:103) argue that such flexibility arises from simpler
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transformation and transmission processes, but that smaller firms are only
more innovative if located in a flexible specialisation milieu. Lowe and

Crawford (1984), however, emphasise that smaller firms face greater risk
from innovation and higher proportionate RD&D costs features which can

make smaller firms innovation-shy. Of the inward investors, only Seagate is

product innovative from its own knowledge capability. Diagram 9.18
indicates that six of the indigenous companies are active in D&D and one in

RD&D. These seven are smaller than the four inward investors are, but

larger than average UK SMEs in manufacturing (Reid, 1993:Ch. 2). Section
9.2.4 suggests that 67% of the indigenous companies in the postal survey

have introduced a new product within the last two years. In terms of the

innovational intent (section 4.2.3), these results can be interpreted as

supporting the greater propensity of smaller firms to be product innovative.

However, new product can be confused with re-design and improvement of

existing products as Walsh (1992:27) points out. Secondly, general
conclusions relating innovation rates to company size do not translate across

industrial sectors, (see Audretsch 1995:34). The indigenous company

samples in this research are inter-sectoral and therefore not directly

comparable with the electronics sector of the inward investing companies.

Size of company strongly correlate with the use of lean production

techniques appears. Taking the list of techniques featuring in diagrams 9.29
and 9.31 they correlate at 0.47 with number of employees and at 0.51 with

trade turnover. These correlations are represented in table 13.10. The
fifteen companies are categorised with set one featuring those indigenous

companies who are not lean producers; indigenous lean producers feature
in set two, and inward investors each of whom are lean producers in set

three.

Above a trade turnover size (in this case £5 million) and employee size (85

people) use of lean production techniques by manufactures increases.
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However, there is no linear correlation between size and use of lean

production techniques. Jabil uses less lean production techniques than

Hunting Park or Wilson Byard. Seagate (with the lowest employee number
of the inward investors) uses the most lean production techniques.

Use of Diagram lean production techniques, turnover and

employment of firms in qualitative surveys

Companies Lean production Employees Turnover

(in sets) techniques (£ m)
(out of 14)

Set one:

Glossbrook 0 36 1.5

T rivet 1 1 7 2
MGK 2 1 4 1.2

BCF 3 22 2

CI 3 1 3 2
Scotforms 6 44 1.5

Set Two:
Deans 9 85 5

Dl 1 1 33 5
Dacoll 1 2 1 35 1 1

H-Park 1 3 1 27 8.5

W Byard 1 3 1 32 8
Set Three:

Jabil 1 2 620 1 75
NEC 1 3 1 850 250

Mitsubishi 1 3 750 70

Seagate 1 4 242 1 1 0

Table 9.32: Company size and use of lean production techniques

It appears that at various size points in a manufacturing company's growth
curve strategic opportunities are presented to introduce changed

management skills, company structures, systems and processes.202 The
evidence from this research suggests that at c£2 million turnover or fifty

employees manufacturing SMEs achieve the ability to support management

Some companies such as Glossbrook and Trivet effectively decide that growth and
the subsequent change do not fit their strategic objectives. Others decide wrongly
and fail; others misjudge markets or technological opportunities and fail. Of those
companies which succeed the lumpy points in a growth curve may include: first
employee, first management structure, formalised and specialised management
and management having strategic overview capability.
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with strategic functions. This, of course, is not universal, management
literature give numerous examples of smaller firms with strategic vision, and

larger firms without it.

9.5.6 Trade with inward investors and use of lean

production

Section 9.2.8 records that 48% of indigenous manufacturers trade with West
Lothian based inward investors. For 75% of these companies this trade took
less than 30% of their turnover, only 6% are vendor rated (section 9.2.11),
most of their trade with inward investors being spot purchases. Five

companies in the qualitative sample of indigenous companies (BCF,

Glossbrook, Flunting Park, Diagnostic Instruments and Wilson Byard) were

chosen (section 9.4.1) because they did not trade with inward investors.
Each had the capability, competency, capacity, continuous improvement

characteristic, customer numbers and stated desire to do so. This desire to

trade with inward investors has been found to conflict with the 'life-style'
business strategy in BCF and Glossbrook. Further, Diagnostic Instruments,

Hunting Park and Wilson Byard trade with inward investors but not ones

based in West Lothian and only sparsely with the electronics sector. Six

companies (Trivet, MGK, Deans, CI, Dacoll and Scotforms) trade with inward
investors in West Lothian. Three of the five indigenous manufactures this
research categorises as lean producers do not trade at all with West Lothian
inward investors, and four of the companies regularly trading with West
Lothian inward investors are not lean producers.

The results of the current research identify an inverse correlation between

trading with inward investors and adopting lean production techniques.203
Such results could be interpreted as supporting arguments disputing the
diffusion of technology from inward investors into indigenous

Perrin (1988:Ch. 7) argues that SMEs trading with large inward investor are in a
good position from which to learn and adapt.
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companies.204 The five indigenous lean producers in fact trade regularly
with inward investors and TNEs, though for three out of five of them this

trade is with non-West Lothian inward investors or sectors other than

electronics. It therefore remains reasonable to regard TNEs as a 'school
for lean production' for indigenous companies. Chapter 11 returns to the

conundrum of why those indigenous companies trading most with West
Lothian inward investors have least adopted lean production techniques.

204 See Curran and Blackburn 1994:177 and Townroe and Martin (1992:111).
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Chapter Ten

THE OPERATION OF
LEAN PRODUCTION IN WEST LOTHIAN

This chapter outlines the actual operation of lean production found in West
Lothian by this research. The chapter's structure is taken from the nine

attributes of lean production at plant, systemic and institutional levels

identified in the holistic theory presented in Chapter 7:

• Knowledge generation
• Industry distribution and openness
• Openness and growth of ICT product markets
• Continuously improving value chains
• Conformity with lean production modes
• Use of lean production process technology
• Deployment of technological knowledge
• State and international regulation
• Supply chains

As Chapter 7 explained, these attributes of lean production were selected to

represent the system as a whole, to illustrate causal connections between the
dimensions in which the system operates and (as the interviews show) since
these attributes are deemed to be the most important by the companies
interviewed.

A careful reading of Chapter 3 illustrates the importance of these attributes in
the evolution of West Lothian's technological base. Referring to this earlier

chapter, figure 10.1 gives an example of this importance for each of these
selected attributes.
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Examples of significant attributes of lean production from evolution of
West Lothian's technological base in Chapter Three

Value dimension of lean production
Knowledge
generation

In the embryonic phase of the KBP constituency (see Nature of target
problem, Dimension (2 - 2i), companies and policy makers began to
sharply identify indigenous knowledge generation as a distinguishing
factor between its target problem and those of the earlier lean production
constituency builders.

Industry
distribution and

openness

As a small open economy (see Nature & Maturity of technology:
Segment II- 1982-95), attracting lean producers from industrial sectors
in globally growing markets was imperative for West Lothian's early
constituency-builders.

Openness and
growth of ICT
product markets

West Lothian position with EU tariffs was critical to the success of the
lean production constituency (see Nature of target problem (Alignment
2 to 2i: 1982-95). The current (2000) lowering of these tariffs and
downturn in ICT hardware products is now a catalyst for change.

Technical dimension of lean production
Continuously
improving value
chains

Successful interaction with mother plants and supply bases (see
Interacting technologies/constituencies: Alignment 4 to 4i: 1982-95),
resulted in competitive process improvements. A higher order of
absorptive capacity is needed by the new KBP constituency to attract
continuous product innovation.

Conformity with
lean production
regulation modes

A crucial turnaround in commitment-based human relations occurred in
West Lothian at the beginning of the 1980s (see Constituents'
perceptions, goals, actions/resources (Segment I - 1982-95), resulting
in patterns of HR and labour markets aligned with lean producers needs.

Use of lean

production
process
technology

Figure 8 argues that, since no product market can continually expand,
sustainable employment in West Lothian could no longer be delivered
by attracting and retaining lean producers. Process improvements
reduced jobs, and export of profits reduced investment in endogenous
growth potential. The constituency appeared fragile and unsustainable.

Social dimension of lean production
Deployment of
technological
knowledge

Important social attributes, such as the availability of gualified labour,
supported the transfer-in of lean production knowledge but limited its
diffusion and the generation of new (especially product) knowledge (see
Constituents' perceptions, goals, actions & resources - Segment I)

State and
international
regulation

Figure 3.7 lists 10 attractive features of West Lothian to lean production
inward investors, those relating to EU markets and tariffs disappeared as
new international regulatory regimes emerged in the late 1990s.

Supply chains The designing-in of suppliers at R&D stage (see Nature and Maturity of
the technology (Segment II - 1982-95) which speeded up the transfer of
lean production and its associated employment into West Lothian, was
also a major barrier to its diffusion. Few local value-adding suppliers to
inward investors emerged in the twenty years of the Chapter 3 study.

Figure 10.1 Examples of significant attributes of lean production
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There are two trails of evidence to the conclusions emerging in this research.
The first (exampled in figure 10.1) refers to the 'action research' aspect of the
research - the policy-maker's perspective. The second evidence trail, is

found in the references to the interviews with inward investing and

indigenous companies referenced throughout the current chapter.

Under each of these headings, this chapter identifies empirical evidence of
the extent to which these attributes of lean production exist in West Lothian

and their inter-relationships and interactions.

Chapter 4 focused upon the desirable fit, alignment and synchronisation

amongst these attributes, and between levels of lean production operation

(plant, systemic and institutional). A final part of this chapter re-focuses from
a virtuous to a vicious cycle - to conflicts and contradictions within the

operation of the technology, and how actors in West Lothian have attempted
to deal with such misalignments.

10.1 KNOWLEDGE LINKS AND DEPENDENCY

No industrial plant has a knowledge base independent of its environment.
Lean producers thrive on the ability to generate and transfer knowledge, and

successfully embed it in commercialisable products. The extent to which
lean producer plants control the knowledge embedded in their product is a

function of their product type, corporate structure and the proprietary nature
of the knowledge used. For example, Mitsubishi (an OEM) largely
assembles components into which value and knowledge has been

incorporated in a manner designed-in by RD&D at Kyoto.1 Mitsubishi

Livingston has little control over product knowledge, unlike Deans or Hunting

Appendix One, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 14.
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Park who design and produce to customer specifications. Jabil Corporation
restricts information flow and slack in production plants to maintain

centralised headquarters control of RD&D. This conception/execution

dichotomy contrasts with indigenous manufacturers for whom knowledge
stores are locally maintained. Both NEC and Seagate produce
semiconductors. In NEC's case basic process, design emanates from

Sagamihara and proprietary knowledge from particular customers.2
Seagate provide short runs of specialist products for similar customers to

those of NEC. However, their process knowledge is internally generated,
and their SGS-Thomsen partnership strengthens the proprietary element of
the knowledge embedded in their product.3 What constitutes a new product
for these companies varies: for some it is re-design, for others a fundamental

technological leap.

Knowledge links are opportunities to transfer product and process

knowledge. Their effective deployment is reliant upon other characteristics of
lean production at plant level, principally learning organisation capability and
information systems. These engender self-referencing regarding the
relevance of new knowledge, and its socialisation and cumulation. Each of
these lean producers has a proven capability to transfer-in knowledge.
Because each occupies different points on the value chain, the source of

transfers varies. OEMs such as Wilson Byard, Diagnostic Instruments and
Mitsubishi gain knowledge from both suppliers and customers. Companies

adding value to raw material inputs derive little knowledge from suppliers, but
more from customers (Deans and Hunting Park). The inward investors vary

from the indigenous companies in the systematic and formal manner in which

Appendix One, NEC HR, pg. 62.
In this respect Seagate are closer to Diagnostic Instruments and Wilson Byard (mills)
than the other inward investors. Seagate and Diagnostic Instrument's RD&D capability
allows these companies to generate greater gains from HR-commitment and product
innovation than the other nine lean producers in this survey.
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knowledge is internally socialised and cumulated, converting tacit knowledge
rapidly into explicit learning.

Within the electronics cluster in West Lothian the knowledge links of the
semiconductor manufacturers are with corporate RD&D, those of the inward
investor OEM and first tier supplier are with foreign supply bases designed-in
at RD&D stage. Consequently, the systemic knowledge partnering linkages
of inward investors within West Lothian are limited. Foreign value adding

knowledge links and RD&D sources create a knowledge dependency rather
than interdependency (except for process improvements). Whilst the

indigenous companies tend to have a greater degree of inter-dependency
with knowledge partners. These partners also tend to be outside of West
Lothian and central Scotland. In the case of Dacoll, Deans and Diagnostic
Instruments these are OEMs throughout Britain, for Hunting Park and Wilson

Byard, worldwide.

Lean producers in West Lothian plants have few value-adding knowledge

linkages within West Lothian or central Scotland, tending to partner with

suppliers or customer companies located elsewhere. There are no

significant knowledge links between these companies and higher education
or research establishments in Scotland, creating a shallow knowledge depth
in the electronics cluster.

Within the systemic environment of West Lothian's lean producers, a central
conflict is the distant nature of both significant supplier linkages and RD&D

sources, especially (in the case of the latter) for inward investors. To date

process innovations in expanding product markets have kept these plants
viable. However, this conflict could become a contradiction should product

markets contract or should disjunctive advances in process technology lead
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to decisions to re-locate these facilities elsewhere in a re-negotiated global
division of labour.4

10.2 COMMITMENT-BASED HUMAN RESOURCE
SYSTEMS

Commitment-based human resources (HR) sharply differentiates lean

producers from plants not employing lean production since HR permeates

each aspect of the system.5 Commitment-based HR is inadequately

interpreted in terms of a shift from top-down Tayloristic task fragmentation

controlling conception-execution. The lean producer aims to overcome any

distinction (using Marx's terms) between labour and labour power (see
section 6.11). Neither structures nor techniques define behaviour, though

they may guide it. The defining characteristic of lean production at plant level
is commitment-based HR (see figure 10.2).

Dean's teams liase directly with customers without management mediation. Such
liaison demonstrates how lean producers can adopt a lean hierarchy and a customer
focus, by empowering teams.

NEC's continuous improvement programme is more formal than the rest of the lean
producing companies, what is general is the rate of participation and cumulative
impact upon efficiency over time. Lean production management act as teachers
continually discussing output and processes with teams and individuals.

Hunting Park's management also act as teachers, illustrating that committed
motivation can be more efficient and effective than hierarchic control.

Jabil's exercise of power is subtle; avoiding rules and disciplinary supervision
creating an atmosphere allowing (for example) individualised rather than collective
grading and rewards.
Mitsubishi and Diagnostic Instruments centrally feature training. An associated
feature of training and reward systems typifying commitment-based HR is low
turnover rate. At 0.5 percent pa Seagate's turnover rate is particularly low but
reflecting the use of internal labour markets and an acceptance of corporate culture.

Figure 10.2: Examples of Commitment-Based Human Relations
in practice by lean producers in West Lothian

Chapter 9 returns to these conflicts and potential contradictions analysing fully the
sustainability of limited edition lean producer plants in West Lothian.
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Figure 4.19 suggested a spectrum of HR ranging from control, compliance,
consent, to commitment-based HR. Wilson Byard and Dacoll appear

consensual - in transition to a commitment-based HR. The lower level of

commitment in these two companies to continuous improvement

programmes, and management not acting as teachers to empowered groups,

differentiates these two companies from the other seven lean producers.

Little conflict or goal incongruity is found in the seven commitment-based HR

companies. The examples in figure 10.2 serve to colour-in the content of
commitment-based HR and support the range of attributes which section 4.11

mentions as constituting this type of HR.

The interviewees identify a shift towards commitment-based HR. This is

distinct from the previously conflictual industrial relations found in West
Lothian manufacturing. Lean producers avoid low skills equilibrium by

investing heavily in training and education. HR is an important variable for
lean producers enabling continuous improvement techniques and innovative

change around the Virtuous circle' of characteristics at plant level. This 'soft'
side of lean production is most difficult to emulate. The diffusion of

commitment-based HR illustrates that lean production is not created as a

result of particular (lean and flexible) structures or the deployment of

particular (Japanese) techniques. Participants in commitment-based HR

possess a self-image, share a corporate culture and act within an

environmental habitus reinforcing and supporting commitment.6

Lean producers taking foreign direct investment decisions are guided
towards the labour markets (including training facilities) available in

5 Commitment-based HR is a coherence between individual goals and plant goals, the
effect of which is active engagement in initiatives to continuously improve products
and performance.
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developed economies. A national innovation system (NSI) capable of

supporting 'limited edition' lean production offers an educated work force and

training facilities at competitive salaries without wage drift or free-riding

poaching of trained staff. West Lothian's external labour markets also offer

expansion in the form of high women's participation rates and growing

intermediacy. However, a constraint on the development of lean production
in West Lothian is the absence of RD&D-level educated staff locally, for which
a wider geographic spread of recruitment occurs.7 The plant-level variables

of lean producers in West Lothian relating to commitment-based HR enable

the limited edition of lean production to thrive. Systemic and institutional
factors constrain its upgrading to a deeper knowledge-based level of

operation.8

Lean producer plants are not conflict free, nor is conflict creatively
channelled.9 Rather it is minimised within structural arrangements such as

consultative councils, teams and recognition systems and a commitment

habitus. Conflict between the desire for a lean cost base and upwards wage

drift in single status recognition systems has been easily addressed in West
Lothian plants which have enjoyed sales and profit growth. How far costless

recognition initiatives will prove sustainable in a period of contraction
remains to be seen. Vertical rather than horizontal bonding helps these

plants remain non-union for bargaining purposes. Potential conflicts may

See, for example Appendix One, NEC HR, pg. 67.
This refers to local in the context of RD&D staff labour markets, which can be
widespread. For example, Cadence has recruited 130 RD&D staff over the last year,
only 33% of which previously resided in Britain.
Existing international divisions of labour are not static. Numerous NSIs are competing
to occupy the economic space currently held by central Scotland. To differentiate
itself from these competitors central Scotland (which has a high level of per capita
RD&D expenditure) requires greater depth of knowledge generation and deployment
capability.
See Appendix One, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 15.
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occur if, in the event of downsizing or wage reductions, employees seek
union recognition.10

10.3 PRODUCT INNOVATION

Referring back to figure 5.2, each of the variables on the left-hand side of the

figure contributes towards product innovation. Indigenous and inward
investor electronics companies innovate new product on an average two-

yearly cycle. This is longer than the fifteen-month cycle of semiconductor
manufacturers. The stimulus for and nature of product innovation varies
between these companies. Diagnostic Instruments, NEC and Seagate
innovate new products based upon corporate research. Alternatively, at

Dacoll a new product is likely to be a re-development (with linking software)
of existing products. Mitsubishi have introduced ten new designs within the
life cycle of the analog VCR. New products at Hunting Park, Wilson Byard,
Deans and Jabil feature higher levels of service and integration with
customers within their existing range of products.11

Product innovation is the crucial arena of strategic activity for each of the lean

producers. None has a sustainable niche from which to avoid confrontational

competition. Each therefore requires flexible processes and structures at

plant level in order to implement periodic technological changes. For the
OEMs (Mitsubishi, Diagnostic Instruments and Wilson Byard's mills) learning

Jobless growth could become a contradiction in the lean production system in West
Lothian if product markets contract. Should markets and jobs contract over a
sustained period there may be major implications for commitment-based HR, positive
views of internal labour market progression, and public perceptions of financial support
for inward investment.

Hunting Park Engineering (Appendix Two, pg. 260) is an interesting example of
product innovation. Shop loading systems (which clearly have constraints) are said by
management to be customer-led. This means that all orders are accepted, and teams
daily reconfigured to cope to rises and falls in demand for particular product types.
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before doing, minimising time-to-market is critical to competitive advantage.12
In each of the other lean production plants, learning by doing, and

subsequently the socialising and cumulating of process improvement

knowledge is important. Information systems and learning organisation

capabilities are central features of the 'virtuous cycle' of these lean producers
to achieve product innovation.

The product innovative characteristic at plant level (see figure 7.2) strongly
links these companies to their systemic environment and wider institutional

arrangements. Discerning customers13 in figure 7.3 suggests that both final
user and intermediate (industrial) users expect continuous improvement by

way of cost-down or value added by improved quality or functionality. Only
NEC and Seagate have competitors situated close by - though neither

knowledge network with them. All nine lean producers face competition from
outside the European Union (EU). For each (except Wilson Byard) EU
markets are the most significant. The institutional setting in which these

companies operate expects product innovation. Influences making the
achievement of innovation difficult include a worldwide over capacity in the
semiconductor industry, and the pressure of short-term returns on capital

facing (smaller) indigenous companies.

Short cycle product innovation (with the expectation of early emulation and
confrontational competition) is part of the defining environment of, and a

defining characteristic of lean producers.14 Confrontational competition and

contracting markets limit profitability and investment in RD&D. The

See, for example, Appendix Two, Wilson Byard, pg. 341.
Porter (1990) continually refers to the 'pull' innovative companies receive from having
discerning customers.
Beyond the boundaries of this research, companies in West Lothian have recently
developed a number of highly innovative products. These include retractable
syringes (New Medical Technology Ltd.), diagnostic software for utility companies
(Ascada Co. Ltd.,), throw away contact lenses (Award pic), and heat retaining clothing
(Adaptive Engineering Ltd.).
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implications of contraction in electronics markets and dearth of investment

capital will form part of the analysis of the sustainability of the West Lothian
electronics cluster in Chapter 11.

10.4 LEARNING ORGANISATIONS

Lean production in West Lothian has three technical characteristics (learning
organisation, flexible structures and JIT) which drive process innovation. It

may appear perverse that a flexible process feature is a social rather than
technical characteristic of lean producers. However, in this as in many cases,

what introduces the flexibility into process selection is the social setting rather
than the particular equipment employed.

Six of the fifteen companies surveyed are not learning organisations (BCF,
CI, Glossbrook, MGK, Scotforms and Trivet). In each case learning

disabilities outweigh the generation, socialisation, cumulation and transfer of
knowledge of technology. Scotforms, for example, effectively transfer-in
knowledge from customers, however they neither cumulate nor socialise this
knowledge into services and products to other customers. Each of these five

companies trades regularly with inward investors. Yet, functional fixity and
centralised management control prevent teams from building a knowledge
base to attract and retain customers. Management in each case is chasing
orders and has little time for a strategic overview of the business structure
and its deployment of technology. Finally, in each of the companies a blame
culture exists this discourages experimentation.15

Chapter 10 will return to this idea of the mix between socialisation, cumulation, transfer
and generation of knowledge within learning organisations and explains this inverse
correlation between trading with inward investors and adaptation of lean production
techniques.
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The nine lean producers each contain different mixtures of knowledge

generation, cumulation, socialisation and transfer. For example, Jabil and

Seagate of the inward investors transfer knowledge and improvement ideas

only from customers. NEC, Mitsubishi and the five indigenous companies

alternatively gain more knowledge transfer up their supply chains.16 Only

Seagate and Diagnostic Instruments perform research. The larger

companies are more formal in knowledge cumulation re-writing operating
manuals to include improvement ideas: at Hunting Park and Wilson Byard,

(for example) much of this knowledge remains tacit.

Variations in corporate structures, products, corporate knowledge flows and
external partnering determine the type and quality of these companies

inward knowledge transfer. In addition, their ability to seek and deploy

knowledge of technology varies. Without specialist RD&D, the nature of the

learning organisation becomes 'incremental' and process rather than product
focused. Seven of the eleven West Lothian lean producers can be

categorised as incremental learning organisations.

The processes involved in being a learning organisation (information de¬

coding, self-referencing, amplification and risk taking) come at a higher

potential cost to the smaller (indigenous) companies since the risks of
innovation and costs of slack are proportionately greater.17 At plant level,

learning organisations require commitment-based HR, intensive information
flows coupled to organisational flexibility, and functional integration. Small

knowledge generative companies such as Diagnostic Instruments and

Seagate may be investing the entire future of the company in a new project.

16 Examples of indigenous companies gaining innovative knowledge from customers
include Diagnostic Instruments (see Appendix Two pg. 230), and BCF Technology
(see Appendix Two, pg. 160)

17 These risks increase in the event of general market downturns. Since the completion
of this research Seagate have closed their Livingston plant, preferring to use out-of-
house contracting for microprocessor RD&D.
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Larger corporations are more capable of syndicating risk with knowledge

partners, and basketing a range of projects, some of which may fail without

jeopardising the whole company. Whatever the mix in learning organisation
characteristics (between socialisation, generation, cumulation and transfer),
the outcome is innovating product and processes which align internal

capability with anticipated external demand and opportunities.

The learning organisation accesses global knowledge links and rapidly

adopts technological advances from within its institutional setting. Within a

set of institutional arrangements, knowledge linkages are not product specific
RD&D, but are rather trends in the lean production process trajectory. A

current example of this is the early adaptation of e-commerce.18 Companies

dependent upon transferred-in knowledge appear less knowledge avaricious
than those who (whilst still transferring in knowledge) have a greater say and
search in what knowledge is transferred in.

Institutional arrangements shape and direct product markets for lean

producers and thus stimulate process innovations, (utilising knowledge links
and promoting diffusion), and product innovation (referencing their R&D
environment). More immediate organisational and institutional linkages
occur within the environment of these companies. In particular systemic

linkages might involve partnering and networking relationships. Significant

knowledge from suppliers flows into four of these nine lean producers

(Diagnostic Instruments, Wilson Byard, NEC Mitsubishi); and from customers

18 Interestingly four of the indigenous lean producers use e-commerce both internally
and externally (HP, WB, Dacoll and Diagnostic Instruments); only Seagate and Jabil
(the smallest) of the inward investors make use of this technology. HP have
established e-commerce protocols for quality assurance (Appendix Two, pg. 265), Dl
exchange RD&D information with research associates and suppliers (Appendix Two
pg. 238) and Scotforms receive most of their design orders via e-commerce (Appendix
Two, pg. 302). See Kinder T, 1999, The information technology Infrastructure and
environment for the diffusion of e-business amongst SMEs in West Lothian. Scotland,
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into six (Deans, Hunting Park, Dacoll Jabil, Seagate, Wilson Byard,

Diagnostic Instruments). Notably in only two companies does knowledge
flow equally both up and down the supply chain (Wilson Byard and

Diagnostic Instruments). Only two of these companies have external
relations directly contrived to develop products: Digital Instruments and

Seagate. With a few exceptions (Diagnostic Instrument's supplier in Fife and

two of Dean's customers) all the significant knowledge generating

relationships of these companies are outside central Scotland.19 For

knowledge linkages, these lean producers are linked more powerfully to a

wider set of institutional arrangements than their immediate network.20

Organisational change requires stability. Such stability for lean producers is

unlikely to derive from organisational structures, but may derive from

relationships and a vision of product development and growth. Networking
and interdependencies introduce additional risks and costs conflicting with
the leanness of lean producers. At a systemic level interdependency may

also introduce a lock-in to product or process trajectories that are becoming
de synchronised from global markets. Should discontinuous changes occur

in the product paradigm or process trajectory of lean production it is

questionable whether particular firms and the electronics cluster in West
Lothian have the knowledge capability to remain synchronised to global
markets and changed technology.

10.5 FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES

TechMaPP Working Paper for EU Information Society BuKs Project, University of
Edinburgh.
Most of the indigenous companies' knowledge relations are with companies in
England, and most of the inward investor's knowledge relationships are abroad.
For example, BCF is one of three sonar diagnostic equipment companies in
Livingston. Each is small, each a spinout from Ferranti and each known to the others.
However, though each struggles to perform R&D each has refused to work
collaboratively with the others - preferring independence.
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Learning organisations are capable of double loop learning - reconfiguring
internal structures to match changes in system or process required to

improve outputs. Flexibility of structures requires a management team with

strategic technological vision and commitment-based HR. The six

companies not categorised as lean producers have inflexible structures, the
smallest turnover and least employees of the fifteen firms surveyed.21 They
are also the companies in which management has the least time to focus

upon strategic issues.

Lean producers achieve flexibility and leanness by integrating functions.
Leanness is relative, in this case relative to taller hierarchies, lower degrees
of (particularly specialist) integration and multi-functional operation.

Diagnostic Instruments, for example, are lean because they contract out sub¬

assembly. Dacoll who produce in house have a lean hierarchy and matrixed

specialist management. Whilst both NEC and Seagate are lean
semiconductor manufacturers. Seagate carry the inefficiencies arising from

carrying slack and interrupting production to run prototypes. Matrixing of
functions is endemic in lean and flexible organisations. At Jabil, every

manager and supervisor has a range of functional responsibilities, resulting
in inter- and intra-team flexibility. Hunting Park, Wilson Byard and Deans
have each grown substantially in the last years in part by incorporating a

service culture into traditional metal engineering work. Each encourages

direct relations between teams and customers, continually altering internal
structures to conform to customer and technology requirements. Mitsubishi is
a dramatic example of flexible structures 'fitting' external change. In only
three months the plant readjusted to the ageing nature of their product by

restructuring teams around a redesigned corner-engineering product and re¬

introduced in-plant manufacturing, whilst parallel-tracking preparations for a

new digital product.

21 Each of these six companies has less than £2 millions turnover and 50 employees.
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Referring again to figure 7.2; flexible structures that are contingent upon

internally deployed technology coupled with social relations fitting external
relations and markets, are necessary for lean producers. Such structures

support JIT and learning organisation capabilities. Flexible structures are

also essential to implement product innovations. This flexibility is different
from the leanness or hollowness of corporations. The innovative firm carries

slack to invest and experiment with new products. Where growing firms
decide to out-source manufacturing (Diagnostic Instruments and Dacoll), to

promote a stream of innovations they need to maintain internal knowledge of

manufacturing techniques. No examples were found of firms spinning-out of
the West Lothian foreign inward investors.22

Types of flexibility in structures vary between these firms. Hunting Park has
distance flexibility exemplified by the electronic transmission of verification
documents. Functionally flexible structures exist in all of the lean producing

companies. Striking examples of this are the matrixed flexibility of

management and supervision at Jabil, and the unmediated customer-

focused teams at Deans. Linking to commitment-based HR at plant level is
numerical flexibility, examples of, which are Jabil's core-periphery

employment model, and Mitsubishi's recent decision to return to in-house

manufacturing of some components. Flexible structures, like any structural

style, do not create a company's culture. However, it is a necessary condition
if other characteristics of lean production are to successfully operate.

Flexible structures assume a systemic environment that includes suppliers
and partners supporting such flexibility. In West Lothian this exists for non-

value adding services, but less so for value adding component procurement
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within the immediate physical environment. Jabil seeks to address this gap

with its perspective becoming the lead firm in a supplier tiering for electronics
OEMs.

Flexible structures relate to a set of institutional arrangements featuring a

lean state and open markets. These lean producers enjoy these

characteristics, which support value creation in open markets (including

product, capital and labour markets).23

Major conflicts may occur in lean producer plants if flexible structures begin

relating to downsizing rather than growth as a result of product market
contractions. Should the environment of these firms prove incapable of

supplying higher quality labour and HE linkages, the potential for knowledge

networking will remain limited. This may constrain the responsiveness to

changes in global regimes of accumulation. Should the current downturn in
world trade create a spatial redistribution of lean production capacities, West
Lothian may struggle to move up the value chain. Moving down the chain
entails the socially unacceptable consequences of lowering living standards.

10.6 JUST-IN-TIME

Reading from right to left across line (6) in figure 5.1, plant level JIT relates to

knowledge chains and innovative culture at a systemic level of lean

production operation and to global knowledge and supply relationships at
the level of institutional arrangements. At first sight, it appears perverse to

22 Notably a number of innovative West Lothian firms with seismic products have spun-
out of GEC-Ferranti a British transnational enterprise (TNE) situated in nearby
Edinburgh.

23 Such a state is interventionist and supports product RD&D. In Britain, state
intervention has traditionally been 'demand-side' through the welfare state. If the
decline in state spending in Scotland continues, a major conflict may occur between
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link internal procurement and stock flows to knowledge flows at network and
wider institutional levels. However, an important finding of this research is
that practitioners in lean production plants draw this connection. Value

adding in supply chains is not reducible to cost-downs. Instead, value-

adding encapsulates a wide range of benefits flowing up and down industrial

supply chains, a major element of which is knowledge of product and

process technology. Chapter 10 explores further the notion that value

chains, supply chains and knowledge chains are different interpretations of
the same flows.

Figure 7.2 indicated that JIT is a technical characteristic of lean production,
which drives continuous process improvement by reducing wastage from
stock holding and poor quality. JIT drives these improvements both within a

lean production plant, and up the supply chain: in transactions with suppliers
and down the supply chain in delivery to customers. The nine lean producer

companies vary in the extent to which knowledge flows in their supply chains
(the effectiveness of external knowledge networking relations). JIT supports

continuous improvement coupling with value engineering as a driver of

process improvement at plant level. NEC typifies the lean producer's

approach to JIT: establish a stable process including a procurement pipeline
and then squeeze value from the process. Procurement often makes

necessary moving from several to one supplier, using value added as a

criterion of choice.24

Knowledge networking relations within supply chains are highlighted in the

systemic relations of lean producers in West Lothian (see figure 7.3).25 The

subsidisation of inward investors and spending on higher education RD&D, as
opposed to welfare and public service spending.

24 In NEC's case this is likely to be, yield improvement, orbital storage costs or delivery
times.

25 The notion of a 'knowledge chain' was developed in Chapter 4. Knowledge chains
illustrate that for particular products, within particular corporate differential networks
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section above on learning organisation suggests that the significant

knowledge networking of these lean producers occurs with companies and
institutions not located in central Scotland.

Distant supply chains are subject to additional risks and potential costs
should they be interrupted. A major contradiction of interdependency within
lean production that is created is that of contagion of foreign economic crises
to weaker parts of the system.

10.7 VALUE ENGINEERING

Chart 5.1 pictures value engineering (VE), information systems and process

flexibility as three social characteristics of lean production in West Lothian.
These social characteristics of lean production determine the relationship
between internal and external structures. Internal structures, technological

process, information systems and VE link together and stimulate value and
technical aspects of lean production within the plants. Social characteristics
of lean production also shape relations with organisations (such as HE,

support agencies, networks) and institutions (product and labour markets,
and regulatory mode) external to the plant.26

Lean production employs techniques such as design-for-manufacture and
total quality management (TQM) to set up stable production flows.27 VE

continually squeezes input and transformation elements within production
flows to improve performance. The greater the local control over product

and market situations, a flow of knowledge can be mapped similar to value flow in a
value chain, or the physical flow of goods and services in a supply chain.
Chapter 3 illustrates the usefulness of the heuristic distinction between social,
technical, and value dimensions of lean production. Chapter 10 unpacks further
insights of the value dimension by discussing the concept of value and knowledge
chains.
In some interpretations, TQM covers a broad gamut of D&D activity. Here, however, it
is used in the narrower sense of systems controlling the quality of process output.
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RD&D, the deeper and more effectively VE can continually loop back from

production into re-design, meeting target costs or performance in functionality
or quality. VE is therefore most easily seen in Seagate, Wilson Byard (mills)
and Diagnostic Instruments, each of whom locally control product design and

development. Deans and Hunting Park who procure materials, transforming
it into components, are value adding firms but with little scope for product

improvement. Dacoll, Jabil, NEC and Mitsubishi add low margins of value to

their sub-system or sub-assembly inputs. In each case, VE operates in a

more limited fashion than at Diagnostic Instruments, Seagate or Wilson

Byard. VE in the other lean producing plants concentrates upon process

improvement, since product design is pre-set by customers (Dacoll and Jabil)
or the corporate RD&D (Mitsubishi and NEC).

Potentially, re-design of products within VE gives a greater opportunity to re¬

configuring quality, cost and functionality than where VE that is limited to

process improvement within an externally set design. VE for Seagate,
Wilson Byard (mills) and Diagnostic Instruments converges product and

process designs. Diagnostic Instruments, for example, have integrated
several less sophisticated functions into their product, in effect lowering cost
and redefining quality to meet user aspirations. For the other six companies,
VE links mainly to learning organisation, flexible structure and JIT
characteristics. Dacoll, for example, is able to introduce customer-focused
elements into systems designs that they are unable to offer when constrained

by heritage software.

Lean producers in West Lothian have few knowledge-generative linkages in
Britain to institutional RD&D sources in universities or research complexes.28

The institutional arrangement shaping the location of inward investors into West
Lothian have introduced a 'limited edition' of value-chains with restricted knowledge
capabilities. Only as the indigenous companies grow, or spin-outs occur from inward
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A major strategic issue therefore is the extent to which the knowledge base
within the electronics cluster deepens. Initiatives aimed at deepening West
Lothian's knowledge base, such as project Alba, will be analysed in Chapter
10. The use of value engineering by the major (inward investor) firms within
the electronics cluster is limited by their separation from corporate RD&D and

product design. EU tariffs and the provision of EU structural fund subsidies
have outweighed the disadvantages to these firms of limited VE over the past

period. Tariff and structural fund changes will shortly pose the question for
the entire electronics cluster of deepening its knowledge base or accepting
continued dependency upon the vicissitudes of FDI decisions.

10.8 INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The alignment between a lean producer's internal supply of product and

process technology and their external demand in product markets is most

clearly seen in their information systems. Lean producer information systems

at plant level are intense, multi-nodal, purposeful, and exist in real time.
Information intensity cannot be interpreted simply as a large pool of
information. Lean producers sift and reference knowledge appropriate to

their purpose from information.29 It is the understanding and use of

knowledge rather than quantity of information, which differentiates lean

producers.

Transparency of information flow in lean producer plants is witnessed in the
visual displays, and the possession of business information at all levels of

investors does it seem likely that an innovative milieu of firms can be created in West
Lothian.
As indicated the refining and sifting of potential ideas to improve product and
processes is more formally conducted in the larger plants. At Wilson Byard, managers
stimulate discussion around potential changes during tea breaks, at Hunting Park such
discussion occurs at lunch times and during slack periods when teams are encouraged
to experiment.
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employee in lean producer plants. Information flows are multi-nodal rather
than simply two-way communications devices. For example, NEC's zero-

defect teams frequently establish joint working with other teams, across the

organisation. Similar examples exist between team liaison directly with
customers at Deans, or engineers customising products at Dacoll.
Information intensity for lean producers is purposeful, hence the quality and
use of information are important. Engineers at Diagnostic Instruments spend
hours deconstructing comments and ideas garnered at trade fairs and from

customer contacts, to identify product variations or new product ideas.
Information systems in lean producer plants feature cross-reference between

knowledge and technological advance. In this sense information, systems for
lean producers are forward looking rather than reactive monitoring systems.30
An example of this is the activity based costing system at Hunting Park. Each

set of task, each job is related to real customers in real (current) time.

Information intensity at plant level is a qualitative, as well as quantitative,
characteristic of lean production at plant level.

Information systems are then both a process within, in addition to being an

output of, lean production at plant level. They relate as a process to learning

organisation characteristics and value engineering - to the drivers of

knowledge cumulation and its deployment. Encouragement of knowledge
and information referencing at all levels, stimulates a rising skills equilibrium
within lean producer plants. Employees are encouraged to discuss ideas,
assisted to seek training, recognised for suggestions and given hero-status

This is not to suggest that the non-lean producers have unsophisticated Management
Information Systems (MIS). CI, Trivet and BCF each have state of the art IT systems.
The point is that these are used as traditional MIS systems - reacting to events and
information, rather than as tools stimulating ideas. It is ironic that these three
companies have IT equipment far more sophisticated than the larger lean producers.
NEC, for example, continue to maintain manual staff records, and Mitsubishi paper
ledgers.
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for new product ideas.31 Promotion (principally in the larger plants with a

more developed hierarchy) is conditional upon active involvement in
information flows and knowledge development.32

Being knowledge avaricious, lean producers are by nature information
networkers within their system environment. Each of the nine lean producers

participate in workshops, fairs, training initiatives and a range of social and
cultural activities in West Lothian. Unfortunately, little product focused

knowledge networking occurs within these networks, (though general

management approaches are exchanged), and service providers
recommended. NEC, Seagate and Diagnostic Instruments expressly rule out

local knowledge networking, suggesting that this would unavoidably be with

competitors. Links into a wider institutional network society are also limited
for these companies - either because of their size in relation to global

suppliers (the indigenous companies), or since for inward investors

networking occurs at a corporate RD&D level.33

Information systems for lean producers help drive internal innovation and

alignment with external innovations. Inward investor firms in the West
Lothian electronics cluster have relied upon corporate networks rather than
local knowledge networking. Three of the inward investors 'upwardly

delegate' knowledge generation and its management. Thus, the continued

alignment of the regional cluster with dynamic markets is dependent upon

knowledge management decisions taken outside of the cluster.

The craft-based plants, which employ multi-functional teams (Hunting Park, Deans and
Wilson Byard) generate more suggested changes and improvements than those with
a similar skills composition who do not deploy multi-functional teams (Trivet, MGK,
Scotforms and Glossbrook).
At Jabil, involvement is seen as a way of moving from temporary worker to permanent
staff, at NEC, Seagate and Mitsubishi an important consideration in promotions.
Both NEC and Mitsubishi point to system and process improvements identified from
other plants within their corporations. However, product knowledge is a one-way flow
downwards from their respective headquarters.
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10.9 FLEXIBLE PROCESSES

The final characteristic, completing the 'virtuous circle' of lean producers at

plant level (see figure 7.2), is flexible processes. Lean producers avoid the

rigidities arising from maximising mechanisation. Instead, they maximise

flexibility of control, transformation and transfer devices. Systems and
structures align around the technology rather than the process choices being
determined by systems and structures. Employees are moulded around and
into processes, systems and structures. For example, each mill Wilson Byard

produces is a customisation, and in each case the out-sourced work (even

including some design), and therefore internal processes vary. At Jabil,

Hunting Park and Deans process configuration is led by customer demand.
With each order items of equipment, operators and supervision fluidly

change from one team to another. Semiconductor plants are renowned for

process fixity given the process complexity and sensitivity to error.34

These lean producers believe that their competitors operate with the same

process equipment and that they must differentiate themselves by the skill
and flexibility of their labour, and integration of functions. Flexible processes

therefore relate to both product innovation and continuous process

improvement characteristics at plant level. Commitment-based HR and
intense information systems support such linkages. Dacoll, for example,

continually revise products based upon intelligence from engineers in the
field on changing customer demands. Each time this occurs, the entire plant
(associated with software and PC network equipment) reconfigures. At
Mitsubishi (see section 10.6), the example of plant re-structuring to create

34 NEC, however, optimise rather than maximise when purchasing equipment, seeking
flexibility of deployment rather than fixity. The new Fabrication 3 plant thus contains a
range of German equipment, bought upon the recommendation of other
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space for the new digital product was mentioned. Part of this re-structuring
involved taking employees from assembly on to sub-assembly work and

increasing the amount of in-house machined components: process flexibility
at an extreme degree for an OEM lean producer. Seagate's process

flexibility connects with its knowledge links and product innovation.

Periodically, production is interrupted for short-run prototypes. This may

involve the re-setting of a third of process equipment, followed by the

logistical difficulties of re-setting the same equipment back to production
runs.

Within the systemic environment of lean producers, capital and technology
diffusion assists process flexibility by providing out-sourcing opportunities
and intelligence on the degree of process flexibility similar manufactures find
from their configurations. Both of these opportunities are limited in West
Lothian. Both Seagate and NEC give examples of beneficial connections
across central Scotland exchanging non-proprietary knowledge on, for

example equipment purchasing. What does not exist in the systemic network
in West Lothian or central Scotland is regular knowledge-networking or

localised supplier linkages - either of which would promote rapid

technological diffusion of process ideas and flexibility.

Flexible processes at plant level reinforce and are reinforced by, supportive

capital and technology deployment in the prevailing institutional

arrangements of lean producers (see figure 7.4). The very existence of
transferred lean producers in West Lothian is testament to open capital,
labour and product markets within the prevailing national system of
innovation and regulatory mode. Supportive capital for lean producers
means patient capital injections into companies which is 'hands-off leaving

semiconductor manufacturers, though it's purchase price was above Japanese
equivalents.
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meritocratic managers to implement strategies. This is the situation found in
the inward investor plants. However, the indigenous companies can face
immense difficulty in attracting capital investment, being taken seriously as

partners by larger companies, and remaining aligned to technological

changes in products and processes.

There is significant conflict between networks representing indigenous

companies and those involving inward investors over the disbursement of

public funds and assistance. Further, whilst upward delegation (to the EU) of
national state responsibility for open markets and regulatory regime suits the
inward investor, there are areas in which indigenous companies object to

upwards delegation which Chapter 10 will discuss.

10.10 CONFLICTS, CONTRADICTION AND THEIR
RECONCILIATION WITHIN LEAN PRODUCTION IN
WEST LOTHIAN

In discussing the actual operation of lean production in West Lothian, this

chapter has identified areas of potential conflict and contradiction in lean

production.35 This section will draw together these potential conflicts and
contradictions indicating ways in which lean producers in West Lothian have
or may address them. The answer to research question five will draw heavily

upon this section.

The richness and complexity of the picture of lean production in West Lothian

presented here is in the depth and breadth of the inter-relationships.
Sustainable growth requires alignment at the different (thought associated)

layers of plant, systemic and institutional arrangements. Within each of these

Conflict here is used to mean a misalignment which, given appropriate remedial
actions, can be brought into alignment. Contradiction, however, indicates a
misalignment which is so fundamental or incapable of re-mediation as to impose a
persistent, unreformable misalignment and the associated tensions.
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layers, alignment between the social, technical and value characteristics is

necessary for sustainable growth. To concretise this perspective and
introduce the practical policy agendas, the following sections disentangle the
conflicts from the contradictions in West Lothian's lean production cluster.

10.10.1 Conflicts in lean production in West Lothian

Figure 10.3 shows a selected conflicts facing West Lothian lean producers.

CONFLICTS
Between this and this

Plant/firm

Value 1 Commitment recognition Cost (salaries) minimisation
Technical

Social

2 Integrating process technologies
3 Stability to produce organisation
4 Vertical bonding

Staff/organisational
Flexibility to change
Horizontal bonding

inflexibility

Systemic
environment

Value 5 Distant not local supply
Technical 6 R&D locational rigidity
Social 7 Inter-institutional co-operation

Risk and costs

Corporate resource battles
Lean state: low public spend

Institutional

arrangements

Value 8 Confrontational competition
Technical 9 Oligopolistic collusion on RD&D
Social 1 0 Upward delegation of regulation

Profitability limited
Competition for markets
Accountability and locality

Figure 10.3: Areas of potential conflict for West Lothian's lean producers

In each case lean producers, and the system in which they operate, possess

conflicting goals and strive to reconcile their goals. Table 10.4 gives

examples of ways in which individual firms; networks and institutions in West
Lothian have sought to address potential conflicts.
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West Lothian lean producers offer recognition, training and job security rather than wage drift to
1 retain labour. Both indigenous and inward investors particularly emphasise training and career

prospects. Dacoll retain staff in a highly competitive environment, by offering training, project work
- by returning the commitment to employees, expected from employees.

2 Deans integrate processes and teams by their systems of customer pull-through of production. This
overcomes the organisational and functional inflexibilities often found in precision engineering.

Lean producers need both the flexibility to change and the stability to produce. Diagnostic Instruments
3 have resolved this potential conflict by contracting out their sub-assemblies (stability) and dedicating

their core staff to design, development and marketing (change).

An absence of capital-labour conflict predominates West Lothian labour markets. Mitsubishi like most
4 lean producers encourage horizontal bonding by team working and socialising. They cement vertical

bonding by offering secure employment, internal career paths, recognition schemes and training.

NEC overcome the potential conflicts of distant (low cost) supply introducing supply chain insecurity
5 by taking satellite storage rather than price reductions as a 'cost-down' from supplier continuous

improvement programmes.

NEC's corporate framework centralises RD&D in Japan. The other inward investors t r y to overcome

g the insecurity in future investment cycles by achieving high rates of continuous process
improvement. A growth of BJ markets, continued subsidy and second-round investment by suppliers
all strengthen the claim of inward investors to future corporate investment.

All of these companies liase closely with the Council and LEEL, bridging the divide between public and
^ private sector institutions. Particularly the indigenous companies suffer from a low level of

knowledge flow from Scottish Universities. Many indigenous SMEs actively support programmes
aiming to address this gap. Difficulties in graduate recruitment remains a problem.

Confrontational competition squeezes profitability. Firms such as Hunting Park Engineering seek to
8 add functionality in their services to customers (examples being electronic verification of quality

standards, material searches and payments).

Examples of corporate linkages, (such as Shin-et-su's wafers, NEC's DRAM, and Motorola's phones)
are the result of corporate knowledge alliances, with little local impact other than goodwill. However,

9 Seagate's alliance with SJS-Thomson, and Jabil's interest in establishing a supplier network,
illustrate that technological collaboration can be created in West Lothian, even in highly competitive
global markets.

Introducing social aspirations into international regulatory bodies such as the IMP may reconcile
I g potential conflicts between welfare spending and expenditure on supporting inward investment and

company growth. Major policy issues are involved in such choices, not least of which are acceptable
levels of corporation and income tax, and the accountability of international bodies.

Figure 10.4: Examples of how lean producers in West Lothian
have sought to reconcile potential conflicts.

Note that realignment, in many instances, relies upon expanding product
markets. Greater difficulties in achieving realignment are likely to arise if
these plants are faced with market contraction. Examples of this reliance

upon expanding markets, shown in figure 10.4 are Diagnostic Instruments

out-sourcing non-core work (example 3). This would prove a more

problematic way of achieving flexibility if, faced with contracting markets, this

strategy jeopardised employment in the plant. Similarly examples 6 and at a

wider level, example 10, depend upon expanding markets. This is not to

reduce conflict resolution simply to a propitious environment. In each case
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effective leadership and engendering of win-win relationships is also critical
in implementing strategies to overcome conflicts.

10.10.2 Contradictions in lean production in West Lothian
Contradictions are irreconcilable within the structures and mores of an

existing mode of regulation, their reconciliation requires structural re¬

adjustment and re-alignment. Each of these contradictions will feature in the

Chapter 11, which also analyses their acuteness and timescale. The current
section relates these contradictions to lean production in West Lothian and is

represented in figure 10.5.

The plant or firm level contradictions in lean production are perhaps those
most likely to occur in the short term, but with least influence upon the whole

system. The systemic environment of lean producers, typically a sub-national

region or industrial sector also contains important contradictions. Lean

production process technology is the dominant industrial form within the ICT

product trajectory. International institutional arrangements regulating
markets to sustain lean producers themselves contain contradictions. Table
10.5 shows examples of how these contradictions have been addressed by
lean producers and the systemic environment within which they operate.

How pronounced are these contradictions compared with the 'internal' and
'external' disparities which Regulation theorists suggest ended Fordism's

ability to synchronise its mode of regulation with a regime of accumulation?
A regime of accumulation sensitised to customer tastes seems more likely to
be sustainable. How enduring lean production technology can be at a global
level may depend upon continued social support for its mode of regulation,
rather than the failure of its regime of accumulation?
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LEAN PRODUCTION: CONTRADICTIONS

Angle and
Characteristic CONTRADICTIONS

Plant
Value 1 Customer focus without customer contact
Technical 2 Jobless growth vs. eradication of fear
Social 3 Internal HR vs. outside labour market

Systemic
environment

Value 4 Inefficient sectorally limited diffusion
Technical 5 Learning capability, leanness and risks
Social 6 Re-location of production facilities

Institutional

arrangements
Value 7 Indigenous company vs. FDI support
Technical 8 Interdependency vs. crisis contagion
Social 9 Growth strategy: ever expanding markets

1 0 Diversity and conformity of NSIs
1 1 Highly geared long-term financing
1 2 Free market and social justice

Table 10.5: Contradictions potentially facing
West Lothian's lean producers
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Lean production de-fragments previous accepted divisions of labour. Vet, Jabil and Mitsubishi (for
1 example) segregate product innovation (RD&D) from process innovation and marketing (customer

contact). Hollowing-out at plant level contradicts the integration trajectory and may decisively
inhibit learning organisation capability development.

Commitment-based FR is the oil in lean production's gearbox. Yet, process improvement without
2 expanding sales can create job-less growth making difficult the 'eradication of fear' arising from

employment insecurity. Mitsubishi has lowered its level of commitment to no redundancy.

Lean producers require a supply of committed educated labour. Demographic changes and historically
3 low educational attainment levels limit this labour supply. A ceiling may be placed on the depth of

knowledge a cluster may contain. Many of these companies experience difficulties in recruiting
suitably qualified school leavers.

A region or sector bears costs from subsidising inefficient associated sectors (for example retail
4 distribution and banking in Japan) and these may detract from the sustainable success of efficient

sectors. In West Lothian's case non-traded and private services may fall into this category.

Knowledge networking is risky, costly and time consuming. Network clusters may 'lock into'
5 outmoded technologies i f regional networks become de-synchronised from the prevailing ICT paradigm

or cluster the governance system becomes mis-aligned.

Major companies in an environment may move in search of less expensive labour or higher state
subsidy. This is not a new problem but is exacerbated by the short investment cycles of lean

6 producers. In West Lothian, this is danger threatening not only inward investors but also indigenous
companies who successfully innovate product. Two such companies, Award and Ascada, have
recently transferred into foreign ownership.

Indigenous companies complain that state support favours inward investors and their interests,
^ rather than assistance for indigenous product development. In West Lothian the opportunity, costof

subsiding inward investment is increasingly challenged by indigenous companies, and would
undoubtedly increase in the event of major exits by inward investors.

Interdependency of trade, knowledge and regulatory mode may be become static and insular in an NSI
capable only of supporting dependency. Issues in Central Scotland include dependent foreign supplier

8 relations; dependent knowledge relationships and exclusion from the regulatory modes of the EMU.
EMU exclusion is important for manufacturers since it may produce currency instability, high interest
rates and lower FDI rates.

Perpetually expanding markets is not a sustainable growth strategy when history reveals a
succession of trade cycles, recessions and depressions. This is particularly so when developed

9 countries adopt mercantilist policies (US, Japan being examples), and many developing countries can
ill-afford expensive imports. Recession makes technologies redundant with no assurance as to the
spatial location of new industrial clusters.

Both divergence and conformity with lean production's regime of accumulation and mode of regulation
entail costswhich politicaland social representatives may be unprepared to pay. Social and political

1 0 costs of conformity are those of a 'work-fare state.' The costs of divergence are those of
'internally' bearing the cost of constant cluster re-alignment to changing global markets and
technologies.

Lean production overcomes segregation of industrial and finance sectors by closer relations between
1 ^ the two. This can overcome the difficulties of highly geared long term industrial investment exposing

financial institutions to short term cyclical difficulties. Innovative companies in Scotland continue to
find it difficult raising equity finance.

Leonard Jospin suggests that 'free markets and a just society' can co-exist harmoniously overcoming
the tensions a value adding state may incur faced with declining traditional areas of spend. An

1 2 economy dependent upon FDI, however, faces the problem of GDP rising faster than GM3 (corporate
against personal incomes). In addition, compliance with the lean production system may involve
upward delegation to regulatory bodiesof decision making, and its devolution to non-elected quangos.
In each case accountability, issues may arise.

Table 10.6: Ways in which lean producers in West Lothian
have sought to address potential contradictions
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10.11 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter has taken the nine variables outlined in the synthetic and
holistic theory of lean production technology (from Chapter 7) and identified
areas of correspondence with the actual practice of lean production in West
Lothian (Chapters 8 and 9). It has also identified areas of grounded theory
which need developing and which the next chapter will address. Analysis
above has sought fit, alignment and synchronisation between the levels at

which lean production operates, and within each level. This chapter provides
concrete evidence, which will be marshalled in Chapter 11, which

systematically answers the research questions. However, one final element
in the equation remains - that of introducing evolution and dynamism in the

processes locating and diffusing lean production technology into and within
West Lothian. It is to this task that the next chapter now turns. The chapter
has shown that few knowledge links exist amongst West Lothian
microelectronics manufacturers, and that inward investors remain dependent

upon their parent companies for product knowledge generation. HR is
commitment-based in West Lothian lean producers reflecting restructuring
labour markets and training arrangements. Chapter 11 will examine more

closely the transition within indigenous companies to commitment-based HR.
Each lean producer aspires to continuous product innovation, however, the
inward investors (excepting Seagate) remain dependent upon their parent

companies and the indigenous companies (except Diagnostic Instruments)
have emulatory rather than 'offensive' product innovation strategies. Each
has little internal RD&D capability and lacks linkages to such capabilities in
their systemic environment. Each lean producer contrives a different mix of

knowledge generation, socialisation, cumulation and transfer, yet each are

learning organisations. Those with little product knowledge capability can be

interpreted as incremental learning organisations, an idea to which Chapter
11 returns. Two fundamental constraints shape the operation of each of
these lean producers: the absence of product knowledge generation
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capability, and of localised inter-organisational and inter-institutional

knowledge networking. This chapter shows that each lean producer enjoys
flexible structures. However, their environment imposes constraints upon this

flexibility. Similarly just-in-time is more effective in internal than external
relations. Apart from Seagate, Diagnostic Instruments and Wilson Byard

(millsj, value engineering too is constrained, in this instance because

knowledge capability and inter-organisational networking are limited. These
lean producers operate with information intensity, but the quality of both
internal and external information flows is constrained by their low qualities as

learning organisations and as knowledge networkers. Finally, this chapter
shows each of these lean producers is highly process innovative and flexible

in their processes. This chapter establishes that a limited edition of lean

production is operating in West Lothian, limited in knowledge capabilities,
and limited in their knowledge networking.

The companies not using lean production techniques enjoy even less

knowledge networking and knowledge generation capability. These six

companies can be internally efficient, but face problems of remaining aligned
should the technological base of their customers alter.

Finally, this chapter has indicated ways in which conflicts and potential
contradictions within fit, West Lothian lean producers have addressed

alignment and synchronisation. The following chapters examine these
reconciliations more closely as they move towards answering the research

questions.
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Chapter Eleven

ANSWERS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS

- the diffusion of lean production in West Lothian

This chapter answers the research questions (shown in table 11.1) which also

provide a structure for the chapter.

Research Questions

1 What interpretation can be placed upon lean production as practised in
West Lothian?

2 Are supply chains conduits for the diffusion of lean production within West
Lothian?

3 What networking occurs amongst manufacturers in West Lothian and
what are its consequences for the diffusion of lean production?

4 How suitable for the diffusion of lean production are the institutional
arrangements prevailing in West Lothian?

5 Which variables have influenced the diffusion of lean production
technology in West Lothian, and which of these variables might be
expected to influence future technology diffusion?

Table 11.1: Research questions (see section 1.4)

The flow of this dissertation is shown in figure 11.2 to have begun, in part one,

with the development of a holistic theory of lean production. This was followed

by the presentation of quantitative, qualitative, secondary and case study

empirical material in part two. Using the analytical framework and conceptual
tools outlined in part one, the third and final part of this thesis began in

Chapter 10. The chapter analysed the operation of lean production in West
Lothian using nine important characteristics of the system at plant, systemic

and institutional levels, concluding that only a limited edition of lean production

operates in West Lothian. Chapter 3 used Molina's socio-technical

constituency approach to explain, in case study format, how West Lothian's
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technological regime has evolved, indicating current attempts to build from
lean production a knowledge-based production industrial regime.

Chapter

A

1

Empirical
data and

Information

(Chapters
8 and 9)

Chapter

1 0

1 1

1 2

Diagram 11.2: Flow of this research

The current chapter draws together all of these theoretical and empirical
strands in order to answer the research questions. In doing so, it integrates

with general theory a number of grounded theories arising from this research.

11.1 HOW CAN LEAN PRODUCTION AS PRACTISED IN WEST
LOTHIAN BE INTERPRETED?

This section analyses the nature of limited edition lean production in West

Lothian, indicating ways in which the technology has been adapted during
transfer and diffusion. Reference is made to universal industrial paradigms

and to the strength and direction of a lean production diffusion trajectory,
which is analysed in a fourth section.
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The limited transfer and constrained diffusion of lean production
Some long-wave analyses, particularly those suggesting a paradigm shift from
Fordism to post-Fordism, Williams (1992 and 1993) argues, seek to impose

uniformity upon diverse and complex technologies, which are prone to

adaptation following and during transfer.1 Of the fifteen companies this
research has studied, nine can be classified as lean producers, all but two of
which (Seagate and Diagnostic Instruments) are a limited edition of lean

production.2 The nine lean producers are NEC, Seagate, Jabil, Mitsubishi,

Hunting Park, Diagnostic Instruments, Deans, Wilson-Byard and Dacoll.

Each of these nine plants takes the formal appearance of lean producers. For

example, they employ a range of lean production techniques (appropriate to

their size and the technology of their product) in pursuit of continuous

improvement and innovation.3 As an example of the limited nature of their
lean production model, functional integration is constrained in all nine plants.
The four inward investors employ value engineering and just-in-time

processes. However, the absence of local product R&D limits the
effectiveness of these techniques to generate innovation and performance

improvement. This absence of product knowledge generation capability is

clearly evidenced in the pattern of external networking of the nine plants. For

The post-Fordist discontinuity is rejected as a satisfactory explanation of industrial
change in West Lothian for three main reasons. Firstly, the long-wave discontinuities
suggested by this approach do not fit the periodisation of West Lothian's development.
Secondly, West Lothian appears to have had punctuationist industrial change,
operating at different paces in the technological and social spheres. Thirdly, the
universal paradigm approach (criticised by Williams 1992) introduces a top-down
model when the method of this research has been grounding in bottom-up results.
Limited edition is used here in the sense used in software marketing - that of a
constrained form and quality, as opposed to its use in the sale of artistic prints sense
of restricted quantity and therefore greater value. The limited edition refers to a lower
level of knowledge flows and inter-organisational networking than in the full edition of
lean production.
Each of the four inward investors accept the epithet lean producer, whilst none of the
five indigenous companies similarly categorised do so.
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example, table 11.3 shows that the five indigenous lean producers employ six
or more selected lean production techniques requiring external networking.4
There is no evidence, however, of knowledge networking within the
microelectronics cluster in West Lothian. Non-adopting indigenous companies

(Glossbrook, Trivet, BCF, CI, MGK and Scotforms) are shown in figure 11.3 to

employ few of the lean production techniques, which require networking.
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Table 11.3: Lean production techniques requiring networking and the number
used (out of a possible 8) by indigenous companies

Limited edition lean producers employ the same techniques (where

appropriate) as 'full' lean producers. However, the lower knowledge content

reduces the benefit gained, substituting a knowledge dependency.5

Over the whole indigenous sample, the adoption rate of the selected techniques
averages five out of ten - 50%. Early research by Briggs (1988) and Elger (1991)
suggests an adaptation rate of 35%, and that of Oliver and Wilkinson (1992:Ch. 5)
almost 60%. Millward's research (1994:125) disputes these findings as too high. The
current research supports the arguments for the higher adaptation rate.
Limited edition is not simply a matter of managerial control. Innes (1994) and Boyer
and Drache (1996:Ch. 1), suggest that from the array of lean production
characteristics employers select those features which exploit labour, avoiding those
which suit labour such as employment security, training and consensual human
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A dependent relationship with respect to knowledge flow is found in limited
edition lean production plants. This contrasts with the interdependency,

involving RD&D, found in the full edition that features inter-trading and

knowledge networking. It is impossible to transplant (for example) Japanese
social structures to central Scotland.6 Significantly, these social

characteristics, found in Japan but not West Lothian, appear to be the
characteristics that promote diffusion. An adoption rate of lean production

techniques by indigenous companies of some 50% in less than twenty years is
notable (see diagram 11.4). However, the systemic environment of lean

producers in West Lothian lacks the spatially proximate knowledge networking
or ologopolistic competition found in Japan.7

USE OF TEN SELECTED LEAN PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES BY ELEVEN INDIGENOUS COMPANIES

ILM Supply
tiering

Open Info,
system

Commitment

based HR

Value

engineering
Flexible

firm

Bench¬

marking
Kaizen Boundary-

less firm
JIT Team

working
G/brook
Trivet
BCF
CI
MGK
S/forms
Deans
Dacoll
H-P
Dl
W Byard

I Technique adopted I Technique not adopted I Technique partly adopted

Diagram 11.4: Adoption of lean production techniques by the
indigenous company sample

The particular aspects of the full lean production model not transferred

(generation, flows and networking of knowledge), appear to be both cause and

relations. Amongst the six companies not designated as lean producers there is
some evidence supporting this view (see diagram 7.31). Little evidence was found in
any company of a technology adaptation strategy driven by a management control
trajectory. Non-adoption appears to be a function of inability to network effectively,
rather than a management control trajectory.

6 For example, the Japanese propensity not to take paid holidays is culturally specific.
7 For example, Blackburn et at.. (1985:138) find a lower rate of diffusion of CNC

machines 12 years after original innovation, and following significant machine cost
reductions.
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effect of low local value-added inter-trading. In turn the lack of relational

supply experience for indigenous SMEs makes it difficult for adopting

companies to use local supply links as a springboard into global supplier
markets. The overall adoption rate of lean production appears to be of less

significance than the qualitative aspects of the adaptation.

Human relations (HR) and lean production adoption

The commitment-based HR found in lean production plants and enjoyed by
seven of the 15 companies surveyed, sharply contrasts with West Lothian's

history of conflictual industrial relations.8

• Each of these nine lean producers organise labour in multi-functional
teams, which to varying extents, introduce flexibility within and between
team using, as appropriate, an internal labour market model.9

• Evidence from all fifteen managers suggests that new industrial space,
removed from old patterns of industrial relations behaviour and structures
has encouraged a new HR paradigm.10

• The four inward investors and five lean producing indigenous companies
vary in the configuration and size of plant (Macbeth, 1994). Each
maximises flexibility in process choice, and as Voss (1987) suggests,
trading-off against cost minimisation against throughput.11

® Of the nine lean producers, NEC least operate the lean and flat lean
production model. All nine have structures designed to fit technological
innovation and can be interpreted as capable of double-loop learning.

Commitment-based HR was defined in Chapter Three. Two of the indigenous firms
have conflictual industrial relations, five operate on compliance, one is consensual
and three enjoy commitment-based HR. Deans and Wilson-Byard are in transition
from consensual to commitment-based HR.
Rather than introducing management by stress (Parker and Slaughter 1988), the
evidence of this research is of team working breeding a virtuous circle of flexibility job
enrichment. Lean producers maximise flexibility of output and input in process choice
rather than maximising mechanisation (Harrison et al.. 1995:125). Perrow (1979:5)
sets out the difficulties lean producers face in replacing bureaucratic organisational
architecture.
This disputes Millward et al.'s (1992) findings, and supports Harloe's (1977)
identification of a paradigm shift.
For example, Mitsubishi has moved from JIT to the line towards corner engineering as
its product matures; Seagate sacrifices output to service RD&D; and Diagnostic
Instruments consciously selected a growth path of assembly rather than
manufacturing.
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• The five indigenous companies operating with 'consent' each have internal
flexibility, and in the case of Scotforms and Dacoll, a proven ability to
change products as markets evolve. However, each has centralistic
command structures that suppress commitment. Each combines relatively
low-tech product with low-tech processes enfeebling knowledge
generation.12

The commitment-driven HR companies have the 'fit' which Gattiker (1990:46)

predicts between the internal imperatives of structure and technology

employed, and the external imperatives imposed by changing product and

processes technology and markets. They are firms which initiate change to

continually re-negotiate this 'fit.'13 In summary, the alignment of technology

employed and the external environment to staff goals, is necessary to achieve
commitment-based HR. To achieve such alignment a company requires

leadership with sufficient strategic vision to recognise the importance of these

alignments and the (teaching) skills to gain acceptance of the vision.

Adaptation in transfer and diffusion

Examples of adaptation during transfer include the following.

• Significant adaptations occurred during and after the transfer by inward
investors of lean production processes and systems.14

• Adaptations to plant configuration proved more possible for the OEM
(Mitsubishi) than the intermediate producers.15

These companies represent the non-union, flexible firms Massey (1992:Ch. 4) found
in UK science parks, without a sound scientific or knowledge-generative base in the
company capable of product and process innovation. The structure of these
companies is contingent to existing technology. Wilson Byard has structures more
able to grasp the influence of technological change but has not manufactured the
cultural, symbiosis between (at a micro level) its regime of accumulation and mode of
regulation.
Gattiker's theory illustrates the importance of a company's leadership in recognising
internal culture needed to achieve this environmental 'fit' and cultural changes needed
to maintain congruity with both technological and market opportunities. Kono (1993)
provides several case studies of the deployment of behavioural techniques to achieve
these cultural shifts by Japanese management in British companies.
For example, the dual production management structure at Mitsubishi would not occur
in the mother plant, or another Japanese plant. See Appendix One, Mitsubishi HR,
pg- 13.
Contrast the flexibility in Mitsubishi's structure (Appendix One, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 13-
14) with that NEC's (Appendix One, NEC HR, pg. 52)
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• Cultural differences are rarely transferable. Each of the US plants retains a
cultural identification with US norms in the US, unlike the Japanese plants
that aim to create a 'third culture.'16

• Product and process technology type influence adaptation.17
• Differing corporate internal 'differential networks' (see Chapter 6) are a

major source of adaptation before transfer.18

Each of the inward investors appears to operate with a 'fuller' version of lean

production at home, than that transferred to West Lothian. Knowledge

generation capability and extent of networking are more extensive in the home
base. Seagate is a partial exception, since its vertically integrated corporation
does not undertake the RD&D work carried out at the plant with SJS

Thomsen.

Important adaptations have occurred after transfer in each inward investing

plant. Learning organisation methodologies illustrate this point, as shown in

diagram 11.5.

Jabil have employed an engineer full time to scan the activities of competitors and
customers, seeking techniques that can be transferred into the plant. (See Appendix One,
Jabil HR, pg. 116).
Mitsubishi have established (jointly with a German plant) a European RD&D facility to
generate new knowledge. (See Appendix One, Mitsubishi Production, pg. 42)
NEC Livingston, unlike other NEC plants, uses formal training sessions (rather than team
briefings) to socialise knowledge. (See Appendix One, NEC HR, pg. 61).
NEC have formalised recording of continuous improvements in processes to enhance
knowledge cumulation. (See Appendix One, NEC HR, pg. 65).

Diagram 11.5: Adaptations by inward investors in the area of learning
organisation during and after transfer into West Lothian

Half of the indigenous companies are learning organisations. Table 11.6
indicates how the indigenous company adapters of learning organisation

See Appendix One, Mitsubishi HR, pg. 15.
Jabil's product requires a considerably lower level of process technology complexity
than the NEC (contrast section 6.3.6 with 6.4.6)
For example, Mitsubishi express an expectation of design and development (D&D)
accompanying the transfer of its new digital VCR product, whereas NEC's corporate
network is to centralise all RD&D at Sagamihara.
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techniques have changed the technique. Distinguishing cause and effect can

be difficult. Had the non-adopters traded least with the inward investors it

could be argued that the non-adopters were excluded from knowledge flows.

However, the adopters trade least with the inward investors. The reasons for

non-adoption therefore appear to lay in the absence of absorptive capacity in
the non-adopting indigenous companies.

Deans is a small company intent upon minimising its indirect labour costs. They informally
cumulate knowledge by constantly switching team members so that they learn about new
products or new customers. Prior to this informal system of knowledge cumulation various
formal systems (such as those operated by the inward investors) were unsuccessfully
attempted.
Whilst the inward investors obtain customer feedback from their headquarters. Dacoll have
adapted this system to one where all engineers are de-briefed on problems/solutions picked
up from visits to customers. This formal learning directly transfers learning from customers
into Dacoll's operations.

Large inward investors socialise knowledge by using team meetings and formal training. At
Hunting Park best practice is often socialised by management taking on the role of teachers
- continually helping staff understand why and how things should be done. The company
has adapted this approach to suit its own style and capabilities.
Often inward investors feed learning from suppliers or customers back into their operating
systems. Since Wilson Byard transfer learning from both customers and suppliers the
management team formally and consciously interpret such lessons and ensure that they are
fed back into their system by informal dialogue.
At Diagnostic Instruments, like Seagate, knowledge generation is an important competitive
advantage. Taking advantage of its smaller size, Dl have a adapted the system to one
where everyone (including visitors) are involved in commenting upon proposed products
and designs.

Table 11.6: Adaptations of learning organisation
characteristics by indigenous companies

In summary, lean production in West Lothian is a limited edition, limited in the
extent of knowledge generation and its socialisation because of value-added

inter-trading and knowledge networking. The incapability of half of the

indigenous companies to act as learning organisations is a major constraint

upon the diffusion of lean production technology. Diffusion is a non-linear

adaptational process by the adopting indigenous companies. People and their

purposiveness matter in the diffusion of industrial technology - its is in intent to

learn and improve that the management of the adopting indigenous

companies are differentiated from management in the non-adopters.
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A trajectory of diffusion?
In the years following 1982, lean production has become the dominant

technological regime in West Lothian manufacturing, achieving a 50%

adoption rate in the indigenous sector. However, important actors are

currently attempting to construct a successor knowledge-based production

constituency. It may be that lean production's reign in West Lothian as the
dominant process trajectory is ending. This does not mean that the ICT

product paradigm is ending. Rather, the paradigm is evolving (in Fleck's

terms) from system to configurational technology.

Is there a lean production diffusion trajectory amongst manufacturing firms in

West Lothian? If so, what is its pace, direction, shape and benefits and what

constraints and supports does the trajectory have? The 50% adoption rate is
a significant diffusion rate, and supports an argument for continuing adoption

by the sample.19 The pace and direction of an adaptation trajectory is

unpredictable. However, given the existing high adoption rate and stated
intention of firms to pursue adaptation, it seems fair to conclude that the

adoption of lean production techniques will continue. The pace of adoption is
dictated by the alignment of (external) business opportunity, with the need for

(internal) change. An important factor stimulating further lean production
diffusion is the continued performance gap between indigenous and foreign

companies in West Lothian.20

The nature of the systemic environment facing lean producers in West Lothian

may radically alter if knowledge-based production constituency achieves its

aspirations. Pressure will intensify on non-adopters to adopt lean production

For example: 67% of companies have innovated new product and intend to continue
innovating (section 11.2.4); 25% of those not TQM registered intend to do so (section
11.2.7), and two firms are transitional to commitment-based HR (see section 11.4.7).
A recent report suggests that annual GDP per worker employed by inward investors is
£29,054, 40% higher than the indigenous sector in LEEL, 1998.
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techniques, since (competitive) inward investing small firms are likely to be

adopters.21

Manufacturers in West Lothian appear to be accepting Womack etal.'s advice:

Lean production is a superior way for humans to make things. It
provides better products in wider variety at lower cost. Equally
important, it provides more challenging and fulfilling work for
employees at every level, from the factory headquarters. It
follows that the whole world should adopt lean production, and
as quickly as possible. (1990:225)

Continued adoption and adaptation will not be without social consequences.

These may include movement from a welfare state to value creating state

(Jessop, 1994), reduced accountability of public resource deployment

(Keegan, 1992:Ch.10) and further labour market re-structuring.22 However,
the original introduction of lean production does not meet organised opposition
from labour in West Lothian, and there are few signs of further adoption

encountering resistance. Indeed, given the necessity of knowledge-based

producers to import labour, potentially resulting in some 'crowding-out' of local

labour, it may be that the knowledge-based constituency experiences greater

opposition than its lean production predecessor.23

Summary

The post-Fordist approach inadequately explains technological change in
West Lothian, which is better analysed using the theory of lean production.
This theory centrally locates knowledge content and organisational interactivity
rather than labour process control and objective capital-labour power relations.

Already the public sector and successful private service providers appear to be
adopting lean production techniques.
See section 3.17 on the theory of the value-creating rather than value-distributing
state, the former seeks lower taxes and prioritises industrial development over welfare
payments.
See this argument in Muysken and ter Weel,1998
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Lean production is viewed as a matrix of characteristics, which may be viewed
from varying perspectives or levels of aggregation in analysis. A limited
edition of lean production transferring into West Lothian has created a local

adaptation reducing interactivity and knowledge generation in the West

Lothian setting. A significant (50%) level of adoption of lean production

techniques by the indigenous sector shows signs of continued diffusion

providing a foundation upon which an emergent knowledge-based production

constituency aims to reconstitute the dominant industrial system locally.

Ironically, this reconstitution may create the levels of interactivity and

knowledge flows found in the ideal type lean production system. The evidence

of this research is of a paradigm shift in the structures, patterns and content of

industrial relations in West Lothian manufacturing towards commitment-based

human relations. Why and how this shift occurred and the importance of lean

production in creating this shift will be the subject of further research.

11.2 ARE SUPPLY CHAINS A CONDUIT FOR THE
DIFFUSION OF LEAN PRODUCTION WITHIN WEST
LOTHIAN?24

Using Lamming's (1993) framework, Chapter 5 has established that trading

linkages via relational supply chains can be important conduits of

technological knowledge, stimulating innovation and diffusion.25 Lean supply,
transactional analysis and core competency theories inadequately capture the

important quality of supply chains as knowledge conduits.26 Care is needed
not to telescope the time-scales required in moulding relational elements of

" Material in this section is contained in Kinder T and Molina A, "From Purposiveness to
Sustainability in the Formation of Multimedia Clusters: Governance and Constituency
Building in Scotland, in Fuchs G (Ed.), 1999.

25 Section 4.4.2 suggests that from the early 1950s the kanban work-in-progress (WIP)
control system was extended reducing functional demarcations and skill inflexibilities
within Japanese lean producer plants driving continuous improvement. The system
diffused outwards into relational suppliers (section 3.16) pushing value creation down
supply chains and enhancing knowledge flows along them (see diagram 3.27).

26 See section 3.16 which analysed supply chains as having social, value and technical
dimensions.
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supplier networking. Evidence suggests that such networks exist outside of

Japan as Harrison (1992) and Oliver and Wilkinson (1992) establish.27 Voss
and Robinson (1987) appear correct in arguing that lean supply is more easily
diffused than the knowledge-bearing elements making up relational supply.28
This section examines the nature, shape and consequences of the particular

supply chains of West Lothian lean producers.29

The nature of West Lothian manufacturers supply chains30
The picture of supply chains in West Lothian differs markedly from that of
clustered supply linkages occupying proximate physical and economic space

found in Japanese and US clusters, or predicted by flexible specialisation

theory (see figure 11.7).
Japanese inward investors and two indigenous companies enjoy relational supply, the
US and six of the indigenous companies' transactional supply.
The supply networks in which the inward investors participate are located abroad.

Five of the indigenous companies and the US inward investors gain significant
knowledge flows from customers.

The Japanese inward investors and two indigenous companies gain significant
knowledge flow from suppliers.

Only one company (Wilson-Byard) gain significant knowledge flow from both customers
and suppliers.

Figure 11.7: Elements from West Lothian manufacturer's supply chains
showing an absence of proximate supplier linkages

Hakansson's work (1982 and 1989) demonstrates the possibility of supplier
interactivity outside of Japan. Other research shows the difficult of transplanting
Japanese supplier relations. See Fucini and Fucini 1990, Holden and Burgess 1994,
and Garrahan and Stewart 1992.
This is particular so where foreign RD&D locations dictate supply chains (Charles and
Howells 1992, Killing 1988 and Nester 1993). Curran and Blackburn (1994) make the
point that spatial contiguity does not necessarily create supplier linkages between
inward investors and indigenous companies.
Since Scottish Enterprise's (SE) supply chain strategy presumes the opportunity for
value-adding relational supply to inward investors, the findings of this research that
such supplier linkages do not exist, is of significant policy importance.
It may be that the annual c£25 million the four inward investors spend on local service
procurement follows a different model from their supply chains for commodities, parts
and sub-assemblies. Inward investing companies not included in this study are
known to trade with each other. Shin-et-su provides NEC with wafers, NEC provides
Motorola with chips: these relationships have not featured in this research.
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The indigenous company sample consists of six currently trading with inward
investors and five not doing so, but with the capability, capacity and desires to

so trade.

Some of the indigenous companies trade with transnational companies

located outwith of West Lothian, or outside of the microelectronics industry

(see diagram 11.8). There appears to be an inverse correlation between

trading with inward investors and becoming a lean producer.

MGK
BCF Technology
Scotforms Stationery
Trivet Sheet Metal

Computer Investments
Glossbrook Engineering
Dacoll
Deans Engineering
Diagnostic Instruments
Hunting Park Engineering
Wilson Byard

Trading with Trading with Classified
WL inward non-WL as lean
investors lean producers producer

NO NO NO
NO YES NO

YES NO NO

YES YES NO
YES YES NO
YES YES NO
YES YES YES

■ Yfes.T'.p'-x; YES YES
NO YES YES
NO YES YES
NO YES YES

Figure 11.8: Indigenous company trading links and
designation as lean producers

The six indigenous companies not classified as lean producers trade with at

least one of the inward investors. This is explained by the indigenous

companies classified as lean producers being larger than the other six, having

higher absorptive capacity and that those not trading with West Lothian inward

investing lean producers trade with inward investor companies outside of West
Lothian. Curran and Blackburn (1994) find that proximity to, and trade with
inward investors does not necessarily correlate to adoption of lean production

techniques.31 This research supports their findings referring to proximity.

See also Danson (1996).
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However, five lean producing indigenous companies do trade with (less

proximate) inward investors.

Figure 11.9 sets out five conditions for knowledge-bearing relational supply,
and in the right hand column indicates how the eleven indigenous companies
in this research benchmark against these criteria.

CONDITIONS FOR SUPPLY CHAIN TO ACT AS
CONDUIT FOR LEAN PRODUCTION DIFFUSION

Knowledge Chain Conditions Comments from research data

1 Trade over time with lean producer(s) Glossbrook and BCF have no trade with lean producers

2 Development of trust and inter-dependency MGK, Trivet, CI lack capability and capacity

3 User's product allows knowledge to be
pushed down supply chain

Jabil, NEC and Seagate push little knowledge downwards
Mitusbishi - an OEM - pushes knowledge down its
supply chain

4 Producer a learning organisation Scotforms is not a learning organisation

5 Sufficient value added in product to make
user and producer profitable

Dacoll, Deans, Dl, WB, HP add value but not mainly
in microelectronics supply chains

Figure 11.9: Conditions under which supply chains act as conduits of
knowledge stimulating diffusion and West Lothian indigenous companies

In the absence of trading links (or a knowledge partnership) with inward

investors, it is difficult for indigenous companies to learn from them by other
than general example. Even where inter-trading occurs, non-market

governance takes time to build, and even longer to result in knowledge flows
(Holden and Burgess 1994). In addition, types of technology and types of

knowledge sources create variations in the modalities of knowledge flows.

Only Dacoll and Diagnostic Instruments of the indigenous companies

(software developers) receive significant knowledge flow up microelectronics

supply chains. Only Wilson Byard of the fifteen companies studied receives

knowledge flows from both customers and suppliers. Supply chains within
West Lothian between inward investors and indigenous companies are non¬

relational.
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The content of West Lothian manufacturing supply chains
Relational supply chains contain knowledge-flows since their governance

expects and facilitates continuous innovation.32 The knowledge flowing along

supply chains (their technical content), varies between products,

environments, technology employed and markets.

• The two Japanese companies and Wilson Byard and Diagnostic
Instruments have relational supplier links featuring upward knowledge
transmission. If the information transmission in Hunting Park's relations
with suppliers is included then five out of fifteen companies enjoy non-
market supplier relations.

• The Japanese inward investors have deeper knowledge bearing relations
up and down their supply chains than the US companies, though for each
set of companies both sets of governances exist in each company to a
degree.

• Each company stresses the contingent nature of supplier relations, the
essential driver being their product and its customers. For example, and
counter-intuitively, the Japanese inward investors hold more stock and
work-in-progress (WIP) than the two US companies.33

There is no evidence from West Lothian of the ideal type lean production

supply chain, featuring spatially proximity and tiering. Where inward investor's

supply chains are interactive in knowledge flows, it is not with indigenous

companies but with second round local inward investors or foreign suppliers.
The shape of this interactivity is designed-in with RD&D.34

Given the shortness of inward investor's product life cycles, it is not normally

possible to switch to local suppliers after product launch. Mitsubishi, for

example, are tied to partners in Malaysia who develop product parts and Jabil
to customer-specified component suppliers. Though NEC, Mitsubishi and

These are the value and social dimensions of supply chains discussed in Chapter 5,
see also the evidence in section 8.6.
In each case because of uncertainty of foreign supply.
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Seagate enjoy localised procurement decision making, in effect decisions on

value-adding supply sources occur at RD&D stage, favouring proven, long-
term suppliers. Such supply chains are often knowledge conduits. However,
in the case of these inward investors' the beneficiary companies are mainly
outside of Europe.35

Lean producers expect knowledge flows along their supply chains. This is

represented in diagram 11.10 as a synthesis between a value chain, supply
chain and knowledge chain. Like Porter's (1985) value chain, the concept of a

knowledge-chain is illustrative rather than quantifiable. Using the structure of

supplier linkages (that is up and down the supply chain), the supply chain of
the lean producer transmits knowledge of technology at each stage.

FIRM INFRASTRUCTURE
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PROCUREMENT

INBOUND OPERATIONS OUTBOUND MARKETING SERVICE
LOGISTICS LOGISTICS & SALES

2nd level
Supplier

PORTER S VALUE CHAIN

>1 st level Assembler Channel EndSupplier S S S customer f
TIERED SUPPLY CHAIN

DIRECTION OF VALUE CHAIN

DIRECTION OF KNOWLEDGE CHAIN

Diagram 11.10: Value, knowledge and supply chains

The twenty- percent of the total annual £115.5 million procurement budget of these
companies spent locally is in the main on consumables and services. Little goes on
value-adding inputs sourced from indigenous manufacturers.
Each of the inward investors continually reviews supplier links, (expecting continuous
improvements typically of 5% annually). Cost-downs may take forms other than price
reductions, (improved delivery arrangements, increased functionality or improved
quality).
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Diagram 11.11 represents such knowledge flows in equal amounts at each
tier. The amount of knowledge flowing at each stage is represented by the
distance from the vertical axis in figures 11.11, 11.12 and 11.13.

Amount of knowledge
transferred or generated

Variable
direction of

knowledge
flow

depending
on nature

of product

From
OEM to

product
supplier

From

product
supplier

CEM

From

product
supplier

to 1st tier

From 1st
tier to

product
supplier

Knowledge flow down supply chain

From 1st
to 2nd
tier

From 2nd
to 1st
tier

2nd tier & component

2nd tier & compoent
<4

Knowledge flow up supply chain

Variable distribution of knowledge in supply chain dependent
on product, processes, sytems and structures

Diagram 11.11: 'Ideal type' tiered knowledge chain

Diagram 11.12 illustrates a semiconductor manufacturer's knowledge-chain,

showing that commodity suppliers transmit little knowledge. Moving down the

supply chain the semiconductor manufacturer generates and contains most of
the product knowledge within its organisation and that of its immediate (for

example the wafer) supplier.

Little knowledge pushes further down the supply-chain. Similarly, moving up

the knowledge chain, little knowledge (and no proprietary knowledge) is

generated outside the semiconductor company and its immediate suppliers.
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A SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURER KNOWLEDGE-CHAIN

Flow of knowledge down supply chain
W

Semi-conductor
manufacturer

" : I

1st tier l

suppliers
I

1

Semi-conductor 1st tier

manufacturer suppliers » A
2nd tier, components

I I and consumables
Flow of knowlege up supply chain

Diagram 11.12: Knowledge chain of semiconductor manufacturer

This picture contrasts sharply with an OEM knowledge chain which diagram
11.13 illustrates to contain knowledge flowing up from suppliers.

Several conclusions may be drawn from this notion of a 'knowledge-chain.'

NEC, at 'ramp-up' stage, is multiple-sourcing: its knowledge chain is immature
- potentially new suppliers may gain approved contractor status and orders.

Mitsubishi, however, at product maturity is 'leaning' its knowledge chain (in
effect contracting out sub-assemblies to streamline their operation). It may be
that if Jabil realise their vision of themselves as a 'first- tier' supplier to OEMs,
such maturity stage sub-assembly can be brought into West Lothian

companies. Facilitating the development of first-tier supplier may thereby align
more local companies with inward investor's supply chains.

Just as markets for consumer goods are globalising, so too are markets for
intermediate manufactured goods. The content of an OEM (Mitsubishi) and

semiconductor company contrast sharply. Procurement at Seagate and NEC
is mainly of raw materials. Mitsubishi, however, buys components and corner-

engineered assemblies. Public policy has supported a filling of semiconductor
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value-chain gaps by new inward investors. OEM inward investors potentially
source more value-added items locally, and thus potentially offer greater

knowledge flows for indigenous companies than do non-OEMs.36 Only Jabil
and Mitsubishi express an interest in creating a local supplies base -

Mitsubishi is an OEM, and Jabil services OEMs.

Flow of knowledge down supply chain

Significant
knowledge
flow from
customers

OEM adds
some

knowledge
OEM Suppliers receive some

knowledge

Customers
add

SMEs add Suppliers add some knowledge
knowledge

knowledge
'

A
Flow of knowledge up supply chain

Diagram 11.13: Knowledge chain of OEM

After initial transfer, the major knowledge flow of inward investors remains
their home base. Even customer opinions are mediated via headquarters.
Within component supply chains two-way knowledge flows exist with long

established, foreign-based suppliers.37 Jabil aspires to promote the growth of
local relational suppliers (with one success at 1998). The two Japanese
inward investors enjoy relational governance in their supply chains; the two US

OEMs are, however, more sensitive to exchange rate variations both for product
prices and supply costs, and therefore for the export of capital from their home base,
since their margins are tighter.
The exception to this are the few local companies which Mitsubishi and Seagate
mention: Livingston Precision, EPS Moulders Fir-tronics; and C-Select, Thermal
Engineering, and Deans. NEC buys wafers from Shin-et-su (a Livingston company).
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companies have market governance. Few of the value-adding local suppliers
of the inward investor companies are governed by long-term inter¬

relationships.

The supply chains of the indigenous companies contrast sharply with those of
the inward investors. Five learn little from suppliers. Only two (Wilson Byard
and Diagnostic Instruments) actively seek knowledge from suppliers. Only
one (Wilson Byard) enjoys two-way knowledge flows. The others gain

knowledge from customers not suppliers. In the main indigenous companies

do not, and have no expectations of, knowledge-transferring supplier relations,
whilst the inward investors exploit such opportunities. Several of the

indigenous companies are re-inventing themselves as 'service' companies,

rather than manufacturers, hoping to become more appealing as suppliers to

inward investors.38

The shape of supply chains and technology diffusion
The notion of knowledge chains has been used here to explore the degree of

knowledge generation and transmission in supply chains and in particular, the

value-adding potentials in supply chains. The analysis suggests that positive

knowledge chains exist between two of the inward investors and foreign

suppliers, between five of the indigenous manufacturers and their suppliers
but not between the indigenous and inward investor lean producers in West
Lothian. These results are explicable by the locational rigidity of inward
investor RD&D abroad, the nature of their products and therefore supply chain
and the size and competency of indigenous manufacturers.

Inward investors supply chains are important in shaping the nature of lean

production technology transferring into West Lothian - but how diffused is

38 However, Shennan (1997) highlights the difficulties small indigenous manufacturers
find in 'leaping' from a local to the global supplier status preferred by TNEs.
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interactive supply within West Lothian, and what effect do foreign-based value-

adding supply links have on the diffusion of lean production within West
Lothian?

The above analysis indicates that the supply chains of inward investing lean

producers in West Lothian are not an 'invisible college' promoting and

facilitating the diffusion of lean production technology into the indigenous
sector. Three conclusions relating to the diffusion of lean production flow from
the above analysis.

• The lean producing inward investor's supply chains are not conduits for the
diffusion of lean production technology.

• In part, this arises because the indigenous companies they trade with lack
absorptive capacity.

• Those indigenous companies, which have adopted lean production
technology, trade least with West Lothian inward investors. Each would
wish to break into West Lothian microelectronics supply chains, each
appears to have the capability to act as learning organisations, but none
has the capacity to enter global supply markets.

The question then remains if 50% of indigenous manufacturing companies are

adopting/adapting lean production technology from where are they learning,

why and by what mechanisms (if not supply chains) is the technology

diffusing? The absence of local procurement by the inward investors in turn

constrains the ability of those indigenous companies, which may have the

capability to enter global supply markets of generating the experience and

capacity to do so. Supply chains in West Lothian are not, and show little
likelihood of becoming, conduits of lean production technology knowledge
between inward investors and indigenous manufacturers.
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11.3 NETWORKING AMONGST MANUFACTURERS IN
WEST LOTHIAN AND ITS CONSEQUENCES FOR THE
DIFFUSION OF LEAN PRODUCTION?

This section examines the sources of knowledge in the networks to which
these companies belong, and the governance of these networks. It begins by

analysing their capability as learning organisations.

The nature of commercial learning organisations in West Lothian
Industrial networks often have a purposive intent, included in governance

arrangements, to act as knowledge networks. Such goals presume that

participating organisations have learning organisation capabilities. Chapter 4

conceptualises these capabilities in terms of a socio-cognitive version of

autopoietic theory,39 the relationship of science to technology and Fleck's

taxonomy of the nature of knowledge and its types and sources.

This research suggests that limited edition lean producers are incremental

learning organisations. They externally source product knowledge, which
restricts to process innovation their gain from value engineering systems.40

Autopoietic organisation entails a drive to learn and preparedness to change. Nonaka
and Takeuchi (1995), focus upon the mechanics of learning organisations, criticising
core competency and behavioural theories. Their work has been re-interpreted in this
thesis to highlight the socialisation, cumulation, transfer and generation of knowledge
of product or process technology.
Walsh et al. (1992:92) suggests that British firms have a successful history of
incremental product improvements. Imai (1986:26) argues that incremental learning
distinguished Japanese from western firms; the latter he suggests search for
discontinuous or radical innovations. Note that the incremental learning organisation
is quite different from Freeman's (1982:179) imitative or dependent strategy firms.
Freeman defines these firms in relation to technological advances and industrial
structures. The incremental learning organisation, however, is defined by the source
of its product and process innovation emphasising the 'pull' side of technological
change.
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• Only Seagate and Diagnostic Instruments use Freeman's professional
RD&D model.41

• Seven of the nine lean producers derive most of their new product
knowledge from external knowledge sources having little or no internal
RD&D capability. The capability they do have is to internalise knowledge
from corporate or network sources.

Whilst nine out of the fifteen firms surveyed employ six or more out of ten

techniques designed to continuously improve processes,42 the source of

knowledge about lean production technology is not knowledge networks
located within West Lothian.

In terms of this qualified definition of learning organisation capabilities,

diagram 11.14 shows that each of the inward investors and five indigenous

companies categorised as lean producers are learning organisations.43

Freeman (1982: Cpt. 6) makes the important point that in heavily resource-dependent
sectors such as chemicals and cars innovational efficiency is greater amongst large
firms. However, for knowledge-based ICT products SMEs (with a lower capacity of
RD&D) are highly innovative. His conclusion is supported by Flamm, 1988 and
Christensen, 1998.
Interestingly, four of the non-adopters (MGK, Trivet, BCF and CI) have frequent
contacts with West Lothian inward investors but are perhaps of too small a size to
adopt some of the technical characteristics of lean producers. These results
corroborate the research of Gibbs and Edwards (1985) and White et al. (1988) who
find little evidence of learning from inward investing companies if relationships are
constrained to those of spot contracting. Experience at Nissan (Garrahan and
Stewart, 1992) bears out this finding.
Each of the six companies not categorised as learning organisations have the range
of learning disabilities identified by Senge (1990:13) as metanoia - blame culture,
functional fixity, and absence of strategic viewpoint. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995:5)
make the important point that learning organisations are offended by 'the average'
and often contain key people who want to strive for above average. See diagram 4.2.
Only Dacoll, Deans, HP and WB of the indigenous companies join the four inward
investors in facilitating knowledge socialisation - the more open management teams of
the fifteen companies surveyed. In a sense what this survey identifies is that,
teachers head the learning organisations; managers who seem always have time to
explain, and give middle management the same facility.
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Chart 11.14: Attributes of learning organisations
found in West Lothian manufacturing companies

(dark squares with 'X' show possession of attribute)

• The inward investors have successfully transferred product knowledge
from their corporation and adapted process knowledge.

• Only Seagate and Jabil and the five indigenous lean producers receive
direct customer feedback.

• NEC, Mitsubishi and five indigenous companies receive knowledge up
their supply chains.

® Only Seagate and Diagnostic Instruments generate new product
knowledge.44

• In all nine lean producers learning by doing is an important stimulus to
process innovation.45

Evidence from Seagate and Diagnostic Instruments supports Cox and Kriegbaum's
(1989) findings that RD&D involves high financial risk for smaller companies, who in
the main will have high value-added products. Chandler (1993:36) suggests that
pioneer companies sit uneasily alongside institutional researchers. Experience at
Diagnostic Instruments and Seagate seem to support Chandler's point (sections
11.7.5 and 12.4.10). The characteristics which Kay identifies in RD&D firms are
apparent in Diagnostic Instruments and Seagate who perform RD&D but not in the
other seven lean producers who do not, thus supporting Kay's view. These
characteristics are running with non-specific slack, time lags to commercialisation,
technical and commercial uncertainty and relatively high fixed costs. Mansfield (1985)
and Freeman (1982) suggest that such characteristics may encourage firms with a
choice to be imitative rather than developmental.
At Seagate and Diagnostic Instruments learning-by-doing arises from the use of wide
value engineering techniques. For the other seven lean producers it occurs in
continuous improvement programmes.
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• Learning before doing, which enables speedy ramp-up is important to
each of the lean producers.46

• There is little evidence of exchanging labour or of knowledge alliances
between SMEs and large companies.47

• Mechanisms reinforcing good and eradicating bad practices (Douglas,
1987) vary in the degree of formality. These are more visible in the larger
companies.48

In the absence of internal knowledge generation, the incremental learning

organisation internalises knowledge from customers. These customers, who

expect cost-downs, improved quality and enhanced functionality, are

unconcerned about the size of the providing company (so long as supplies

and after-care are secure). The incremental learning organisation is
avaricious for new knowledge and has the absorptive capacity to internalise

knowledge from customers. The outcomes of the deployment of knowledge
of technological are more important to the incremental learning organisation
than the type of knowledge employed (embedded, proprietary or tacit). These
differentiations are in the eyes of the customer rather than the producer. In

summary the incremental learning organisation may not employ professional

RD&D, but is process and product innovative, and customer-focused
whatever its size.

Evidence from the indigenous companies and Seagate supports Badaracco's
(1991:128) view that generation of embedded knowledge using knowledge alliances
requires careful management and risk assessment. These risks may be reduced for
NEC, Jabil and Mitsubishi, since their important alliances with other companies are at
a corporate rather than plant level.
Only Hunting Park and Dacoll participate in such exchanges. Castells and Hall (1994)
suggest such exchanges typify technopole development. Sole and Vails (1991) and
Killing (1988) suggest that knowledge networking is confined within sets of companies
by size - only exceptionally are large companies found to be knowledge networking
with smaller companies.
Dacoll, HP and WB which are strongest of the indigenous companies in knowledge
cumulation are distinguished by having collective management teams with the time
and capability to regularly muse over problems and learn lessons: in short to manage
autopoietic systems. In the other eight indigenous companies, this does not occur
whereas Seagate and these three indigenous companies speak about evolving
knowledge cycles.
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My research finds that the source and modalities of processing knowledge
are different for the SMEs than the inward investors. Chapter 4 has argued
that for many networked SMEs knowledge management and learning do not

fit Nonaka and Takeuchi's (1995) theory of learning processes driven by
codification. Learning in the five SMEs categorised as learning organisations
is driven more by the processes of transfer, socialisation, cumulation and (in

part) generation. New knowledge is internalised as a result of networking.
The rapid use of this knowledge by means of transfer, socialisation and
cumulation rather than its codification gives these SMEs competivity. An

important conclusion of this research, detailed in Kinder and Molina (2001), is

that incremental learning organisations operate with these modalities of

learning rather than those indicated by Nonaka and Takeuchi. The latter's

taxonomy of learning remains applicable to knowledge-generative (often

larger) companies, which form the centre of the knowledge networks in which

SMEs, such as those studied here, participate.

Other practices associated with learning and knowledge management

illustrate the nature of incremental learning organisations:

• Learning organisations are guided by managers acting as teachers by
helping to filter and disseminate knowledge by reflecting and amplifying
worthwhile learning, and socialising this learning via receptive structures.49

• The networked incremental learning organisation integrates functional
disciplines - action learning is inseparable from effective networking.50

• The incremental learning organisation does not have dedicated
researchers: it is sufficiently profitable (or desperate) to provide slack in
resources to test out ideas.51

Daily management gatherings of Hunting Park are an example of such reflexivity and
the participativeness required of leadership.
Dacoll use re-definition of customer problems identified by site engineers to re¬
package their product offering. (See Revans 1983:11 on action learning and Rogers,
1957, 1967, and 1977 on experiential learning). Dean's preparedness to experiment
on producing the video head for Mitsubishi is also an example of active, incremental
learning. As Garratt (1983:26) points out, in a customer-focused changing
environment the business aim is to survive by learning to take the correct risks at a
faster rate than the pace at which customers change.
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• 'Applicable knowledge' is narrowly defined in terms of short-term worth for
commercial gain.52

• Driven by what Quinn (1988:62) call a 'purposive frame' of improvement
the incremental learning organisation is continually innovative.53

• The incremental learning organisation is sufficiently self-confident that it
rapidly restructures itself to deliver the implementation of new knowledge
of technology.54

Undoubtedly the scale and point in product life cycle affect the mannerisms of

incremental learning organisations. However, their overriding characteristics
remain a drive to seek and deploy learning from network connections via the

transfer, socialisation, cumulation (and to a lesser extent) generation of

knowledge.

Knowledge networking within West Lothian
The indigenous companies and inward investors participate in separate

networks, neither of which - within West Lothian - is a knowledge network.

Separate indigenous and inward investor networks
The analysis of inter-organisational governance of lean producers within West
Lothian in Chapters 6 and 9 identifies two separate networks. The Scottish

Electronics Forum (SEF) umbrella acts as an information and advocacy

network for inward investors, and separately and at times conflictually, the

Wilson Byard provided such slack to build the Portuguese Bridge risking the entire
company (see pg. 345 Appendix 2).
Jabil are strong at integrating between functional specialisms and socialising relevant
knowledge. Alternatively MGK are rigid in functional specialisation and have little
common reference on what constitutes knowledge, (see section 8.4).
NEC who regard an 'average' achiever as a minimum demonstrate this point. Trivet
however is satisfied with a steady stream of orders and is unlikely to use the
knowledge they regularly gain from customers to offer a rounded and more
competitive service. An 'intellectual passion' to know and improve (Polanyi,
1958:158) drives incremental learning organisations, supporting what Petroski
(1996:15) calls 'technological critics.'
Mitsubishi is an example in taking a re-engineered product from Kyoto into production
within three months, changing every employee's role and function. BCF, alternatively,
refused to form a knowledge alliance with nearby firms in a similar business precisely
because it would result in 'double-loop' learning.
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Chamber of Commerce is the advocacy network for the indigenous
manufacturers.

Figure 11.15 maps these networks, showing them as separated (apart from
Dacoll and Deans). Whilst each advocacy network results in information and

knowledge flows to participating firms. Their sources of technological

knowledge flows are shown in the mapping to be company-specific.55 Each of

the inward investors has knowledge linkages outside of local networks - the

governance body of which, are at corporate level.56 The four indigenous

companies in black boxes enjoy little knowledge networking; those in darker
boxes enjoy a variety of arrangements. Hunting Park, Wilson Byard,
Scotforms and BCF are furthest away from the SEF network. They enjoy no

knowledge networking with the inward investors in West Lothian and apart

from Wilson Byard ally themselves in knowledge networking with their own

customers. Deans, Dacoll and Dl are closest to the SEF network since each

attempts to collaborate with inward investors. In the case of Deans, an

overlapping circle with Mitsubishi represents this. Dacoll too overlap with the

Industrial networks need mapping in a clear domain to become useful units of analysis
(see Biemans 1992:140 and Kapferer 1993).
See Nohira and Ghoshal 1997:32. At this corporate level, these networks may involve
knowledge alliances with other large companies. These corporations disperse levels
of RD&D, information flow, and slack for RD&D work (with the exception of Seagate)
to plants other than those in West Lothian - in NEC's case to their RD&D facility at
Sagamihara.
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inward investor's network. Dl overlaps with inward investors other than the

four shown and with a university.

There is no evidence of spatially confined knowledge networking in West

Lothian, nor of value-added partnering between inward investors and

indigenous manufacturing lean producers.

West Lothian has no city acting as 'innovative space' (Castells 1994:234).
Nor is it constituted of players sharing what Laffitte (1989) calls a 'go-for-it'
culture or Perrin (1998) an 'innovative milieu.' Livingston, in particular,

occupies new economic and social space (Ratti, 1991). Yet, there is

sufficient institutional thickness (Storper, 1987) to promote a 50 per-cent

diffusion rate of lean production technology. This institutional thickness takes
the form of labour markets, training facilities, property and capital provision,
cultural traits, information flows, accepted HR-norms and an emerging shared
vision of a modern industrial collective.57

Massey (1992) argues that contiguity is an inadequate condition for an

innovative milieu - the evidence from Livingston supports her conclusion.
There is no evidence within West Lothian of a spatially confined knowledge
network between either the inward investors or indigenous sets of companies,
nor of significant knowledge partnering between inward investors and

indigenous companies, or of either with HE institutions. Knowledge

networking is not a motor for the diffusion of lean production technology in
West Lothian.
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Links with higher education and technology diffusion
Universities generate/cumulate (research) and socialise/transfer (teach)

knowledge, whereas commercial organisations manage knowledge to gain
commercial return. Do cross-institutional linkages help explain the diffusion of
lean production technology?

All fifteen of these companies employ graduates of Scottish universities and it
is likely that these graduates carry knowledge of modern technology.

However, the evidence of this research is of poor knowledge links between
these companies and universities.58 Though two of the indigenous

companies have connections with universities only in the case of Diagnostic
Instruments did this result in product innovation (with an English university).59
Apart from knowledge carried into companies by graduates there is little
contribution to the diffusion of lean production technology occurring by direct
contact between indigenous companies and Scottish universities.60 It may be
that Project Alba stimulates joint company-university research in future. The
Connect programme, acceptance of entrepreneurial academics, and

technologies directly connecting scientific research to commercialisation are

signs that this institutional separation is reducing.61 Little evidence exists of

higher education stimulating lean production diffusion in West Lothian.

New economic space is consciously self-selected (Pendinelli, 1989), and establishes
for itself relationships with wider institutional networks (Fagan, 1994), without historic
'functional deficits' which may be cumulated in 'old' economic space.
In section 6.5.10, for example, NEC indicate that they use of silicon testing services
but no knowledge partnering - there is no knowledge partnering between any of the
inward investors and any Scottish university. (None of the managers in the
indigenous companies studied was a graduate from a university management school).
See section 11.5.8.
This conclusion supports those of Charles and Howells (1992:10). They suggest that
Europe as a whole compares unfavourably with similar linkages in the US and Japan,
and Flamm's (1988) study of the development of the PC in the US in which university-
industry links were important. In Sweden RD&D public spending has diverted from
defence and subsidies to companies into public-private partnered basic research
(Marklund 1994:204).
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Council and SE programmes

West Lothian Council actively engages in economic development. Through
its Business Centre, it provides a range of services to firms, hosts regular
business conferences, provides accommodation to the Chamber of

Commerce, runs programmes for industry-school links and management

training seminars and promotes e-business.62 Its general business

networking activities include drawing together a constituency of interests to

construct an economic development strategy, providing venture capital, and a

management training programme. These activities may influence future
diffusion.63 However, the Council is not a powerful conduit for the diffusion of

lean production technology.

SE aims to improve the indigenous supply base to inward investors in

Scotland by a range of measures.64 As elsewhere in Britain (see Cooke's,

1995 study of supplier relations in Wales, Heines, 1992 and Gibb 1990), top-

down supplier initiatives have not replicated the networking found in Baden-

Wurttemberg, Catalonia, Lombardy Rhone-Alpes and Tel Aviv (Castells,

See Faulkner and Senker 1996.
See Kinder T, 1999, The information technology Infrastructure and environment for
the diffusion of e-business amongst SMEs in West Lothian. Scotland, TechMaPP
Working Paper for EU Information Society BuKs Project, University of Edinburgh and
BuKs, Building a Knowledge-Based SME Cluster in West Lothian, BuKs Report,
TechMaPP, University of Edinburgh.
The Council's management training programme has catalysed a number of small local
business networks including a HR group led by Russell Athletic, and a procurement
group led by Ethicon.
These are information (a call point and web site detailing potential orders and
suppliers); company growth officers who visit companies exploring growth strategies,
and identifying potential partnerships; and inward investor specific initiatives
concentrating on OEMs. Mitsubishi in West Lothian has participated in this
programme, as have IBM Greenock and NCR in Dundee. In 1987, SE helped found
JIT-clubs. Padley (1987) found these initiatives generalised 'internal' JIT (vendor
rating, single sourcing) rather than supplier knowledge interactivity. Macbeth
(1992:21) suggests that the impact of supplier initiatives becomes weaker down the
chain, and that only two out of seven cases studied resulted in 'internal' JIT positive
results.
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1997a:37).65 My research finds no successful example of this SE programme.

Council and SE encouragement of supplier networking has had little effect

upon lean production technology diffusion.

Knowledge networking by West Lothian firms
The distribution of value-creating capacity and technology diffusion
The nearer lean producers are to customers the less value they add (in terms

of value chain analysis) - they process value rather than create new value.66
Four of the indigenous companies are value adding and seven value

processing. Of the inward investors, Mitsubishi (an OEM) and Jabil (a first

tier supplier) processes value. The two semiconductor manufacturers are

value-adding companies.67 Sustainable value processing requires high

volume, low margin operation,68 which is why actual value flows alter for

OEMs as their product life cycles mature. Points of value adding coincide
with points of knowledge contribution unless governance arrangements

Israel, for example, has 300 high-tech start-ups per year, many situated around Tel
Aviv; these are often are linked to US inward investor supply chains. The Office of the
Chief Scientist offers $280,000 grants to 200 such companies each year.
See also section 7.4.5. Such arrangements are unlikely to persist for more
knowledge-based companies which adopt a network-organisation format. In such
cases, the value chain concept may be replaced by value-networks in which value (as
a result of knowledge) is added at each point in the network. See Vanhaverbeke,
1999. The actors (people, firms and institutions) associated with a sector such as
microelectronics are themselves a value network (Christensen 1998:32). Product
changes must align with autonomous technologies. Actor-networks shape the use
and form of a technology by iterative processes of problem-defining and paradigm
construction (Heimer, 1997).
The six non-lean producers tend to be value adding, taking in raw materials which
limits their ability to receive created value (or knowledge) up their supply chains.
Leaving aside Seagate (who are re-organising procurement) the eight remaining lean
producers each use some the tools expected of lean producers in supply chain
management (Nishiguchi, 1994:171): vendor rating, single sourcing, annual cost
downs, and (five companies) orbital stock holding. Alternatively, Mitsubishi's recent
re-engineering of processes, to prepare for the new digital VCR product, has brought
some machining work back in-house. At the same time some sub-assemblies are
being integrated or 'corner-engineered' to reduce assembly work. This example
illustrates that a model does not drive lean producers. Rather they pragmatically
reshape and adapt to stages in the product life cycle.
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unequally distribute power in the value chain. Thus, the market structure of

these firms, and their position within it are significant.

Market structures and value characteristics

These fifteen companies operate in oligopolistic product markets. However,

only the inward investors are in product markets characterised by collusive

oligopoly, which Porter (1990:384) regards as stimulating rapid technology
diffusion and product innovation.

Chapter 4 has outlined a number of value characteristics, which lean

producers, and its adopters display. Re-examining these characteristics (see

figure 11.16) helps explain how five of the indigenous companies have

adopted the technology and six have not.69

Growth Competitive Export-led Growth by Long-term
strategy strategy growth alliances growth cycle

(Section 3.1) (Section 3.2) (Section 3.3) (Section 3.4) (Section 3.5)

Glossbrook Engineering No No No No No
MGK Yes No No No No
Trivet Sheet Metal Yes No No No No
BCF Technology Yes Yes No No No

Computer Investments Yes Yes No No No
Scotforms Stationery Yes Yes No No No
Dacoll Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Deans Engineering Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Diagnostic Instruments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hunting Park Engineering Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wilson Byard Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Chart 11.16: The value characteristics of the indigenous companies

Such value processing firms are thus highly sensitive to market contraction of slow¬
down in rate of growth. This has been the experience of home-based Japanese lean
producers in the period 1992 to 1998.
Section 7.4.5 references data from the indigenous companies regarding their value
characteristics, this and references to value characteristics in Chapter 3 are combined
in Chart 11.8.
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Section 3.1 argues that lean producers have a strategy for growth.

Glossbrook, a non-adopter, has no such strategy preferring the comfort of a

lifestyle family business.70 MGK and Trivet have a growth strategy but lack
the other value characteristics outlined in Chapter 4, in particular the

competitive strategy of lean producers. The three other non-adopters

(Computer Investments, Scotforms and BCF) have a competitive strategy but
no export-led growth strategy (section 3.3), and are unprepared for alliances

(section 3.4) and operate on short time cycles (section 3.5). The five

indigenous companies adapting lean production (Dacoll, Deans, Diagnostic

Instruments, Hunting Park and Wilson Byard) have the value characteristics
of lean producers. It appears therefore that product market structure and
value characteristics are important in encouraging the diffusion of lean

production technology amongst indigenous manufacturers.

Network governance and technology diffusion

Chapter 10 charts an attempt to overcome misalignment between competing
networks and create a new knowledge-based technological constituency
around a common vision of the future using common governance

arrangements. Hirst (1994) refers to such governance arrangements as an

'associative confederation.' This is a predisposition towards new governance

arrangements by important actors seeking a renewal of West Lothian's habitus
and a shared technological vision. Complex and lengthy processes of
structural (economic and social) and cultural change are necessary to

successfully innovate such new governance arrangements.71

See Appendix Two, Glossbrook, pg. 251.
This research describes the emergence of a new knowledge-based constituency, but
is not able to predict what affect this constituency may have on lean production's
continued diffusion or the diffusion of knowledge-based production in future. Nor is it
the purpose of this research to construct a taxonomy of governance systems for the
(re)alignment of regionally-based technological systems. The following section
identifies elements likely to feature prominently in a taxonomy of governance.
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Rhodes (1996:253) differentiates governance from government as a 'more

complex, differentiated and diffuse system of control.' Governance suggests,

Caporaso (1996) argues, a fracturing and dispersal of power. (Such power is

delimited by the need for power brokers to reference of a wide constituency

(see Jachtenfuchs, 1995), constructing consensual (often pragmatic rather
than ideological) visions of change (see Armstrong and Bulmer, 1998).72 This
section examines the influence of existing patterns of governance upon the

diffusion of lean production into the indigenous manufacturing sector. It is
structured around four important characteristics of governance: risk,

participant goals, the nature of technologies and social structures.

Risk, governance and lean production diffusion
Part of Beck's (1992) social criticism of risk-taking is that those deciding
which risks to take are unlikely to bear the consequences of failure.

Innovating any technology involves commercial (social) and technical risks.
At various levels of decision making, different risks, were taken as the lean

production constituency and its participants as it evolved. For example in
1982 the constituency took the risk that the EU regulatory regime, in
combination with Scottish Office subsidy, would attract inward investors.73
The risk here related to the retention of these firms. Also, in the absence of

spill-over mechanisms for the technology such as value-adding supply

linkages, the constituency risked non-adoption of lean production technology
and ensuing performance gaps between the indigenous and foreign

manufacturing sectors.

See Marks, Hooghe and Blank (1996) who argue that fractured power creates in the
EU a dualistic control containing, at the same time, a loss of control. In addition, ul
Haq (1998) who argues that upward delegation of power to international authority
such as the UN or EU improves the transparency and accountability of governance
structures. Ul Haq's view, whilst endorsed in Giddens (1998) 'third-way' does not
meet with universal agreement as the 1999 protesters at the WTO convention testify.
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At a firm level, some 50% of indigenous manufacturers, (five from the

qualitative sample of eleven, some 31 of the 84 companies responding to the

quantitative survey), have taken the risk of adopting lean production

technology - risks likely to have been heightened by the absence of local

mentoring as a result of inter-trading. Dl serves as an example of this. The

personal consequences of a product innovation failure for managers bound

by personal guarantees to banks, is greater than that taken by managers of

plants financially supported by large corporations. Profitability is problematic
as a governance success criterion. A contrast between Deans Engineering
and Mitsubishi over the VCR player heads is instructive. For Mitsubishi

profitability is conceived as deriving high-volume and low-margin market
sectors (to get a return on capital employed), over a long-term. Deans face a

short-term 'dash-for-cash' to recoup investment in a new product line over the
short term, which they derive from low volume, high margins. These criteria
would alter if, for example, Deans became a supplier to the global VCR

industry. Profitability as a governance success criterion is a dynamic

category.

An innovative sociotechnical constituency must take risks in order to progress.

In terms of diffusing lean production technology into and within West Lothian,

governance systems appear to have lowered the exposure of the inward
investors whilst leaving unaffected the risk of adoption by indigenous

companies.

Stakeholder participation/goals, governance and lean production diffusion

Chapter 10 argues that in at least one important sense the vision and structure

of the lean production constituency disabled diffusion of the technology.
Governance brokers, as Cooke (1995:49) illustrates, may decide to exclude

See Majone (1994:78) on the evolving EU regulatory regime as a system of
governance, and Wilks (1996) for an alternative view.
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themselves from initiatives to alter the technological base of an area. In the
case of West Lothian, significant stakeholders (the population, local authorities
and indigenous companies) were excluded from the lean production

constituency governance mechanisms, and from participating in its goal
formulation.74 From the viewpoint of a constituency leadership driven by a

vision of value-creating rather than value-distributive local state actions, such
exclusion is understandable. However, since the success of the constituency

depended in some measure upon changes in the prevailing habitus, this
absence of a shared vision is a constraint. The lack of knowledge-flows with

local universities is an example of this constraint. Perhaps most importantly,
the absence of a shared vision with all stakeholders is shown in the difficulty

currently experience by the emerging knowledge-based production

constituency to use spatial contiguity as a stepping stone in its vision of an

innovative milieu. These difficulties arise not because the stakeholders reject

this latest vision, rather because important elements (such as parts of the

education service and some job seekers) do not expect to be active

participants in the processes of technological realignment. Such players fail
to see participation by themselves as necessary to create a knowledge-based

constituency. The diffusion of lean production technology was not helped by
the exclusion from the innovating constituency of key stakeholders, and a lack
of ownership of the vision of the technological future by some of the latter

group.

The nature of technology, governance and lean production diffusion
In its early period the lean production constituency focused upon the transfer
of the technology into West Lothian, rather than its diffusion within the area to

indigenous companies. Lean production in the early and mid-1980s was a

Stakeholder is used here in the relational sense proposed by Archer (1995) rather
than Freeman's (1984:25) perspective of 'responsive' actors (legitimacy theory) or the
narrower (agency theory) interpretation of Hill and Jones (1992).
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mature technology, capable of being transferred using vertically targeted

programmes (Andersen and Teubal's 1999, terms) designed - for speed of

technology transfer - to minimise use of horizontal programmes. The lean

production constituency was concerned to collaborate with existing supply
bases abroad. This satisfied the constituency builder's aim of rapid

employment creation. However, a later round of knowledge-based inward

investors, the indigenous companies and the local authority (from the mid-

1990s) began to construct a knowledge-based constituency. This has resulted
in a new inclusive governance body. The goals of this new body are

horizontal programmes.

• The retention of lean producers against competition from similar
constituencies in developing economies,

• A diversity of employment opportunities including retail and leisure
activities,

• A milieu supporting the attraction, start-up and retention of knowledge-
based innovative SMEs in areas of emerging technology using (Fleck's
term) systemic rather than configurational technologies.

Technological diffusion was viewed as unnecessary by the lean production

constituency; it is at the centre of the knowledge-based constituency's vision

and governance arrangements.

Social structures, governance and lean production diffusion
Governance arrangements of a general-purpose technology operate within a

set of social structures some of which support the success of the technology,
and others that the technological constituency changes (by intent or

otherwise). West Lothian's supply-side exoskeleton (Streeck 1992:26) suited

the transfer, though not diffusion of lean production. Examples of changes in
social structures are found in West Lothian labour markets, which are now

characterised by intermediacy, internal labour markets, higher levels of

training and re-shaped gendering. These changes in social structures provide
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a general example benefiting indigenous companies and may assist the
diffusion of lean production technology. Changes in social structures appear

to have facilitated the diffusion of lean production, since indigenous

companies benefit from changes brought about by the size and influence of
inward investors.75

In summary, half of the indigenous sample has the absorptive capacity to act

as learning organisations and assimilate lean production technology. Where

adopters have learned from inter-trading, this has been with major companies
located outside of West Lothian. Those indigenous companies trading with

West Lothian inward investors lack the absorptive capacity or desire to adopt

lean production techniques. Separated networks of inward investors and

indigenous companies have constrained diffusion. A further constraint has
been the decision of both networks to act in an advocacy and information role,

rather than as knowledge networks. There is no evidence of spatially

proximate stimulus from oligopolistically competitive markets and clustering of

discerning customers. Important governance arrangements have altered to

suit the lean producers. The changes that have also made it easier for

indigenous companies to adopt the technology. Industrial and knowledge

networking has assisted lean production diffusion processes but not to the
extent possible had a single knowledge network existed, with diffusion of the

technology as a clear goal.

11.4 HOW SUITABLE FOR THE DIFFUSION OF LEAN
PRODUCTION ARE THE INSTITUTIONAL
ARRANGEMENTS PREVAILING IN WEST LOTHIAN?

Institutional arrangements, the broad social structures that shape economic

activity and the deployment of technology, can be an important stimulus to

Material from this section appears in Kinder T and Molina A (1999) and in Kinder T
and Lancaster N (2000).
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innovation and diffusion. Chapter 6 has argued that the national systems of
innovation (NSI) approach is best not used simply to compare social
structures. It was argued that the NSI framework needs to be grounded in the

prevailing habitus of the area/sector being analysed and used in a way which
moves easily between levels of analytical aggregation and layers of policy
formulation.

The answer to research question four involves comparing institutional

arrangements pertaining in West Lothian and those in (dynamic) global
markets. It also means locating the processes of technology diffusion within

evolving institutional arrangements - the various policy and structural levels
which affect West Lothian. This section locates West Lothian within this

evolving globalisation process. It identifies institutional arrangements affecting
the area, and influencing the shape and pace of technology transfer into and
within it. NSIs being dynamic and multi-layered, this section then explores the

development of a pan-European and Scottish NSI and their influence upon

technology diffusion in West Lothian. Finally, the section suggests an

approach to analysing the realignment of industrial clusters.

Dynamic global economic space

Chapter 6 referred to Boyer (1996) to position globalisation as an incomplete,

evolving process with a dynamic governance system distributing mobile
investment towards locations compliant with lean production's regime of
accumulation. These processes exclude those locations which are non-

compliant with the preferred mores and regulation of the global governance

structures. They act to re-negotiating the role of nation states and reinforce
the prevailing mode of regulation and consumption patterns.76 An important

Spatially, as Ohmae (1991) argues, it appears that the Yen, Dollar and Euro now form
the three major trading blocks. An alternative, more 'political' approach to the use of
Regulation is given in MacLeod (1999) and MacLeod (2000).
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feature of the spatial distribution of capital is the retention of knowledge-

generating activities within developed economies, which have institutional

arrangements capable of supporting R&D and are often clustered.77

Diagram 11.17 illustrates the dynamic nature of technology clustering. Over

time, the internal alignment of a cluster evolves both products and processes

to remain synchronised with changing regimes of accumulation and modes of

regulation.78

Changing Regimes of accumulation

Cluster
ALIGNMENT

Mode of regulation
SYNCHRONISATION

Future
Modes

Diagram 11.17: Dynamic cluster alignment

There is a 'differential inertness' Kogus (1993:81) argues, between NSI's

ability to respond to global changes in technology and markets. Each NSI

possesses different qualities, uses differentiated instruments, which enable or

disable alignment with global changes. Important amongst these instruments
are the availability of risk capital (Castells 1997a), the effectiveness of inter-
institutional working (Howells and Wood, 1993), the suitability of both supply
side arrangements (Streeck 1992) demand by discerning customers (Porter
1990) and social cohesiveness - in particular a shared technological vision

(Lundvall 1992). Castell's typology of NSIs (shown in diagram 11.18),

77

78

See Porter, 1990 and Castells and Hall, 1994.
It is analyses of such dynamism that the potential exists to synthesise elements of the
NSI approach with Regulation theory.
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characterises the Scottish NSI to be within economic space capable of

supporting a knowledge dependent category of lean production.

COUNTRIES OF WORLD BY NSI CATEGORY

NSIs capable of supporting some variety of lean production

(a) High value products using high informational labour
Parts of Japan, North America, W Europe, Pacific Rim, Australasia

(b) High volume products using low cost labour
Scotland
Parts of Japan, North America, W Europe, Pacific Rim, Australasia
Parts of China, E Europe, South and Latin America, India

NSIs not capable of supporting lean production

(c) Resource-based economies
Parts of China, E Europe, South and Latin America, India, Australasia
Parts of Africa, Middle East

(d) Redundant producers using devalued labour
Parts of China, E Europe, South and Latin America, India
Parts of Africa, Middle East

Af Moving \
I I up? J

Diagram 11.18: An application of Castell's typology of NSIs showing
how West Lothian might feature

Institutional factors found influential in West Lothian, differentiate category (b)
in figure 11.18, from category (a). These include the successful transfer of

(limited edition, knowledge dependent) lean production into West Lothian.79
From the viewpoint of foreign direct investors (FDIs), central Scotland appears

to be, in O'Malley's (1989) term, a gate-way economy into European markets,
with the institutional arrangements capable of supporting category (b).80 The
50% adoption rate by indigenous companies is not a significant factor in the

There remains a productivity and performance gap between the inward investors and
indigenous companies (Lazonick:1992).
Each of the TNEs interviewed report competition for future investment within their
corporation from emergent economies, some of which have become capable of
supporting limited edition lean production. This competition exists arises from the
desire of lean producers to minimise salary costs. Scotland cannot compete with
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location decision of foreign direct investors. From the viewpoint of the inward

investors, it is the ability of West Lothian to support initial transfer of lean

production, rather than its potential of moving into category (a) NSI which is
crucial.81

There are two implications of this analysis. Emerging economies, according to

Albert (1993), are now reproducing the characteristics that FDI found attractive
in West Lothian. This is the source of fragility in the lean production

technological regime in West Lothian. Since a lowering of wage costs is likely
to be socially unacceptable, the strategic objective in West Lothian is to move

up the international value chain to category (a) in figure 11.18.82 Secondly,
lean production enjoys a high diffusion rate amongst indigenous companies in
West Lothian.83 However, this is not the result of direct trading between the

adopters and indigenous firms. Rather, the same globalising forces inducing

lower waged areas of Britain (Wales, Lucky-Goldstar) still less parts of Eastern
Europe, Brazil and India.
A NSI is not simply the ability to generate knowledge. It is also the ability to distribute
and store knowledge: to be cumulative and integrative. In economists' terms (Foray,
1997) the NSI develops positive externalities. Klein (1988) suggests that some
knowledge systems are more 'open' than others - more capable of cumulative
learning. Openness is the codification of learning, and the transmission of tacit or
embedded knowledge at minimal transaction cost. It facilitates or constraints the
utilisation of technological knowledge capable of assisting economic growth and
competitivity. Competitiveness at a national aggregated level inextricably links to
technological advances in products and or processes. At the level of an individual
firm, competitiveness is judged by profitability, which may not arise from productivity,
rather from the operation of particular markets. Unlike Germany and Italy, no
structural arrangements exist in central Scotland charged with diffusing lean
production techniques, or systems of operation.
The difficulties in realigning an NSI should not be underestimated since they centre on
social realignment rather than technology transfer. Included in these issues are
quality of education and labour supply; rate of company start-up and expansion; and
links with higher education and technology commercialisation. In sum, the creation of
an innovative milieu capable of supporting companies whose growth curve relies upon
the successful exploitation of knowledge of technology rather than simply leanness of
its production processes.
Fordist manufacturing process took seventy years to reach West Lothian and then
was bounded in a small number of plants, principally British Leyland. Lean production
appears to be globally diffusing faster than Fordism (thirty years in the case of West
Lothian) and to be more widespread in its diffusion across the globe. The pattern of
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FDI (open and expanding markets) have stimulated firms in a small open

economy to adopt by general example those techniques necessary to remain

competitive. Is it possible that indigenous companies can successfully

compete in global markets for emerging technologies? Doing so requires
successful use of network organisational forms and creating new products

deploying emerging technologies.

Policy prescriptions and prognostication for the future of West Lothian's

technological regime cannot be made by reference only to this level of

analysis, policy analysis requires the un-peeling of further layers of analysis.

EU and Scottish NSIs and the diffusion of lean production
A pan-European NSI?
Scotland is one of 131 EU NUTS 2 designated regions - the EU being

important to West Lothian.84 How has, and will, an emergent pan-European
NSI influence the diffusion of technology in areas such as West Lothian?
There is clearly an intention with EU policy to encourage technology
diffusion.85 In recent years the EU has attempted greater focus of projects and

programmes and adopted an enabling role.86 However, each region, as

diffusion reflects the absence of resource-based locations for lean production as
opposed to Fordism.
Between 1988 and 1998 the EU has made £203 million in Regional Selective
Assistance (RSA) available to firms in West Lothian assisting £2,124 million industrial
investment and creating 17,910 jobs. These figures are taken from briefing notes
provided to the author when leading a delegation of local businesses in February
1999 seeking to persuade the Scottish Office to support a lobby of the EU
Commission to retain Objective 2 status for West Lothian.
Macro-economic horizontal measures include the single European Market (SEM),
Euro currency, emergent supra state, and relevance of the Europe of the Regions
(Brown 1993 and Armstrong and Bulmer 1998).
In part this is because the EU aims to differentiate from other trading blocs rather than
contrive uniformity within Europe. Research shows the importance of RSA and tariffs
as institutional arrangements. EU efforts from the late 1980s to counter growing
Japanese mercantilism and domination of member state's markets gave rise to a
number of initiatives including technological forecasting (FAST), ESPIRT, EUREKA
(the latter involving 1,600 firms and a $6.3 billion budget). Nester (1993) has criticised
these initiatives as 'top-down'.
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Carlsson (1995) points out, has particular sets of enabling institutions,

exploring deeply is likely to reveal contrasting strengths. The emergent

European NSI therefore lacks uniformity between EU regions.87 Simply put:

what works in West Lothian may not create desirable results in Stuttgart. The

emergent EU NSI is shaped by national governments, which remain influential
in relation to the EU, transnational companies and regional development
vehicles (Lundvall 1992).88 Brussels has overcome any potential

organisational conflict, Amin (1993:Ch.13) claims, by insisting that

technological development at a regional level is market-led. Put positively, as

Cecchini (1988) does, regional and national diversity can co-exist in an

emergent EU NSI driven by an increased pace of technology adaptation,
rather than by prescribing the form and direction such adaptation should take.

Andersen and Braendgaard (1992) in discussing the emergent European NSI,

argue that the issue is how deeply into business and public networks the

influence of the NSI can go. In West Lothian, it has already gone deep.

Significant resources support EU policies encouraging technology transfer and
diffusion. Its support is now sought by the knowledge-based production

constituency to implement the next stage of technological change.

From this analysis it appears that an emerging pan-European NSI has
reinforced (is the creature of?) the globalising forces outlined in the previous

section. However, specific programme aimed at empowering regional
economic development, and supporting by vertical programmes emergent

technologies may in future influence diffusion within regions to the same

extent that previous policy mechanisms have influenced diffusion into regions.

87 This point is often lost in the debate on British membership of the Euro zone. For all
members of the zone, loss of direct control over monetary policy, places further stress
upon regional and labour market policies should external shocks asymmetrically affect
EU nation states. These regional and labour market policy parameters are likely to
have long-term implications. They are still important in the US dollar zone 170 years
after it was established.
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An emerging distinctive Scottish NSI?
Twelve per-cent of Japanese FDI into the EU enters Scotland, which forms

only 1.4% of the EU population (McGregor et at. 1995), and double this
amount of FDI enters England with ten times the Scottish population (see

figure 11.19).
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Diagram 11.19: Inward Investment into Scotland, (LIS, 1998)

Is it the case that a distinctive Scottish NSI is emerging, and if so, what have
been (and will be) the implications of this for the diffusion of lean production

technology?

Barnes and Ledebur (1998:126) suggest that:

A great threat to good policy and governance is a refusal to
recognise that the political and economic world are not spatially
aligned...A government that thinks its boundaries circumscribe a
functioning economy and acts accordingly is in a position to do
much damage.

In Scotland a successful microelectronics-manufacturing cluster (centrally

featuring West Lothian but also including IBM in Greenock, NCR in Dundee,

Note the recent Luxembourg process on employment generation is delivered via
National Action Plans which is anticipated will filter into Local Action Plans.
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and firms in Glenrothes) exists.89 The existence of this cluster is due in part to

the distinctive structural arrangements of economic development agencies in
Scotland - Scottish Enterprise.90 Scottish institutional arrangements have
been more successful in attracting FDI than other regions of Britain.

In addition, unlike many areas of Britain, Scotland has the potential to move

from category (b) in figure 17 to category (a) - toward knowledge-based

production.91 Evidence for this conclusion includes:

• The available supply of graduate and technician quality labour,92 with
salary levels (particularly for OEMs) above those in elsewhere in Britain.93

• A broadly-based existing microelectronics cluster to build upon, currently
being joined by knowledge-based firms such as Cadence.

• Institutional arrangements supporting knowledge-based firms. These
include programmes encouraging university spinouts (e.g. CONNECT and
Line) and the availability of venture capital.

In summary, emerging EU and Scottish NSI have helped create and support

institutional arrangements in West Lothian securing important transfer of lean

production technology into the area. In both cases, promissory aspects of the

emergent NSIs are discernible, which may support the further diffusion of lean

production, and encourage knowledge-based clustering in the area. However,
it remains the case that in areas of emerging technologies Scotland's ability to

cluster high-growth firms is poor compared with areas of the key US clusters,

Tel-Aviv, Bangalore and Dublin.

This cluster does not have the concentration of defence-based firms found along the
M4, nor the HE linked companies around Cambridge.
See Cooke 1995: Ch. 3.
Areas of England are in a similar or more advanced position: Cambridge and parts of
the M4 corridor appear to have the characteristics of category (a), the latter being the
recipient of major defence RD&D overtime (see Alic 1992).
See Ewers 1989.
Two recent inward investors to Britain (LG Goldstar and Hyundai rejected West
Lothian as a located suggesting salary levels were too high. Interestingly Russell
Corporation continue to produce garments in West Lothian despite lower wages in the
Far East and Eastern Europe. Their stated reason is that actual productivity is higher
given the ability of labour in Scotland to operate sophisticated dyeing and cutting
technology.
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Sustainable clustering94
Clustering of industrial activity can create 'invisible colleges' of competencies
and capabilities, which stimulate innovation and encourage technology
diffusion. This research conceptualises clusters (see Chapter 6) as richer than
a spatially contiguous gathering of industrial activity, and emphasises four
dimensions of clusters: spatiality, networking, learning organisations and

interactivity. This approach argues that sustainable clustering requires a

breadth of inter-organisational relationships, and a depth of knowledge

networking.95

A map of electronics firms in central Scotland (diagrams 11.20 and 11.21)
shows that there is little local value-adding procurement, and that most of their

product is exported.

Figure 11.22 shows the Scottish electronics cluster as an information and

advocacy network. Indigenous manufacturers form a separate cohort of firms
- without value-adding linkages to the larger companies.

Depth of a cluster is the richness of technological knowledge generation and

interactivity. Breadth is the mass of social, economic and physical space

covered by the cluster. Depth relates to breadth since knowledge generation

requires alliances and networks. Diffusion of lean production creates, and is in
turn created by an enhancement of breadth and depth in the cluster.

See Kinder T and Molina A, 2000.
See the possible spectrum of clusters in diagram 4.17. In the last thirty years
Scotland has witnessed the de-clustering of many industries which lost
synchronisation, as the prevailing regime of accumulation altered (examples include,
vehicle manufacturing, foundries, printing, ship-building and coal mining).
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MAJOR FIRMS IN SCOTLAND'S MICRO-ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

Sector Firms Products Employees

Information IBM PCs 2,300
systems Sun Microsystems Workstations 400

Compaq PCs 1 ,100
Digital Chips to PCs 2,000
OKI Electric Matrix printers 500
AT&T AMTs 2,000
Apricot (Mitsubishi) PCs 500
Elonex PCs 300

Semiconductors NEC DRAM 2,300
Highes Microelectronics ICs 400
Motorola SRAM & DRAM 2,000
Fuji Electric Power transistors 300

Digital DRAM 500
National Semiconductor Logic ICs 1 ,100
Seagate Microelectronics Disc drive ICs 240

Original Phillips BSC Switching gear 250

equipment Motorola Mobile phones 2,000
Hewlett-Packard Telecommunications 1 ,100
Cubix Access tools 350
Mitsubishi VCR/microwaves 1 ,200

Diagram 11.20: Electronics manufacturing
FDI into Scotland, (SE, 1997)

Inputs and Outputs of Scottish Microelectronics
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Diagram 11.21: Scottish Electronics industry
inputs and outputs (SE, 1997)
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DEPTHS OF INTER-ORGANISATIONAL RELATIONS

Breadth of Relationships

Non value-adding supply linkages
W

(technology supply)
Indigenous

Value-added inter-trading company
(local procurement) cluster

Value-added (relational) inter-trading Depth of
(partnering) Relationships

\ Advocacy network (narrow linkages)
The (association, forum)

Scottish
electonics Knowledge partnering

cluster (local product development)

Knowledge networking (wider linkages)
X^ (joint design and development)

Breadth (quantity) X^
and Depth (quality) X^ Sustainable clustering
of Clustering ™ (joint RD&D) ▼

Diagram 11.22: Position of inward investor and indigenous
companies in the Scottish Electronics Cluster

The cluster lacks the 'positive externalities' and the interactivity, which results
from two-way knowledge flows. Some of the indigenous manufacturers have

partnering arrangements but not with the electronics cluster. In West Lothian
the indigenous companies have an advocacy network that is excluded from
involvement and management of the electronics cluster whose governance

includes the inward investors. Both networks lack purposive knowledge

generation and transmission - though many inward investors are part of intra¬

corporate or TNE networks generating technological knowledge.
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Lack of depth in the Scottish electronics cluster has important implications.96
This cluster is not a structural agency promoting the diffusion of technology
and technological knowledge. Nor is it a structure stimulating the generation

of new knowledge. The lack of depth increases the extent to which the

sustainability of the cluster is dependent upon exogenous decisions and

events such as TNE investment programmes. The dominant linkages of the
cluster are abroad, leaving the cluster without a clear vision of itself. Hence,

the trajectory for the cluster remains uncertain. The cluster is externally

synchronised but internal misaligned.

Synchronisation and realignment
The institutional arrangements facing firms in West Lothian have been

assistive towards the transfer of lean production into West Lothian but only

secondarily have supported its diffusion into the indigenous sector. A

proposed realignment of West Lothian's technological regime aims to retain
inward investor lean production presence, to further diffuse the technology into

the indigenous sector and introduce knowledge-based production capabilities
and diversity of non-manufacturing employment opportunities. Amin (1999)

argues that such realignment necessitates restructuring institutions and
cultural outlook, which can only be done with substantial central government

assistance. Kinder (2000c), using West Lothian as a case study, suggests

that Molina's sociotechnical diamond of alignment can be used as a policy¬

making tool in such an exercise. In particular each alignment in the diamond
is affected by the sources of knowledge, the modalities of knowledge use, its

type and governances. Defining knowledge-based production in terms of

No cluster contains all the elements needed for its success; rather each cluster has
relations with other clusters, networks and industrial sectors. Silicon Valley is an
example of this. It contains knowledge generating and product assembling
companies, but much of the sub-assembly work and component manufacturing occurs
outside the cluster (Castells and Hall 1994). West Lothian's electronics cluster
occupies transitional space in the global electronics industry.
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nuances and instrumentalities offers the prospect of envisioning processes of

knowledge flows in terms of particular technologies in situationally specific
circumstances.

However, placing public resources behind visions of change can challenge the

legitimacy of political structures (Cooke 1990:Ch. 2), an example of this is the

posed by the need for parental support and involvement if standards in

Scottish education are to rise to the challenges of knowledge-based

production.97 The role of HE in a dynamic NSI is to push back the frontiers of

knowledge. In addition to commercialise knowledge (often by spinouts, see

SE 1995), to jointly develop the application of knowledge, and (by teaching)

socialising knowledge (see Stankiewicz 1994, Faulkner and Senker, 1996 and
Smith 1997,). In these ways, HE can be an important influence upon industry
standards and protocols reducing 'lock-in' and enabling dynamic

synchronisation and internal alignment.

Re-positioning a NSI takes several decades, huge public investment in
infrastructure and technological knowledge, and large amounts of risk capital.
Such changes in Japan, Brazil and the Pacific Rim demonstrate the necessity
for a clearly constructed socio-technical constituency. This includes a vision,

purpose, resources, (that is alignment) synchronised to a changing regime of
accumulation and mode of regulation. It remains to be seen whether a

consciously accepted 'vision' of a knowledge generative NSI can be

democratically developed and accepted in Scotland. This complex process of

're-inventing' the identity of Scotland as an economy will take time and involve

a great deal of discourse. Castells (1997a) suggests that re-constructing a

collective identity entails forging a shared 'vision' of the future - a legitimising

" Only 57% of 19 year olds in Scotland achieve the Government targets of five levels 1
- 3 Standard Grades at (ASCETT, (1996). Further, (ESEP, 1997) indicates that only
50% of West Lothian 19 year olds achieve level III SVQ, (51% in Scotland), and only
22% level IV (26% in Scotland).
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identity. Secondly a 'resistance' identity - contradictory tendencies stimulating

changes, and thirdly 'project' identity - implementations of change agendas.

In constructing a new technological regime, the emergent knowledge-based

production constituency is mindful of the necessity to use a mix of vertical and
horizontal programmes capable of attracting and diffusing the new

technologies into the indigenous sectors.

Summary

The institutional arrangements affect West Lothian have proven capable of

attracting and retaining a significant amount lean production technology
transfer into West Lothian, and of supporting its diffusion into half of the

indigenous manufacturing sector. Emerging product technologies and

emerging (value networked) organisational forms are challenging the

sustainability of the current technological base of the area. Lean producers

currently face similar institutional arrangements in lower waged countries
without the disadvantage of EU external tariffs. Policy initiatives at both EU
and Scottish levels have sought to respond to these challenges by promoting

knowledge-based clustering which would enable West Lothian to realign its

technological base towards high value products (category [a] in diagram

11.18). To achieve such realignment will require long-term policy change at

Scottish and EU level. A knowledge-based production constituency in West
Lothian has taken up these challenges at a local level. Building a new

sociotechnical constituency around emerging technologies using networking

organisational forms will require institutional arrangements differing markedly
from those which have supported the transfer and limited diffusion of lean

production over the past twenty years. Of particular concern, is that those

aspects of institutional arrangements (knowledge generation and inter-
institutional and organisational knowledge networking) are precisely the
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characteristics of existing institutional arrangements which have constrained

the diffusion of lean production.

11.5 WHICH VARIABLES HAVE INFLUENCED THE
THE DIFFUSION OF LEAN PRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGY IN WEST LOTHIAN, AND WHICH OF
THESE VARIABLES MIGHT BE EXPECTED TO
INFLUENCE FUTURE TECHNOLOGY DIFFUSION?

This study has identified a pattern of diffusion of lean production technology
into West Lothian. A lean production constituency with significant public

resources attracted foreign direct investment into the area achieving a

synchronisation with lean production's regime of accumulation by a process of

technology transfer. The technology transferred aligned the needs of inward
investors for production bases with the EU, and of EU policy makers for

employment generative foreign direct investment. Such is the density of lean

production activity in West Lothian that significant areas of the mode of

regulation have changed to accommodate the technology - in particular the
structure of labour markets and of training.98 However, an absence of

knowledge networking with indigenous companies and local value added inter-

trading has introduced a dependency upon foreign (product) technological
advances and investment decisions. Systematic attempts are now being
made in Europe, and subject-national regions including West Lothian to

replace with dependency by inter-dependency. Scottish Enterprise now has a

strategy of promoting clusters of knowledge-based producers aiming to re¬

position the Scottish innovation system. An emergent knowledge-based

production constituency is now evolving in West Lothian which aims to

maintain the existing lean production cluster whilst building a new constituency
on a less fragile basis than the lean production constituency.
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The pattern of diffusion of lean production technology within West Lothian
shows a high (50%) adoption rate by indigenous companies. This correlates
to the capability of indigenous companies to act as learning organisations
rather than their record of trading with West Lothian inward investors. Those

indigenous companies adopting most lean production techniques are of a

larger size than the non-adopters, show greater capability for knowledge

networking, and tend to occupy value-adding rather than value-processing

positions in their value network. Two governance structures separate the

indigenous and inward investing companies creating a technological

misalignment. West Lothian inward investor supply chains do not act as a

conduit for the diffusion of the technology into West Lothian indigenous

companies. Rather adopting companies benefit from SE or Council

programmes, and trading links with major companies outside of West Lothian,
with whom many enjoy knowledge networking linkages. Aligning these

indigenous companies with the lean production constituency was not a goal of
this constituency during its formative phase. This misalignment has restrained
the diffusion of lean production technology into the indigenous sector. The

emerging knowledge-based production constituency is aware that creating
such an alignment will be pivotal to its success.

The knowledge-based production constituency has clearer and more far

reaching goals than the lean production constituency, in particular is its vision
of diffusing the emergent knowledge-based production technology into an

indigenous sector. From the perspective of institutional arrangements, the

knowledge-based production constituency aims to bridge inter-institutional

gaps, in particular those between universities and innovative firms. This is a

98 See MacLeod (2000) on what he refers to as the tautological trap of 'soft
institutionalism' - from which perspective low absorptive capacity is both a cause and
a result of lack of success of policy makers.
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central plank of policies aiming to upgrade the emerging Scottish and

European innovation systems. At a systemic level, the knowledge-based

production constituency has the vision of creating an innovative milieu in which
it will be the norm for firms to share knowledge creation in bi-lateral alliances
and networks. The knowledge-based production constituency aims to cluster
firms with learning organisation capabilities centrally featuring knowledge

generation capability. It is a clear perspective of the knowledge-based

production constituency to change those aspects of the lean production

constituency, which constrained the diffusion of the technology.

This study has shown that the range of conceptual instruments its has

deployed are necessary and sufficient to analyse the diffusion of a broadly
based technology such as lean production. Using the analytical tools of fit,

alignment and synchronisation has identified important social policy variables.
These tools have been deployed at varying levels of aggregation grounding

analysis by referencing habituses at each aggregation level.

11.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This chapter has answered the research questions posed in section 1.4

drawing upon the literature reviewed in this thesis, empirical data, and

grounded theory generated by this research. It has argues that the transfer
and diffusion of lean production technology is a complex social process, which
is irreducible to mono-causal explanations, or a single level of analytical

aggregation.

The evidence of this research does not support a clear periodisation or

technological content to Fordism in West Lothian, or a clear paradigmal shift to

post-Fordism. Whilst aspects of the social critique presented in Fordist
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analyses are discernible in West Lothian's development, this development is

not one best viewed in terms of a control trajectory or changing capital-labour
relations. Rather, the analysis presented is one of the transfer into West

Lothian of a limited edition of lean production technology which by its nature

has constrained the diffusion of the technology into the indigenous sector.

This limited edition of lean production technology is characterised by limited

inter-organisational interactivity and a low depth of knowledge creation and
socialisation compared to the home bases of the technology.

The pace and shape of lean production technology diffusion in West Lothian is

explicable by reference to the fixity of its supply chains at RD&D stage before

technology transfer. This subsequently limits their role as a conduit of

knowledge of the technology in the absence of local value added inter-trading.
The growth strategies and leadership of these companies rather than the

proximity or knowledge flows explain the high adoption rate of lean production

techniques by indigenous companies from inward investors. Limited

networking of all types is the result of restrained organisational interactivity,
which in part arises from the absence of local manufacturing supply chains.
The unsustainability of the existing lean production cluster arises from a low
level of knowledge depth - the result of a limited capability in the existing
institutional arrangements, which the emergent knowledge-based production

constituency aims to address.
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Chapter Twelve

CONCLUSIONS

Overview

Since 1945, a new approach to production - lean production - has been

developed in Japan. It has helped to transform a war-devastated Japan into
the second largest economy in the world, and has diffused widely beyond

Japan into other countries and regions. Lean production has consequently
become the most significant system of industrial technology in the last quarter

of the twentieth century. In this dissertation, I have analysed the nature of
diffusion of this new approach, setting it into a broad theoretical context and

grounding my analysis in extensive empirical data on companies transferring
and adapting lean production in the West Lothian region.

To appreciate the full benefits of transferring lean production into indigenous
firms from inward investors requires a deep understanding of the processes of
diffusion and of the technological system itself. My research has attempted to

provide this. It locates lean production as a system working within a global
economy yet engaging with the specific institutional arrangements

characterising manufacturing in central Scotland. Inward investors supply
chains provide the crucial link.

The research is informed by insights from innovation theory (notably
Freeman's work) Regulation theory (Jessop's approach) and the social

shaping of technology school (principally Molina and Fleck's work). Because
of the complexity and context-specific nature of the topic a wide range of
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theoretical elements are integrated within a multi-layered and multi¬
dimensional analytical framework.

The holistic framework used in this research mirrors the complexities found in

lean production as it operates in West Lothian. Adopting this holistic
framework complicates the presentation of the results of this research. The
framework aims to capture the intricacies of lean production diffusion as

complex social and technological processes operating at multiple levels.

Understanding these processes has necessitated using analytical elements at

various levels of aggregation and abstraction in this holistic framework. The

layers of this framework are described as institutional arrangements, systemic
and production-levels of lean production's operation have enabled analytical
movement between levels of aggregation. The framework of analysis has

heuristically distinguished between social, technical, value dimensions of lean

production to place important areas of its operation under a microscope.

Overall, the holistic analytical framework adopted in this research stresses the

interactivity and connectivity between diverse elements of lean production and
forces shaping its diffusion. This is especially the case with flows of

knowledge.

The research employs a wide array of conceptual instruments as analytical
tools to explore this broad framework. Use is made of Regulation theory,
Freeman's notion of long-wave technological regimes and Bowles and
Edward's theory of synchronisation between mode of regulation and regime of
accumulation to interpret the nature of lean production in West Lothian. In

examining knowledge flows in relational supply chains, this research has used

Lamming and Nishiguchi's approaches. The networking approach to Mapping
and exploring the diffusion processes is based upon Molina's sociotechnical
diamond of alignment approach, alongside Nohria and Goshal's theory of
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differential networks and current theory of knowledge networking. I conclude
that the form and content of diffusion processes are significantly influenced by
the source and nature of knowledge flows and uses Fleck's taxonomy of

knowledge and technology to analyse these processes. In order to ground

analysis in the particular institutional arrangements affecting West Lothian, the
research uses Molina's alignment coupled with Gattiker's theory of 'fit'
between people, technology and environment, a revised version of Cohen and
Levinthal's theory of absorptive capacity and Cooke and Amin's work on

spatial clustering.

While the framework integrates many different theoretical elements, the
research has been thoroughly grounded in empirical investigation of 204

companies in West Lothian and fifteen user studies, yielding a range of

descriptive statistics.

Results and conclusions

Limited edition of lean production
In this research, I map the supply and value chains of inward investors and

indigenous companies, and the networks of knowledge flows, always focusing

upon lean production a holistic system. It is clear that the form of lean

production operating in West Lothian is a 'limited edition' of a more general

ideal-type model. What is limited is the depth of knowledge flows and degree
of interactivity amongst members of the localised manufacturing cluster. Of
the four inward investing companies studied, each successfully transfers

product knowledge from abroad. Only Seagate (a take-over) locally generates

product knowledge. All four inward investors are knowledge-dependent upon

their parent for knowledge enabling product innovation, with little likelihood of
RD&D expertise being created or transferred to Scotland. This is a result of
the knowledge-structure of the industry, or the structure of their supply chains.
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In the early 1980s, public agencies viewed the absence of value-adding local

supply and speeding up the inward transfer of investment and jobs. Currently

public agencies place a high premium upon local supplier linkages and

knowledge-generating inward investment.

Diffusion into indigenous sector

The institutional perspective adopted in this research emerges as more

important than market relations in explaining the diffusion of lean production

technology. The effective diffusion mechanisms are knowledge networks
rather than supply chains. My research reaches the ironic conclusion that the
six indigenous companies most involved in trade with inward investors adopt
fewer lean production techniques, and the five indigenous companies least
involved in trade with local inward investors have adopted the most lean

production techniques. This lack of internalisation of lean production

techniques by non-adopting companies is explained by their absence of

growth strategy and/or absorptive capacity. Evidence suggests that the

adopting companies learn from lean producers (including large British

companies) located outside West Lothian. Spatial contiguity and trading links
are insufficient conditions to support the diffusion of lean production

techniques. Good absorptive capacity and clear strategy are necessary

conditions for the effective diffusion of lean production techniques. These
attributes encourage adaptation across non-contiguous linkages, and via

general examples identified from knowledge networking.

Nature of learning organisations
Each of the nine lean producers (five indigenous and four inward investor

companies) are designated as learning organisations, referring in part to their

absorptive capacity (the ability to accumulate learning and to solve problems)
and their strategy for growth (a purposive commercial deployment of
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technological knowledge). Knowledge networking is crucially important to

each of these nine plants, and the shape and content of the networks in which

they participate are influenced by the three following technological and

organisational factors.

• The type, nature and sources of knowledge (Fleck's taxonomy). For the
inward investors systemic knowledge sets the parameters of knowledge

generation, which in turn dictates the sources of knowledge (foreign

suppliers or RD&D centres) and its codified (often embedded) nature. For
the five SMEs categorised in my research as learning organisations, the

picture differs markedly. They have a wider range of knowledge partners,

some of which are in emergent technology areas featuring configurational

technology types. Only one of the five SMEs has professional RD&D staff.
Often the nature of knowledge remains tacit, any codification being
undertaken by other knowledge network members. Knowledge networks -

up and/or down value chains - are crucial sources of innovation for both
inward investor and indigenous learning organisations - what differs is

controlling influence over networks.
• The mix of learning modalities in product technology differs radically

between the inward investor plants and the SMEs. In the former

knowledge socialisation, cumulation and transfer modalities are far more

important than knowledge generation. For the inward investors knowledge

generation is only important at plant level in process technology -

adaptation during transfer and continuous improvement programmes.

Knowledge generation is a more important modality for the five indigenous

learning organisations: its socialisation and cumulation is less formal, and
its transfer is of equal importance as to the inward investor plants. In this

sense, for product technology knowledge, the inward investor's emphasis
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is upon knowledge management, whereas the indigenous companies focus
is learning and generating new knowledge.

• Each of the nine learning organisations are knowledge network players.
The home-based organisational form of the inward investors was beyond
the scope of this research. The larger companies (the inward investors)
are involved in knowledge networks spreading into the far-east, whereas

the SME networks are mainly British and EU (with one example of a US

connection). Neither set of companies is involved in cross-institutional

knowledge networking based in central Scotland with, for example,

Scottish universities. In their home base, however, each of the inward

investors does participate in such cross-institutional networking.

Significantly, given the size and power of the inward investors they are

more able to dictate governance arrangements, purpose and resource

deployment in knowledge networks than the SMEs. Though differing in
different areas of technological knowledge (particular knowledge-based

emergent products), it may not be the case that the larger companies
dominate their knowledge networks.

Knowledge networking emerges as an important characteristic for all lean

producers from this research. It is clear, however, that the form, nature,

participants and governance of these networks are determined by the

particular nature of the technological knowledge featured and its maturity.

Knowledge networks appear more important than spatial contiguity as a

diffusion mechanism for lean production technology.

Clusters and their realignment

My research (Chapter 9) uses Molina's sociotechnical constituency approach
to conceptualise clusters. This bottom-up approach appears to have more

grounding than the top-down perspective of national systems of innovation
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theory. The sociotechnical approach is holistic. It incorporates Porter's factor
endowment theory of cluster creation, and theories of spatial contiguity, whilst

criticising conceptualisations of cluster creation which over-emphasise one

dimension of complex processes. My research positions the purposive

deployment of technological knowledge in value networks as central to
sustainable clustering (Chapter 10). In particular depth of knowledge

networking emerges as an essential parameter of sustainable clusters. In the
case of West Lothian, fragility is discernible in the microelectronics

manufacturing cluster in West Lothian precisely because of the absence of

knowledge networking (inter-dependency) and evident dependency upon

foreign sources of technological knowledge. This is an important issue for

public policy makers who now aim to realign the lean production technological

constituency to create a knowledge-based constituency.

Public policy

Important actors in West Lothian have taken advantage of the Cadence
initiative and the plans for Project Alba to assess the achievements of the lean

production constituency and launch a new knowledge-based production
constituency vision. Significant resources are available to this constituency as

Chapter 9 indicates. As the knowledge-based production constituency

develops an important area of action research will be real-time evaluation and

mapping of its achievements and the evolution of its vision and governance.

There are two important constraints upon the achievement of the knowledge-
based production vision: a low level of commercialisation and linkages
between firms and Scottish higher education; and poor attainment levels in
schools and training, and therefore the quality of the future work force.

Addressing these constraints forms part of the knowledge-based production

constituency vision. The British government and the EU have targeted radical
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changes in higher education, training and school education. Mapping and
action research, perhaps with a focus on space and international comparison,
should prove a rich arena for further research. Such a project will involve
areas of public policy, restructuring of institutional arrangements and may

enable social research of an ethnographic and/or inter-generational nature to

be done.

West Lothian is home to a number of successful technologically innovative

indigenous companies, some of which feature in this research. A series of

best practice case studies charting technological achievement and the building
of SMEs may challenge (or confirm) existing public policy and theory in
relation to leadership, ownership, venture capital provision and institutional

support for innovation.

Inter-institutional linkages have featured strongly in this research. Public-

private partnerships are now conventional in this highly dynamic area.

However, the theory and taxonomy of governance structures lags behind

practice. Research into governance types may assist future policymaking.

Further Research

My research is action-research - the people, companies and outcomes of the

processes analysed in this research are ones in which I continue to play a

role, and give commitment to. Disseminating the results of this research, and

continuing the research are important to myself and to other actors in these

processes.

Page (xi) indicates that four papers (two jointly with Professor Molina and one

also with Mathias Klaes) on subjects associated with this research have been

accepted by refereed journals. Three individual papers are currently in the
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hands of referees along with two further joint papers (one with Professor
Molina on learning organisations and another with Nick Lancaster on

absorptive capacity). These papers and some of those below aim to develop
tools for use by policy practitioners.

I plan further research over the next years which, with the above material. I

hope to publish as a book, providing a rich analysis of technological change in
a community. This research, which will include further empirical enquiry.

Firstly, the institutional structures supporting innovation in West Lothian:

• A holistic assessment of the cost/benefit of foreign direct investment into

the area: contrasting the cost/benefits of different technologies and the
extent to which institutional arrangements take advantage of opportunities

arising from FDI for indigenous innovations.
• The implications of integrating public services in West Lothian for

knowledge-based clustering.

A second area of further research addresses the changing composition of
labour markets.

• West Lothian Council has provided Internet access to all secondary school

pupils anticipating improved educational attainment and employability in

knowledge-based firms. Further research will explore the intended goals
and achievements of this public policy.

• The shift from conflictual to commitment-based human relations has been

important in West Lothian. I intend to examine how and why technological
innovation has influenced these processes.
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An important area of Molina's sociotechnical constituency approach to be

developed is that of governance:

• West Lothian now hosts a number of spin-offs (from companies) and spin-

outs (from universities). I propose to explore governance issues in start-up

processes contrasting technologies (software design, biotechnology and

optoelectronics) with the source of technological knowledge.
• Although dominated by lean production manufacturing in recent years

West Lothian has seen a number of start-up companies successfully
innovate new products. Examples of these products are retractable

syringes, throw-away contact lenses and utility fault diagnostic software.

My study will examine the difficulties of innovating products within
institutional arrangements established to promote inward investment.

• I intend to use my ten years experience as Chairman of a local venture

capital company by examining the perceived clash of governances

between risk capital providers and potential commercialisations of
innovative products from local universities. I intend this research to

complement a working paper Professor Molina and I have written on an

evolutionary business-planning tool.

Finally, to complete this picture of technology innovation in West Lothian:

• An important feature of West Lothian's economic renaissance has been the
role of unelected public bodies. I intend a study examining the dynamic

relationship over innovation policies between the elected and unelected

political representatives.
• My final study will examine the quality of life changes brought about by

technological innovation in West Lothian. I envisage an inter-generation
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study capturing changes in workplace and domestic technology and its
affect on people over time.
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